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INTRODUCTION
V. К. Lukyanov

The Symposium "Dubna Deuteron-93" was held in September, 1993, and the first
one was in 1991. This means that now we have the tradition in organizing this kind of
meeting where physicists have a possibility of exchanging by new results in investigating
a simple two-nucleon system, which at the same time is surrounded by very complicated
problems.
Indeed, the deuteron is like a certain laboratory, where wc can study the Non
interaction at small distances, properties of overlapping bags, quark-gluon degrees of
freedom, the internal nuclcon and, especially, neutron structure, the confinement prob
lems, and so on. At present we use sometimes different representations for explanation
of the deuteron structure at short, intermediate and long distances between nucleons. At
short distances one should use the quark-gluon degrees of freedom; at intermediate, the
mesonic exchanges are to be introduced; and at large distances, the known proton- neu
tron picture is revealed as usual. Now the problem consists in the unification of all these
representations, and I mean first of all the quark microscopic basis for investigating the
deuteron. This problem is still unsolved, but it is clear that the efforts in this direction
will be continued.
These Proceedings include papers, where many ingredients of that kind of the
ory are investigated: the relativization methods, construction of the guage invariant
approaches, perturbative and nonperturbative methods of QCD for many-quarks sys
tems and their characteristics such as structure functions and form factors. Models are
presented where experimental data of rather different processes are explained by using
the competition of multiquark-, meson- and nucleon degrees of freedom, which gives a
phenomenological basis for a qualitative understanding of the role of these channels in
searching for the fundamental laws governing the phenomena under consideration.
One of the main tasks of this Symposium was to pay a special attention to the
polarized processes which can be investigated on facilities of our Institute. It might be
said that in 1993 we became aware of the successful transfer of a beam through the vac
uum chamber of a new superconductive criogenic accelerator of high energy particles and
nuclei at the Laboratory of High Energies- the Nuclotron; and the first experiments were
initiated in the internal beam of this accelerator. Also, the polarized deuteron beam
became available on the old machine, the synchrophasotron, and a number of recent in
vestigations on it were presented at the Symposium, in particular, new preliminary data
presented on the tensor analyzing power in the backward elastic c/p-scattering, obtained
at Saclay and Dubna at different internal nucleon momenta, where the tendency of its
behavior was shown to be consistent with qualitative predictions of QCD. A new pos
sibility will be opened by using the Saclay-Argonne polarized proton target at Dubna,
which will be a part of the facility in common experiments on the polarized beams of the
synchrophasotron.
So we are waiting for the new results at a future Symposium "Dubna Deuteron-95",
we hope to be organized in 1995.
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N U C L O T R O N : First Beams and Experiments
A.D.Kovalenko
Laboratory of High Energies
Joint Institute for Nuclear Research, Dubna.
Abstract
The history of creation and development of the
superconduction relativistic heavy ion accelerator —
NUCLOTRON — is presented.
1. The superconducting relativistic heavy ion accelerator-Nuclotron was
commissioned the last week of March 1993 in Dubna. / 1 / It was the first test
run of a new superconducting synchrotron constructed at the Laboratory over
the period of 1987-92. The Nuclotron i s intended to accelerate nuclei and
multicharged ions including the heaviest ones (uranium) up to an energy
of 6 GeV/n. The basic program of fundamental physics research on the
Nuclotron beams was motivated by ideas of relativistic nuclear physics./2,3/
Main aspects of the current program are the following:
- investigation of multiple particle production reactions in the collision
of nuclei, search for possible collective and quasi-stationary states of nuclear
matter;
- multinucleonic interactions, study of subthreshold and cumulative pro
cesses including the subthreshold production of 3/ф;
- search for an exotic and multiquark systems narrow resonances, hypernuclear and isonuclear system, H-particles and other systems with strangeness;
- study of jets and especially jets of cumulative particles (the last ones
could be interpreted as distinct signals of colour charge knocked out of the
nucleus).
Investigations of spin phenomena using polarized beams and the devel
opment of experimental facilities for this domain of research are the subject
of our particular attention. This topic is of first priority in the Laboratory
scientific program.
Since 1957 the major research facility of LHE has been the Synchropha
sotron which provides beams of protons, light ions (including sulphur), polar
ized and aligned deuterons as well as secondory beams (neutrons, pions, 3H
and others). A general view of the LHE accelerator centre is shown in Fig.l.
About 500 physicists of 120 institutions from many countries are involved
in the above mentioned research program. The investigations of relativistic
nuclear collisions have begun at the Synchrophasotron since 1970. The first
experiment performed with 4.5 GeV/n deuterons was aimed at verifying the
hypothesis of cumulative particle production. / 4 /
Beams of polarized deuterons were obtained at the LHE accelerating fa
cility in 1981. A special cryogenic source "Polaris" was developed and put
into operation./5/ The world's record of polarized deuteron energy p = 4.5
GeV/c per nucleon belongs to Dubna up to now.
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2. The first conceptual design proposal of development of the L1IE accel
erator centre was published in 1973./6/ The "Nuclotron",a superconducting
strong focusing accelerator of relativistic nuclei, was considered as a threestage accelerating facility:
- 10 MeV/n linac;
- 750 MeV/n booster ring (both conventional and superconducting ones
were considered);
- 20-25 GeV/n main ring.
Pulsed superconducting dipoles with a peak magnetic field of 6T were
suggested to be used for the Nuclotron main ring. But this design was not
supported by funding, and the decision should be found to make the new
machine construction more feasible and substantially cheaper.
The final version of the Nuclotron concept was developed in the early
80th / 7 / , and the project "Reconstruction of the Synchrophasotron magnetic
system to the superconducting one - Nuclotron" was approved in December
1986. No reconstruction of the existing linac LU-20 and no booster ring were
included in the project due to very limited f u n d i n g .
Special types of superconducting magnets were proposed and investigated
for the Nuclotron. These are fast cycling iron-shaped magnetic field mag
nets with a winding of hollow composite superconductor and a circulatory
refrigeration system./8/ The perspectives of using 2-2.5 T "window-frame"
type dipole magnets with superconducting winding for relatively small syn
chrotrons were investigated at the Laboratory earlier, and a model 1.5 GeV
superconducting synchrotron was constructed and tested./9,10/
The main parameters of the Nuclotron structural dipole and quadrupole
SC-magnets are shown in Table 1.
Table 1
N

Parameter

1.

Magnetic field induction at
nominal current 1=6 кА
Magnetic field gradient at
nominal current 1=5.6 кА
Effective length (averaged)
Number of magnets in the
lattice
Aperture (horiz.x vertic.)
Mass
Number of turns in the winding
Inductance
Dynamic heat releases at
B=2 T/s, B. m =2T
••
and ramp rate f=0.5 Hz

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

10

Unit

Dipole

Т

1.98

T/m
m

mm
kg
mil

W

Quadrupole

1.418

33.4
0.445

96
130x56
500
16
1.1

64
^90
200
10
0.44

21
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ЛИ the magnets are connected in parallel with supply and return helium
headers. Л fast cycling mode (one pulse per second) of operation can be
provided for the Nuclotron due to such a type of magnets. The cryogenic
supply system is based on three helium liquefiers with a total capacity of
4.8 kVV at 4.5 K. In more detail the cryogenic system of the Nuclotron was
described in/11/.
During the first test run (March 17th-2Gth, 1993) the Nuclotron ring was
cooled down to 4.5 К (it took about 110 hours), the dipoles and quadrupoles
were supplied by dc-current and a 5 MeV/n deutron beam was injected. Soon
after tuning the parameters, we observed the first turns of particles in the
vacuum chamber.
Deuteron beam acceleration up to an energy of 0.2 GeV/n and internal
target irradiation were performed during the second Nuclotron run on June
26 -July 6 /12,13/. The first observations of coasting and accelerated beams
are shown in the oscillograms of Fig.2a,b, respectively. The intensity of the
accelerated deuteron beam was about 3"109 p/cycle. Beam dynamics was
stable enough, and a maximum beam energy was limited by some technical
imperfections with the magnets power supply and safety systems only.
The experimental arrangement included:
- An internal target station which is installed in a special "warm" straight
section of the Nuclotron ring. The station operates with polyethylene, copper
and gold foils 1.57, 0.55 and 1.72цт in thickness respectively. A relative
target-beam position is controlled by means of a stepping motor with a high
precision.
- A beam monitoring telescope consisting of three scintillation counters
with dimensions of 3 x 3 x 0 . 5 c m 3 , 4 x 4 x 0.5cm3<md7 x 7 x 0.5cm3.
- Two 1 x l m 2 scintillation hodoscopes. - A 36-channel lead glass Cherenkov
EM calorimeter. - A detecting telescope. It is composed of four scintillation
counters with dimensions of 2x 2 x 0.5cm 3 ,3 x 3 x 0.5crn3,4 x4 x 0.5cm3and7 x
7 x 65cm3, respectively. The telescope axis is rotated with respect to the beam
direction by 29 ± 1°. The distance between the first two counters is 0,5 m,
the angular acceptance is about 10 - 3 sr.
The next Nuclotron run was carried out in December 1993. The acceler
ation of carbon nuclei up to an energy of 0.2 GeV/n was provided.
New results on the acceleration of heavier ions were obtained during this
run. The cryogenic electron beam ionizer "KRION-S" / 4 / was installed
at the injector linac. This modification of the Donetz type ion source is
considered as a main operational device for the Nuclotron heavy ion program
at the first stage / 5 / . The beams of Ar 16+ and Kr 29+ were obtained and
accelerated to an energy of 5 MeV/n at the linac. The beam of krypton ions
was injected into the Nuclotron vacuum chamber.
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3, Recent results have shown spin observable» can be exploited both, to
provide new test of QCD and to probe previously immeasurable aspects of
nucleoli structure and qunrk-gluon degrees of freedom of nuclei.
Two runs
(800 hours) with polarized deuterons were provided at the Synchrophasotron
during 1993. The mean intensity of extracted beams was about 1.5 x 10"
particles per second. The polarization coefficient was no less than 0.55. By
the request of the collaborations
involved in this field of research, the
next two-week run was organized in February-March 199'l.In addition to
data taken at the INESS-ALFA, DISK and SMS spectrometers, the studies
of polarized neutron beam formation over a primary polarized deuteron beam
energy region of (0.5-3.5) GeV/п were performed.
Л further development of the investigations of spin clfccts at the Ы1Е
accelerator facility complex is concerned with using a polarized target.
During the recent Nuclotron run (March 17-29,1994) polarized deuteron
beam injection and limited (to~ 100 McV/n) acceleration were provided.
The efficiency of the experimental complex including the polarized deuteron
source "Polaris", Nuclotron, internal target and detector was tested.
After ~ 4 hours of data taking on I he d-bcam, the "Polaris source was
replaced by the duoplasmatron according to the run schedule,
This provided us with an unpolarized deutcron beam. The acceleration
of dcuterons up to 4,2, 6.0 and 6.8GcV/c respectively, was performed. The
irradiation of the internal targets and a long data acquisition were possible
at an energy of 4.2 GeV/c and were used by the SFERA, SYAO and DELTA
collaborations.
The first results of new superconducting synchrotron commissioning have
shown good operational conditions of most of its systems. Regular physics
experiments have started.
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a)

Fig. 2. The First Observation of a Beam in the Nuclotron ring:
a) coasting beam after injection each oscillation corresponds to one
revolution of particles t ~ 8.3/xs
b) changing beam intensity during acceleration (t = 1 s).
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STATUS R E P O R T on SATURNE NATIONAL LABORATORY
Egle Tomasi-Gustafsson and Jacques Arvieux
Laboratoire National Saturne CNRS-IN2PS,
CEA-DSM
91191 Gif-sur Yvettc CEDEX, France

ABSTRACT
The activity of the Saturne National Laboratory is presented, with special emphasis
on the recent dcvcloppcmcnts and results in the perspective of two new projects which
have been proposed to study rare eta de ys and ba on resonances.
1.

Introduction

T h e Saturne National Laboratory has been created in 1978 around a main ring,
a Synchrotron, which accelerates 3 GeV protons. Since that time many improvements
in the machine, in the sources and especially the construction of an inner ring, MI
MAS, in 1987, have given to SATURNE performances never achieved elsewhere. The
sources , Amaltheefor light ions, Hyperion for polarized protons and deuterons, Dione
for heavy ions and polarized Li6, allow to produce a very large variety of projectiles.
MIMAS, a mini-synchrotron, used now as injector insures stability and reliability to
the machine. S A T U R N E accelerates beams up to an energy of ~ 3GeV for protons,
2.3 GeV for deuterons and 60 M e V / A for 86ЛГг. A new R F Q , installed in 1992 allows
to accelerate ions with a ratio Z/A > 0.22, with a gain of a factor ten in the intensity
for heavy ions.
T h e features t h a t make SATURNE unique, in the intermediate energy domain,
are in particular:
- t h e large variety of accelerated ions
- t h e good energy resolution ( < 1 Mev)
- t h e highly polarized, intense proton and deuteron beams: the proton polariza
tion is of the'order of 90%, the deuteron vector and tensor polarization better
than 60% and 90% respectively.
SATURNE is a very reliable machine, its efficiency (the ratio between the time avail
able for physics, which is 4000-5000 hours per year, and t h e effective time with beam
on the target) is higher than 90%.
S A T U R N E is a laboratory open to the world: more than 50% of the users are
foreign and official agreements link the Laboratory to five international institutions:
JINR (Russia), GSI ( R F A ) . T R I U M F (Canada), LNPI (Russia), INFN (Torino.Italy).
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In this context large investissements have been done by foreign users for the construction of detectors (DISTO, NUCLEON-NUCLEON..) and beam lines (PINOT).
Two independent extractions which can work simultaneously drive the beam
at two different energies (in time sharing) or at the same energy (with intensity sharing). Twelve beam lines are available; some of them have very specific characteristics
(e.g. the Nucbron-Nuchon lin" provides the spin orientation in all directions for the
beam and the target). Four spectrometers, named SPES1...SPES4, with very complementary characteristics make possible a large variety of experiments
2.

T h e physics at S A T U R N E
The current experiments are usually classified according to the following scheme:
1. FUNDAMENTAL INTERACTIONS
- ETA rare decays
2. ELEMENTARY MECHANISMS
- Nucleon - Nucleon interaction *'
- Baryonic resonances (Delta, Roper, SPES4..)
- Heavy meson production (SPES3, SPES4, PINOT)
- Strangeness production (DISTO)

• 3. NUCLEAR STRUCTURE
- Spin resonances ( SPESl, POMME)
- Light ion structure ( SPES4)
- Transfer reactions ( SPESl)
4. NUCLEAR MATTER
- Heavy ions reactions (multifragmention)
- Charge exchange reactions
Moreover about 10% of the available beam is dedicated to Astrophysics, Biology,
Atomic Physics, test for detectors.. Proposals for building large acceptance detectors
have been submitted to the authorities:
"'see contribution of Dr. A. de Lesquen at this conference
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- The ЕТЛ2 project which would allow to investigate rare 77 decays of the 7?-meson
in more then two charged or neutral particles; in particular it would be possible
to study the following reactions: 77 —» 7T°77 which is considered a test of the
Chiral Perturbation Theory, 77 —• e + e~7, and 77 —> n+fi~y which would allow
to investigate the electromagnetic structure of the 77,77 —> e+ е~7Г° which is a
test for charge conservation in the electromagnetic interaction.
- The b'PhSAir detector h a complex dotictor around the target point of the
SPES4 spectrometer, for exclusive experiments concerning pion coherent pro
duction in nuclei, Roper Resonance and spin structure of baryonic resonances.
Furthermore the proton and deuteron beams available in Saturne seem very suitable
for fundamental cross section measurements requested by nuclear waste transmutation
programs and all the competences exist in Saturne for a project of a high intensity
accelerator (100 mA for 1 GeV protons).
In this talk I will show you in particular the latest noticeable results connected
to the projects around which the activity of Saturne may concentrate in the next few
years, but I would like to mention first some recent results.
The DISTO project 1 (Fig. 1) is a collaboration Dubna, Indiana, Saclay,
Torino. Its aim is to study the strangeness production in the reaction pp —» pAk and
pp —> pEA:, through a complete reconstruction of the kinematics and the measurement
of some spin observables.

Fig.l. Disto: the magnet, the wire chambers and the scintillating fibers around the target
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The magnet is already installed in Saclay, the detection and the acquisition
systems are under construction or test. A test of scintillating fibres has been done in
July 93, the wire chambers will be tested in October.
With the SPES3 spectrometer the absolute total cross section for the reaction
pp —> pprj, up to 1300 MeV has been obtained 2 . It results from a big technical effort
in the construction of large wire chambers installed in 92 and an elaborate simulation
of trajectories in the spectrometer. It opens the possibility to mesure the elementary
production of heavy mesons (p, ш, ф, т]') in inclusive reactions.
At SPES1 a new superconducting solenoid has been installed and calibrated. It
has already been used for the calibration of the tensor deuteron polarimeter POLDER,
which is operational between 200 and 400 MeV deuteron energy 3 . It is planned to
use this polarimeter at CEBAF for a T20 measurement in d(e,e')d scattering and in
the study of the pp —* dit reaction in SATURNB.
In the domain of heavy ion reactions, the detector ORION 4 (a neutron
calorimeter) has been moved at SATURNE, from GANIL. Using p and 3He reac
tions on heavy targets it is possible to study the deexcitation modes of very hot
nuclei with little spin and compression.

2.1. The 77 decays
A precise measurement of rare 77 decays is a possible way to test the Standard
Model. Up to now little is known experimentally about rare 77 decays, due to the
poor flux of 7) particles available, for example through the reaction тт~р —» щ.
A few years ago it has been found in SATURNE that the reaction pd —>3 He 77
at the kinematical threshold can be used as an intense source of 'monochromatic' 77
beam 5 . The 77 particles can be tagged in a very clean way through the magnetic
analysis of the 3 # e . The resulting background is lower than 10% in spite of the
large hadronic production in the interaction between the proton beam and the tar
get. The kinematics of the reaction strongly facilitates the 77 tagging. The 3He are
emitted in a narrow cone in the forward direction and in a narrow momentum range,
so that they can be detected in the SPES2 spectrometer with ~ 100% acceptance.
The possibility of a direct identification of the produced 77 allow to reduce the un
certainties associated to normalization procedures based on quantities such as the 77
production cross section or the branching ratio of another 77 decay. The recent results
obtained by this collaboration (DAPNIA-LNS-UCLA-INDIANA- DUBNA) concern
the measurement of the branching ratio for the decay 77 —> p.+fi~ (fig. 2) 7 . The muon
detectors, placed at about 60° on the two sides of the target identified emission angle,
time of flight, energy deposit and range. The improvement with respect to the pre
vious measurements at CERN (1978)7 and at Serpukhov (1980)8 is remarkable: 114
decays were collected on a background of 12 events. The calculated branching ratio
is BR = 5.9 ± 0.7 (stat) ± 0.5 (syst), that is 1.4 ± 0.2 times the unitarity bound,
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consistent with the Serpukhov measurement, but with a better precision. It is in
agreement with most of quark and vector dominance models which give predictions
typically 30% larger than the unitarity value.
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The measurement of the 77 -> 77 decay has been performed in May and its
analysis is in progress. The two photons were detected in a calorimeter array of 61
BGO scintillator counters. The goal of this experiment is a direct, precise measure
ment of the branching ratio 77 -* 77 (within 3 - 4 % uncertainty). This decay mode is
not rare, the branching ratio quoted in the Particle Data Book being 0.389 ± 0.005,
but this quantity is considered to be fundamental, as it is necessary for theoreticians
to calculate the total width of the 77 meson (1.2 keV) and its electromagnetic struc
ture. Several experiments also rely upon this quantity, when the 77 production cross
section is deduced from the identification of the two photons.
The construction of a high acceptance detector optimized for a large flux of
particles with energy lower than 400 MeV has been proposed, in order to study more
than two particles decays. It should consist in a barrel of ~ 1000 pure Csl detectors
to detect photons and charged particles. The target would be surrounded by ~ 60
plastic scintillators for tracking and energy loss of charged particles. All the 77 decays
would be recorded simultaneously, and then identified off-line. It should allow to
reach limits for the branching ratios of the order of Ю-*'.

2.2.Nucleon resonances
The excitation of Delta resonance in nuclei has been observed in SATURNE
through charge exchange reactions, for example ( 3 Яе, t) at 2 GeV incident energy.
Pions and protons from the decay of Д-hole states in the target are detected in
coincidence with the detector DIOGENE and triggered on the tritium 9 . In particular
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three kinds of events have been selected and studied:
- events connected to one proton and one pion in coincidence (7r+ + p) are a
signature of a quasi-free channel; they are sensitive to A formed in the surface
of the nucleus; their experimental features are no shift in the energy spectra
and no excitation energy of the recoil nucleus
- two protons (2p) events come mainly from absorption and coupling of Д-hole
states to 2p — 2h states; they are characterized by a large width of the energy
spectra and a low energy transfer.
- the events where only one pion is detected in Diogene may be connected to
a quasi free process, where the nucleon is not observed, but they can be the
signature of a coherent process where a virtual pion is elastically scattered by
the nucleons in the target until it becomes real. The target is then left in
its ground state and the resulting pion angular distribution is forward peaked.
This process can be used as a source of virtual pions. Its observation opens
the possibility of the study of collective pion mode in different experimental
conditions (varying energy, density ...). It may be used as a signature for the
transversal or longitudinal contribution to the NN — NA transition as the
angular distribution is predicted to be different.
The SPES47T detector will be a very well adapted tool for this study, due to its large
momentum range and the good resolution in the forward direction. In particular the
study of the reactions ( 3 #e,f7r + ) and (d,pp), is planned.
The idea is to replace a magnet at the target point of SPES4 with an open
magnet in such a way to leave enough place for a wide acceptance detection 10.
Particles would be detected in coincidence with the standard detection at the focal
plane. As this spectrometer is the most used one at LNS, such a modification should
not deteriorate the existing possibilities. The main difficulty is the beam dumping,
in order not to create background around the target.
Other experiments planned with this detector are the investigation of the
Roper resonance and the study of spin-isospin degrees of freedom of nucleon reso
nances.
The excitation of the Roper resonance Рц(1440) has been observed at Saturne
via the inelastic scattering of a particles on protons and deuterons 11 . It corresponds
to a monopole isoscalar excitation and should give informations about the dynam
ical size of the nucleon. Alpha particles are very selective for isoscalar excitations.
The experimental constraints for the observation of such resonance are a very small
detection angle and a requested magnetic rigidity not far from the beam one. More
over the excitation of the Roper resonance in the target overlaps with a much larger
Д excitation in the projectile. Exclusive experiments are necessary to select unam
biguously the target excitation: the measurement of the proton in coincidence with
the a particle is planned at the SPES47T. A good resolution is necessary in order to
eliminate events with missing mass centered at the pion mass.
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A search for isoscalar spin transition in nuclei 1 2 has been carried on at Saturne.
Л method to select Д Г = 0, AS = 1 transitions has been successfully tested at
S P E S 1 , with the Polarimeter P O M M E , on the first excited states of UC, and then
applied to 40Ca and 1 2 C up to 60 MeV excitation energy. The most recent results are
shown in Fig. 3.
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Fig. 3. Spin response and AS = 0 and AS = 1 cross sections versus excitation energy
T h e spin response is shown u p tp 60 MeV excitation energy, together with the
cross section for isoscalar spin and no spin excitation. The 1 + T = 0 level at 12.7 MeV
and t h e 2~ T = 0 level at 18.3 MeV are almost pure spin states; a strucure is present
around 20 MeV with a width of 3 MeV and a larger one around 30 MeV. Their
angular distribution is compatible with a dipole excitation. Beyond this energy t h e
response is similar to 40Ca and compatible with t h e response of a non interacting
Fermi Gas. It has been shown t h a t t h e measurement of the spin-flip probability
in inelastic scattering reactions induced by polarized protons is a very good tool to
select spin transitions. However mainly ; .sovector excitations are selected. T h e 400
MeV polarized deuterons are a good probe for t h e isoscalar component of the nuclear
excitation and using a polarized b e a m and a vector polarimeter for the scattered
deuterons it is possible to have an approached spin-flip probability. The idea is to
extend this method on nucleon resonances, installing the polarimeter P O M M E at t h e
S P E S 4 focal plane in coincidence with the SPESAiz,
and selecting by cuts in the
phase space the target excitation.
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3.

Conclusions

Some of the recent results obtained in SATURNE have been presented. A large
and international activity is going on in our Laboratory, in spite of the economical
difficulties in the last years. New projects of the construction of large acceptance
detectors will concentrate the physicists around larger collaborations. These projects
have been approved by the LNS Scientific Committee, in May 93. In spite of this
the Board of Directors of LNS has expressed its will to close the Laboratory at the
end 95 (or at the end of 97 with reduced budget and staff).A plan which would allow
to concentrate reduced means on prioritary programs will be submitted by the LNS
direction in fall 93.
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ABSTRACT
We present new data from experiment 249 at SATURNK, Saclay, in which the tensor
analyzing power 1\Q for the dp backward elastic reaction was measured in the range of
deuteron energies 0.3 to 2.34 GeV.; the elastic protons were detected at a fixed 1.7 c in
the laboratory. The values of 7'го obtained are compared with those obtained in recent
studies of the 0 ° inclusive breakup reaction dp —» pX at the same values of the internal
momentum variable к calculated in the infinite momentum frame . We discuss similari
ties and differences observed in the two reactions which, we argue, are closely related in
the impulse approximation.
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The Impulse Approximation (IA) is often the first tool used to extract nuclear
structure information from high energy reaction data, yet we have only few detailed
tests of its range of application. The IA graphs seen in figure 1, of deuteron inclusive
breakup (DIB) and backward elastic scattering (BES), indicate that these two processes
are closely related. This obvious relationship does suggest that comparison of corre
sponding observables of the two reactions could be a sensitive test of the approximation.
Together they may offer a unique opportunity to map the deuteron wave function to
very large internal momenta. Detecting forward proton with momentum larger than
half the beam momentum in in-flight DIB, maximizes probability that this proton was
a "spectator" of the reaction in IA sense. DIB becomes "backward elastic" as one nears
kinematical limit. If one writes for the missing mass in DIB iV/j=((/-f 777v — TJ)2, then
the elastic limit is simply №x=mj.
The Saclay part of the Virginia-Saclay-Dubna collaboration has now accumu
lated a full set of polarization data in experiment 249, including tensor analyzing power
T^o and polarization transfer KQ, defined as ratio of vector polarization of proton and
deuteron, in BES, within the constrains of the maximum deuteron energy of SATURNE, 2.34 GeV. Mere we present new results for the tensor analyzing power T20 in
BES. These data were obtained in 1992 and 1993, at IS values cf the deuteron energy
between 0.3 and 2.34 GeV. The forward high energy protons were detected in the mag
netic spectrometer SPES 4 at a constant laboratory angle of 1.7 °; in addition, angular
distributions were obtained at 3 deuteron energies, which showed that 7*20 varied very
little over the range 1.7 to 7.1 ° laboratory angle at 0.5 and 1.0 GeV beam energy,
and 1.7 to 6.8 ° at 2.34 GeV; this observation justifies the use of the term 7\o rather
than Ayy.
The events in the elastic peak were selected by applying software cuts in the
reconstructed missing mass spectrum and in the scattering angle at the target. The
relative missing mass resolution was typically 0.4 to 0.6a;10-3 ( l a ) . Various size colli
mators were used depending on cross section: at the lower energies the collimator size
was 15 mm diameter, and at the higher energies 34 mm diameter; the distance target
to collimator is a fixed 3003 mm. Checks were made that the inelastic contamination
was negligible by detecting the deuteron instead of the proton at 1.0 and 1.6 GeV beam
energy, at a laboratory angle corresponding to the same CM angle as the proton data
at the same energy. The T20 values obtained at these two energies for either d or p
detection are the same within error bar. All results are shown in figure 2 versus the
deuteron beam energy, including also the two d-detection points (filled circles). Also
shown is one point obtained at 2.1 GeV in 1986 (Perdrisat et al 1 , filled diamond)
The new results are compared in figure 3 with a previous measurement by
Arvieux et al 2 , showing a systematic discrepancy. The ratios of the new to the previous
results are not constant and probably cannot be traced to a simple error in the beam
polarization measurement in either experiment, which in both cases was measured in
a low energy beam polarimeter by determining the asymmetry in the 2 //(d,p)X reac
tion, in the injector line of SATURNE at 385 keV. The difference may come at least
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in part from differences in detectors; the scattering angle at the target could not be
reconstructed in the older experiment which was done without chambers in the focal
plane of SPES 4. The best check we have for the new results is that they agree very
well with those of the recent Dubna measurements of T2o, which include two energies
very close to the two highest ones in the present experiment (2.062 and 2.346 GeV in
Dubna, versus 2.100 and 2.338 GeV at Saturne). The Dubna results were reported at
this Symposium by N. Piskunov 3 .
The new results for backward clastic scattering arc compared in figure 4 with
the published results for inclusive breakup at a constant deuteron beam energy of 2.1
GeV (references 1 and Punjabi et al'1). Here both BES and DIB Tw values are plotted
versus k, the intrinsic momentum variable which corresponds to the deuteron internal
momentum in the infinite momentum frame (IMF). It should be noted that a definitive
difference in the k-dependence of T2o in the two reactions starts near k=0.25 GeV/c,
and disappears near k=0,5 GeV/c. This difference is possibly related to the very
different kinematic regimes of the two experiments: in the older DIB data the total
center-of-mass energy y/s is constant, but the missing mass Mx increases as the proton
energy is decreased from the deuteron mass; it becomes large enough for 2 pions to
be produced near k=0; in BES the beam energy is changed to vary the proton energy,
and therefore k, causing the invariant energy v/s of the 3N intermediate state to span
a region of invariant mass allowing excitation of one of the nucleons to the N" 1440,

P

P

md
Fig.1,1 A graphs for deuteron inclusive breakup (upper) and backward elastic
scattering (lower).
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1520 and 1525 MeV resonances. Of course in BES the missing mass is constant, equal
to that of the deuteron, Mx=nid, and no real piotis can be produced. Nonc-the-less the
general k-dcpendcnce of T?o in both reactions is strikingly similar. The same variable
к has been used earlier to show that the cross sections for BES and DIB were related,
if compared by calculating an "effective" momentum density with the IA5. Data ob
tained at the Synchrophasoloron in 1993 and presented at this Symposium in reference
4, show that the further evolution of T2o to k-values as large as 0.8 GcV/c does not
agree with the 1Л prediction if standard NN potential deuteron wave functions are used.
A better understanding of the k-depondence of 7\o in the two reactions may
become possible when the polarization transfer data for BES obtained in the same
experiment become available. The polarization transfer in DIB at a fixed 2.1 GcV
obtained by Cheung et al 6 are shown reanalyzed in а Тад versus « 0 representation in
figure 5. In this figure the circle corresponds to IA for any deuteron wave function
containing exclusively an S- and a D-state component. The smooth and systematically
increasing separation between the DIB data and IA prediction has been interpreted as
evidence for a third component in the deuteron ground state wave function (see Kuehn,
Perdrisat and Strokovsky7 in these proceedings).
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Correlations between polarization observables in
inclusive deuteron breakup
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ABSTRACT
A combined analysis of existing data on T20 - tensor analyzing power and spin transfer
coefficient from deuteron to proton («0) is done for dcuteron breakup at 0"
It is shown, that interpretation of the existing breakup data using standard twocomponent deuteron wave function (with S- and D- components) and those models of
the reaction mechanism, which do not change the proton spin, is impossible. Two
alternatives arc considered: (i) the DWF has an additional component (an N'N Pwavc) or (ii) complicated spin-dependent interfering graphs give a large contribution to
the matrix element o[ the reaction.
We suggest that a possible experimental way to investigate the 1-st alternative could
be a search for the N'N component by triggering on the ц - meson from N' — N1}
decay; JV(1535Sn) - the lowest mass negative parity resonance- has large branching
ratio (30-50%) in this channel.
1.

Introduction

In the last 15 years inclusive (d, p(0<>))A' experiments at momenta up to 9 G e V / c
were done ' . Interpretation of the data for deuteron breakup is essentially based on 2
main assumptions which are rather trivial but often forgotten: (i) the lab. momentum
pjr (or (ffr in the deutcron rest frame) of the detected proton-fragment is in one-to-one
correspondence with the relative momentum of the deutcron constituents (17) appearing
in the Shroedinger equation for the deuteron wave function (DVVF); this
assumption
allows to treat the argument of the DWF as an observable; (ii) the spin state of the
detected proton is related directly with that in the DVVF, i.e. the reaction mechanism
does not mix various spin states of the constituent proton generating the observed spin
state of the detected proton; this is what is called here the frozen proton spin.
These assumptions are common to most models used for an interpretation of
the breakup data. Further differentiation of the models comes from assumptions about
the mechanism of the reaction; here only the breakup at tf — 0° will be discussed.
Initial motivation of the experiments discussed here was based on a qiiasi-inipuls
approximation ("IA") which implies that the dominant contribution to the reaction
mechanism comes from the IA-graphs and that graphs with rescattering of the con
stituent nucleons result in a r e n o r m a l i z a t i o n of the IA expression for the cross sec
tions. Within "IA" the observablcs of the reaction are related to the deuteron wave
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function (DWF) components и and w as follows:
1 2y/2uw — to2
u2 - го2 — ш«/\/2
w
T20 = —r
r - — = — , «o =
r-—=
, dcr/dqfr ~ и 2 + ш 2 , (1 - 3)
>/2 u ' + to'
u 2 + to2
s
where T20 ' the tensor analyzing power of the reaction and KQ is the ratio of the
proton-fragment polarization to the polarization of the vectorially polarized incident
dcutcron. Relations (l)-(3) can be inverted in order to express и and to in terms of the
observables ко, T2Q and da; in this sense the DWF is an observable.
It is important that three observables: d(r/dqjT, T2o and «o are related with
two DWF components: и and to; therefore eqs.(l-3) form an overdctermined set of
equations for и and to and only two of the equations arc independent in fact.
The do-/dq/r,T2o and «o observables were measured *> 2 as functions of proton
momentum q/r with various targets at several energies Ed of the deuteron beam (polar
ized and unpolarized). It has been possible to extract an empirical momentum density
(EMD) of the nucleon in the deuteron using eq.(3). The main results are as follows:
(1) the EMD is almost independent of the deuteron energy, of the target and of the
type of hadronic reaction (see *» 2 ) ; (2) the EMD extracted from the inclusive deuteronbreakup data versus к agrees very well with that determined from the inclusive (e, e')
experiment , as it is seen from Fig.la. Both of them disagree with the standard wave
function calculations in the region 250 < к < 650 MeV/c. At the same time, they
are in striking agreement " with the EMD calculated from the cross sections of elastic
backward dp scattering, when one uses the expression obtained in ref.'.
From Fig.la alone one could conclude that at high к values (k > 600 MeV/c)
the agreement between the EMD and the calculated one is restored in spite of the fact
that the very notion of wave function is badly defined at such high internal momenta.
But one immediately realizes that such a conclusion is premature, when one takes
into account the polarization observables T20 and «o (Fig.lb,c): actually one finds
agreement between all data sets and standard calculations only for к < 150 MeV/c.
More complicated models, taking into account various additional contributions
to the reaction mechanism apart from the "IA", result in a partial success for a chosen
quantity, but not for the whole set of measured observables. Therefore one faces the old
problem: what is being studied in the breakup experiments? The DWF as is suggested
from the IA-Iike approaches, or the reaction mechanism which might be much more
complicated than the IA? Some answers will be proposed here.
In the next section, consequences of the assumptions mentioned above are dis
cussed. It is shown that it is the assumption of "frozen proton spin" together with the
2-component structure of the DWF which results in the relations (1) and (2); but some
scalar functions AQ and A2 should be used in general instead of и and w. They are
related with the DWF components and the full NN amplitude in a rather complicated
way. Published data on KQ and T2Q are analysed and compared with different models
in the section 3; main conclusions are formulated in the last section.
2.

General s t r u c t u r e of t h e m a t r i x element

First we consider the general structure of the reaction matrix element concen
trating on its dependence on the spin indices. Approximate target independence ob-
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served experimentally1' ^ allows to treat the breakup on a spinless target. The matrix
element of the reaction taken in the deuteron rest frame can be factorized into two
parts: the 1-st one (gd) is proportional to the DWF and corresponds to the deuteron
transition into an intermediate NN pair, the 2-nd one (G) is the matrix element for
the interaction of this NN pair with the target; both are matrices on the spin indices:
M(Tnd,mp,(fjr;X[l3]) ~ ^;{qjT)<mp

\ £ ' < ф ; ф ] | G | ФА>Р-А \ NNxNN

| gd \ md>

<NN | gd | md> ~ £ E < < I" <Ms ~ mv I" ^("P'ЩЛ
l

(4)

Ms

x < 2 ' m p ' ' . 2 ' ( M s ~ m p') I l,Ms><L,(mj - Ms);l,Ms I Umd> • ФиР^.ты-мя(р')

•

Here the following notations are used: | md> is the spin wave function of the deuteron
in a spin state with z-projection md; | Фл>рА is the wave function of the initial state of
the target nucleus with momentum рд in the deuteron rest frame; | Фх[/?]> is the wave
function of the final state of a system "neutron+final nucleus" after the breakup, which
is characterized by a set of quantum numbers X[/3]; the wave function of the detected
proton with momentum qjr and z-projection of its spin m p is written as a product of
its spin part | rnp> and a spin-independent part фр((?/г)- The same notation is used
for the wave functions of the constituent nucleons; Фь(р') is the orbital part of the
deuteron wave function (i.e. Фо ~ и, Ф2 ~ w)\ YL,md-Ms(p') ' s ^c standard spherical
function; Clebsch-Gordon coefficients are written as <^,mp';^,(Ms — mp') | l,Ms> etc.
The sums are running over all values of the orbital quantum number L (L = 0,2 for
the standard DWF) and the magnetic quantum number Ms of the total spin of the
constituent nucleons; the primed sum means summation over the z-projection of the
spin of the constituent proton, over all other internal discrete quantum numbers and
integration over all continuous internal variables.
If the matrix element <Фл-[/э] I G | Фд>рл I NN> is proportional to Smpimp'
(or Smp,-mp')i in other words the reaction mechanism does not mix various spin states
of the constituent proton generating the observable spin state of the detected proton,
what is called here frozen proton spin assumption, then performing in eq.(4) summation
over mp and integration over angles determining the orientation of p ' making use the
"theorem of average", one gets the final result:

M{md,mp,qfr;X[f3})

~ т/ДОг)<тр | £ £
L

<^rnp;-,{Ms

x <L,{md - Ms);l,Ms | l,md>Yi,md-Ms(q)<Tnp
x ^"*ар'Ж(-р')ГР(Р')<*Х1Р]

| l,Af s >

\p <MS - mp |„

I G | ЪА>рА | NN>

in which ^2" does not include integration over the angles.
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-mp)

Ms

(5)

The difference between this expression and the lA-matrix element is that in the
1Л one has simply const • 6{q — //) instead of the <Ф\[д] \ G | $>A>fA- Therefore
using cq.(5) and the standard form of the DWF one gels the same expressions for the
cross section, Tw and ка as those given in eqs.(l-3) but some more complicated scalar
functions denoted here as /to and /t 2 will appear instead of the a and w components:
_

h

°

1 2у/2Л 0 Л 2 - A\

75

A' + AZ

'

Al - A\ - AQAi/V2

Ko

~

Й1 + ЛЗ

2

2

' < W < ^ ~ < V M 2 (1 - 3 ) ,

As has been mentioned, only two of these equations are independent; eliminating
AQ and Л 2 from the cqs.(l') and (2') one relates «o and 7 20 and get a circle in a Ko-T2o
plot:

(7Vo+l/2^)a

4
9/8

+

9/8

= Ь

(6)

Remarkable properties of the relation (6) are as follows:
• the eq.(6) does not depend on the particular form of the amplitudes AQ and Л 2 ;
• it does not depend on the kincmatical arguments of the amplitudes.
The circle (6) on the T20 — л'о plot is similar to the well-known Argand dia
gram. Introducing new variables \ , т instead of 7 20 and «o and defining a complex
"amplitude" A so that ReA = \ and ImA = r, one gets:
X=\"o

X

~

> г = ^ - ( 7 2 0 + ч/2)

V2Al-Al-A0A7/V2
3
Al + АЪ

'

T

~3

l(y/2AQ + A2y
Al + Al

(7)

W

v
1/4
1/4
2/
'
In other words a single parameter would describe b o t h values к0 and 7 2 0 if the
experimental data were on the circle (G).
If the data do not stay on the circle, they still can be parametrized as in the
case of the Argand plot, namely introducing a second parameter 1/ in analogy With the
inelasticity parameter of the Argand-plot analysis:

(7) e2is - I)

A = ^——
3.

'- ,

1\/2

;/ sin2S = 2X = - 7 - K 0

,

V cos2S = 1 - 2r -

(9)

Discussion of the e x p e r i m e n t a l d a t a

The Ko-T-20 plot is shown on Fig.2 with data taken from rcf.2 The data are on
the circle only for A: < 100 MeV/c; therefore the spin structure of the reaction matrix
element is different from that expected with "frozen proton spin" and the 2-compoucnt
DWF. Two possibilities arc considered here:
1. some spin-dependent mechanisms result in important corrections to the IA.
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2. While the spin structure of the matrix element is determined, as in the IA, by
the DWF, the wave function itself has an additional P-wavc component related,
for example, witli an /V — N" component of the deuteron; the parity of this
W-resonance must then be opposite to that of proton.
One possible example of the 1-st alternative was analysed by Lykasov 4 ; his
prediction disagrees with the experimental trajectory on the к0-Т^0 plot at high k
(Fig.2a, solid line). Perdrisat and Punjabi 12 have calculated da, T20 and later «o for the
dcuteron breakup on protons within the standard non-relativistic picture, namely: (i)
the full NN amplitude taken from the phase shift analysis (including all spin dependent
terms) was used, (ii) all possible single and double scattering graphs and the relevant
interference terms were taken into account 12 . The results were presented for the full
case and for the case when only single scattering graphs were kept but in both cases
the full NN amplitude was used. The corresponding trajectories on the KQ-TW plot are
shown on Fig.2b as well (solid and dashed lines respectively, Bonn potential). One
sees that single scattering graphs with the full NN amplitude result in a trajectory
close to the circle (6), while the full set of graphs, including the double scattering
terms, results in a trajectory rather close to the experimental one. Unfortunately
not all components of the TV TV amplitude are known from the phase shift analysis
sufficiently well; these uncertainties as well as other approximations described in ref. 2
do not allow to get reasonable results in the most interesting region of qjT above
approximately 300 MeV/c. The results of ref. can be interpreted as strong indications
on an important influence of the spin-dependent multiple scattering amplitudes on
the polarization observables in the deuteron breakup; in other words, the reaction
mechanism determines the behaviour of the polarization observables in an important
way. It is also an indication of the unsufficicnt level of our knowledge of the NN
amplitude at intermediate energies.
Another possibility was investigated by M. Tokarev et al 1 3 . The method of the
DWF relativization described in this paper results in an effective P-wave admixture.
Their "IA" results are shown on Fig.3. As can be seen, they are in a strong contradiction
with experiment: the trajectory calculated for the same energy at which the data shown
at Fig.3 were obtained are far from the data (dashed line), but the calculations
at much higher energy are going through the data points (solid line); the trajectory
calculated for an extremely high energy is almost undistinguishable from the circle (6).
We compare in Fig.4 the experimental data with a wave function with N"N
admixture as suggested by Gross and Buck 14 . To calculate the T20 and /c0 with this
DWF we used formulae suggested by A.P.Kobushkin 15 within the "IA" picture. These
are similar to eqs.(l),(2) but include two new P-wave components: spin singlet and
triplet. Of course, it is an example with "frozen proton spin" again. We see that the
additional component result in a strong deviation from the circle.
Concluding this Section we would like to stress that the presence of an N"N
P-wave in the DWF would give a natural explanation of the disagreement between
inclusive and exclusive data on the deuteron structure, because this new component
might be suppressed in exclusive experiments due to the event selection at the trigger
level. Such components arise, for example, in 6q-models with a non-spherical 6qconfigurations
. Therefore it would be interesting to perform experiments to search
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for the N'N component in the deuteron using the fact that the lowest ./V" with negative
parity has a rather large (up to 50%) branching ratio for decay into 7/ + N. This decay
mode coukl be a suitable trigger signature for such a search.
4.

Conclusions

Our discussion of the correlations between polarization obscrvables in the inclu
sive dcutcron breakup is summarized as follows.
Experiments providing information on botli obscrvablcs, л-о and T2o seem to
be more valuable than those where only one is measured. The correlation between
them is discussed in terms of a remarkable relation (G) between these polarization
observables in the dcutcron breakup, which is a rather general consequence of the 2component structure of the DWF and a "frozen proton spin" assumption about the
reaction mechanism.
The KQ-T^O plot directly displays the information about spin structure of the
matrix element of reactions like breakup, when an incident particle is broken into two
"constituents" and spins of all three particles are 1/2 , 1/2 , 1; this information is rather
model-independent. The simplest example of the cleuteron breakup was considered
here; reactions of this type arc ( 3 //e,(/) breakup, dp —>3 lie + 7r°, 7/, 7r+ -f t —> dp etc.
The spin structure of the breakup matrix element is drastically different from
the one initially assumed. It could be because of 2 reasons (perhaps both are relevant):
1. Both spin-flip and non-spin-flip parts of the NN amplitude together with com
plicated (multiple scattering, triangle etc.) graphs could result in the observed
behaviour of the rJ\o and ы0] single scattering graphs are unsufficient to explain
the deviation from the circle (7).
2. The DWF has an additional P-wave {N'N) component.
Therefore the old question: do we study deutcron structure or the breakup
mechanism?, is related with the older one: does the DWF consist of 2 or more com
ponents?. If we would be able to answer the latter, it would give us an answer on the
first. Therefore more spin observables for the dp interactions are desirable, cither in
breakup or in backward elastic scattering. Comparison of data from different reactions
in the KQ-T?a plot will be useful for determination of the spin structure of the DVVF.
Also new experiments to search for the P-wave component of the DVVF would be very
informative.
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ABSTRACT
The tensor analyzing power Too in backward elastic dp scattering was measured at the
JINR Synchrophasotron; here the preliminary data are presented. The range of deuteron
momentum covered by measurements is from 3,5 to 6.0 GeV/c (internal momentum
between к = 0.54 and к = 0.81 GeV/c); recoil protons were detected at Oil5 mrad in
the laboratory. The observed behaviour of T20 resembles one for the inclusive zero angle
deuteron breakup process while there are local differences. Along with this in both cases
there are strong disagreement with expectations based on the Impulse Approximation.
1.

Introduction

Direct reconstruction of the deuteron wave function (DWF) based on its rela
tion with measured quantities within the Impulse Approximation (IA) framework is
possible for the reaction of the deuteron electrodisintegration ed —> enp, and also for
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reactions with nuclear probe such as A(d,p)X at zero angle and p(ri,p)d (at ISO" in the
center of mass) using an approach developed by Kobushkin1 for the latter cast:. The
comparison of the momentum distributions of the fragments extracted in this way from
experiments with electromagnetic and nuclear probes 2, •' has revealed their similarity
even in a region where appreciable deviation from the 1Л calculations takes place. This
circumstance gave a strong motivation to develop a program of investigations of polar
ization observables in reactions with nuclear probes, which would allow to reconstruct
the DWF components. The measurement of 7го in dp backward elastic scattering was
one of the first experiments with a polarized dcuteron beam at SATURNE-2 .
Mere we present results of measurements of ihis observable which were per
formed at the J1NR synhropbasotron mainly in the range of energies unreachable at
SATURN Ы. The investigation was carried out. by the Dubtui-Saday-Virgiuia collabo
ration, which was organized to study polarization phenomena in the elastic backward
dp scattering both at Saclay and at Dubna.
2.

Experiment

The polarized source POLARIS provided beam of tensor polarized deuterons.
The intensity of the beam was about 10° douterons/beam spill incident on a 30 cm
liquid hydrogen target. The beam polarization states were changed in a bunch-afterbunch mode during data taking; the beam polarization was р^а = 0.49 ± 0.03 and
P20 = —0.52^:0.04. The technique to measure the beam polarization has been described
in rcf.6.
The recoil protons emitted in lab. in forward direction at 0 db 15 mrad were
detected after the beam-line VP-1 in the magnetic spectrometer ALPHA. The corre
sponding angular acceptance in the center of mass system increased from (180 ± 2/1)°
at the lowest energy to (180 ± 3.0)° at the highest energy of the primary beam. To
align the 60 m long beam transport system and to calibrate an analyzing magnet of the
spectrometer, for each data point a primary deuteron beam with momentum equal to
that expected for the recoil protons was used. The momentum acceptance was about
±3% around the momentum value at which the alignment was made. The backward
scattered deutcrons were not detected; in this case one needs to have high momentum
resolution to reject non-elastic events. In this experiment ^ = 0.3% was achieved;
it corresponds to a missing mass resolution of 4 MeV for the lowest energy and 8
MeV for the highest. The separation of elastic events from the background (mainly
deuteron breakup reaction in the region of the kinematical limit) is illustrated in Fig.\.
It was also necessary to separate protons from inelastically scattered deuterons with
the same momentum from the reaction p(d,d')X . This contamination increased with
the energy of the primary beam and contribute up to 3000 deuterons per 1 proton at
the highest energy. To reject such events at the trigger level, a digital TOF-trigger
described by Ladygin, Manyakov and Piskunov8 was used; it was tuned to make rather
soft rejection. The final separation of protons from deuterons was done during о1Г-Нпс
analysis using measured values of particle momenta and their times of flight; in so
doing the times of flight were corrected for signal amplitudes in scintillation counters.
The separation achieved is illustrated in Fig. 2.
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Fig. 1. Forward proton momentum distribution in vicinity of backward elastic peak for
one of the primary energies.
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3.

Results

The main difficulty in obtaining the correct values of 72o for backward elastic
scattering is caused by insufficiently pure separation of these events from the back
ground events of (d,p) breakup, as seen in Fig.l. However the large acceptance of the
spectrometer allowed us to follow the regime of change of 4\Q as tin: breakup process
approaches its kinematical limit: backward elastic scattering. In the frame work of
the IA the expression l\a is identical for these two reaction (when one considers the
dcuteron as S- and D-component system only); the main goal of this experiment was
to establish whether this equality of Tia for the two reactions holds true in reality. In
Fig-Ъ the sets of breakup and backward clastic scattering Tw data are presented; the
Г20 points measured at a given beam energy are connected by lines drawn to guide
the eye. For each energy the point at the highest к corresponds to backward elastic
scattering. The transition from the breakup to elastic scattering is different at differ
ent incident energies: rather sharp at lower energies and to quite smooth at the higher
ones.
At the present stage of analysis our У20 data for backward elastic (//; scattering
are less sensitive to the background of the breakup process (and so more reliable) in
the incident energy region where the transition of r[\o from breakup to the elastic limit
is almost A'-independent, that is at the higher energies. For the sets with a rather sharp
^-dependence of 7го, we can assert that a definite difference between values of Tw for
the breakup process and for backward elastic scattering has been discovered in this
experiment. But to obtain the correct values of Tw for backward elastic scattering in
this case we need to use a more accurate procedure than was be done so far. In FicjA
the backward elastic scattering data arc presented together with the breakup data from
this experiment taken far away from the kinematical limit at each energy, and with
the data for nC(d, p)X reaction at 9 GeV/c . One can see that breakup data from
these different experiments are close to each other in spite of the different energies and
targets (carbon and hydrogen). One can see also an important difference between Tw
values for breakup reaction and for backward elastic scattering which is maximum at
к = 0.66 GeV/c. Never-the-lcss, the general k-dependence of T20 in both reactions is
rather similar while it is in very strong disagreement with expectations based on IA-like
approaches. A complementary discussion of the behaviour of T20, both for breakup and
backward elastic scattering reactions, is presented in the report of Perdrisat et al. ,
for the region of Saclay energies.
We mention also an analysis of both T20 and the polarization transfer data
for breakup process performed by Kuehn, Perdrisat and Strokovsky in ref. , where
the smooth and systematically increasing separation between data and IA prediction
has been interpreted as an evidence for an additional component(s) in the DWF. If
this hypothesis is valid one cannot expect 7\o for the breakup and backward elastic
scattering processes to be the same, because if the DWF has a P-wave component then
the identity between the IA expressions for T20 for these two reactions disappears 12 . A
more detailed analysis of this hypothesis in the light of the new data needs to be done.
This work has been supported in part by the Russian Foundation for Funda
mental Research under grant No. 93-02-3961, and by the US National Science Foun-
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Abstract
The experiments with disintegration of relativistic polarized denterons give a
possibility to study the deuteron spin structure at small intcrnuclconic distancios.
Accessibility of polarized deutcrons witli a momentum of up to 9 GeV/c at the
Dubna Synchrophasotron gave rise to the measurement of the tensor analyzing
power 'У20 and the polarization transfer cofficient ae(the ratio of proton polar
ization to the vector polarization of deuteron) at maximal internal momenta к
available nowadays (k is the intrinsic momentum of a nucleoli in the deutcron
defined in the infinite momentum frame). Here we reported the ae-data obtained
by the ANOMALON collaboration.

1.Experiment
The measurements were performed at the Dubna. polarized dcutcron facility using
the extracted beam of polarized dcutcrons with a momentum up to 9 GcV/c at an in
tensity of 109 deuterons per burst. The atomic beam type source of polarized deutcrons
POLARIS[l] produced a dcutcron beam with a pure vector polarization P,i = p, =0.520.54 . The measurements of pz and ргг were made by ALPHA polarimcter[2] using
the Saclay data for an analyzing power of the elastic scattering reaction ' II(d,d)p at
Tj = \.6GeV [3]. The sign of polarization can be changed with each accelerator cycle
by changing the radiofrequency regime of POLARIS.
'This work was supported in part by the Russian Fund of the Fundamental Investigation (grant
No.93-02-3961)
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Л general layout of the experiment and the ANOMALON set-up[4] modified in
a wide aperture polarimetcr is shown in fig. 1. The carbon target Tl (30cm thick)
was located at the hens F3 of the extracted dcuteron beam, where its dimensions arc
\0mm(ll) x 20m77i(V).The breakup protons were separated from the deutcron beam
by bending them by 5° (a less bent dcuteron beam ended up at the beam stopper)
and transported by the 100m long beam line to the analyzing target T2 at the focus
F7. The lm long liquid hydrogen target was used to analyze the vector polarization of
breakup protons by measuring pp-elastic scattering asymmetry.
To measure the t-dcpcndencc of polarization transfer from the deuteron to the
breakup proton, the beam line was tuned to transport breakup protons with a fixed
momentum p p =4.5GeV/c. The momentum acceptance of the beam line was ±2.5%.
To vary the internal proton momenta к from the minimum (~ 0) to the maximum
measured value (550MeV/c) the deuteron beam momentum /;j changed from 9 to 5.8
GeV/c So,the polarization of breakup protons is measured for all ^-points at a fixed
momentum.
The differential cross section of the breakup reaction at 0° changes by four orders
of magnitude with increasing к from 0 to 550MeV/c. To keep the counting rate at the
focus F7 within a reasonable limit, the beam intensity varied accordingly. The mini
mum rate of proton scattering events was about 1-2 events per burst at &=550MeV/c
and the polarized deuterons intensity of 109. Inelastically scattered deuterons are the
main background component in the focus F7. The deuteron flux is comparable to the
proton flux at fc=400MeV/c and increases by order of magnitude for each 150MeV/c
increasing of k. The time-of-flight(TOF) analysis with a 70m long flight path (between
F4 and F7) was used for proton identification. A proton signal from the TOF separator
was used in the fast trigger logic to reject deuterons.
The polarization of breakup protons was determined by measuring pp-elastic scat
tering asymmetry. The selection of elastic scattering events was based on comparison
of the scattering angle and the momentum of scattered particle. The system of pro
portional chambers Pl-10 (fig.l) with a wire spacing of 2mm and lmm(P3,4,5) was
used to reconstruct the particle trajectories and to measure the momentum of forward
scattered particles. Signals from the recoil counters SRL, SRR disposed at the right and
left sides of the hydrogen target were inserted in the trigger logic to reject the main
part of inelastic events. The events with the horizontal projection of scattering angle
0Xz < SOmrad were also rejected at the trigger level by the antibeam counter SB- The
forward trigger counters SFR, SFL determined the upper limit of 0Xi = I20mrad.
So, the trigger option was
Tr =

x {SFR x SRL, + Spi

x SRR)

x SB x

STOF,

where 5f,eam is a coincidence signal of three beam counters and STOF is a TOF-separator
signal.
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ANOMALON-91 and SACLAY-92 data are from refs.[6] and [7].
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2.Data analysis
The differential cross section of proton scattering with polarization Pv and momen
tum pp by the target with an analyzing power Ay is given by the equation
СРОМФЛ)

=<M1 - А„{0,Ч)Р„(Ч)со3ф},

(1)

where cr0 is the cross section for unpolarizcd protons; 0, ф are the polar and azimuthal
angles of scattering. In accordance with (2), the polarization of protons can be defined
by means of measuring the left-right asymmetry of scattering
. *ь
/iyu,])p)

Од

-

NL

NR

Ay{0,pp)
where N^R are the numbers of events counted in the left and right parts of the po
larimeter with the efficiencies б£,,л; < совф >ьд are the cosines averaged over Nitn
events. The ANOMALON polarimeter has a marked difference between efficiencies of
the left and right parts of its aperture due to the asymmetry brought in the SP-40
analyzing magnet. To exclude the necessity of 6/„n control, one can measure the scat
tering asymmetry separately for the left and right parts by changing the deuteron spin
orientation from the up(-r) to down(-) direction
.

<COSlj>>liR

<COS<t>>L,R

In the program analysis of the data we use the 4-momentum scalc,t.The collected elastic
events were divided into t-intervals of 0.01(GeV/c) 2 between 0.08 and 0.30(GeV/c) 2 .
The values of polarizations for different t-bins calculated on the basis of elastic events
collected at the left and right parts of the polarimeter are respectively equal to

The analyzing power for pp-elastic scattering Ay(0,pp)
according to Spinkaet al.[4].

at p p =4.5GeV/c was obtained

The polarization Pv of breakup protons was calculated as a mean weighted value of
polarizations P^ and Pf extracted by the least square fit of Pi{t) and Pn(t) over the
various t-bins.
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In the case of purely vector polarized dcutcrons, the coefficient of polarization trans
fer is the ratio of two quantities

*<*) = 4? •
Taking into account that the polarization of breakup protons at pp — O.bpd should
be equal to the deuteron polarization in accordance with relation of S and D state
portions of the deuteron wave function at fc=0,the value of ae can be determined as

«(*> = 7#§ •

(3)

3.Results
The experimental values of rc are shown in table 1 and displayed in fig.2.
Table 1
k[GcV/c)
0.030 ± 0.020
0.186 ±0.025
0.271 ±0.029
0.375 ±0.033
0.520 ±0.043
0.550 ±0.045

ac±Sac(stat.)
1.0 (fixed value)
0.696 ±0.064
0.272 ±0.071
-0.190 ±0.078
-0.109 ±0.128
-0.039 ±0.167

The uncertainty of internal momenta к is determined by the momentum acceptance
of the beam line. The systematic error in the ae-data connected with the deuteron polar
ization measurement and with the uncertainty of the proton elastic scattering analyzing
power is excluded by the accepted normalization of the эз-data (3). The uncertainty
of this normalization stipulated by a deviation of к from 0 and by an admixture of the
D-state at к < 0.03GeV/c should not exceed 2% . This uncertainty and the statisti
cal error of 5as= ±0.05 at к = 0.03 determine the systematic error at other /r-points:
<5se(fc)S!/J, = 0.055ae(fc).
The presented зз-data are displayed in fig.2 together with the earlier
ANOMALON-91 data[6] and Saclay-92 data obtained for the reaction 'H(d,p)X with
a 3.5GeV/c polarized deuteron beam[7].The data are compared with the IA predic
tion for the Paris deuteron wave function and the infinite momentum frame(IMF)
calculation taking into account NN-rescattering and pseudoscalar meson exchange be
tween the final states[8]. Up to A:=400GeV/c all the data sets are in good agree
ment with each other and in general agree with the calculations. However, a disagree-
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mcnt with the Paris 1Л prediction out of the error bars can be observed starting with
к ~ 150GcV/c,where the inclusive cross section and 7-го arc in fine agreement with the
1Л. Apparently, the spin observable like ;v. is more sensitive to re-scattering and FSI
phenomena. Including FSI in the calculation remarkably improves agreement with the
data at к > 300GcV/c.
The last points of our data at A:=520 and 550GeV/c demonstrate stopping of de
creasing ae. One can suppose of two possible tendencies of the aj-bchaviour with further
increasing internal momentum. The first one is to remain close to a zero level. The sec
ond tendency is to cross zero from below much earlier than predicted by the Paris WF
and to display a further behaviour as motivated by the QCD approach[9] which predicts
an asymptotic regime with the fixing of аз at the level close to 0.9. An advancement
to higher к will make it possible to verify the proposed FSI models at quantitative level
and to test an alternative QCD-approach for the description of deiitcron spin structure
at short intcrnucleonic distances.
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Abstract
The II(d,2p)n deuteron breakup reaction was measured at 2 GeV
deuteron energy in a kinematically complete experiment. Five-fold dif
ferential cross sections are given in a wide range of the kinematic vari
ables. The transition matrix elements \A\2 ате obtained and compared
with the model predictions including the impulse approximation (IA) and
NN rescatterings. The marked deviation from the theory was established
depending on the value of the four-momentum transfer t-ц in the scatter
ing process. At low <24 the |Л| 2 are in good agreement with the IA while
large discrepancies were found above internal momentum g « 200 MeV/c
when the four momentum transfer was large.
1

1, Introduction
The wave function of the deuteron has been the subject of many investigations,
in order to get information about the bound two-nucleon system at low as well
as at high values of the internal momentum. Three kinds of experiments were
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usually performed in these studies; kinematically complete measurements of the
deuteron breakup reaction induced by oloctrons and protons and the A{d,p)X
type inclusive experiments detecting the breakup products in the interaction of
deuterons with different target nuclei. The bombarding energies varied from sev
eral hundreds McV up to 7.4 GcV. Recently we have investigated the 4l(d,2p)n
breakup reactiqn in a kincinatically complete, exclusive experiment at Saclay
using 2 GeV vector and tensor polarized deutcrons, continuing by this the sc
ries of the experiments of such kind [1-6]. The aim of the experiment was to
study the structure of the dcutcron wave function at large internal momenta by
investigating polarization phenomena under definite kinematic conditions and
analyzing them in the frame of 1Л, It was found that the measured asymmetries
and polarizations at low q values were in accordance with the predictions of
the IA, at higher internal momenta, however, significant deviations have been
observed, Although the measurement was planned to investigate first of all po
larization effects, valuable information was obtained also about the variation of
the cross section itself in a rather extended range of the kinematic variables.
The results of the experiment concerning polarization have been reported
elscwhere[6] and in the present paper the unpolarizcd cross section results will
be presented and discussed.

2. Experiment and data handling
In this work the dcuteron breakup reaction
d + p-* p + p+n

(1)

has been investigated in a kinematically complete (exclusive) experiment. To
specify the particles involved in the reaction we will use the symbols and sub
scripts as follows:
(1) + (2) - (3) + (4) + (5) .
(2)
The experiment has been performed in the Laboratoire National Saturne at
Saclay. Vector and tensor polarized deuterons (particle 1) accelerated to T\ = 2
GeV kinetic energy by the synchrotron SATURNE were directed to a liquid
hydrogen target. The two scattered protons (particles 3 and 4) were detected
by the magnetic spectrometer SPES IV [7] and by a large angular acceptance
recoil spectrometer (RS), respectively.
SPES-1V angle was fixed at 0зо = 18.3°, five central momentum settings
{рзо ~ 1.6, 1.7, 1.8, 1.9, 2.0, 2.05 GeV/c) were studied. The RS was positioned
at 040 = -57.0° (-53° < 04 < -61° and -5.8° < y>4 < 5.8°) and provided
angular (6О4 = 0.3°), Time-of-Flight t4 (6Ц = 1 nsec) and amplitude (from A £
and E scintillators) information...
The combination of the measured values (рз, 94 and щ) defines 3-body
kinematics. The correlations between E — t4 and t™eaa — t4ec were used to
select events of the reaction from the background.
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The following software cuts were also applied; & < ±2.5%, 60ц < ±0,15°,
6ip2 < ±1.1°, ТА > 70 McV. After the filtering procedure about 23% of the
triggered events remained as true ones. The combined efficiency of the detectors
and of the data processing was about 80%. The number of true events was
obtained with about 25% systematic error. The background measured with
empty target cell was ~ 2 - 3 %.

3. Experimental results
The two dimensional distributions of the events in the [©«t^i] coordinate plane
are shown in Fig.2 measured at the five рзо momenta. The distributions are
concentrated along curves defined by the kinematics of the reaction. At рзо =
1.6 and 1.7 GeV/c only the events with high T4 (low ^4) are within the energy
and angular acceptances of the RS, while at higher рзо-з the spectra are accepted
up to the kinematic limits of the reaction.
The five-fold differential cross section was calculated as:
_ г

dp3dQ3dn4

—
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P
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ДрзДвзДуз
04

<п\
\°)

»

with Cexp = l/nnnriThe factor ПЦ is the beam intensity, nr is the number
of target nuclei per unit area and the factor e contains the inefficiency of the
detectors and of the data filtering process.
The quantity ЛГр(04) is the number of protons detected by RS at 64 in
the bin ДО4. This number was obtained from the two dimensional ^ ( © 4 , ^ 4 )
spectra by summing the events at ©4 along the t^ direction and subtracting
the background. Practically this was done by fitting the data with a Gaussian
superimposed on a linear function. This procedure was effective through the.
whole angular range in the case of the рзо=1.6 and 1.7 GeV/c spectra, while at
higher momenta the back-bending of the spectra at the kinematic limits allowed
unambiguous determination of the cross section only below an arbitrarily chosen
maximum angle.
According to the general theory of reactions with multiparticle final states
the cross section (3) is in direct relation with the transition matrix element
\A\2 of the reaction through the kinematic factor :
d&<r

dp3de3d(p3d(p4de4

РзР4 "
Щ2тг)51П2Р1Е3(рлЕь-Елрь

u,2

cos в45)*

'

U)
w

In this expression ©45 is the angle between the directions of p 4 and ps, re
spectively in the horizontal plane. (Note: in order to match the experimental
layout, these formulae are related — in an unconventional way — to a spherical
coordinate system with its axis perpendicular to the horizontal plane and the
notations: 0,- for azimuthal and (90° — v?) for polar angles were used respec
tively.)
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The transition matrix elements calculated according to (4) are displayed in
Figs.3 as the function of T4 along with the model predictions.

4. Discussion and conclusions
/15 = (p& -Pi)7
Vi

/"
ps

{undetected)

p 3 = 1.6,1.7,1.8,1.9,2.0 GeK/c

(SPES)

Р4 = ( т + Г 4 ,р 4 )

(AS)

P2 = (m, 0)
£24 = ~2тТл
Fig. 1. IA mechanism
The experimental results will be discussed in this Section on the basis of the
model including IA and NN rescatterings . The initial goal of the experiment,
based on a priori assumed dominance of IA (see Fig.l), was to deduce the dnpvertex D^p in dependence on the mass of the virtual nucleon £15 = (ps — pi) 2
or, what is the same, on the internal momentum q of nucleon in Jnp-vertex
*15 = rrij + m 2 — 2m<f\/m2 + q2. Note, that the graph at Fig.l represents the
pole term in the invariant amplitude A caused by one nucleon exchange
•^Ar(S34l*24>tl5)-Pdnp(*15)

A=

~

*i5 - m 2

p

/5ч

'

where the NN amplitude MNN depends on the virtual nucleon mass iis. The
background В was approximated in our approach by graphs described shortly
in the appendix. Evidently that one could hope to extract Ddnp from \A\Z only
neglecting the background В (still being left with the off-shell problem for the
NN amplitude). It is more or less justified near the nucleon pole and seems to
be risked at large distance from it.
The intervals in $15 at different рз were achieved in the experiment by the
variation of the other momentum transfer 124 = (p4 — P2) 2 , directly related
to the kinetic energy of the proton detected in RS *24 — —2771T4. The Figs.3
show measured \A\2 at five values of рз =1.6, 1.7, 1.8, 1.9 and 2.0 GeV/c along
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with the corresponding values of ^5 — m2 (last figure) in dependence on T4.
It is seen from the last figure that at each рз we have the nearest to the pole
position at 240 « 0.15 GeV, which moves away from the nucleon pole when
increasing рз- Going to the right as well as to the left from T40 also increases
the distance from the pole and in the second case it happens even more quickly.
The experimental points at Figs.3 demonstrate in fact the evident deviation
from the pole contribution (dashed line) only at large T4 for each рз, what
is confirmed at least qualitatively by calculated background (solid line). The
experimental points at T 4 < 0.2GeV for рз =1.8, 1.9 and 2.0 GeVJc do not
confirm the noticeable deviations from IA predicted by the model.
Of course we need additional checking up of experimental data as well as our
model to understand the situation and if it would be confirmed the hope would
appear that we have found the kinematic conditions under which the background
of IA is suppressed up to the deuteron internal momemta q ss 0.4 GeV/c.

A

Model

We [8] take the amplitude of the breakup reaction as the sum
M = MONE

Amplitudes

MONE,

MDS

+ MDS

+ Мь

.

(6)

and Мд correspond to the graphs a, b and с shown in

a.

1
2
3

+(123-»231)+(123-*312)
the picture.
The amplitudes Л/JVTV and M ff< f_/w are taken to satisfy the Pauli principle.
Thus the term corresponding to the diagram a is antisymmetric with respect to
the interchange of the first and the second nucleons and the diagrams b and с are
with respect to the second and the third nucleons. To make the amplitude (6)
fully antisymmetric the two more sets of the diagrams with cyclic permutated
nucleons at the final state had been added to the pictured ones. These diagrams
are denoted in the above picture as (123—*231) and (123-+312).
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We have used the NN amplitudes obtained in the energy-dependent phase
shift analysis (PSA) by Arndt et al.[9]. Following Everett [10] we have taken the
NN amplitudes out of the loop integral, corresponding to the triangle diagram
b, at some optimum Fermi momentum. However in the case of the energy of
the final nucleon's pair less than 400 MeV we used the form factor / for the
corresponding half of shell NN amplitude M°^ — fMon, Mon being taken
out of the loop integral. The threshold form factor related to the 1Sa- wave
function of the deuteron was taken and integrated along with dnp vertex and
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two propagators.The real part of the resulting integral is connected with the
allowing the intermediate nucleon with the momentum p/ to be ofr shell.
We have calculated the amplitude M-„d—NN taking into account the oneloop diagrams with the NA as intermediate state and the diagrams with the
irN intermediate scattering in the S, P and D waves parametrized by their phase
shifts. To avoid the double counting we have excluded however the one nucleon
exchange diagram, which already contributes to ONE term in (6), and the Р Ц wave ( the nucleon pole in the TTN amplitude is a part of the DS term). Finally,
the />-exchange is taken into account in the ird —• NN amplitude. The details
are given in the appendix of the paper by Laget [11].
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Abstract
Status of preparation of the experiment on the deuteron break-up study, at
the cooled proton synchrotron COSY is discussed. The experiment will be
performed at the internal proton beam (1—2.5 GeV ) with the deuteron gas
jet target. Polarized protons and deuterons can be used. Taking advantage
of the 0°Facility at COSY one will be able to carry out measurement exclusively in the "collinear geometry": the proton emitted backward close to
an angle of 180° should be registered in coincidence with the proton ejectiles
near an angle of 0°. Differential cross sections, vector and tensor analyzing
power, spin-correlation asymmetry are expected to be studied. Recent advance in a theoretical approach to the expected experimental information is
also concerned^
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A possibility of exclusive study of the dcutcron break-up with polarized pro
tons and deutcrons was discussed at the previous Dubna Deutcron-91 workshop 1 . It
was based on the proposal 2 prepared by the Dresden-Dubna-Gatchina-Jiilich-KolnMiinster Collaboration. The proposal was approved by the COSY РАС in 1992 and
the work on the project started just at that time. At the same РАС meeting a full
support was given to the Zero Degree Facility (ZDF) 3 being the main necessary part
of the experimental equipment. That facility will be a multipurpose device for inves
tigation of ejcctiles from proton-induced reactions at the internal target in the COSY
ring. It consists of ramping field magnets, forming an achromatic ion-optic system.
The closed orbit of the beam comes through the system suffering a bump in the region
of the target position TP2 optimal with respect to the size and /^-functions of the
circulating beam. Since the target should be arranged between the first magnet Dl
and the main spectrometric magnet D2 one can use the D2 magnet as a spectrometer
for the forward ejectiles and the Dl magnet for the backward ones. This circumstance
permits one to organize the exclusive study of the deuteron break-up process in the
earlier unexplored "collinear geometry" where one of the protons is emitted at an
angle of 0° (and close to it) and the other one at an angle of 180° (and near it):
p + d->p(0°) + p(180o) + n.

(i)

If registration of protons with momenta up to the kinematic limits of process
(1) can be provided, one gets an opportunity to investigate the process under the
extreme cumulative conditions (the kinematics far beyond the kinematics of free NN
scattering). A unique possibility of using simultaneously a polarized proton beam
and a polarized deuteron target is considered in the process study program.
Status of the project is briefly as follows:
The cooler synchrotron COSY4 (IKP Juelich). The construction of the ring was
finished by September 1992 and on 10th September the first proton beam at the
injection energy 40 MeV made the first complete turn. In the first half of 1993
up to about 2 x 1010 protons of the injection energy were put into the ring and
stored. The electron cooler was ready in December 1992 and the beams cooling at
the initial energy was realized in March 1993. At the same time the first operation
in the acceleration mode started and in August slightly more than 108 protons of 1.4
GeV/c momentum were orbiting.
ZDF magnetic system (IKP Juelich). The physical and engineering requirements
have been worked out. Engineering design of the magnets and vacuum chambers is
in progress. Main sizes of the D2 magnet in beam region are determined as: yoke
— 1400mm x 658mm, pole — 1240?nm x 460mm x 200т??г, Bmax = 1.6Г. The
3-dhnensional field map has been calculated.
Deulcron target (SPINP Gatchina). The main requirements for the target are be
ing worked out. The target of a stored cell type with variable dimensions (similar to
that in the Novosibirsk experiment 5 ) is planned to be used 6 . By estimations, the den-
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sity of 1013 — \01'1 atoms/cm7 can be attained in the cell. Then for a 1017protons /sec
current in the ring one gets 1030 — 1031 sec - 1 cm - 2 luminosity sufficient to study the
single and double spin asymmetries in many reactions. The advantages of the internal
polarized gas target arc:
— absence of "auxiliary", unpolarized nuclei, resulting in large observable asymmetries;
— small background due to a windowlcss design;
— feasibility of the fast reversal and control of the target polarization;
- high vector and tensor (for dcutcron) polarization.
Detector system (JINIt, INP MSU).
Backward detector.
The general scheme, arrangement and main parameters
arc chosen'. Simulation of the momentum-angular acceptance and resolution are
performed 8 . Sufficiently large solid angle acceptance (about 65 msr) can be obtained
for the momentum range of interest (0.3-0.6 GeV/c). The expected momentum resolution Sp/p for a point-like target changes from 4 x 10 - 3 for the emission angle of
ISO0 up to 1.5 x 10~2 for 165°. The angular resolution SO varies from about 1 mrad
for ISO" and p=0.6 GcV/c to about 7 mrad for 165° and p=0.3 GeV/c. Influence
of the target size was studied for the beam diameter 0.2 cm and the deuterium gastarget cell consisting of an aluminum cylinder of 20 cm length and 2 cm diameter.
Then the momentum resolution was found almost unchanged for the ISO" ejectiles,
and increasing to (2 — 5) x 10 - 2 for emission angle of 176°. The angular resolution
shows a. similar behaviour: it remains ~ ]mrad for ISO0 and 0.6 GeV/c, increasing
to ~ 25mrad for 165° and 0.3 GeV/c. The expected performance is acceptable for
the experiment tasks. The module of a drift chamber for the backward detector was
designed, produced and tested with radioactive sources in November 19929. Testing
at the accelerator ring (magnetic field influence, radiofrcquency noises and particle
background) started in March 1993.
Forward detector. The general scheme of the detector and the type of the MWl'C
arc chosen, R&iD of the test MWPC module is performed.
Theoretical investigation of the process for the concrete conditions of the experiment is in progress. G.Lykasov and Yu. Dorodnych10,11 used a set of diagrams for
analysis of the process (1) at 2.5 GcV energy. Relativistic efTccts in the deuteron
were taken into account using the covariant approach of V.Karmanov. The diagram
set included the pole mechanism of the impulse approximation (spectator and participant graphs), elastic NN-rescattering and the triangle graph with the virtual pion
absorption by the backward emitted proton. The NN-scattcring amplitudes were
used in the frame of the relativistic optical potential models based on the concept of
deep attractive potentials with forbidden states 12 . The vertex of the virtual meson
production was related to the amplitude of the real meson production in NN interaction multiplied by the formfactor taking into account the ofT-shell effects of the
pion virtuality. Both the cross-section and the analyzing power essentially differ for
a simple approach of the spectator graph and for the full sum of all contributions.
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In particular, a large influence of the triangle mechanism on the l\o tensor analyzing
power in a 0.2-0.4 GeV/c momentum range of the backward proton has been shown.
Also, the importance of the rclativistic effects has been stressed, although one should
keep in mind that there is no single and widely accepted procedure of the deutcron
relativisation.
Another analysis has been done by O.Grebenyuk for the conditions of the COSY
experiment. It also deals with the exclusive break-up and considers not only the ex
act collinear geometry but also conditions close to it (1° — 10° for the forward proton
angle). The incident energy was taken as 1.4 GeV, 1.8 GeV and 2.5 GeV. The tensor
analyzing power Ayy and vector analyzing power Ay were calculated as a function of
the backward proton momentum in the range 0.35-0.50 GeV/c. The Feynman graph
set approach was used corresponding with the same basic ideas as in ref u : Impulse
Approximation (IA), Double Scattering mechanism (DS) and virtual Pion Exchange
(PE). Nevertheless, the way for realization of these ideas differs significantly, reflect
ing the ambiguity which exists for the process description. The NN-amplitudes are
treated here in a more detailed and reliable manner (at least for the energy less than
1.6 GeV). They are obtained from the energy dependent phase shift analysis by Arndt
at al; pion exchange is taken into account by use of the wd —• AW amplitude; the
nonrelativistic deuteron wave function is exploited.
The results for Ayy show a large difference between IA and full (IA+DS+PE)
calculations. The corresponding curves converge only for the highest backward pro
ton momenta, however it does not mean that the contribution of the mechanisms
beyond IA tends to vanish here. Indeed, the value obtained with Bonn and Paris
dnp-vertices arc very close, demonstrating a small sensitivity to the structure of the
ground state deuteron wave function for high backward proton momenta. This con
clusion is also confirmed by the behaviour of a ratio of the cross-sections found in full
and IA calculations. One can make sure that this ratio dose not sink below the value
about 5 anywhere. It means that one cannot consider a simple spectator mechanism
as a leading contribution either to the cross-section or to the polarization observable
values. The defining role of the rescattering effects and especially the Д-excitation in
the intermediate state is convincingly shown here. Thus, not the ground state prop
erty of the deuteron but the specific behaviour of the two-nucleon system receiving a
large energy transfer is a prominent issue here.
If to add the uncertainty mentioned above caused by permissibility of many dif
ferent theoretical approaches and approximations one must conclude that the chosen
conditions are not the best ones to derive the high-momentum behaviour of the ground
state of the deuteron wave function (static, space structure of the deuteron). The
main aim of the experiments in the collinear geometry should be just the study of
the dynamic, lime-space structure of the deuteron due to a large energy transfer to
it during the break-up. The collinear geometry does definitely give good conditions
for studing just this "collective" behaviour of the deuteron, since exactly this condi
tion provides emission of both nucleons of the deuteron far off the kinematics of the
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qunsijrcr. /VN-scattcring: neither backward emission nor zero degree emission with a
large momentum (far from the initial one) is allowed for NN-scattering. The collinear
break-up is kincmatically similar to the process of inelastic diffraction (diffractive dissociation) of usual elementary hadrons. Such inelastic diffraction of the deuteron can
be caused by any projectile, including the electromagnetic ones. However, the hadron
projectile (proton projectile in our case) is of special interest since it provides diffraction by poineron exchange, and the pomeion isotopic structure is simpler than in the
photon exchange case 15 . So the experiments on the collinear break-up of the deuteron
by electromagnetic and hadron projectiles at high energies can give complementary
information on the dynamic high-momentum structure of the deuteron. Whether the
COSY energy is sufficiently high for this aim or whether we shall find ourselves only in
a boundary region between the deuteron as a two-nucleon system and the deuteron
as a hadron with baryon number two should be shown by the experiments. In any
case the corresponding foregoing theoretical considerations are quite necessary.
It is appropriate to note that the experiments concerned can also be treated as
detailed study of the mechanism of the elementary cumulative process since just the
quasidifTraction approach 16-20 has turned out to be a rather good way for description
of the cumulative-type data.
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Abstract
Cooperative interaction of tiie projectile with few-nncleon system in nuclei,
accompanied by high-energy transfer to the systems, can result in highmomentum (cumulative) particle emission or hadron irradiation by the excited
system. If the latter process spends all the transferred energy, the participant
fcw-nucleon system must stay in a "cooled" state and hence can produce a
bound fragment ejected from the target nucleus with a significant momentum.
Possibilities of investigating such processes in experiments at the intermediate
energy accelerators are discussed.

Interaction of fast projectiles with nuclei proceeds by processes of several basic
types. One of tlieni is interaction of the projectiles with a few-nuclcon group (system)
in the target nucleus. Sometimes it occurs as a quasielastic process and results in a
quasielastic knock-out of the light fragments, and sometimes it is accompanied by the
high-energy transfer to the group so that several fast nncleons, unbound in a general
case, are ejected from the target.
It is believed that just the latter type of interaction is responsible for emission of a
particle far beyond the boundary of the phase space volume available for interaction
of the projectile with a single nucleoli at rest. Cumulative particle emission is a
widely used term for the process.
There are two extreme points of view on the origin of the cumulative particles, dis
cussed in many reviews and original papers. One assumes strong correlations in the
participating nucleon group of the target nuclei in the ground state. T h e n the mo
m e n t u m distribution of the cumulative ejectiles directly reflects the high-momentum
structure of the ground state nucleus. T h e other assumes t h a t the observed peculiar
ities arise during the process of the projectile-nucleus interaction and therefore the
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momentum distribution of the cumulative particles reflects only the mechanism of
the process,
It i» more reasonable to believe that n real mechanism occurs somewhere between
these two extremities, so that cumulative production is caused both by the initial
correlations and by the manner in which the* transferred energy is shared inside the
participating fcw-niiclcon group, Significant concentration of this energy in a form of
the kinetic energy of one particle results in the cumulative emission of this particle,
In that sense the cumulative emission is a clear manifestation of the nuclear matter's
ability to have local high excitation.
Another well-known mode of deexcitation is concentration of the transferred en
ergy in a form of the rest mass of a produced hadron. Л prominent case of such mode
is production of the hadron with a mass too large to be created in collision of the pro
jectile with free nucleoli at the initial energy considered (subthreshold production),
If this point of view is accepted, one should expect that the process of high-energy
transfer from the projectile Pr to the few-n ucleon group occurs in the form:
Pr + [kN] -> Pr' + Ni + N2 + ... + Nk +(Mcsons),

(1)

baryona

where, in a general case, neither "cxtrafast" (cumulative) nucleon or meson emission
nor "cxtrahcavy" (subthreshold) particle production necessarily takes place, (Here
[kN] denotes a light nucleus with the atomic number к or a k-nucleon cluster in a
heavier target nucleus.) The only evident peculiarity of the process is its kinematics
of the quasifrce "deep inelastic" collision with a nucleon group [kN]. It means that
the intermediate stage
Pr + [kN] - Pr + (kNY
should be considered, where the transferred energy Eexc =
is sufficient for the subsequent meson production:

(2)
inv

inv

M ((kN)*)-M {[kN])

{kN)m -> Nt + N7 + ... + Nk + (Mesons).

(3)

Cooperative interaction of that type is of small attraction for studying it in a
general case due to a clear obstacle in identifying it among accompanying process
with many particles in the final state.
Fortunately, there exists another possibility besides the cumulative and subthresh
old production, where process (1) becomes well marked again.That is the case of full
irradiation of the transferred energy by means of the meson production. Then the
rest few-nucleon group, cooled by the meson emission, can go into a bound state of
the corresponding light nucleus with a significant probability. The momentum of the
fast nucleus produced must satisfy kinematics of the process
Pr + [kN] -> Pr' +kF + (Mesons).

(4)
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Оно сап expect here a manifestation of sonic specific features in dependence of the
cross sections on the initial energy and momentum of the final nucleus, quite similar
to the prominent behaviour of the cumulative particle production.These features arc
expected to he reproducible by the Modified Phase Space Model1 with the same
parameters that permit a wide range of the cumulative particle production data 2 ' 3 to
be described. One of the main features of subprocesses (2) consists, from standpoint
of the model 1-3 , in its similarity to the inelastic diffraction (diffractive dissociation)
of the hadrons: it can be roughly described as small- angle scattering with a definite
excitation spectrum. The slope parameter of the forward cone and the parameter
characterizing the excitation spectrum depend on the initial energy and type of the
projectile very weakly, so that the values of the parameters can be taken as constant
for a wide range of the initial energy and for the projectiles of different types. To
investigate this "quasidiffractive" behaviour in the experiments directly4 seems to be
of significant interest,
Л special mode of process (4) can arise for a nucleon (or nucleus) projectile. For
such projectiles all the participant nucleons can form a bound nuclear state in the
output channel:
/V + [kN] ->k+1 F + M

(5)

(here M denotes the mesons produced).
This mode is rather attractive for experimental study owing to its clear signature:
only one fast nucleus of the definite type in a final state. The main mechanism of
process (5) can be a central collision involving the scattered projectile into formation
of an excited few-nucleon system in the intermediate state with its cooling by emission
of mesons and formation of the nucleus k+lF:
N + [kN)->((k

+ l)Ny->k+1F

+ M.

(6)

Then the cross section must decrease rapidly with growth of the initial energy quite
differently from behaviour of process (4) forming the *F-nucleus. In that case the cross
section is expected to tend to a constant value with increasing energy, in accordance
with the quasidiffractive character of the process.
The up-to-date experimental information on the process of interest is rather odd
and poor. It concerns mainly some selected binary channels like
p + d - * 3 t f e + 7ro0?,*).
CO
Although large progress is reached in the study of these channels at present (see e.g.
refs 5-7 ), it is difficult or impossible to look for general characteristics of the "meson
cooling" (such as the initial energy dependence, the relative probability of the mode,
the meson multiplicity, the final-state momentum distribution and so on) from the
data of several chosen channels explored in a limited kinematic region.
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So it seems worth studying reactions (4) and (5) systematically even starting
from the inclusive and spin-averaged cross sections. It can be done at several modern
intermediate energy accelerators Saturne, the Dubna nuclotron, COSY, CELSIUS,
the Bloomington storage ring. Crude estimation of the cross section da,ab / (dfldp) for
the reaction
p + d-taIIc
30

+M
l

(8)
1

shows that it should be about \Q- crn*(GcV/c)- srat Tp = 2.5GeV. It means
that with luminosity about 10 31 cm~ 2 s -1 , expected for jet targets at the internal
beam, one will have rather poor statistic measurements, but a 1 — lO/ig/cni* foil
target can provide a sufficiently high counting rate even for a bin of 10 MeV/c in the
He-momentum spectra within a solid angle of about one insr.
Measurement of the two-particle differential cross section of process (4) provides
essentially more conclusive information than that of the one-particle cross section of
process (5). For example, the position of the event in the plot (P*r-momentum at 0°;
^-momentum at 0°) one-to-one corresponds to the values of excitation energy Eexc of
the (A;yV)*-system and the invariant mass m in "(M) of the produced meson system M.
Moreover, the regions of the projectile fragmentation and the [kN] fragmentation are
considerably different in that plot. It gives, as a whole, the arguments to explore the
plot for a manifestation of two-particle correlations, caused by the "meson cooling"
mechanism.
The Dubna coauthors are grateM to the Russia Foundation for the Fundamental
Research for support by grant 93- -JM5
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ABSTRACT
The recent results of study of the pd and p3He elastic backward scattering are re
viewed. It is concluded that the energy behavior of the backward reaction cross-sections
is well reproduced by one-nucleon and two-nucleon (for pd and рлНе,. respectively) ex
change in the framework of the infinite momentum frame dynamics if the momentum
distributions in the deuteron and 3 / / e , extracted from the inclusive (d,p), (3He,p)
and ( 3 //c,d) reaction cross-sections, are used. It is stressed that the exclusive re
actions are important source of information about lightest nuclei structure at short
distances, Asymptotic QCD predictions for the dcuteron breakup reaction and the cd
elastic scattering are discussed.

1.

'

Introduction

As it was shown by the recent works at the Dubna synchrophasotron and
SATURNE, collisions of lightest relativistic nuclei with hadronic (nuclear) target are
as important source of information about nuclear structure, as traditional electron
scattering is.
In such experiments detailed data about the momentum distributions in the
unpolarized 1, 2 and polarized3"6 deuteron and 3 Я е and 4le nuclei 7 , 8 in the region
up to the internal momentum к near 1 GeV/c have been obtained. Two kinds of
experiments - the inclusive breakup and the elastic backward scattering ( pd —> dp,
p 3He —»' 3 # e p, ...) - can be used for this. Here we shall discuss briefly the problems
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Figure 1. Different mechanisms of the pd backward scattering
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Figure 2. Energy dependence of the 180° differential cross-section of the pd elastic
scattering 9 (see this reference as a source of other data points). The open circles
correspond to calculations with the Dubna MD. The horisontal scale at the top shows
the lab. kinetical energy of the proton.
of the deuteron and 3 # e structure at short distances and how color degrees of freedom
could be manifested in experiments with hadronic, as well as electromagnetic, probes.
2.

T h e pd elastic backward s c a t t e r i n g as a source of information a b o u t
the deuteron structure

In general, in different kinematical regions of the pd backward (in the c m .
frame) scattering different mechanisms (see, e.g., fig.l) can contribute. For example,
many authors tried to explain the shoulder (fig.2) in energy dependence of the 0c.m, =
180° cross-section at the proton lab. kinetic energy Tp between 0.3 and 1.2 GeV by
contribution of the pion rescattering diagram (fig.lc). From the other hand,in this
region the deuteron wave function is known very poorly and the shoulder may be
connected with the deuteron structure at short distances. It was shown " that the
one nucleon exchange approximation (ONE) done in the framework of the infinite
momentum frame dynamics (IMF)
da
dilcn

4s

e « , - M2) nd(k)
1

-a

(1)

with the nucleon momentum distribution (MD) in the deuteron nd(k), extracted from
{d,p) reaction data 1 , describes well the dp —• pd cross-section at 0c.m. = 180° in the
region Tp > 0.7 GeV (see fig.2). In (1) the following notations are used: y/s = E^ + Ej
is the total c m . energy; a = (£* + pm)/(Ej + p"), p* - absolute value of the proton
(deuteron) momentum in the c m . frame; M*pl = m 2 / [ a ( l — a)], e = \Mnp< and the
momentum к = \Je — m 2 has a meaning of the internal momentum in the deuteron;
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Figure 3. MD in the deuteron extracted from different reactions.
m and M are the proton and deuteron masses, respectively. MD is normalized on the
number of the protons in the deuteron

I d3knd{k) = Npd=\.

(2)

Using (1) rid(k) can be extracted from cross-section data of the pd elastic
backward scattering. From the other hand the same quantity (Dubna MD) was also
extracted from the inclusive deuteron breakup. For example, in ref. the impulseapproximation (IA) like expression for the A(d,p) invariant cross-section was obtained

EP4:dp

o&F

2(1-a)

nd(k),

(3)

where o™A is the nA total inelastic cross-section; a = (Ep + p)/{Ed + d) (Ep and Ed
are the lab. energy and p and d are the lab. momenta of the proton and the deuteron,
respectively) and F is a kinematical factor.
As seen from fig.3, rid(k) extracted from the pd elastic backward scattering
agrees well with that extracted from A(d,p) data of ref. and thed(e, e') cross-sections.
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Figure 4. The quark diagram (a) and the reduced nuclear diagram (b) of the deuteron
fragmentation reaction.
So one could conclude that ONE works well at high/intermediate energy and the
elastic pd backward scattering can be used for study the deuteron structure at short
distances.
3.

Color degrees of freedom in the deuteron

The deuteron (or any other lightest nuclei) probed in collisions at sufficiently
high energy forms a six-quark (multi-quark) object and, in principle, its interactions
could be calculated from QCD in terms of basic color fields. Unfortunately, such
calculations are very complicated and cannot be carried out explicitly. So one needs
some model approximations, which, of course, cannot replace full QCD calculations,
but are consistent with general properties of the theory: QCD scaling laws, gauge
invariance and relativistic covariance. The basic idea for such kind of models was
pioneered by Brodsky and Chertok in 1976: one may effectively remove nucleon
internal degrees of freedom from a nuclear amplitude and apply the standard QCD
counting rules to the obtained 'reduced' nuclear amplitude.
Now we shall consider its applications to the deuteron breakup . Every quark
of the 6q-system (the deuteron) carries a sixth part of the deuteron momentum. A
hard nucleon is produced by hard gluon exchange between two quarks (a and b in fig.
4a). As a result the quark я changes its color and spin projection and absorbs a hard
momentum k. So the system of the.first three quarks produces a state with nucleon
quantum numbers. But in a real nucleon the momentum к has to be distributed
between other quarks, which are forming this nucleon. To simplify calculations the
model of reduced nuclear amplitudes in QCD does not consider individual quarks and
deals with gluon exchange between 3q-color blocks of the totally colorless deuteron.
The distribution of the momentum к in the 3q-final state (proton) is taken into
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account by some formfactor F(k2) at appropriate (3ci)Co!or-(3(l)cotortcirghioii vertex of
the reduced diagram fig.<lb, where the lines B& and B'8 correspond to color octet 3qsubsystems of the deuteron. Note, that
another deuteron fragment (the 'neutron')
is not observable and a formfactor is absent for the lowest vertex of the diagram.
The model predicts the asymptotic behavior of MD in the deutcron
n^)aa^Q2)F2(fc2)(l-a)7/2,

(4)

where a](Q2) is a QCD coupling 'constant' and a was defined in Sec.2. Moreover,
assuming the 3qx3q decomposition of the 6q-system, as given for that of the seconfiguration, one obtains the asymptotic ratio
х(к)=ги(к)/и(к)

= - ^

(5)

for the 5 and D wave functions of the dcuteron.
Substituting (5) in the 1A expressions for the tensor analyzing power У20 and
the polarization transfer к from a vector polarized deuteron to the spectator proton
of the inclusive (d, p) reaction
T2

°

=

2\/2x-a;2
v/2(l+a:*)'

*

r

=

l-x/y/2- 2
ГТ^Г—'

^

one gets the asymptotic values J\o ~ —0.29 and к = 1.06, respectively.
The expressions (6) were obtained, following the arguments of ref. , that the
wave function of the relativistic deuteron has the spin structure of the nonrelativistic
one. It was also noted , that in this case one has the same expressions for the tensor
analyzing power T20 and the polarization transfer к from a vector polarized deuteron
to the final proton of the exclusive reaction of the pd elastic backward scattering (if
ONE is fulfilled).
The relativistic deuteron wave function can also contain some additional (for
example, P-wave) components to the standard 5- and D-wave components (see talk 16
presented at this Symposium).Therefore the expressions for T?0 and к become more
complicated and different for the inclusive and exclusive reactions. So comparison of
the polarized quantities for the exclusive and inclusive reactions is very important
for study the deuteron spin structure at short distances, as well as possible reaction
mechanisms beyond ONE and IA.
The model of reduced nuclear amplitudes in QCD reproduces well the behavior
of MD in the deutcron at k > 0.5GeV/c (fig. 5a). The data for the tensor analyzing
power Г20 of!both the reactions tend to the predicted asymptotic value (fig.5b), which
is strongly connected with color context of the deuteron at short distances (see ref. 1 '').
The observable AC is studied experimentally rather well for the inclusive reac
4, 5
tion
(fig.5c). "Its behavior is far both from the prediction of the model'''and from the
one given by the standard two-nucleon wave function. But one can argue that k does
not reach the asymptotic region.

%0
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New precision Т-ю data for
the pd elastic backward scatte
ring were measured by SaclayDubna collaboration 18 (fig.G).
Preliminary к data were also
presented in fig.6. Although
the general properties of the
T20 behavior shown to be qua
litatively similar to that of the
inclusive reaction, some new
features were observed. First,
it was mentioned that the new
T20 values are systematically
less negative than in earlier
measurements 1 ' as the beam
energy increases. Second, there
is significant deviation of the
Tjo behavior in the inclusive
and exclusive reactions at least
in 'intermediate' fc-region. A
theoretical analysis of this phe
nomena was not done yet.

Figure 5. Comparison of
the predictions of the model
of reduced nuclear amplitudes
with experiment (bold lines).
The full circles for T20 cor
respond to inclusive and the open
ones correspond to exclusive 17
reactions. The dashed curves
are the results of IA with
the Paris wave function of
the deuteron.
4.
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A s y m p t o t i c p r e d i c t i o n s of QCD for t h e elastic ed s c a t t e r i n g

The perturbative QCD gives very strict asymptotic predictions for the deuteron
form factors 19 and, according to the most optimistic estimations 20 ' 2 1 , the quarkgluon structure of the deuteron could strongly affect behavior of the tensor analyzing
power T20 and the ratio A(Q2)/B(Q2)
of the structure functions of the elastic ed

16
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Figure 6. T2o (a) for the pd —» dp and к (b) for the inclusive (full circles) and exclusive
(squares) reactions.
scattering when Q2 ~ few (GeV/c)2 . It was already noted 3 that for the elastic
ed scattering perturbarive QCD predicts 21 the behavior of T2o very similar (at least
qualitatively) to that observed experimentaly for the deuteron breakup and the elastic
pd backward reactions.
A more detail discussion of the problem how QCD works in the elastic ed
scattering will be done at this Symposium 2 .
5.

T h e p3He and d3He elastic backward s c a t t e r i n g and t h e 3 Я е s t r u c t u r e
a t s h o r t distances

Now we shall consider how the results of Sec.2 can be generalized for systems
more complicated than the deuteron is.
Let's start from the reaction of the p3He elastic backward scattering at 0c.m. =
180° using the two nucleon exchange mechanism (TNE, fig.7a).
Nonrelativislically
3
it was studied with the simplest He wave function involving the S wave (d -f- p)
component only 24 (see also ref. 25 ). We shall.calculate the reaction cross-section in
the framework of IMF taking into account the S- and D-wave (d -f p) components
and the 5-wave ((2iV)j =0 ,r=i + N) component of the 3He wave function;(2iV)j=o,r=i
means a two nucleon system with total angular momentum J = 0 and total isospin
T = 1; d means that this system has the deuteron quantum numbers. For simplicity
their masses will be assumed to be M = 2m, where m is the nucleon mass.
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Figure 7. Two nucleon (a) and one nucleon (b) exchange mechanisms for the
p 3 Я е —» 3 Я е p and d 3 Я е —> 3 Я е d reactions, respectively.
The IMF variable a is determined similar to that for the pel —» rfp case with
the 3 / / e c m . energy E ^ e instead of E j . The invariant mass M^N)N anc ^ 'he internal
momentum к in 3 / / e are defined to be
M2

„,,

m2

._.

fc = [A(M(a2Ar)JVlmJ,Ma)/2M(22JV)N]*,fcx = 0,
A(a,

2

2

(8)

2

b, c) = a + b + c - 2ab - 2ac - 2 k .

(9)

7

It was alredy mensioned that the lowest value of the two nucleon mass
M = 2m correspons, according to (7)-(9), to the minimal value of the momentum k.
Because the wave function is very sharp its components with higher values of M are
assumed to give small contribution in the breakup cross-section.
Now the wave function, of 3 # e with spin projection v can be written as
|3Яе,„)

yJ]^u(k)J2(^rns3\l-u)\d,m)\t3=l-,s3)

=
+u»(fc)

J^

(^гпб3\-11)(2-М(1\-и)У2м{пМт)\13

=

+\/J ii(i) S(4 :r3f3| H >|2iv ' T3)|<3 4' i/) '

-,з3)

(io)

T3,h

where n — k/k and |ef,m)|, |<з,5з) and |2iV, T3) are the deuteron, (2N) and the
nucleon spin-isospin wave functions. The normalization is chosen to be
f d3k ndHe{k) = I d3k (w2(fc) + w2(k)) = Nd,

(11)

/ d3k nvIle(k) = / d3k {u2(k) + w2{k) + й2{к)) = NP, '
where Np = 2 is the number of protons in 3 # e ; according to ref.
deuterons in 3 Я е is N4 = 1.38.
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(12)

the number of

Repeating the arguments of ref.'0 one has

*<,.*.,.*«„.£
з(

Яе)

1

(eP£d)(l

U k / -3 ( ""<" 7 l " J

-a)

„?/e2

'
(13)

where e p = \Лп 2 + A:2, ed = N / J V P T I 2 and / 20 = (w2 - 2\/2uw)/v / 2(u 2 + u>2) is
the tensor polarization of the deuteron in the (2He,d) breakup. So the additional
components of the 3 l i t wave function give a nontrivial contribution (given by the curl
bracket in (13)) in the reaction cross-section in comparison with the naive calculations
of ref.24.
Assuming IA for the high energy breakup 3 / / e one can extract the momentum
distributions n*{e(k) and njJe(k) from the A(3He,p) and A(3He,d) reaction crosssections, respectively. Such momentum distributions extracted from the Dubna data'
(with A = 1 2 C) are displayed at fig.S. The full curves correspond to the fit
5

п(А) = £Л-е:ф(-#.-А- 2 );

(Ы)

A1- = 915.9, 671.3, 27.91, 1.675, .4733;
Bf = 647.4, 212.9, 5S.26, 14.02, 2.540;
A*

-

512.6, 252.3, 1S.90, .5387, 2.37S • 10~3;

Bf = 470.0, 149.6, 53.33, 13.84, 2.540.
The energy behavior of the ]?He elastic scattering cross-section at 0c_,n_ — 180°
is shown at fig.9. The data are from ref.2", the full curve corresponds to calculations
according to (13) with the momentum distributions of fig.8. The tensor polariza
tion i2o is chosen to be zero. For |i 2 o| < 0-3 the tensor polarization does not af
fect significantly the cross-section behavior. The broken curve corresponds to the
'naive' model where the curl bracket in (13) is omitted. One concludes that the
{{2N)J=O,T=\
+ A^-component cannot be ignored in calculations and is as important,
as the (d + p)-component is.
It must be stressed here that the effective mass M should be somewhat larger
2m. This may be a reason of a systematic small overcstimation of the theoretical
curve of the cross-section. There is no such problem for the elastic d* lie backward
scattering. The appropriate theoretical prediction in the framework of the one proton
exchange approximation (fig.7b) is also displayed at fig.9.
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Figure 8. The momentum distributions in 3 Я е extracxted from the inclusive
( 3He,p) and ( 3He,d) cross-sections 7 .
Conclusions of this section are as follows.
(i) The simplest mechanism of TNE describes (at least qualitatively) the energy
behavior of the p3He elastic scattering at 180° if calculations are provided in the
framework of IMF dynamics and the momentum distributions прИе(к) and njJe(k),
extracted from the breakup (3He,d) and (3He,p) cross-sections, respectively, are
used.
(ii) The absolute value of the tensor polarization t2o of the deuteron in the
( 3 tfe,(f)-reaction is estimated to be less (or of order) 0.3 at к > QAGeV/c. It seems to
be interesting to confirm this estimation by direct experimental measurements.
(iii) We may also recommend to measure the energy behavior of the d3He
elastic backward scattering at 0c.m. = 180°.
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6.

Conclusions

Exclusive reactions of the proton—lightest nuclei and lightest nuclei—lightest
nuclei backward scattering at high/intermediate energy are good tool for study
of
lightest nuclei structure at small distances.
Study of polarized phenomena in exclusive reactions can give a new informa
tion about spin structure of lightest nuclei at short distances, as well as about some
reaction mechanisms beyond IA.

Figure 9: Energy
behavior of the
p 3He —> 3He p reaction
cross-section
(circles).
The full line corresponds to
calculations using (13),
the broken line - 'naive'
model where the curl bracket
in (13) is omitted.
The dashed line - theoretical
estimations for
d 3He —> 3 Я е d reaction.
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Polarization Phenomena in d-p Inclusive
and Exclusive Reactions
Yu. L. Doroclnykli
Institute of Nuclear Research, Moscow, Russia
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141980, Dulma, Moscow Region, Russia

Abstract
Л now approach to the analysis of douteron fragmentation pro
cessus at high energies is reviewed, Relativistic effects in the deuteron
and the reaction mechanism of the d-N fragmentation are taken into
account. The consideration is performed in the infinite momentum
frame using Weinberg's rclalivisUe diagram technique. The inclusive
and exclusive proton spectra and the polarization characteristics are
investigated taking the fragmentation of deuterons on nucleons as ex
ample. The description of existing experimental data and predictions
for new experiments on the investigation of short range correlations
are presented.

1.

Introduction

One of the basic problems in modern nuclear physics is the study of short
range correlations (SRC) in nuclei. Such correlations can be investigated
both in processes with large transverse momenta and in soft interactions,
for example, in fragmentation reaction of nuclei at high energies. In this
connection the study of fragmentation reactions of the deuteron oil nuclcons
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and nuclei at high energies can give more detailed iiifonnation about its
structure ("specially at small /V — N distance's.
Л lot of difficulties arises in the study of this problem. At first, of course,
it is necessary to take into account the relativisfic structure of the dcuturon
if wc analyse the processes which occur at small N - N distances. It is known
that the decay vertex of the deuteron into two ritideutis Is related lo the wave
function which is the solution of the Uethe-Salpctcr equation in general case.
Hut there is no exact simple solution of this equation therefore we must
resort lo different approximations. One is as follows. The idea of a deuteron
wave function (d.w.f.) in light cone dynamics is introduced in the infinite
momentum frame (IMF) [1-5]. Then it is related to the nonrelativistic, d,w,f,
depending on invariant variables [(>-<)].
Furthermore, in the study of
SRC it turns out the analysis of such processes only in (he frame of the
spectator mechanism is sufficient, ft is necessary to take into account a
more complete reaction mechanism. In this talk the analysis of the deuteron
fragmentation processes suggested in [10, 11, 12] is presented. In addition
to the spectator mechanism and the mechanism with a virtual meson in the
intermediate state, which have been considered previously we include now the
rescatfering graphs of mesons and nucleons. The importance of including the
rescattering of nucleons in dp —» pX was demonstrated by F.Pordrisat and
M.Punjabi [13] and also by L.Dachno and V.Nikonov [14], where however, the
relativistic effects in the deuteron were not taken into account. In particular,
it was shown [13] that the difference which arises in the description of the
inclusive spectrum of protons and of '1\о in the dp —> pX reaction, if different
rionrelativistic d.w.f. are used, is determined by the rcscattering of nucleons,
Another important conclusion which follows from [13, 14] is that a change
in the yV — N amplitudes produces a smaller change in Тю than a change in
the d.w.f. However, as was shown in [10-12] the cross section and especially
7^o are strongly sensitive with respect to procedure of relativisation of the
douleron dissociation vertex into two nuclcons. In particular, in [15] it is
shown that the inclusive spectrum of the protons emitted at large angles
in the reaction pd —» pX cannot be described on the basis of a structure
function obtained from nonrelativistic d.w.f. The structure function must be
a function of two independent variables x and pr describing the longitudinal
and transverse motion of the constituents in the deuteron respectively.
Besides in this talk we present the results about not only the inclusive
spectrum and 7'2o, but also another interacting polarization characteristic:
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the polarization transfer к = V/V, where V' ami V are the vector polariza
tions of final protons and the initial dcuteroti in the reaction dp —> pX. The
calculation of к is interesting especially because recently new data about this
value have been obtained in Dubna [16] and in Saclay [17].

2.

General formalism

As it is known, generally the deuteron vertex d — NN'w not equivalent to the
deiileron dissociation into two nucleons [18]. The annihilation (IN —> N has
to much be included in this vertex. Therefore it cannot be related directly
to the flciitcron wave function (d.w.f.) in the general case. As it is known,
along with the covariant formalism the noncovariant one can be used, where
each Feynman graph of the n-th order is equivalent to n! time-ordered graphs
of the old pcrtubativo theory (OPT h). Many of these graphs vanish in the
(IMF), i.e., they give contributions of the order 1/Я, where P is the summed
momentum of the initial particles, going to infinity. Only the graphs related
to the deuteron dissociation into two nucleons remain [1-5]. More detailed
discussion of this problem is presented in [18].
In this paper we will use the approach of the relativisation of d.w.f. where
the relativistic d.w.f. is related to nonrelativistic one Фп,г. depending on the
relativistic variable k 2 by the following form [6-9], [18]:

^ , М = СоФ„.г.(к2),

(i)

where x and kt arc the light cone variable and the transverse momentum
of the nucleon in th deutcron; k 2 = (m 2 + /г2)/(4ж(1 — a;)) — m2; Co ~
(k 2 -f m 2 )'/' 1 , m is the nucleon mass.
As shown from [9, 20, 21], the spin structure of d.w.f. Ф(ж, kt) on this
light cone in the covariant approaches sufficiently complicated: it does not
consist of two S- and D- waves, as in the nonrclativistic case. However, if
we consider the deuteron stripping dp —* pX, when the proton is emitted
forward or backward in the deutcron rest frame, the spin structure of Ф
reduces to the usual form of a nonrelativistic d.w.f. because
Melosh's
matrix operator corresponding to the Lorentz transformation of the spin
components of d.w.f. equals 1 in] this case [20, 19, 18]. Therefore we can
use the ordinal dcuteron spin structure of Ф„.г. and for Ф(я, kt) we can write
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the following spin structure:
*Hx,kt) = Фо(*,/т,) + (1/8),/2*1>2(.т, W » ; .

(2)

here Snp = ',](гтпк°)(аркп) -anav and Ф0 = Co", ^2 = CQw ; и and w are the
,9- and D-waves of nonrelativistic d.w.f., but depending on x and ki\ crn and
<JV arc Pauli matrices of the neutron and the proton respectively; k° = k / | k |
is the unit vector.
Let us consider now the deuteron stripping reaction dp —> pX, As men
tioned above and in [10-14], it is unsufficient to consider this process only in
pole approximation, it is necessary to take into account the full mechanism
in the frame of Weinbrg's diagram approach in IMF [1]. As is known the idea
of this method is the following: each Feynrnan graph of the n-th order is rep
resented as the sum of n! graphs of OPTh. In IMF a lot of graphs vanishes
as 1// J , and at large P we can neglect the contribution of this graphs.
If we consider the deutcron stripping reaction dp —> pX for the case when
the proton is emitted forward or backward in the deuteron rest frame, then
according to [1-4] it is necessary to take into account time ordered graphs
presented in fig.\(a — e) of OPTh. Other time ordered pole and triangular
graphs give the contributions of order 1// J , which can be shown simply in the
case of the deuteron break-up. Generally more detailed analysis is needed
for the reaction dp —• pX.Therefore at large P we can restrict ourselves to
the graphs of fig.l(a — e) only and neglect other time ordered graphs of first
and second order in hadron-nucleon (/i — N) interactions.
The general expression for the amplitude of the processes dN —+ pX
corresponding to the graphs of figs.l(a — e) can be written in the following
form:.

Fo^cj^F,

(3)

where the following notion is introduced: С = (2(27r)3)'/2 is the normal
ization coefficient [10, 18]; Fl are the amplitude parts corresponding to the
graphs of fig.\(a - c) [10, 18]:

Fx =h,NN4*\M№*i(\-*i))11*

(4)

F2 = h,NNV{x7,kr)l{2x2{\

(5)
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where /i,;V/V and /2,,v,v arc the amplitudes of N-N interaction corresponding
to the lower vertices of fig.In and fig Ad graphs; x\,f?r correspond to the
proton emitted from the upper vertex of fig.la, i.e., to the spectator proton;
:r2, —к'/' correspond to the proton emitted from the low vertex of fig.lb, i.e.,
to the nonspectator one. The expressions for F[S~r' are presented in [10, 18]
in details and therefore we do not present them here.
Note that each graph of fig. l(c—e) corresponds to coherent sum of graphs
taking into account all isotopic states of intermediate and final particles.
Now we return to the calculation of different obscrvablcs in the considered
reaction.

3.

P r o t o n spectra and polarization phenom
ena in inclusive and exclusive d — p strip
ping

Let us consider the inclusive dN —• pX fragmentation. The expression for
the inclusive spectrum of protons, Qdu, when dcuteron is not polarized, can
be written in the following form:
QdN = EidtroN/iPpi = Cx j SV(ei}F+F„)6W(Pin

- Pf)Vt

(6)

where C, = (27r)' , /(4A 1 / 2 (.s Dyv ,Mb,m 2 )); Г =
<Ррг...Ллт/({2тГ)™2Е2...2Вн);
i.e., Г is the phase volume of n — 1 particles, p2, ...,p/v and /? 2 ,..., EN а " - Uic
three-momenta and energies corresponding to X in the dp —> pX stripping;
2
A ' / 2 ( . T , J / , Z ) = ((x — у — z) — Ayz). Details of the calculation of p/j/y are
presented in [19,22].
Now we will turn to the calculation of the polaization phenomena in
the inclusive (//) —* pX reactions. According to what was mentioned above,
we can take the usual nonrelativistic structure as the spin structure of the
d.w.f. when the final proton is emitted forward after the fragmentation of
the fast deuteron or backward in the rest frame of it. The general form of
the deuteron matrix density go is the following [22-24] :
QD = Pr/3(1 + 3/2PS - 1/2^ 20 (3S.2 - 2)) ,
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(7)

where V is the vector polarization of deiiteron; QUN'VA '-be tensor polarization
of deiiteron; 5 is the deutrroii spin operator; S. is its
^-projection.
Consider now the tensor analysing power Л as the average value of the
spin-tensor operator П2о = 3.9? - 2 [22, 23], i.e., Л =< Пт > = y/2T,0. This
value can also be detected in another way [22]:
Л

= *(™ = -H) + g ( m = - l ) - 2 g ( m = ) ) ,

(8)

where с ( т = +,—1,0) arc the differential cross sections of the reaction
assumed for pure spin states of the dcuteron beam, the value of '/'20 according
to the determination introduced above and to [22, 23], can be written in the
following form [24]:
W

~V2

fSP(Q0F£F»)V

'

[J

>

After the calculation of all graphs of fig Л we can write the expression
for T20 in the following form:

The functions Ri(x), Ri(x) correspond to the contribution of the 7r-meson
absorption triangular graph of fig.lc. And the functions Яг(а:), Я 2 (х) corre
spond to the contributions of the triangular graphs of fi"g.l(d, e). They are
presented in [21], therefore we will not present them here.
Note that (8) returns into the usual formula of T2Q for the case of the
spectator mechanism when fig.l(b — e) are neglected, i.e., when Ri(x) =
R2(x) = Ri(x) = R2{x) = 0.
Now we turn to the calculation of another polarization characteristic,
the polarization transfer in dp —* pX reaction. We suggest that the initial
deuteron has the vector polarization V and some tensor polarization, i.e.,
020 is not equal to zero and we are interested in the polarization of the final
protons V'. The general expression for the polarization has the following
form [24]:
,
/Sp(gDFfrrnFd)r
Hn

~

/Sp(ft,FbFD)r
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Fig.2.
a) Contributions of various mechanisms to the invariant differential cross
section of the pd —* pX reaction at 9(Get>./c) and deuteron angle Ograd.,
calculated with Reid soft core d.w.f. [25]. The curves correspond to the
followi;
orhanisms: dot-dashed-graph of fig.la; dot-dot-dashed -graph of
fig.lb; a c h e d -diagram oifig.ld; long-dashed -diagram of fig.le; full-sum
of all contr 1- ions.
b) The
s in fig.2a for Paris d.w.f.
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here n is the unit vector orthogonal to the plane of the considered reac
tion dp —у pX. Introduce now the following polarization characteristic
к = (V'n)/{'Pn).
In the spectator mechanism we have the usual formula
for к:
Ф3(*) - П*) - &Фо(*)*2(*)
sv
In the case when £20 = 0 WG c a n write the simple relation between к and 72u
in the spectator mechanism:

Ф2(.т)+Ф3(.т)

- '

2 >/2

20

4(1 + / P )

U 5j

'

here Y'jo is the deuleron tensor analyzing power in the spectator mechanism,
i.e., when 7!, = Tl2 = 7*i = R2 = 0 in the formula (7) for 7'20; Я = Ф 0 /Ф 2 .
It is evident from (11) that if the spectator mechanism is dominating and
other graphs of figA(b — e) are negligible, . the
S- and D-states ratio
of d.w.f. can be constructed from the experimental data about 7'2o and к.
However the real situation is more complicated. Our calculation (see also [1014]) shows that nonspectator graphs can give sufficiently large contribution
to these characteristics in some kinematic region.
If all graphs of fig.] are taken into account, the expression for к has the
following complicated form when Q2O = 0:
Фо(д) ~ 75Фо(»)Фа(д) ~ Фа(а) + Я * + Я аЬ . + К*,г.

The expressions for RN, Raba: RV,TS and Им, Rabs, Rn,rs are presented in [18].
We have the expressions for the inclusive spectrum of protons emitted
in dp —» pX stripping, the tensor analyzing power 72o and the' polarization
transfer к. In the calculation of these obscrveblcs different d.w.f. were used.
Now we present the results and their consequences.

4.

Results and discussions

The inclusive spectra of protons from the reaction dp —> pX at Рц =
9.(Gev./c) are presented in fig.2, (a, 6). The calculations are performed with
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different forms of d.w.f. Hcid soft core [25] (fig.2a) and Paris d.w.f. [26]
(fig.2b). In comparison with the previous papers here, as mentioned above,
two mechanisms are taken into account: triangular graphs with 7r-mcson
rescattcring and nucleon rcscattering figs.\(d — e). The importance of the
inclusion of nucleoli rcscattering was indicated in [13, 14], where the calcu
lation was performed in the nonrclativistic approach, however. As shown in
fig.2 good description of experimental data in all kinematic regions, could
be achieved if all graphs of figA are taken into account.
It is known from the nonrelativistic calculation of C.Perdrisat, V.Punjabi
[13] and L.G. Dachno, V.Nikonov [14] that the contribution of N — N rescatteiing to I>DN)S very sensitive to different forms of nonrelativistie d.w.f. This
is confirmed by our calculations,too. As is known, Paris d.w.f. [26] has high
momentum enhancements in comparison with Reid soft core [25] d.w.f. and
it results in the strong sensitivity of "two-step"' mechanisms to these kinds
of d.w.f.
The relative contribution of eacli included mechanism is presented in
fig.'ii. As shown in this figure there is a kinematic region where the uonspectator mechanism is very important. In the region 1, i.e., at q < 0.2(Gcv./c)
the interference between the impulse approach (figA(a, b)) and N~N rescattcring contribution is destructive, i.e., the values of the total spectrum are
smaller than the values of QQN in the impulse approximation at 0 < q < 0.2.
And in the region II, i.e., at 0.2 < q < 0.'ib(Gcv./c) the mechanism of жmeson absorption by an intradeutcron nucleoli and rescaltcring of 7r-mesons
and nuclcons on a nucleoli of a deuteron gives the constructive contribution
to QDN- Such a contribution allows us to describe the experimental grjJNxp in
this kinematic region, where there is some enhancement in o'i)^.vp. Note that
this experimental enhancement cannot be explained in I he nonrclativistic
approach [13, 14] at different kinds of nonrelativistic d.w.f., if only impulse
approximation graphs (figs.l(a,b)) and nucleoli rescattcring graphs (figAc)
are taken into account. A rather large contribution of the 7r-nieson absorp
tion and re-scattering mechanism (fig.\(c,d)) to QDH at. kinematic region II
is explained by a large value of the probability of 7r-niesou production in
NN —> xNN(\owcv vertex of figA(c,d))m\d in KN —» тгЛ'' (upper vertex of
figAd), because the kinematic region of these processes is near the region
of the Д-isobar production. This effect gives a larger contribution to the
polarization characteristics 7'2o and к in the region II, as it will be shown
later.
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Fig.3.Thc relative contributions to the differential cross section of the
reaction dp -> pX of each "two-step" mechanism (figAc — c) to the sum of
"one-step" (fig.la,b) and its interference.

Now we consider the calculation results of the tensor analizing power Г20
in dp —> pX in comparison with the experimental data obtained in Saclay
[27] and in Dubna [28] which are presented in fig.A. As shown in this fig
ure the spectator mechanism results in values of 1\0 which are considerably
smaller than the experimental data at 0.17 < q < 0.3b{Gev./c). According
to our previous paper [10] the inclusion of the triangular graph of fig.lc only
allows one to describe 7'2o at q < 0.'15(Gev./c). But now we can see from
fig A that the calculation of all fig.l graphs gives a better description of the
experimental data (see curves 3 and 4 in fig A). Our calculated curves cross
the line corresponding to Tm = 0 at q = 0A7{Gev./c) or к = 0.73{Gev./c)
with Reid soft core d.w.f. or q = 0.52(Geu./c) (k = 0.94(Geu./c)) with
Paris d.vv.f. However the present experimental data have very large errors
at 0.45 < q < 0.52(G'ei>./c) which does not allow one to determine the sign
of '/'20 in this region. Curve 5 in this figure shows that another relativisation
method of the d— NN vertex [29], a method of Gross's type [30], gives the
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dP-~PX

8p=0,

Pd = 9(GeV/c)
1

-0.5o

-1.0
-1.5

K(GeV/c)
Q095 0.178 0.25 0,32 0.37 0A2 0A5 ОАЭ 0.52 054 q(GeV/c)
0.55 0.6 0.65 0.69 0.73 077 0.8 0.82 085 0.86

X

Fig-4.Dependence of T20 on the final proton momentum q in the deuteron
rest frame and on the internal nucleon momentum к and on x in the deuteron.
Curves: 1- contribution of the spectator mechanism (fig.la);, 2-contribution
of fig.la and lc graphs; 3- contribution of of all fig.l graphs; The curves
1,2 and 3 correspond to the calculations with Reid soft core d.w.f. [25].
The curve 4 represents the contribution of all graphs of fig. 1 but for Paris
d.w.f. [26]. Curves:5-calculation result from [30]; 6-T2o with the complex
6<7-component in deuteron included [21, 12]; experimental data-from [27, 28].

negative sign of T2o in all regions of g,k,a:. It is seen from the comparison
of curves 3,4 and 5 in fig.5 that the behavior of T20 greatly depends on the
method of inclusion of relativistic effects in the deuteron at к > 0.55(C?eu./c)
or q > 0.4(Geu./c). For this reason in previous papers [10-12] in addition to
the d.w.f. caused by the probable existence of a six-quark state was intro
duced. But for the successful description of the experimental on T20 in the
spectator mechanism it was necessary to take into complex with the phase
[27] ф = bbgrad. The form of this d.w.f. is presented in [15] and [21]. Accord-
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ing to [10], if the graphs of fig.l(a - c) are taken into account , the complex
6<7-component will be necessary to describe the T2Q experimental data. The
69-state in the deutcron was taken into account in [10, 11] according to [12].
Curve 6 in fig.5 corresponds to the d.w.f. of type [IS] with ф = HOgrad.
However according to standard quantum mechanics including only the N-N
line in Fok's column, this complexity in d.w.f. results in the violation of Tinvariance, which contradicts the experiment. Therefore the disagreement
between our calculation (curves 3,4) and experimental data cannot be a di
rect indication of the 6<7-componcnt in the deuteron. It seems to be evident
that more accurate experimental information about T2Q at c/ > 0 <\b(Gcv /c)
or к > 0.7(<7гг./с) is needed.
The contributions of different graphs of figA to Tm are shown in fig.b. It
is seen that the 7r-meson absorption and rescattering mechanism {figA(c,d))
graphs give the main contribution at 0.17 < q < 0.35(Geu./c), as shown in

1-

о

-2

&1 ' Q3 ' 0'5 ".07 09 10
'1 018
' 032" 0X2 QV.8
054"
1
I- I—1— i * 1
1
•
•
0.55 065 0.73 08 0.85
Y

r

—KlGeV/C)
—qlGeV(C)
—X

Fig.S.The same as in figA but the dashed curve corresponds to the spec
tator mechanism (figAa) and 7r-rescattering mechanism (figAd); the curve
5 corresponds to the contribution of graphs figAa and figAd.
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fig A too, and the nucleoli rescatering mechanism [fig Ac graph) gives a
large contribution at larger values of q, i.e., q > QA[Gcv./c), which moves
the crossing point 'Гш = О to the right (see fig,4,curves 3,4).
Consider now the result of the calculations of к, which are presented in
fifj.ti. It can be seen the inclusion of a "two step" mechanism (triangu
lar graphs of fign.\[c - c)) changes the values of к sufficiently stronger at
0.25 < q < QA{i(Gcv./r). The тг-теяоп absorption mechanism (/iff, 1 с graph)
results in the main contribution to к in this kinematic region, as shown in
fig.(5. This is explained by the fact that the absorption of the virtual nmeson by an inlradcuteron nucleoli (see the upper vertex of the fig Ac graph)
is а 7Г — N interaction with pseudoscalar coupling, i.e., £,„, = </(Ф7йФ)(гФ),
(here т are isotopic matrices, Ф is the operator of the meson field) which gives
the spin flip part of the total amplitude of our discussed process. In other
words the terms (ст/7) and [ak) corresponding to vertex Г'дг (see (II)) turns
the initial direction of the spin of the intradeuteron nucleoli, which influences
the value of the polarization V of final protons or the transfer polarization к.
The corresponding effect appears with the inclusion of the 7r-mcson rescattering on the spectator nucleoli [figAd graph), because the -к — N elastic
amplitude has the spin flip part too. The nucleoli «'scattering (fig. le) gives
a very small contribution to /c, because the spin dependence of N — N am
plitudes is neglected in our approach. The result of this approximation is
that the nucleon rcscattering mechanism gives the main contribution to the
inclusive spectrum at q > 0.2[Gev./c) when the N — N scattering in the
first arid second vertices of the fig Ac graph appears at not large transfer,
because the final proton is emitted forward or backward in the deutcron rest
frame. However it is known that polarization characteristics, in particular
the nucleon polarization, in the clastic N — N scattering are small at small
transfer and considered energies (of the order of some Gev,) [151].
Consider now the very interesting dependence of 7'2u on к. Our calcula
tions and the experimental data about this one are presented in fig.l. The
circle on this fig. means the calculation in the framework of the spectator,
mechanism only. It is shown from this one that the experimental data and
our calculated curve, taking into account the reaction mechanism more com
plicated than spectator one, don't lie on the circle. It confirms our above
mentioned conclusion about the very important role of the reaction mecha
nism.
Now we present the calculation results of the proton spectrum and '/'20
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Fitj. G. Dependence of polarization transfer к on the final proton momen
tum q in the deuteron rest frame and on the internal nucleoli momentum.
Curvos:dot-dot-dashed -contribution of fig, la graph; dashed-eonlribution of
fig А с graph; full- sum all contributions (fig An — e). All calculations were
performed with Paris d.w.f. [26]. Experimental data-from [28, 16, 17].
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Fig.9.Dependence of T-zo on the backward proton momentum рг in the
deuteron rest frame in the exchange reaction pd —»• ppn at Tp = 2.5(G'eu.)
and detecting angles of the first proton O.grad. and the second one 180.grad..
Curves: 1-sum of all contributions (fig.la, b, c, e) for Paris d.w.f.; 2-the same
as the curve 1 but for Reid soft core d.w.f.; dashed -contribution of spectator
mechanism (fig.la) for Paris d.w.f.; 3-the same as the dashed curve, but for
lleid soft core d.w.f.
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for the exclusive reaction pd —• ppn, when one proton is emitted forward
and the other-backward. The experimental measurements of go and 7'20
in this reaction at To < 2.5(Gev./c) are planned in Juclich (Germany).
The fign.l{a — c) graphs will give the contribution to the observable of this
reaction. Our calculations arc presented in figs.8,9. It is shown that the
nonspectator graphs (fig.4.lb,c) give the contribution to QDN and '/20 hi the
kinematic regions analogous to the case of the inclusive p - d reaction.

5.

Conclusion

Now wc can make the following conclusion from our analysis of deuteron frag
mentation processes on protons.At first it is unsulficient to use the spectator
mechanism, i.e., the fig. la graph, for the analysis of the deuteron fragmenta
tion reaction. It is shown clearly, especially from the analysis of polarization
characteristics of dp —> pX and dp —+ ppn processes, that the contribution
of all nonspectator graphs (figs.i(b-e)) is sufficiently bigger, especially at in
termediate momentum values of the final protons, 0.2 < q < 0.5(Gev./c) or
0.2 < к < 0.8(Ceu./c) or 0.6 < x < 0.8. The main contribution to the ana
lyzing power of the dcutcron fragmentation 7'20 at0.2 < q < 0A(Gev./c) give
the triangular graphs with the virtual 7r-mcson absorption, the rescattcring
of 7r-mesons and nuclcons on intradeutcron nuclcons (see fig,l(d,c))
gives
the main contribution at 0.3 < q < 0.5(Gcv./c). In the end of the spectrum
the influence of NN rescattering process dominates.
Such behavior of this
one at high spectator momentum is a direct consequence of the final state
interaction concept, used in this work. Therefore the difference between the
calculations in the frame of the spectator mechanism and in the frame of all
graphs of fig Л is very large (compare the curves 1 and 5,6 in flg.5). The
cross section and especially polarization characteristics in the dcutcron frag
mentation process at high energies .can be ' considered as a good testing
field for different theoretical concepts of NN interaction.
It is shown on fig.5 that our calculations (see curves 5 and 6 in fig-Ъ)
do not contradict the existing experimental data on 7го in the whole kine
matic region, except the last three experimental points in figb which have
very large errors. However the theoretical calculations using different relativisation methods of the d — NN vertex give different values and different
signs of T 20 at q > 0A(Gev./c) (compare curves 1 — б and 3). Therefore it
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is very important to have more experimental information in this kinematic
region.
The other polarization characteristic, the polarization transfer к, is more
sensitive to the reaction mechanism than Т<щ. The mechanism of the virtual
7r-ineson absorption (f if/Ac graph) gives the main contribution to л- from all
nonspectator graphs of fig A (fifjA(b — e)), as it. is shown in fig.l.
And
the spectator mechanism gives the main contribution to к either at small q.
q < 0.2(//cw./c) or at large (/, q > 0.5(Gt:v./c).
Therefore in order to get new information about the deuteron structure
at small ;V — Л' distances or large k, it is necessary to have the experimental
information about к, '1\Q and QDX at large momenta of the final protons, in
particular at k > 0.8(Gcv./r) or q > О.ЦС'со./с) or .r > O.S.
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Abstract
Л microscopic picture for the cumulative phenomena on the deuteron, based
on perturbative QCD calculations of the corresponding quark diagrams near the
threshold is developed. In the framework of this approach the deutecou structure
function and particle production rate in the cumulative region are calculated.

1- Introduction
In spite of the wealth of the accumulated experimental material, the cumulative phe
nomena still lack adequate theoretical microscopic description. Existing phenomenological models propose different mechanisms for the cumulative particle production.
One may distinguish between mechanisms based on the formation of mulliquark or
multinucleon configurations inside the nucleus (short range models) and ones based on
multiple scattering on various nucleons situated at different points in the nucleus (long
range models). Short range models may be divided into ''cold'', which assume the ex
istence of high density configurations in the initial nucleus, and "hat", in which these
configurations are formed as a result of the collision. Finally one may treat the whole
picture cither in the nucleon language or in the quark one. A consistent microscopic
theory should give answer as to the dominance or relevance of the described mecha
nisms. As shown in [ 1 ], in the Feynman diagram language all mechanisms emerge
as different parts of the same contribution. Moreover, strong cancellations are found
to take place between the cold and hot contributions to the short range part, so that
both should be considered together. However the results of [ 1 ] were obtained in the
nuclcon picture in the nonrelativistic domain of low cumulativity. A consistent theory
should certainly be based on quarks, since there may hardly exist any nucleons left
intact at relative momenta higher than several GeV/c. A phenomenological treatment
based on quark distributions in nuclei and the QCD evolution equations was proposed
in [ 2 ]. However the relation between the structure function at x > 1 and cumulative
particle production rate, used in [ 2 ],is not fulfilled, as we shall subsequently find.
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Iii this report we attempt at a microscopic treatment of cumulative phenomena on
the deuteron, based on the possibility to use perturbative methods near the cumulative
threshold % = 2, where five soft quarks are created together with the cumulative one
[ 3 ]. We sum all the so-called intrinsic diagrams [ 3 ], in which an arbitrary number
p quarks become soft. Only p = 5 corresponds to the physical threshold. However we
shall argue that contributions with p < 5 also make sense.

2. D e u t e r o n s t r u c t u r e function for x > 1
With p quarks becoming soft (p < 5) we have to consider diagrams for the virtual -jd
scattering shown in Fig. 1. The active quark (scaling variable £) receives longitudinal
momentum from p donor quarks by p gluon exchanges. We assume that all six quarks
of the deuteron initially carry a part x ~ x0 = 1/3 of the total deuteron longitudinal momentum per nucleoli. Evidently the maximum momentum accumulated from p
donor quarks is ( p + l)xo, which is the treshold for p soft quarks. The quark counting
rules [ 4,5 ] tell us that the contribution to the structure function of the diagrams of
Fig. 1 is proportional to Д^ р - 1 where Д р = p -f 1 — £/.r0. We calculate the sum of
all diagrams with p soft quarks near the threshold, that is the coefficient in the quark
counting rules behaviour.

Figure 1. A typical diagram for the deuteron structure function at a: > I.
To simplify the treatment, in the present calculations spins were neglected. Flavour
and colour were taken in the average sense.
For the gluon exchange the Coulomb gauge was taken and only the Coulomb part
was retained, since the transversal part leads to extra powers of Д р [ 3 ]. The cor
responding instantaneous interquark interaction V results independent of transverse
momenta and for the transition xx,x2 —> x\,x'2 is given by (without colour)
V = 4*0(0:, + x[)(x2 + *',)/(*, - x\)2

(1)

Colour introduces a factor \/2/3 into (1).
Near the threshold in all energy denominators only large soft quark energies m]_/x
were retained. All initial quark longitudinal momenta in V's were taken equal to
x 0 = 1/3.
With these approximations we obtain for the deuteron structure function

F2(d)(*,Q2)= / W l W M . Q ' ) Jx
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(2)

where / 2 is the quark structure function and /?,,(<£)/£ is the cumulative quark distribution:
Dp(0 = 6C5V„A'p2(y/2a/3mf»Al>>~]/(2p - 1)!
(3)
Here the interaction factor Xp is a sum of all p! diagrams of the type shown in Fig.
1 at the threshold (Д р = 0). It is a number depending on p. One can construct a
recurrency relation for it. Defining fp+\ = Xp/(p + 1)! one obtains

/ n = (l/n(n - 1)) ][>/„-*(n + k)/(* - h)

('0

/t=i

with an initial condition f\ = 1. The asymptotics for fn is fn ~ (6/5)nexp( —an) with
a = 0.24421.... It gives quite a good approximation starting already from n = 3.
The nuclear factor pp is the probability density for p donor quarks to occupy the
same point as the active one in the transverse plane. If quarks sit inside nuclcons then
for p = 3,4,5 it coincides with the probability density г«2 to find the two nucleons of
the deuteron at the same point:
C!pp = w2/(2mVl)",

(5)

where Vj is the nucleon's volume.
We finally obtain
Dp(£) = (216/5)ч/47ехр(-2а)г<; 2 р(р + l f / ^ ' A ^ 1 ,

(6)

where the effective interaction constant 7 is given by
7

= c*2/36m3Viexp(2a) .

(7)

From the experimental data near the threshold we obtain: from the proton's structure
function at x = 0.75 [ 6 ] 7 = 0.0085; from the deuteron's structure function at x = 1.6
[ 7 ] 7 = 0.0106. Thus both sources give essentially the same magnitude for 7, which
confirms validity of our treatment.
With so small 7 we may expect that the contribution from a given p always domi
nates over those with greater p's. We may then take the total D(£) as a sum

од = £вд)

(8)

p

provided we cut off the power-like rise of Dp(£) down from the threshold Д р = 0 at
the point Д р = 1 where the contribution from p — 1 soft quarks starts. The resulting
behaviour of £)(£) (or F 2 '(f), which differs from £)(£) only by the factor 1/3 coming
from the quark average electric charge squared) is shown in Table 1 together with the
experimental values from [ 7 ].
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Table 1. The dcitteron structure function
are from [7].
X
Theory
1.1 9.12 -Ю - 5
1.2 2.19 -10- 5
1.3 1.74 • 10- s
1.4 4.05 • 10-6
1.5 6.4 Ы 0 - 7
1.6 5.09 • 10-7
1.7 1.97-lO" 7
1.8 5.13 -10- 9
1.9 1.00-10-"

F 2 ( x ) ftt x > \. The experimental data
a:
1.27
1.35
1.38
1.40
1.44
1.48
1.52
1.55
1.60
1.64

Experiment
1.4 10~4
4.3 io- 5
2.0 io- 5
1.1 10~5
6
6.7 IO4.1 ю- 6
3.0 ю- 6
1.9 ю- 6
1.1 ю- 6
7.0 ю- 7

The oscillations of the calculated results are of course spurious: they will be
smoothed down if we take into account that initial quarks have some distribution
in x around xo = 1/3. Altogether we observe a reasonable agreement between our
predictions and experiment.

3.

Cumulative particle production

We consider production of a cumulative particle (a quark) with the scaling variable
f > 1 together with p soft quarks near the threshold Д р —> 0. The rest 5 — p of the
deutron valence quarks may in principle take part in the interaction with the projectile.
However due to the AGK cancellations [ 8 ] the contribution from such interactions
vanishes. Therefore the 5 — p hard quarks remain pure spectators. As for the p donor
quarks, one can prove that they all have to interact with the projectile, in addition
to their interactions with the observed cumulative quark. Indeed, if one of the donor
quarks does not interact with the projectile then contributions from different time orderings of the two types of interaction, with the projectile and with the observed quark,
cancel each other in the limit Д р —> 0. All interactions of donor quarks with the pro
jectile occur simultaneously, either before the donors start to transfer their momentum
to the observed quark (hot contribution) or after these transfers have been completed
(cold contribution). In the first, hot, case the interactions with the projectile may be
both elastic and inelastic. These three possibilities are illustrated graphically in Fig.
2 а, о, с
One can show that inelastic interactions in the hot contribution (Fig. 2 c) lead to
extra powers of Д р and may thus be neglected near the threshold Д р -* 0. The rest of
the contributions, cold and hot elastic, sum incoherently into the inclusive cross-section
(integrated over transverse momenta)

M)=idafd^

jd4lp{i,b).

(9)

For fixed impact parameter b

Ш, ь) = (ЛЬ) + £ *У,'(Ь)Я"*(Ь))я,(0/р!
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(10)

F i g u r e 2 . Diagrams for cumulative quark production with final donor quarks inter
actions with the target ("cold" contribution, a) and their initial elastic and inelastic
interactions with the target ("hot" contribution, b and с respectively).
Here J9p(£) is the cumulative quark distribution studied in Sec. 2; j,jt and J2 describe
the cold, hot elastic with the same quark of the projectile and hot elastic with different
quarks of the projectile interactions, respectively. They are given by the expressions

j(b)= (l/;r)m2 JfbKpbiKZimhWbMb-h

+ b2)

(И)

i 1 (6) = | c / 2 6 l J / ( 6 1 ) | a ( 6 - 6 I ) | 2

(12)

j 2 (b) = |y ( / 2 6 1 7 ? (6 1 )a(6-6 1 )| 2 .

(13)

In (ll)-(13) 77(6) denotes the quark distribution in the projectile; a(b) is the quarkprojectile amplitude; <r(b) = 2lma(b) is the corresponding cross-section.
Note that according to (10) the number of quark interactions with the projectile
is p and thus changes with the cumulativity. As a result, the relation between the
structure function and particle production rate changes with p.
In numerical calculations both 77 and a were taken Gaussian. For the proton pro
jectile
7?(&) = 7 / o e x i > M 7 4 / & )
(14).
with the nucleon's radius squared R% = 2.3 GeV~2 { 9 ];
a{b) = г(о-/8тгЯ 2 )ехр(-&74Л 2 )

(15)

where jR% was determined from the effective pomeron radius R2P = 2R2N 4- RQ. AS for ст,
it was determined from the experimental data on a™ or erp°' in the framework of the
multipomeron eikonal model. It rises with energy faster than <т1°' from с = 17.6 mbn
at yfi = 62.5 GeV to a = 50.1 mbn at ^ = 16 TeV. The resulting /(£) are shown
for these two extreme values of energy in Table 2. The calculated ratio of hot to cold
contributions rises from 15% at y/s = 62.5 GeV to 30% at y/s = 16 TeV.
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ТпЫс 2. The cumulativo quark production rate /(£) in the pure quark and diquark
pictures,
Quark picture
Diquark picture
G2.5G'eV
G2.5GW
167'eK
WVcV
*
l
1.1
1.67.10-* 3.78 • 10— 2.17- 10-' 2.21 • 10"3
1.2
1.60. 10"° 4,84- Ю - 6
9.21 • 10- 8 9.46-10-'
7
5
1.3 6.22'JO"
2,70- I02.80 - Ю - 6 2.У0 - 10-'
r
fi
1.11 • 101.4
6.86- 10"°
4.3G- 10-° G.00-10r
7
2,69< 10"fi
1,6 6.9G'10-" 4,48. 10"
9.81 • 109
7
7
8.49-10-°
2.40< 10"
3.22. 10"
l.G 1.91 ' 1 0 10
6
9,27.10" B
7.G3- 10" в 2.01 -lO"
1.7 7.38 • lO"
7
9
1.8 1.92-10-" 2,4b 10l.oo. ю- 8 2.G5 -10"
2
1.9 3,75-10-''' 4.71-Ю-'
3.14'10-'° 8.29 <10-°
The found values for the inclusive cross-section off deutcron lie considerably lower
than the observed experimental сгизд-sections (for all hadrons, since we do not distin
guish between flavours). One reason fur that may be that for comparatively low values
of the cumulative number [/;/3] + 1 in the deuteron case our asymptotic calculations
are not accurate enough and subdominant terms, such as inelastic hot contributions,
including rcscattering, give large corrections and may even dominate. Another possi
bility may be that quarks are strongly correlated inside the nucleoli, e.g. a pair of them
may form a diquark. Then , effectively, the number of partous is reduced from 6 to 4
with the corresponding reduction in the number of necessary parton interactions. Our
formalism can be readily applied to this diquark picture with only a change of scale X.Q
from 1/3 to 1/2. For the structure function wc then obtain results practically of the
same quality (with a slightly lower slope and thus slightly worse agreement at lower
x). The particle production rate, however increases substantially and its slope gets
considerably lower (Table 2.), so that it compares to the experimental data much more
favourably. This result may provide additional arguments in favour of the diquark
model of the nucleon.

4

Conclusions

1. We have developed a microscopic picture for the cumulative phenomena on the
deutron near the threshold x = 2, based on QCD, which allows to relate observable
quantities to the QCD coupling constant and quark mass.
2. The relation between the structure function F^(x) and
particle production
rate l(x) results more complicated than usually assumed and varies with the degree of
cumulativity.
3. For a given number of soft quarks p I(x) involves p quark interactions with the
projectile and thus allows to study different number of quark interactions.
4. At low energies the cold mechanism gives the dominant contribution. However the
hot contribution is not at all neglegible and becomes comparable to the cold one at
energies in the TeV-region.
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Abstract
It is shown that subthreshold antiproton production in d - p collisions can provide new information about the deuteron structure at
small intranuclear distances. Detailed predictions for future experiments at KEK (Japan) are made. It is shown that a signal of the
non-nucleon component in the deuteron can be measured via p production in d — p and d — d collisions.

1.

Introduction

The study of hadron production in proton-nucleus and nucleus-nucleus collisions at projectile energies below the free nucleon-nucleon threshold is ex-
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pocted to provide information about nuclear medium effects [1, 2]. The
question arises, furthermore, whether one can also study the nuclear struc
ture at small intranuclear distances from the analysis of these reactions. The
subthreshold production of 7Г and K- mesons most likely docs not give new
information about the nuclear structure since there are a lot of reaction
mechanisms explaining the available data ( see for example [3, 4] and [5]).
In particular, the most dominant production channel proceeds via an inter
mediate pion, which is created in a first collision, and interacts with a third
nucleon to produce e.g. a A'+-mcson. This can be understood clearly by
considering the so-called triangular graphs with an intermediate meson. In
order to produce a K+- meson in the second collision of the intermediate
meson with a hucleon this meson should have not large energy or not small
momentum fraction ж, however, the cross section of the meson-iV channel at
small x is sufficiently large. Therefore this mechanism can give a sufficiently
large ontribf tion to the considered spectrum. However, the contribution of
such type of graphs is changed if wc consider the subthreshold product ; on of
hea\y ,jarticies, for ex. mple antiprotons. This is caused by smaller valiid in
the spectrum of the intermediate particles producing a p in the second colli
sion than in the previous case as will be shown below. Therefore the analysis
of the subthreshold production of heavy particles, for example p — p pairs,
in d — p reaction is more interesting for the investigation of the intranuclear
structure than the production of mesons.

2.

General formalism

Let us consider the dp —» pX reaction below the threshold for free N — N col
lisions. The simplest production mechanism is the so called spectator mech
anism where the p is produced from the collision of a deuteron constituent
with the nucleon-target and the other nucleon acts only as a spectator, i.e.
does not participate in the interaction. The deuteron constituent can be not
only the nucleon but also some baryon resonance, for example the N"(1440)
etc. In this case the contribution of the spectator graph to the inclusive
spectrum of p's can be written in the form:
. .

PitLax=

Г

/ <Pkt /

/•Xl.max

Ых^к^р^хх
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kt,pp)dxu

(1)

where the following notations are introduced: T,t(x\,k't) i-4 tlic distribution
of constituents in the deuteron as a function of x\ and kt', it includes NN,
NN", Л'Л'л- and higher components of the Fock's colomn [G]; p(s\;x\,kt,Pp)
is the spectrum of /5's produced in the collision of the dcuteron constituent
with the targct-nucleon, where XJ,.T are cone variables of the constituents
and the final antiprolon, respectively. The expression for 7',/(.т1( £<) can be
written as [G, 7]

Uxukt)

= (\ -u)\%(xl,k,)\1/(2xl(l

- x^+uCixukt),

(2)

where tyr{xi, kt) is the relativistic form of the deuteron wave function (d.w.f.);
its square is the probability to find the nucleoli in the deuteron with x\ and
kt\ C'u(.С),/-/) denotes the function corresponding to the distribution of NN",
NNTT, or Gr/-component etc. in the deuteron. The parameter w, furthermore,
is the i robability lor 'Jus non-nuclcon component. The relativistic form of
the d.w.f. 4'г(я,1, A1// can be written according to [S] as:,
Mxulct)

= ( ( ж Ч Л?)/(4х,(1 - хО^'-'Фп.гДк')

(3)

with к 2 = (m^ + kf)/('[xi{l~X\))-m2.
In (2) Ф„.г.(к2) is the nonrelativistic
2
d.w.f. depending on k , only. The expression for Gj(x\,kt) is taken from [7]
and [9] and reads:
Gd(xu fct) = b2/(27r)Gl(xi)cxp(-bkt)

(4)

with
С,(х1) = Г(А2+В2+2)/(Г(Л2+\)Г(В2

+ 1))х^(1-х1)в'.

(5)

In (5) Г(....) is the Gamma-function; A2 = ((1 - d2){B2 + 2) - 2)/(l + d2);
d2 = 0.01 - 0.02; B2 = 1.1 - 1.2, b = 2/ < kt >^ 4 - 5{GcV/e). The value of
LJ, which was found from the analysis of deuteron fragmentation processes, is
ш = 0.03 — 0.035 according to [6], whereas the form of G^(xi) is taken from
[9].
Let us first consider expression (1) qualitatively. The threshold value of
the initial nucleoli momentum in the production of antiprotons in TV — /V
collisions is p</ir.,/v « 5.6(GreV/c), but in d — p reactions the corresponding
momentum per nucleoli is Pthr.,d/micl. « 4.G{GcV/c) or ро,г.,,1 « 9.2(GeV/c).
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Thus we will consider subthreshold antiproton production in the regime
9.2(GcV/c) < pthr.,d < \l(GeV/c).
In this kinematic region, considering
for example antiprotons with momenta 1.8(GeV/c) < pp < 2.5(GeV/c), the
limits of the integration over x\ in (1) are approximately .Ti,m,-„ = 0.75 — 0.8
and xiimax = 0.9 — 0.95, respectively. Thus the high momentum tail of the
constituent distribution in the deuteron will lead to the main contribution in
the considered /5 spectrum.
One might argue that this high momentum tail might be well described
by e.g. the Paris d.w.f. [11]. However, as shown in [10], the distribution
of nuclcons according to the Paris d.w.f. does not describe the spectrum of
protons produced in d — p stripping at x\ > 0.8, whereas the constituent
distribution Td(x\,ki) given by (2) is in accordance with these spectra [10]
since the main contribution in this kinematic region arizes from the function
G'd(.T!,/.•<), sec [10] and [12]. Therefore we expect that Gd(x\,kt) should also
give a large contribution to the spectrum of antiprotons in the kinematic
region mentioned above. Other secondary graphs corresponding to the sub
threshold production of p's, for example triangular graphs with a meson in
the intermediate state, yield contributions which are much lower than in the
case of meson production. This is due to small cross sections of the mesons
because the energy of such mesons should be sufficientely large to produce a
p on the nucleon in the dcutcron. But, as it is well known, the mesons are
produced in N — N collision dominantly in the center region, i.e. at small
x < 0.2. The contribution of a nucleon or a baryon resonance in the interme
diate state is not large, too, because the intermediate nucleon increases the
value of the subthreshold energy in TV — N collision only by a small amount.
Furthermore, in the case of a N', etc. in the intermediate state the cross
section for N* production in the N — N collision is negligeable small.

3.

Results and discussions

The results of the calculation for the antiproton spectrum pW using the
expression (1) at the angle 0 — 0° (forward p production) arc presented in
figs. (1 —4). The lines corresponding to the quark component in the deuteron
were calculated using t"ie form (4) for G'j and ш « 0.03, while the lines
corresponding to the /ViV*(1440) component in the deuteron were calculated
with the wave function of this component acoording to [13] with и = Sd —
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0.001 (dashed curve) and ш = sj = 0.003 (short dashed curve). These
calculations show that the effect of the nonnucleon component in the deutcron
can be sufficiently large at antiproton momenta of Pp = 2.0 — 2.5(GeK/c)
and P,i = 9.5 — 10(6'cV/c). The effect is naturally most pronounced if the
initial momentum Pj is close to the threshold value Pd,thr. & 9.2(GcV/c) for
p production in d ~p collisions. However, as shown in figs. (1-3) the cross
sections are only a few nb for P(/ < 9.5(G'eV/c). The results presented in
figs.(l - 1 ) on the other hand provide clear predictions for new experiments
in KEK (.Japan) on p spectra in d -: p and d — d collisions.

4.

Conclusion

In this contribution we have proposed a new approach for the description subthreshold heavy particle production, in particular /J spectra in d — p reac
tions. As our calculations show, we may obtain a new noutrivial information
about the deuteron structure at small distances, for example about the nonnucleon components JVA/"(1'M0) or 6<y etc. in the deuteron. We note that (as
shown in fig.2) the non-nuclcon component described by the expression (A)
for the function Gj can be simulated by the NN~ component if w > 0.O03.
This implies that the heavy baryon resonance in the deutcron with proba
bility 0.003 — 0.005 can explain the production of all cumulative particles
in // — d collisions and shows a large effect in the subthreshold antiproton
production in d — p reactions. Therefore the experimental study of d — p and
d — d reactions at subthreshold energies at KEK (Japan) will help to clarify
the question of resonance components in the dcuteron, see [7, S] and [Ы] .
We note that experimental data on subthreshold antiproton production in
d — A and p— A collisions were obtained in KEK recently [15] which show a
large ratio of (d-/\)/(p-A) cross sections if the initial momentum per nucleoli
is4.fi(GeV/c)-5(CcV/c).
The authors like to thank Yu. T. Kisclev and M. Vlasov for their in
terest and attention to this work and the help and advice in the analysis
of experimental data. We, furthermore, like to thank A. V. Efremov, S. B.
Gerasimov , 13. A. Karmanov, F. Khanna, A. I. Titov, I. S. Shapiro for useful
discussions.
This paper was performed by the support of the Russia Foundation for
the Fundamental Research.
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Л QUANTITATIVE ISOTUMC REPRESENTATION
OF ТИК DEUTEUON MAGNETIC MOMENT
Ruggcio Maria Santilli
The Institute for Basic Research
P.O.liox 1577, Palm Harbor, FL346S2, USA,
Fax: 1-813-934 9275: E-mail: ibrrins@i)inct.aip.arg

1. Statement of the Problem
A fundamental, still unresolved problem of nuclear physics is the* old .lypothcsis that protons and
neutrons experience an alteration of their intrinsic magnetic moments when they arc members of a
nuclear structure (sec, e.g., 11], p.31). The hypothesis emerged rather naturally from experimental data
on total nuclear magnetic moments, with particular reference to the few-body case which arc known not
to be intcrprctablc via conventional quantum mechanical (QM) magnetic moments.
The physical basis of the hypothesis is so simple to appear trivial. Protons and neutrons are not
point-like particles, but have an extended charge distribution with a radius of « 1 fm. Since perfectly
rigid bodies do not exist in the physical reality, we have to expect the possibility that these charge
distributions can be deformed under sufficiently intense external forces (and/or collisions). In turn, since
nucleons are spinning particles, ordinary Maxwell's electrodynamics implies that a possible deformation
of their charge distribution necessarily implies an alteration of their intrinsic magnetic moments.
The hypothesis here considered is therefore reducible to the possible deformation of the charge
distributions of nucleons due to the notoriously intense fields of the nuclear structure.
This effect is well established in classical, atomic and nuclear physics. However, at the deeper
level of the individual nucleons, or hadrons at large, the effect has been only preliminarily confirmed by
H.Rauch and his collaborators (see reviews (2] and quoted references) in a series of interferometric
experiments on the 4rc symmetry of neutrons. The best available measure for the angle of two spin-flips
is given by
9 =715.87* ±3.8*. 0 M M = 719.67', 8Mii) = 712.07\

(1.1)

which does not contain the value 720* needed for the perfect rigidity of the neutron. Nevertheless, the
deviation, which is of the order of 1%, is smaller than the error and, therefore, measure must be re-run
to acquire a final character (Sect.3).
Despite that, measures (1.1) arc indeed plausible [3—5]. In fuct, the experimenters filled up the
electromagnetic gap with Mu-mctal sheets to avoid stray fields. As a result, the neutron beam is under
the action not only of the long range magnetic field causing the spin-flips, but also of short range,
intense nuclear fields. Studies [3—5] therefore show that the intense electric and magnetic fields of the
Mu-metal nuclei can cause an (average) 1% deformation of the charge distribution of the neutrons, with
consequential small alteration of their intrinsic magnetic moment which, in turn, implies an angle of
spin-flip different than the value 720* predicted by conventional theories.
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Within the context of (rclalivi.Mic) ImJivnic mechanics (MM), originally submif'.cd in [6] (see
17—91), in this note wc shall introduce the isotopics of Dirac's equation called hodirac equation,
construct its isotopic 5i(2.C)xT'(3.1)-invariance, and prove its local isomorphism to the conventional
symmetry.
Wc shall then show that the isodirae's equation permits the direct representation of: 1) nonsphcrical shapes of charge distributions: 2) their infinitely possible deformations; and 3) the consequential
alteration of intrinsic magnetic moments.
The theory is applied, first, to a quantitative representation of Kauch's measures (1.1) and, second,
to a resolution of the magnetic moments of the dcutcron and of few-body nuclei.
The reader should be aware that the above isotopic methods provide an axiomatization of the
so-called ^-deformation for the more general case of Q operators 110).
It should be finally stressed that our study of the Maxwellian deformation of shape/alteration of
the magnetic moment is of exterior-geometric character, i.e., independent of the constituents. It is
evident that such a study must be complemented with corresponding studies of interior-structural char
acter, which are already under way via the polarizabilily of quark orbits and other techniques.

2. Isotopics of Dirac's Equation
MM has been constructed as a step-by-step generalization of QM via new mathematical mediods
called isotopies. They essentially permit the achievement of nonlincar-nonlocal-noncanonical gene
ralizations of any given linear-local-canonical structure, but in such a way to prcst
-ic original
axioms. In this sense, the isotopies are axiom-preserving maps. It then follows that lV 1 and QM
coincide, by construction, at the abstract, realization-free level.
The fundamental isotopy is that of Planck's constant Л = 1 which is mapped into the most general
possible nonlinear intcgro-differential operator I(t,x,x,x,y,d\\l,ddy,...)
under the condition of
preserving the original axioms of h, i.e., bounuedncss, smoothness, nondegeneracy, Hcnniticity and
positive definitcness.
The isotopy of the unit of QM, 1 => /, then imply that of the conventional associative product of
operators AB => A*B, where the new product A*B must preserve the original axiom of associativity, i.e.,
{AB)c = A(Bc) => (A*B)*C = A*(B*C). Also, recall that 1 is the unit of the enveloping operator algebra
^ of QM, i.e., IA = AI=AVAe
t,. /^second necessary condition for the isotopy t,:AB =>£,:A*B is
that the new product А*В must admit / as the left and right unit.
The latter condition is verified by the realization A*B=AQB, where Q is a fixed invertible ope
rator such that / = Q~\ in which case 1*A = Q~XQA = A*l = AQQ~X= AV A<=£,. Under these properties,
the operator Q is called the isotopic element and / the isounit.
The characterization of system in MM therefore requires two operators, the conventional Hamiltonian H = к + V (or Lagrangian) which represent all action-at-a-distance, potential interactions, and the
isotopic operator Q which represents all contact nonlinear effects (e.g., nonlinear in the derivatives
x, 9vy,...), nonlocal interactions (e.g., due to mutual wave penetration) and other events (e.g., the
deformation of nonspherical charge distributions) which, as such, an beyond the representational
capabilities of the Hamiljonian.
The isotopies 1 =>/ and AB => A*B then imply corresponding isolopies of all structures of QM
into those of HM. For notational convenience, we here recall:
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1) The isotopics of fields F{n, f, >:) inio the ixnjieltlx /•'./". +. *) (isotval R.f or isoeouiplcx C.t for litis
notjj) wijli: isonumber /i = nl; conventional sum +; isotopic product /I*MI: = nQin = {mn)l; isonomi
I ;i I = l/il/; and a generalization of all operations of conventional numbers 17—9|.
2) The isotopic lifting of the conventional Minkowski space M(x, Ц, R) with familiar metric
л ^
T| = diag.(l, 1, 1,-1) over the reals Л\ into the i.stiininkonvkian spaces Л/(л, 11, R) originally submitted in
[ll|.
Л/(л, ц. К):л =(г,д') = (/•,(•/), п = ЙП, UQT\
Q = diag.(/>;. />j. /ij. I,]),

(2.1a)

ba = />u(.v.л.л.л. у....) > 0.

(2.lb)

л2 = и' п л)/ = u" nMV(.»..v.:v, v. аф. а э ф . . . у ]/ея.^

(2.ic)

where r 0 is the speed of light in vacuum ami the b's are called the characteristic functions of the
medium considered.
The arbitrary functional dependence (2.lb) is useful for the local-interior description, e.g., the
motion of an extended particle at a point within the hadronic medium [6] in the interior of hadrons. For
the case under study in this paper, which is the global-exterior description of u hadron, the characteristic
functions can be effectively averaged into constants b ' 17—У].
In the latter case, the quantity b^ is a numerical characteristic of the hadron considered, which
generally varies from hadron to hadron (because of the variation of their density with mass), and
gcomclrizcs the medium considered essentially along an isotopy of the conventional index of refraction
2

2

(when die medium considered is water, l>4' = l//i", where n' is the index of refraction and л =л In'
112]).
The space components b£ permit the desired direct representation of the generally nonsphcrical
shapes of hadrons, as well as of their deformations. For applications of the isominkowskian geometry
(2.1) and its verification with available experimental data, one may consult: refs. [7] on the nonlocalisotopic treatment of the Bose-Einstein correlation and its verification [13] via the UA1 experiment; refs.
[14] on the isominkowskian representation of available (anomalous and nonanomalous) experimental
data on the behavior of the mcanlife of unstable hadrons with speed; and others [9].
The isotopic character (as well as novelty) of the generalization is established by the fact that,
л
л л
.
under the joint lifting of the metric 11 => rj + Q\\ and of the field R=> R,I = Q .all inlinitely possible
Л

д

Л

isospaccs M(x, rj, R) are locally isomorphic to the original space A/(.v, r\, R) under the sole condition of
posilivc-dcfiniicncss of the isounit / 111 ]. Such a local isomorphism then sets the foundation for the
expected isomorphism of the corresponding symmetries. Note that separation (2.1c) is the most general
possible nonlinear, nonlocal and uoncanonicul generalization of the original separation x tyv under the
condition of preserving the original topology, i.e., sig. r\ = sig. 11 = (+, +, +, —). '
ЗУ The preceding isotopics then imply those of Hilbert spaces У£(\у1ф)е С into the isohilbert
spaces 'JfQ with isoinner product and isonormalizatum
^ : < v f $ ) : = $iei$>?eC t ,: <V ?$> = /.
(2.2)
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under which operators that arc originally llemiifean (observable; I'orQM remain llcimiicnii (observable)
for HM 17—9).
4) The liftings of the llilbcit space then requite corresponding isolopics of all conventional opeл л ft л? л л
rations [7—91. ^ c here mention isounitarity U+U -U *U = t; the isocigenvaluc equations
H*l$) = //Qly) = Е*\у) в £|ф>, E * £*; etc.
5) The lifting of the unit, base field and carrier space then require, for mathematical consistency,
the lifting of the entire structure of Lie's theory, dial is, the isotopies of enveloping associative algebras
£, Lie algebras L, Lie groups C. representation theory, etc. 17—9). Here wc mention the• isoassociative
enveloping operator algebras %Q:A*lisAQU,Q = fixed; the Lie-isulopic algebras LQ with basic
product
л

L,

|/t, «1, = |,l ,11] =A*H-U*A s AQB-UQA;

(2.3)

the (connected) Lie-isotopic gnmps (7.; of isiiliiwar isoiinitary transforms on MM: \\,R)
x' = U{w)*x = UQx = UQ(x, x, x, y,...).v,

(2.4a)

&<„•) = e f W = | e i X y w ) / .

(2.4b)

We are now equipped to study the desired isotopics of die Dirac equation. They were first sub
mitted in [6], Sect. 4.20, via the addition of variau'onally nonsclfadjoint (nonlagrangian) interactions to
represent deep mutual overlapping of wavcpackcts/charge distributions of hadrons which, as such, are
expected to be dependent on the velocities. Nonlagrangian couplings then imply an alteration of the
gamma-matrices which, in turn, provides the desired alteration of the magnetic moment called mutation.
Subsequent isotopies of Dirac equation have been studied in [IS], although with conventional gamma
matrices.
Via the isolincarization of the second-order isoinvariant [9], in this note wc submit the following
isodirac equation for the case dbldx = 0 (or for bAx,x,x, v|/, Эц/, ЗЭц/,...) averaged to constants b *)

( V P й +«»») * vw = (п *\Qr4+'»') Q v=o. '» = »«/ e «.

(2.5)

where die isogammu matrices у arc characterized by
, f\ л л

,

Л

— Л

Л _ Л

_Л

.

V

«*-|

[у Yv) = Yu<2 Yv + YVQ Y^ = 2ПЦУ/. / = Г .
Л

•!

-о, о

0

(П

s

(2.6a)

(2.6b)

о -/

/ =diag. (1,1) and у , ак are the conventional forms.
Eq. (2.5) is based on the covariancc under the isopoincare symmetry (sec below) plus the nw.-2.

mentum isoquantization rule p * ty = -il (д/с)лу) \|/ = - ib (д/дх ) v = —|'(Э/Эл,и) \y, as established by
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л

the fundamental ixotopy It =>/, (lit isoinpics (if the classical Hamilton — Jacob! equations |I2) and of
conventional quaiiti/aiioii methods |7j.
It should be stressed that liq, (2,5) is unu of the simplest possible realizations of the isodirae
equation and (hut more complex icali/ations exist, including an Intriguing eases with nondiugonal
isotopic elements |</J,
The reader not familiar with isutopie techniques should be awure that electromagnetic interactions
cun be represented via their embedding in (he generalized Lie-tensor (the //-functions) and the use of the
kinetic energy only for Lugrungiun or llumiltonian II2|, Thus, rather than a free particle, Eq. (2.5)
represents u spinor under the most generul known combination of linear und nonlinear, local and
nonlocal, us well as Lngrangian and nonlagrungiun interactions,
Note also (hat liq. (2.S) is not ttniturily equivalent to the conventional equation, In fuel, there exist
no unitary transform UU^ = U^U =» / such dun U О Л Ub,.y.JU1a Y.. U • 1. 2, 3, 4.
J*

I' I'

"

From the viewpoint of symmetries, the lifting of the Diiae injo lhuAisodirue equation implies Ihc
isotopics of the splnorial covering of the l'oineaie group !/'(3.I) = iXy(2,C')x7'(3,1) into the Isopuliicarc
л
л л л
л
,
group JP„(3.1)e5L 0 (2.C)xr„(3,l) constructed with respect to the isounit l-Q~ , Despite the loss of
unitary equivalence of the cquutions, wc shall now show that 'J*(3.1) and ТЛЪЛ) arc locally isomorphic,
In fact, the gencrutors of the isotopic £1/(2) symmetry

S^bybyS^

Si-bybySy

Sy = b*bySy

(2.7b)

verify Isocominutatlon rules witlt the conventional structure constants of £1/(2),
\SfS't\ a S\QV} - SftS, = ItijXл

(2.8)

л

The generators for the isotopic SLJ2.C) symmetry

plus die linear momentum vefiry (lie isoconimuiuior*

[J^l\\*^)

= 0, H,V= 1.2,3,4,

(2.10)
л
л
л
(
which coincide with the isocommutaliou rules of the isopoicare symmetry г,(3.1) = 0(3,1)хГ(3.1),
Eqs.(7.42) of [7J, and prove the isomorphism at the spinorial level, !P(3.1)-'1'ЛЗЛ).
The basic isocasimirs are given by 17]
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Л Д|тЛ

Л4

\y- = W i ; l
СЫ-Л*-^\.
,lv

Л

^<.mWltt^.

(2.11b)

The Isopolneare' group can (licit he written

h ф' - (II, M\ *Vm{nk «'*%№,} ф,
1:фш|п4efЛ)
л

7UI):e

• ф-{n4.'**A'« WJ ^
i/'ni" «TIJ»' "' nMVv
=e = e "
.
•s

(2.12a)
(2>12b)

(2.12c)

Wc now restrict our attention lo ilie glubal-CKlcrior ircittiitcnt with constant h* =
= Aver, [b

fax,x,y,\f,dy,dy

,...)), It is easy lo sec that realization (2.7b) implies the preservation

of the conventional spin — eigenvalues,
P* ф = | - % gfiSk) * CV = |(3/4)/) * ф = (3/4) ф,
5,*ф»±£ф.

(2.13)

Despite that, the shape of the panicle is not the perfect sphere with scmiuxes (1, 1, 1), but the
ellipsoids with semiaxes (Z>,'2, Ьг'2,Ь^ ), Via a simple isotopy of conventional derivation (here omitted
for brevity), the isodirac equation then implies the desired mutation of the intrinsic magnetic moment
which, when printed along the third axis, is given by
л

V

ц=гтц,

A

l>-

т~-рт,

4

(2.14)

4

as first empirically introduced in (0|, Eqs. (4.20, 16), p.8U3. This concludes our study of the isodirac
equation (sec [9] for details).
The advances presented in this section arc the following. First, wc have constructed the most
general known, nonlinear, nonlocal and noncanonica! realization of the spinoriul covering of the
Poincare symmetry, and shown the local isomorphism tP(3A) - !/"Q(3.1) (only realizations of P(3.1) were
previously known [7]).
Second, we have generalized (he conventional notion of Dirac spinor under local-diffcrentialLagrangian interactions into a particular class of isospinors with nonlocal-integral-nonlagrangian
interactions isoinvariant under a» (3.1).
Third, among the infinite possible isospinors, we have selected in this note those permitting a
direct representation of nonspherical shapes, their possible defonrations, arid die consequential mutation of
the intrinsic magnetic moment, under the condition of preserving conventional value of spin —.
Moreover, all these results are derived in a form directly applicable to «/-deformations in Q-operator realization [10].
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These results arc important for applications because they ami inn that (he imitation of (he intrinsic
magnetic moment can be represented as a puicly geometric-exterior event which, in its simplest possible
form, dues indeed preserve I'auli's exclusion principle | l d | and other nuclear laws [У|.

J. Applications (o Nuclear Physics'
In this section wc shall show thai isodirac equation (2.5) permits novel applications in nuclear
physics, such as a numerical representation of Uaueh's inieiferoniciric measures (1.1) and u quantitative
resolution of the total magnetic moment of few-body nuclear structures.
З.Л. Application to Kauch's Measures. Let us recall that experiments [2| essentially test the
familiar transformations
XV 12

4i' = «CU,)v = e ' ' y = c

'Y.YA' 2
1г

' у.

(3.1)

However, measures (1.1) indicate an apparent 1% deviation from law (3.1). In [12], Vol. II, Scct.VlI.2,
wc provided a uonrelativistic treatment of the problem. In this section we present, apparently for the first
time, a rclativistic operator treatment of measures (1.1) viu Oq. (2.5).
The basic physical event studied in this note is the deformation of shape of the charge distribution
of nuclcons under sufficiently intense external fields, and the consequential alteration (culled mutation)
of their intrinsic magnetic moments.
We arc here evidently referring to an average deformation for all members of the neutron beam
while passing through the electromagnet gap, and definitely not to a constant deformation. It is also
evident that, as it occurs in similar events at the classical, atomic and nuclear levels, the original shape
is regained after removal of the intense fields. Thus, the neutrons reacquire their original shape and
conventional intrinsic magnetic moment, soon after passing through the electromagnet.
The above deformation of shapcnuitation of magnetic moments is represented in t-q.{2.5) via the
transition from the perfect sphere / = diag. (1, 1, 1) to the infinitely-possible ellipsoids
/ = Q~'=diag. ф'* ,b2'~2,b.'~2) with semiaxes bL'~2. This lifting essentially expresses the transition
Л

Л

from the trivial unit / of 0(3) to the isounit / of its isotopic covering 0^(3)« 0(3)[12).
Since the deviation of the mean angle 716* from 720' is small, it is reasonable to assume that it
is proportional to the mutation u n of the magnetic moment of the neutron un in the intense fields of the
Mu-mctal nuclei
716 , /7Ж = Дл/ця.
. (3.2)
л
Eq.(2.5) characterized the isulopies £1/(2) =* Ш„(2), lZqs.(2.7), with covering isorotations from
Eqs.(2.12a)

fr-&0> • $ - . * ' W i V f t

(3.3)

Moreover, the isorotational symmetry predicts the following connection between the measured
angle and the angle of the exact symmetry

Q.=b'b,'Q.
=720'
- -|yiv
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(3.4)

namely, the isotopic methods rceuusiiuci the exact rotational syninietry via a mechanism based in the
deformation of the carrier space in such u way to reproduce the angle 720" of lite exact .symmetry. This
is a rather general occurrence for the isoioialionnl .symmetry uiul it is nut reviewed here for brevity (sec,
e.g., 112] or (9], Vol.11, Chapter III).
Since the neutron is a spinning particle, it is rather natural to assume that it possesses a cylindrical
symmetry, i.e., &,* = b2' *l>3'. The shape will then be a prolate (oblate) spheroidal ellipsoid if
b3'-2 > b{'~2 а Ьг-~\Ьъ'-г

< Ь{"2= b f 2 ) .

By using as median value 0, = 716*. Iiq.(3.4) yields /;," =b2' = 1.0028. To compute the mutated
magnetic moment from (2.14), we need an independent value of b4. Its best available value is given by
b4 ~ 1.6S3 numerically predicted in ref. | 7 | for the Dosc-Iiiiistein correlation and confirmed in rcf. 113]
via the UA1 data from CERN. This value can effectively be assumed for the neutron because the term
b4' is a geometrization of the density of the particle considered, while the density of the neutron is of
the same order of magnitude us that of the fireball of the p-p annihilation.
Thus, the isodirac equation (2.5) provides a direct interpretation of measures (1.1) via the follo
wing numerical values of the characteristic b '-quantities
/;,* = b2- » 1.0028,

b)' - 1.662,

l>4 = 1.653.

(3.5)

with mutated magntic moments (along the third axis)
\in=-1.91 з =» M„=м A

V

V = - • -yo2-

<36>

Note the oblate character of the deformed neutrons with scmiaxes (0.9944, 0.9944, 0.362) which
represents a decrease of its magnetic moment. In turn, such a decrease is necessary to represent the
angle slow-down effect 15], that is, the fact that all average angles have been systematically lower than
720* for all measures conducted in experiments [2].
Values (3.5) can also be understood from the fact that all unperturbed, spinning charge distri
butions, thus including the neutron, are not expected to be perfectly spherical, but be precisely of oblate
spheroidal type, as confirmed by preliminary studies 117] via HM.
In symmary, the isodirac equation permits a direct representation of: 1) nonspherical charge dist
ributions of hadrons via the basic isounit / = diag. (b{'~2, b2'~2, b3'~2, b4'~2), where bk'~2 represents the
semiaxes and b4~ geometrizes the density of the particle; 2) all possible deformations of these shapes
via a dependence of die isounit, e.g., on the intensity E of the external fields b' =* b(E); and 3) the
«angle slow-down effect» because predicting a decrease of the intrinsic magnetic moment for the
physical conditions considered.
From the viewpoint of the isominkowskian geometry (2.1) a most fundamental aspect is the con
firmation of the property that data (3.7) characterize a physical medium in the interior of the neutron of
the highest possible Type 9 [7], p. 104, which has been consistently obtained for all hadrons with a
density equal or bigger than that of the kaons 15,7,9].
Needless to say, mere is a possibility that the value b4 = 1.653 needs adjustments for the neutron,
e.g., because of the possible difference in densities with the p-p fireball. These, and other impro
vements, must be deferred to some future time.
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311. Applications to Tolnl Niulciir МпцисИс Moments. As well known (see, e.g., |1|). to la I
nuclear magnetic moments ure coinp'iicd via (lie familiar expressions

Hl-<r> = ^V/2»i/1<-„).V. «J," = Я.5ЯЗ. . t ^ - 3 . 8 1 6 .
Ц , М « Л #'=!.

Л/у'Н,
tf'-O.

(3.7)

In tiiis note we have provided a qtiumiialive treatment of the old hypothesis (Scct.l) that the
intrinsic magnetic moments of niiduons are altered (mutated) when these particles arc members of a
nuclear structure.
In principle, wc have to expect different deformations of the charge distributions of nuclcons for
different nuclei, different positions in the sumc nucleus, etc. Our model therefore implies that the total
л
л
isominkowskiun space is the lensorial product М |ц| = Пд. Mk, k= 1, 2, ...,A, witli individual isounits
lk = Q~k =diag. {bki'~2, bk2'~ >l>u'~2, l>4~~)> where the densities of /; and /i, and &,*, can be
approximately the same for all nuclcons.
An isotopy of the conventional QM treatment (here omitted for brevity, see 19) for dctuils), then
leads to die following HM model of total nuclear magnetic moments here submitted apparently for the
first time

^ > = 0.605^3.^',

£ f = 0.605 b'^f,

b4'= 1.653.

(3.8)

It is easy to see that the above model provides a quantitative resolution of the old problem of total
magnetic moments, particularly for few-body nuclear structures. As an illustration, consider the case of
the deutcron, which is a p-n bound stale in triplet S-state (L = 0), with a very small mixture from instates (L = 2), the states with L = 1 being unallowed by parity [ 1). By ignoring very small corrections,
we have the theoretical and experimental values

и Г = «,,+ R« = О-»™. HP = °-« 57 % = »)•

(3-9)

Numerous studies of rclativislic, orbital and other types have been conducted, but none of them
has achieved a numerical representation of the deviation Д|Ду = \i[} - ц 0 * р = 0.022 in a final form, to
our best knowledge.
The resolution of the above problem is an ideal application of HM, in general, and of the isodirac
equation, in particular. Assume in first the approximation that the deformations of shape of the proton
and neutron are the same. Application of (3.8) then yields the representation
ц£ М = 0.605 Ь3'1кр + gH) m $

р

= 0.857, b3' = 1.611,

(3.10)

where the value b3* is considerably in line with that of data (3.5).
Needless to say, calculations (3.10) have been presented to the capability of the isotopic methods.
More accurate and computerized calculations are forthcoming,
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ABSTRACT
The relativistic dcutcron wave function on the light front depends on two vector
variables: on the relative momentum (/"and on extra variable having the form of a unit
vector it. Due to this fact it is determined by six invariant functions instead of two
ones (S- and D-wavcs) in nonrelativistic case, each of them depending on two scalar
variables q and г = cosr/VT. These six functions versus two variables are calculated in
the one-boson-exchange model. One of four extra functions having relativistic origin
dominates at q > 500 MeV/c over other extra functions and even over S- and D-waves.

1.

Introduction

The light-front dynamics is a self-consistent approach which is rather effective
for description of relativistic bound systems at high relative momenta of constituents.
The wave functions in this approach have the same meaning (probability amplitudes)
as their nonrelativistic counterparts and satisfy a three-dimensional equation which
turns into the .Schrodinger equation in nonrelativistic limit. Therefore, for example,
in the case of deuteron in practical calculations the relativistic wave functions are
usually obtained approximately from nonrelativistic ones by replacing argument of
nonrelativistic S- and D-wave functions by relativistic relative momentum </ (constucted by recipe of the light-front dynamics) and then by extrapolating them to
the region q ~ m. However, this naive extrapolating procedure does not give even
approximately some important qualitative features of the relativistic wave functions
which are absent in nonrelativistic limit.
These features follow from the fact that the light-front wave function, in ad
dition to its dependence on relative momentum <f, depends on extra variable having
the form of a unit vector n (see for review ref. ). The dependence on ;7 results
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in more complicated spin structure of rehitivistic wave functions in comparison to
nonrelativistic case. The rclativistic wave function of deuteron on the light front is
determined by six invariant functions instead of two ones (S- and D-waves) in nonrelalivistic case. Each of invariant functions depends on two scalar variables ц and
z = cos qn. These six functions versus two scalar variables can be found from equa
tion assuming a model for the interaction kernel. In ref. they were firstly estimated
in the framework of the one-boson-exchange model. The estimations '* gave idea of
relative magnitude of the invariant functions and their qualitative behavior. However,
they were not enough to use them in further calculations.
In the present talk we will give results of our recent calculations of six func
tions determining the relativistic light-front wave function of the deuteron. As in
ref. we use the relativistic one-boson-exchange kernel found without any approxi
mation in the light-front dynamics with the parameters (set of mesons, their masses,
coupling constants and the parameters of the form factors) taken from one of versions
of the Bonn potential.
Plan of the talk is the following. In sect.2 we remind the spin structure of
the light-front wave function of deuteron and the equation for the wave function. In
sect.3 we explain the calculation of the kernel in the light-front dynamics by example
of exchange by a pseudoscalar mesons. The results of numerical calculations are given
in sect.4. Sect.5 contains concluding remarks.
2.

Some properties of the light-front wave function

The wave functions we discuss are the Fock components of the state vector.
The latter in the Schrodinger representation is defined on some hypersurface and
depends dynamically on it. As well known, it is convenient to introduce the "lightfront" plane. One of the choicesof this plane is I. + z = 0 (we put с = 1). Another
choice is the light front of general position given by the invariant equation UJX = 0,
where и = (и?о,ш),ш2 = 0.
Dependence of any state vector on hypersurface in the case of hypersurface
t + x — 0 tied rigidly with system of reference means that a state vector dependes
dynamically on the system of reference. Hence, the generators of the Lorentz transfor
mations and rotations changing position of the light front contain interaction. These
transformations are dynamical ones.
Below we will consider the wave function defined on the light-front surface
шх = 0 (see ref. ). In this case the transformations of the system of reference and of
the light-front surface are independent of each other. Transformations of system of
reference in this case don't change position of the light-front plane. Therefore corre
sponding generators don't contain interaction, these transformations are kinematical
ones. This approach preserves explicit relativistic: со variance. The dynamical depen
dence of the state vector on position of the light front relative to a coordinate system
is parametrized by explicit dependence of the wave functions on the four-vector u>. In
particular case ui = (1,0,0, — 1) the light front u>x = 0 turns into t + z = 0.
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The spin of a particle is determined by transformation properties of the wave
function relative to transformation of coordinate system. Therefore the problem of
construction of definite spin is purely kineniatical now, in contrast to the case of
/ -f z — 0. At the same time, the state vector has to satisfy a dynamical equation (so
called "angular condition") following from rotations of the light front. Corresponding
generators and the equation are given in the appendix to ref. .
The wave function of a system with spin 1 (with projection m of spin on the zaxis in the system of rest) consisting of two particles with spins 1/2 (with projections
a\ and <J2 in the corresponding systems of rest) has the form:

€U=C Iff2 (fci,k,P^r),

(1)

where k\ and k? are momenta of constituents, p is momentum of the composite
system, т is a scalar parameter, all the four-momenta are on corresponding mass
shells: к* = Щ = m2,p2 = M a ,(wr) 2 = 0.
Translation invariance results in the conservation law:
fci +k2 = p + шт.

(2)

Since т ^ О , this equality means that the four-momenta are off the energy shell. Proof
of eq.(2) is given, e.g., in ref. 4
In the case of the plane t + z = 0 the conservation law (2) has the well known
form: fcix+^21 = px, k^+-\-k2+ = P+> but ki-+k2- ф р~, where _L= x,y, k± = k0±k..
The equation (2) is covariant generalization of these equations. If w = ( 1 , 0 , 0 , - 1 ) ,
eq.(2) exactly coincides with these equations.
Under rotations and the Lorentz transformations g the wave function (1) is
kinematically transformed as follows:

x

д£;№Л)}С;'<#-ъ*2,Р,ит),

(3)

where D^J,{R} is the rotation matrix, and, e.g.,
R(<,,p) = L-\gp)gL(p),

(4)

L(p) is the Lorentz transformation with the velocity v = p/e{p), i.e.,
ОД(М,0,0,0)

= (е(р),р)

(and analogously for Я(#, А^.г)). As known, the product of three operators in eq.(4)
is the operator corresponding to a rotation. In principle, one can find corresponding
Euler angles. Namely in this sense we understand the notation
D{R(g,p)}.
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From eq.(3) one can see that the relativistic wave function, in contrast to nonrelativistic one, is transformed in every index by different rotations. It is convenient
to go over to other representation in which the wave function is transformed in every
index by one and the same rotation. We introduce:

<« = E я^до-чп/»)}
x

D%^l{L-\V)M}D%7{R{L-\V)M))^'U,

(5)

where, e.g., R.{h~A(P),]>) is given by eq.(4) with substitution g =

L~l{V),

V = k\ + k2 = p + шт,
L~X{V) is the Lorentz boost corresponding to the velocity v = —V/VQ = —(k\ +
h)/(e(h)
+ e(k2)).
As shown in ref. *• the wave function (5) is transformed by eq.(3) with replace
ment of the arguments of all the D-functions by the rotation
R((JlV) = L-\gV)gL(V),

(6)

that is:
ФТ^кид^др^дшт)

=

£

D;V'{49,V)}D%,{R{g,V)}

т',а[а'г

•x

D%,2{R{9,V)}W:o,2{kuk2,p,uT).

(7)

Let us introduce the variables
^ = ^ ( ^ • 1 = ^ - ^ . 0 - ^ ^ - ] ,
ft = ZT1 {V)U/\L-} (V)u\ = VV*L-1 {V)U/(up)

•

(8)
(9)

and for the zero-component:
q0={kl0V0-kiV)/VV2.

(10)

It is easy to check that </o = e(q) ~ \fq2 + m2. Under the transformation g of all the
four-vectors used for constructing these variables the vectors <f, n are rotated only.
I.e., we have:
?-> q' = L-\gV)gh

= Z,"1l(gV)gL{V)q=

R{g,V)q

(11)

and the same for ft. The rotation operator in eq.(ll) is the same as for the spin
rotation of the wave function ф, see eqs.(6),(7).
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So, for the denteron with J1' = 1 + (pseudovector particle) in the representation
(5) and in the variables (8),(9) the problem of construction of the wave function
coincides with nourelativistic one: from the variables q,ft, the Pauli matrices and
spinors we should
construct the general form of a pseudovector. Since in eq.(5)
(Ti,(T2 = ± 1 / 2 , the wave function is 2 x 2-matrix. In this respect the only difference
from nonrelativistic case is presence of another vector ft, that increases the number
of independent structures. The decomposition of the wave function has the form 2 :

+

/|-(3<f(»<?) + 3TI(#X) - 2{qf!)a)

+ h\jr2-\4

x

Щ + fe-^-iWx "1 x

^"Vn

(12)

where wj1 2 are the nucleoli spinors normalized as follows: IU'W = 1. The scalar
functions / ( _ 0 depend on the scalars q2 and ftq or q and г = cos ftq. The variables q2,
fiijf слп be expressed in terms of another pair of variables Я^, x, used in the infinite
momentum frame description:

« i + m2
-2
2 __
7 =
т Ш/ =
4^Г^"" '

flj + m2
x(l-x)

l/a

(H

Since the isospin function of a state with the zero isospin is antisymmetric, the
Pauli principle results in symmetry of the wave function (12) relative to permutation
of the particles 1 ^ 2. This gives:
/ l ,2,3,5(7. ~) = / 1 , 2 , 3 , 5 ( 7 . - - ) .

/i,«(7.~) = - / 1 . 0 ( 7 . - - ) •

(13)

The normalization integral has the form:
»»

f „.-2 ---л
- л г /A7

,

(И)

/ г = / ; Ч / 2 Ч / | + (3 + г 2 ) / 2 + . ( 1 - г 2 ) ( / 2 + / 2 ) + ( 3 . - 2 - 1 ) / 2 / з + 4 с / , ( / 2 + /з) (15)
In nonrelativistic limit </ <C ?u the functions / 3 _ ti having relativistic origin
become negligible, the functions /, i 2 stop to depend on z and turn into S- and Dwaves: /1 w «д,/а ~ —"о. and w*4 return to the usual nonrelativistic wave function:

m = »s(7)-U - мч)кЩ1 - э) •
*

v/2

<l

We omit here the spinors and give only the "inner" part of the wave function.
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(16)

The form (12) for the wave function is rather transparaut and convenient
for representation of the results. For calculating the amplitude of a nuclear reactions
through the wave function it is convenient to decompose the latter in the standard rep
resentation (1), transformed according to eq.(3), in terms of four-component spinors,
Dirac matrices, etc. One of the forms of this representation is given in ref.. In or
der to express through each other the corresponding invariant functions one should
compare both representations in the system of reference with k\ + ki = 0, where
jD-functions in eq.(5) turn into the unit matrices.
Equation for the wave function has the form 2> ':

4(9*+т а )-М г )0Г 1Ч (й*) = - £ L £ J ,/,»;„, tf',T7)V#J(<?',<ln, M)±!L. (17)
For the spinless case this equation is the Weinberg equation
variables r/, n.
3.

transcribed in the

Finding the kernel and the wave function

To find the solution we will use the fact that due to the small binding energy the
deuteron wave function is concentrated at nonrelativistic values of q and the integral
in the right-hand side of cq.(17) is dominated by the domain q' <C m. Therefore
фд11а, (<?', n) in the integrand of eq.(17) can be replaced by well-known nonrelativistic
wave function ф{ц'), eq.(16). So, the solution we find has the form

«:«<**> - 2*>m<~+t)-M*) E /*!«w>tftfw.«*. M ^ y <">
We will explain the calculation of the kernel by example of the pseudoscalar
exchange. For that aim we use special graph technique developed in refs. and applied
to the light-front dynamics (see ref. ' ) . All the particles in this graph technique are
on corresponding mass shells, an amplitude with external dashed line (spurion line)
is off energy shell. The analytical expression for the kernel for pseudoscalar exchange
has the form 2 :
i
m 2 V - (k[ - kx ) 2 + 2r'u(k[ - &!)

where F is the phenomenological form factor:
F

<(Q2) = (~^]
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(20)

VVe assume that it depends on the same argument as denominator of propagator.
VVe will transform the expression (19) to variables q,q',n. The integration
variable q' in cq.(17) is defined analogously to q, eq.(8): q' = L~x{V)k\,
where
/'

-— К] T* ".'2-

It is convenient to work in the system of reference, where V = k\ + кг = О. In
this system, reversing the definition of q' relative to k[, k'2, we have (cf. eqs.(8)-(10)):
*;i = 7, &io = e(f/); k2 = -<f, k20 = e(q); ш = uioii.
£'2

_

£2

Fn — f7

A, =

(_/ _

£\2

£/2

(r9 — *Л2

P'2

I £2

_j_ ^2

_ f / 4 _ _ 7 l _ i ^ ( „ , ' ) n , *20 = - ^

£I2

_

(21)

2

-/2 _

p

2

^("«П-

(23

>

with e = £(<f) = T/m2 -f- (f2, e' = e(if'). From the conservation law
k\ + ^2 — шт = /;{ + fc2 — wr'
at ^i -f A?2 = 0 we get:
9'=-Ш{Т'-Т).

(24)

Squaring the equalities p + w r = Aj -f &2 and р+шт' = &', -f&2 and taking into account
that uip = ш(к\ + ^г) = 2ш0е(<7) we find:
4e2 - M2
, 4e'2 - M 2
т= —
, т'= —
,
Aui0£
Au0e
From eqs.(24) and (25) we obtain:

,л л
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P' = ii(e'2 - £ 2 )/e, V0 = ( £ ' 2 + e2)/e

(26)

with x/^ 2 " = 2e'.
We use the standard representation for the spinors and for the Dirac matrices.
For example, the spinor г Г " ^ ) in eq.(19) is represented as

where c\ — c(kw), c(k0) is the dimensionless function:
/. л

До +
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га

. .

and 75 = I

). By this way, wc find that the contribution of the pscudoscalar
(
!
i
)
7Г- and 7/-exchanges to the product J2 'o' 'ФвК' Voi** i" the integrand of cq.(18) ob
n

a

tains the form:

/4 + Q2

ill + Q 2

where
"" =

(

2 ^ - 2 ^

) # 7

)(

2^

~ 2^" } '

(29)

Ci = c(&10), с2 = c(kio), C\ = c{k\0), c'2 = c(k'2Q)
with eq.(27) for c(k0). ф in eq.(29) is given by eq.(16). The momenta А:,, к2, k[, к'2
are expressed through q,q',n by the formulas (21-23). hi eq.(28) we introduced the
form factors F„, F1V Incorporation of isospin results in multiplication of the coupling
constant squared for the mesons with isospin 1 hy the factor —3. This factor has been
already taken into account in eq.(28).
The contributions of the scalar and vector exchanges are calculated analo
gously. Representing the wave function in the left-hand side of eq.(lS) in the form
of decomposition (12), multiplying both sides of equation (18) in turn by all six
spin structures, we get a linear system of equations for / i - 6 - Solving it analytically
we find the functions /i_e expressed through three-dimensional integrals calculated
numerically.
4.

N u m e r i c a l results

For the one-boson-exchange interaction we used the parameters of the Bonn
model (table 5 in ref. 7 except for the cutoff parameter Л а ). Рог the nonrelativistic
wave function we used the parametrization given in table 13 of ref. . We checked,
first of all, whether at q <C m our calculations reproduce the nonrelativistic deuteron
wave functions us and — UD- We found that D-wave is reproduced fairly well (the
difference in the region q < 400 MeV/c is less than 0.1%), whereas our S-wave cal
culated with the Bonn parameters in this region differs from the Bonn wave function
by the factor changing from 0.3 up to 2. A reason can be in higher sensitivity of
nonrelativistic S-wave to difference in relativistic region between the equations for
the wave function and the kernels used in ref. and in the paper 3 . We note that
these equations have to coincide in nonrelativistic limit. In order to remove this dis
crepancy we fitted the cutofr parameter of the form factor for the cr-meson in eq.(20)
and found it to be equal to Л,, = 1.63 GeV/c instead of Л<, = 2 GeV/c in the Bonn
potential. Good description of the D-wave remains unchanged.
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Fig.l. The functions /i_ 0 (7,c) versus q at z = 0.5.
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1.5

Ill fig.l we show the functions /|_«(</,г) in (Mc,V/c)";,/'2 lor fixed value of
z = 0.5 iti tin; region 0 < q < l.fj C!eV/c. At, q и 1.2 CJ(-V/<: ourcalculnlions give
another zero of the function f\ in comparison to extrapolation of the Bonn S-wave
function, where this zero is absent. On the contrary, in the case of the function /2
our calculations don't reveal any zero, whereas extrapolation of the Bonn I)-wave lias
zero at q = O.S CicV/c.
We emphasize that the function ft, at q > '100-fiOO tYlcV/c is comparable with
S- and D-waves and even exceeds them. Note that in ref. this function was estimated
as dominating among /ч-в.
We found, that, as expected, the functions / 1 , J? don't depend on z at nonrelativistic values off/. Other functions having relativistic origin depend on z even
at (j <£ ш, but become niiicli smaller than /1 and /2. At, e.g., q = 1.2 C!eV/r. all the
functions depend on z. This г-dependence is evidently stronger near the zeroes of the
functions in variable q. To get a general idea of z-dependcnce of the wave function
as a whole we calculate the ratio:
F(q = 1.2 GeV/c, z = 0)/F(q = 1.2 GeV/c, z = I) = 50.
Function F(<l,z) coining in the normalization integral (M) is delined by eq.(15). The
r-dependence is rather strong, the function changes by 50 times. Since this function
is maximal at z = 0 (q 1 n) and decreases when if becomes to be parallel to ft, the
density of the function (15) in the momentum space can be interpreted as contracted
along n.
In order to check the accuracy of the approximation coming from the use of the
formula (18) we carried out the calculations in which substituted in the right-hand
side of eq.(l8) as ?/> our calculated wave function taking into account the dominating
components fx, J2 and / s , then repeated this procedure again and so on up to the fifth
iteration. We have found that results for /2 and /5 are rather stable. For example, at
r/ = 800 MeV/c, x ss 0.12 the difference between the first and the second iterations
is at level of 20% for /2 <ш(1 10% f° r h- For /1 this difference is of the order of 40%
(and 10% in the nonrelativistic region). This means that our wave function, found
by ec).(18), having been substituted in the equation (17) reproduces itself and, hence,
is indeed the solution of eq.(17) with the accuracy indicated above.
For using the wave function found above in calculations of observable phe
nomena we decompose the functions /I_G(<7, Z) in a series of the Legendre polynoms
relative to z, taking into account only two polynoms:

/.•(7,2) = D 2 / + 1 ) / / " ( 7 № )

(3°)

with / = 0,2 for i = 1,2,3,5 and / = 1,3 for i = 4,6 in accordance with eqs.(13). The
coefficients f\'}6{q) in (MeV/c) -3 '' 2 are given in the table 1 in the interval 100 < q <
150O MeV/c with the step Дг/ = 100 MeV/c. Between the points given in the table
the wave function can be found by a standard interpolation procedure.
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Legfiidn! expansion coefficients (eq.(30)) for the functions

Та ,1с 1.

(»v «V/c)-

;,

;

/' VOI'HHK Ц

ill lYkfV/c

/!"

100
200
300
'100
500
GOO
700
800
900
1000
1100
1200
1300
1400
1500

/= 0
0.305E-02
0.594 E-03
0.145E-03
0.27212-04
-.520 E-05
-.11513-04
-.996 E-05
-.675E-05
-.385 E-05
-.174E-05
-.378 E-06
0.413E-06
0.814E-0G
0.9GSE-06
0.97GE-0G

q
100
200
300
400
500
GOO
700
800
900
1000
1100
1200
1300
1400
1500

/= 1
-.555E-05
-.593E-05
-.424 E-05
-.257E-05
-.151E-05
-.976E-0G
-.734 E-06
-.611 E-06
-.526E-06
-.444 E-06
-.359E-06
-.276 E-06
-.199E-06
-.132E-06
-.789E-07

q

/i"

/i_o

/i"

1=2
-.566E-06
-.167E-06
0.371 E-06
0.827E-06
0.114E-05
0.I25E-05
0.117E-05
0.96SE-OG
0.720E-06
0.483E-06
0.287E-06
0.140E-06
0.398E-07
-.233E-07
-.587E-07

/= 0
0.366E-03
0.262E-03
0.151 E-03
0.823 E-04
0.438E-04
0.234 E-04
0.130 E-04
0.771 E-05
0.508 E-05
0.371 E-05
0.292 E-05
0.240 E-05
0.200E-05
0.168 E-05
0.140E-05

/= 3
0.10GE-06
0.333E-06
0.476E-06
0.466E-06
0.394E-06
0.301 E-06
0.227E-06
0.176E-06
0.143E-06
0.121E-06
0.106E-06
0.918E-07
0.786E-07
0.67GE-07
0.590E-07

1 =0
0.733E-04
-.189E-04
-.459E-04
-.490E-04
-.439 E-04
-.366E-04
-.293E-04
-.229E-04
-.176E-04
-.134E-04
-.101E-04
-.759E-05
-.567E-05
-.422E-05
-.313E-05

fl*

/i°

1=2
-.604 E-06
-.259E-05
-.3G5E-05
-.351 E-05
-.277E-05
-.193E-05
-.124 E-05
-.77GE-0G
-.496E-0G
-.345E-06
-.274E-06
-.242E-06
-.228E-06
-.219E-06
-.210E-06

/= 0
-.293E-04
-.768E-06
0.184E-05
0.130E-05
0.906E-06
0.940E-06
0.115E-05
0.135E-05
0.144E-05
0.142E-05
0.131 E-05
0.115E-05
0.968E-06
0.793E-06
0.638E-06

1=2
-.205E-07
0.392E-06
0.916E-06
0.139E-05
0.171 E-05
0.188E-05
0.192 E-05
0.185E-05
0.170E-05
0.151 E-05
0.131 E-05
0.111 E-05
0.931 E-06
0.769E-06
0.630E-06

Je
1= 1
/= 3
-.550E-05 0.238E-07
-.574 E-05 0.147E-06
-.404E-05 0.199E-06
-.229E-05 0.189E-06
-.116E-05 0.149E-06
-.634E-06 0.118E-06
-.475E-06 0.105E-06
-.471E-06 0.105E-06
-.498E-06 0.110E-06
-.502E-06 0.115E-06
-.472E-06 0.116E-06
-.417E-06 0.112E-06
-.349E-06 0.104E-OG
-.278E-06 0.937E-07
-.212E-06 0.822E-07
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1 =2
0.104 E-05
0.758E-06
0.365E-06
0.381 E-07
-.122 E-06
-.154E-06
-.141 E-06
-Л20Е-06
-.101 E-06
-.877E-07
-.792E-07
-.719E-07
-.667E-07
-.635E-07
-.614E-07

5.

Conclusion

We have calculated six invariant functions determining the relativistic deutcron wave function on the light front. As explained in the section 2, the relativistic
wave function is defined on a surface in four-dimensional space and depends dyna
mically on it. We parametrized this dependence by the four-vector w determining
the position of the light-front surface. Namely this dependence leads to four extra
spin structures in the dcuteron wave function and to dependence of all six invariant
functions on extra scalar variable г = cosiiq.
We emphasize that the dependence on w is intrinsic property of any light-front
wave function but not of an observable amplitude. Though, an approximate ampli
tude can depend on u. The latter dependence must be excluded. Dependence on fi of
the wave function is reflected in dependence of this amplitude on usual kinematical
variables.
The onc-boson-exchange model used in calculations is rather approximate in
relativistic region. The kernel of NN-interaction contains other contributions, see,
e.g., ref. '. Therefore first of all we pay attention to the qualitative features of
the calculated wave function, which hardly depend too much on unknown details of
the kernel. This is the reason why our relativistic calculations with the oue-bosonexchange kernel seem to us reasonable.
Rather important feature found in our calculations is dominance of the function
/5. As mentioned, at q > 500 MeV/c it exceeds not only four extra functions, but
the S- and D-wavcs. This fact can influence the calculations which are dominated by
this momentum region of the deuteron wave function.
In our opinion, it is of considerable interest to fulfil new calculations of the
deuteron form factors, tensor analyzing power £2o, etc., taking into account extra wave
functions of deuteron and to find other phenomena in which these extra functions and
n-dependence of all the functions manifest itselves distinctly.
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CONSTRUCTING THE ELECTROMAGNETIC-CURRENT OPERATOR OF
THE TWO-BODY SYSTEM
F.M.Lev
Laboratory of Nuclear Problems, Joint Institute for Nuclear Research
Dublin, Moscow region t/,1980, Russia
ABSTRACT
We show that the problem of constructing the electromagnetic-current operator for
any relativistic system of two particles has explicit solutions. Applications of these
solutions to the electromagnetic processes involving the cleuterou are briefly discussed.

1. To describe any electromagnetic process involving the deuteron (say the
elastic ed scattering, the process -yd «-» np etc.) it is necessary to know not only
the deutcron wave function and the nucleoli electromagnetic form factors but also
the structure of the electromagnetic-current operator (ECO) of the deuteron. This
problem is often ignored, and the deuteron ECO is written as a sum of the ECO's for
the proton and neutron. However such a structure of the deutcron ECO is incompat
ible with the requirement that this operator must satisfy the relativistic invariancc,
the continuity equation and the property that interactions do not rcnormalize the
deutcron electric charge. Therefore the deuteron ECO must necessarily contain the
interaction between the proton and neutron. This interaction is usually associated
with exchange currents. Meanwhile the contribution of the exchange currents can
be consistently calculated only in the framework of complete quantum field theory
where the deuteron is represented by a Fock column consisting of infinite number of
particles. It is clear that in such an approach the problem is fully unrealistic. How
ever, it is often reasonable to treat the deuteron as a rclativistic system consisting
only of the proton and the neutron (sec, for example, the discussion in refs. • ^ and
references quoted therein). Then the problem of constructing the dcuterou ECO be
comes much more realistic, but even in this case only approximate approaches were
proposed (see, for example, refs. • • ' • '< ) . In the present paper we show that the
problem of constructing the ECO for any relativistic system of two particles has exact
solutions. We explicitly write down the class of these solutions and briefly discuss
possible applications.
2. The above requirements on the two-body ECO can be formulated as fol
lows. The wave function of the two-body system under consideration must transform
according to a unitary representation of the Poincare group in some Hilbcrt space //.
Let 0(a) = ехр(гР^а") be the representation operator corresponding to the displace
ment of the origin in spacetime translation of Minkowski space by the -l-vector a.
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Here P = (P°,P) is the operator of the 4-momcntum, P° is the Ilamiltonian, and P
is the operator of ordinary momentum. Let also 0(1) be the representation operator
corresponding to / € SL(2,C) and L(l) be the Lorcntz transformation corresponding
to /. Then the system ECO must satisfy the following conditions.
First of all, this operator must be the relativistic vector operator such that
U(a)-lJ>4x)U(a)

= j"(x-a),

0(1)-1Г(х)0(1)

= Ц1)^(Ц1)'1х),

(1)

where a sum over repeated indices /ifu — 0,1,2,3 is assumed.
Another important condition is the continuity equation
^

- 0
Ox'1

.

(2)

The ECO must also satisfy the cluster separability condition which for the
case of two particles means that if the interaction between the particles is turned off
then Jlt(x) must become the sum of the ECO's of these particles.
Finally, let

Q = J J»(x)chfl(x)

(3)

be the system electric charge operator,where da;,(x) = A;,<5(Ax — r)d'lx is the volume
element of the space-like hypersurface defined by the time-like vector A (A2 = 1)
and the evolution parameter r. Then the important physical condition is that the
interactions do not renorrnalize the electric charge, i.e. Q does not depend on the
choice of A and r and has only one eigenvalue equal to the sum of electric charges of
constituents.
3. We shall work in the so-called point form of relativistic dynamics 9 , where
the operators U{1) are the same as for free particles, i.e. U(l) = U(l). In this form it
is convenient to describe a one-particle system as follows.
Let p be the particle 4-momentum, m be its mass (m > 0), </ = p/m be the
particle 4-velocity, s be the spin operator, V(s) be the space of the unitary irreducible
representation of the group SU(2) with the spin s, Ц...Ц be the norm in V{s) and
P[9)

2(2TT)V>

2(27r)3m2w(p) '

( }

where u>(p) = (m 2 + p 2 ) 1 '' 2 and g° = (1 + g 2 ) 1 / 2 (note that since g2 = 1, only three
components of g are independent). Then the Hilbert space H can be chosen as the
space of functions <p[g) with the range in V(s) and such that
(ViV)

= ]Ы9)\?МЯ)

<~

(5)

In the following we need the matrix

g° + 1 + <rg
Q{9) =

№ 4 i)]t/> '
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...
(6)

where <т are the Pauli matrices, and we use D[s; xi] to denote the represeiitation oper
ator of the group SU(2) corresponding to the element и GSU(2) for the representation
with the generators s.
The system of two particles with the masses m; > 0 and the spin operators S;
(г = 1,2) is described by the wave functions ^(51,52) with the range in the tensor
product V(s\) ^)T>(s2) and such that
/

M9i,92)\\2dp{gi)dP{g2)

< 00

(7)

where Ц...Ц is the norm in 2?(si) ( З ) ^ ^ ) If the particles are free then their total 4-momentum is equal to P = mi<7i +
m7g2. We introduce the quantities M = \P\ = ( P 2 ) , / 2 , G = PM~l, and
Я1 = Ь[а(С)]-1ггцд{

(г = 1 , 2 )

(8)

It is easy to see that q = qi = —q2, i.e. q,- are the momenta of particles in their
cm.frame.
Instead of g\ and #2 we can work with the independent variables G and q.
A direct calculation using Eq. 8 shows that if w,-(q) = (m 2 + q 2 ) 1 / 2 , M(q) =
wi(q) +w 2 (q) and G° = (1 + G 2 ) 1 / 2 ,then
dP{g,)dP{92)

= dP(G)dp(int)

wto

MiafcPa
4K'nO=2(2y),„i(qMq)m,^

'(9)

Let us define the "internal" Hilbert space Яш as the space of functions x =
X(q) with the range in ©(si) 0 £ > ( s 2 ) and such that
llxir-/llx(q)llarfp(inO

<co.

(10)

We also define the Hilbert space Я as the space of functions <p{G) with the range in
#,•„( and such that
' \№G)\\ltdp(G)

/ '

<oo.

(11)

As easily follows from Eqs. 10 and 11, the operator
2

U12 = U12(G, q) = Д D[sn Q( 5 r,)- 1 a(G)a( ? ,/m,)]

(12)

«=1

is the unitary operator from Я to Я .
The interaction between the particles is described by the mass operator M
which acts only in Яш- The properties of such an operator are described in detail for
example in refs. > . The internal wave function of the deuteron is an eigenfunction
of M with the eigenvalue mj where mj is the deuteron mass.
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4. The action of the one-particle ECO for particle 1 can be written as
Ji(xM9i,92)

= 2m? / J,"(ffi,<7',)ezp[zmi(5, - д\)х]ч>{д'1лд7)<1р{д[)

(13)

and analogously we can write the action of the ECO for particle 2. The action of the
operator J^ix) can be written as
J"{x) = Ul2exp{iMGx)Jf'exp(-iMGx)U-21

-

(M)

where the action of J' 1 in /7 is given by

i'V(G) = 2 I м3/Ч"(с\с')А13^ф(с;')(1р(с;').

(i5)

where J"(G,G') is an operator in Hint- H can be shown that, as follows from Eq. 1,
the most general form of J'^G, G') is the following
> ( G , G') = L(G, G')£D(S; а ( С ) - ' а ( С , <7)a(/i)tf"(h)£>[S; а ( С ' ) - ' а ( С \ G X / i ' ) ] " 1 ,
(16)
where S = Si + s 2 + l(q), 1 is the orbital angular momentum operator, a(G,G') —
a((G+G')/\G+G'\),
L(G, G') is the Lorentz transformation corresponding to a(G, G')
and
h = L(G,G") - , G, ti = L{G,G'YlG'.
(17)
We sec that the ECO is fully defined by the operator j " ( h ) whicli depends
only on the three-dimensional vector and acts in /f,„ ( .
5. Instead of ^ ( h ) = (j°(h),j(h)) we consider the components i ° ( h ) , j||(h)
and j i ( h ) where
i'll(h) = j ^ h j ( h ) ,

jx(h) = j(h) - ^ h ( h j ( h ) ) . .

(IS)

As follows from Eqs. 1 and 2, the continuity equation in terms of j " ( h ) reads
h°[M J ° ( h ) ] = |h|{M, j||(h)} .

(19)

This equation makes it possible to express j||(h) in terms of j°(h). Therefore we have
to find the expressions only for j°(h) and jx(h).
We use j°(h) and j±(h) to denote the corresponding operators in the case
when the particles do not interact with each other. A direct calculation taking into
account Eq. 13 yields
•
j " ( h ) = E U l 2 { h , q ) - 1 J f ( L [ a ( A ) ] ^ , L[a{h')]^.)U»(h\d,-)~^y

[^]3/a/,.(h)f
(20)
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where
d, = q - 2/i°hw2(q) -f 2h(hq),

d 2 = q + 2/i°hw,(q) -f 2h(hq)

(21)

di = ( ^ i ( d i ) , d i ) , (/2 = (w 2 (d 2 ), —d2) and /,(h) (i = 1,2) is the operator defined as
A(b)\'(q) = \(d,).
,
.
The general solution for j u ( h ) and j i ( h ) ensuring the conditions given by
Eqs. 1, 2 and 3 has the form
j°(h) = / ( h ) + ш°(Ь),
jx(h) = j A ( h ) + Wi(h),
a-°(0) = 0,
n.-(ji(0) + ЛУХ(0))П, = 0 ,

(22)

where П,- is the projector onto the eigenspace corresponding to the i-lh discrete eigen
value of the operator A/.
We see that one of the possible choices is u ,0 (h) = w x ( h ) = 0 and therefore
j°(h) = j°(h), jj.(h) = j i ( h ) . Let us note that even in this cascj||(h) ^ j\\{h) since,
as follows from Eq. 19, J||(h) depends not only 011 j°(h) but also on Л7. Another
reasons for the operator J''(x) to differ from J''(x) are the presence of Л/ in Eq. 15
and the presence of P in Eq. 1.
6. As a simple application of the above results we briefly consider the prob
lem of the deuteron magnetic moment. It is well-known that in the nonrelativistic
approximation
/<2r = /,, + ,, n - | p 0 ( , , p + ,i„ - i ) 1

(23)

where /ij, ftp, and /t„ arc the magnetic moments of the deuteron, proton and neutron
in nuclear magnetons, "nr" means nonrclativistic and Pp is the probability of the
D-state in the deuteron. For most realistic nucleon-iiucleon potentials the value of
/*2Г is less than the experimental value ii"v = 0.S57. For example, ft'd,r is equal to
0.843, 0.845, 0.847 and 0.849 for the Reid soft core, Argonne, Paris and Nijmegen
potentials,rcspectively . For different versions of the Bonn potential the value of /zj}1*
is in the range 0.852-0.85G, but the attitude of physicists to the Bonn potential is
controversial, and we shall not discuss this question.
Let /id = HY + Sfid.vihcrc 5fi,i is the relativistic correction to fijT. The result
of our calculation for the choice Wj.(h) = 0 is the following
c„

c

mj

„nr

2??i f q2(l3q
бта J u)(q) -f m

2

1
yJ2

2

fM
^КЯ)

/д-/д/,
т

(24)
where e is the deuteron binding energy, m is the nucleoli mass (we neglect the dif
ference between the proton and neutron masses), q = |q|, ¥o(q) and i^2(<7) arc the
radial wave function of the S and D states in momentum representation and the
normalization is such that
y"b(7)2 + ^(v)2W3q=i •
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(25)

This quantity is negligible for all the realistic potentials mentioned above. For exam
ple, Sfij = 6 • Ю - 4 for the Reid soft core potential.
The relativistic correction to the deutcron magnetic moment was considered
by several authors. Usually 6[ij turned out to be negative, but in the framework
of approach considered in ref. бцд is of about a half of the quantity ^ie/p — fi™•
However, the ECO's used in these approaches do not satisfy the properties given by
Eqs. 1 and 2. The result given by Eq. 24 is obtained using the ECO which does satisfy
these properties but the particular solution with Wj.(h) = 0 is chosen. We conclude
that this choice also does not solve the problem of the deuteron magnetic moment.
7. We conclude that there exists an infinite number of solutions for the twoparticle operator J''(j-") since there exists an infinite number of sets (ii.'°(li),Wj,(h))
satisfying Eq. 22. In particular, a possible solution corresponds to the choice zt>°(h) =
w
i . ( h ) = 0 but there arc no physical grounds to prefer this solution in comparison
with the others.
The fact that relativity and current conservation do not impose considerable
restrictions on the operator J'l(z) was no.cd by several authors. For example, in
ref.
the problem of constructing the operator J,l(x) was studied on the language
of matrix elements of this operator and it was shown that after taking into account
the constraints imposed by relativity and current conservation, there would exist a
minimal (usually infinite) set of unconstrained matrix elements.
Though the solution of the problem under consideration is not unique, the very
fact that the ECO satisfying the above properties can be explicitly constructed seems
very important. In particular we expect that for various electromagnetic processes
the theoretical predictions obtained by using a correct ECO will considerably differ
from the predictions obtained by using ECO's not satisfying the above properties.
At the same time it is necessary to investigate what additional physical constraints
should be imposed to make the solution unique.
In our paper which will be published elsewhere it will be shown in detail that,
using the Sokolov method of packing operators1"* one can explicitly construct a class
of exact solutions not only for two particles, but for any number of particles.
This work was supported by the grant No. 93-02-3754 from the Russian Foun
dation for Fundamental Research.
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On the gauge independence of elastic electron-deuteron
scattering amplitude in the impulse approximation
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A.Yu.Korchin,/\.V.Shebcko
Kharkov Institute of Physics and Technology, 310108 Kharkov, Ukraine

Abstract
Gauge invariance and gauge independence requirements for the clastic electron
scattering off the deuteron are formulated using the Ward-Takahashi (WT) identity
for the deuteron electromagnetic current. We find the conditions that ensure the
gauge independence (GI) of the scattering amplitude in the impulse approximation
both within the Bethe-Salpeter (BS) formalism and nonrelativistic description.

1. Introduction
It is well known that the gauge invariance principle imposes substantial constraints on
the amplitudes of electromagnetic (EM) processes on compound systems. The continuity
equation for the EM current density operator and the W T identities for' the corresponding
Green functions follow from this principle to the first order in e. Here we shall consider the
W T identity for the 5-point Green function and its consequences for the Mandclstam current
that determines the electron scattering amplitude off the deuteron in the framework of the
BS formalism [1, 2].
One should emphasize that the continuity equation for a primary (Noether) current and
effective current operators, e.g., the Mandelstam current or conserved currents in nonrela
tivistic quantum mechanics, is insufficient to guarantee the GI of the EM transition matrix
elements ( cf.[2, 3, 4]). In addition, the initial and final states must be consistent with the
current.
As a rule the conserved deuteron EM current involves the two-body contributions as
sociated with meson exchange (interaction) currents (MEC). At the same time it has been
proved [5, 6] that the elastic e-d scattering amplitude in the impulse approximation (IA), i.e.,
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only with the one-body free e-N scattering contribution included, may be gauge indepen
dent itself. This observation has been made using the BS formalism both with the OBE and
separable potentials. At first sight the result docs not agree with the commonly accepted
standpoint.
The aim of our talk is to study this situation more thoroughly. We shall try to analyze it
for other N-N interaction models. Applications to the elastic electron scattering on the pion
(the two-body system at a quark level) will be given as well. In addition, the consideration
for the two-body systems will be extended via some generalization [7, 8] of the \VT identity
for arbitrary system of charged particles.

2- G a u g e invariance a n d gauge i n d e p e n d e n c e in t h e
B e t h e - S a l p e t e r formalism
The Matidelstatn current for a l\vo-fer:uiou system consists of the one-body, Л{, , and twobody, Ay, parts:
(1)
which meet the following relationships [1] (see also [2]):
5 ( o ( | + A.r_5(.)(| + ;

iq»AM(p,k;P,K)=cl6(p-k-q-)
К

xS^(~-krl+c26(P-k+p

,r

sp)(f-*r,-sw(—P)-1

(2)

*S(1)(^-+A-r\
iVAW(p, A ; P , / 0 = eiV(p

- П-, k;K) - V(p,k + f ;/>)e, +
+^V{p

+ f, к; К) - V{p, к - | ; P)e2,

(3)

where к and К (p and P) are the relative and total 4-momentaof virtual fermions involved
in the initial and final states, q = (w,q) is the momentum transfer, P = A' +q, S'"'(p) is the
dressed fcrmion propagator, and V(s',s;P)
is the kernel of the BS equation which depends
on the relative momenta s',s and the total momentum P. Besides, in the isospin formalism

..-wi+ili!,

e ; = |e| :

(4)

where e is the electron charge, f(i) is the Pauli matrix, and i = 1,2.
It should be noted that Eqs.(2) and (3) do not allow one to determine the current un
ambiguously. They only impose constraints on the longitudinal component of the current.
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The elastic e-d scattering amplitude can be written as 1

Tfi = e"J xr(p)K(P, A; P, K)XK(k) dxkdlp = e*M„,

(5)

where Хк(к)(хр(р))
i s t H C BS amplitude describing the initial (final) state, and e" is the
polarization vector of the virtual photon.
The Gl condition
ЧЧ1„

=О

(6)

will be fulfilled if the current satisfies the itlcnlitics (2) and (3) and besides the 13S amplitude
Xi< (and XP) is a solution of the 13S equation with the same kernel

S (1) (f + kylS^(j

- fc)-\\A-M + J V(fc,p; Л')ХК(Р) <?Р = 0.

(7)

3- Gauge independence in the impulse approximation
In the IA (see the figure) the amplitude takes the form

MW = JXP(P) [r<l>(£ + P, f +fc)S<2'(f- к)-*6[р - * - § ) +

+Fl 2, (f - P, f - *)S {1) (f +fc)-^(P- * + f)] X*(*:) < ^ V ,
where Г„(р',р) is the jNN
identity [9]:

(8)

vertex function (irreducible) which obeys the one-body W T

Q,ir]:Hp',p) =

ci[s^(pr1~s^(pr1}.

(9)

K/2+k = P/2+p

K/2-k=P/2-p
Figure : The amplitude for elastic electron-deuteron scattering in the impulse approximation.
'We omit here the spinor and isospin indices.
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Here wc shall not discuws the construction o! the vertex which, In general, Includes the
nucleoli ofr-iiiiw»liell oiled» (see, o,g,f [10]), Note Hint the WT identity for the on-mas»shell 7JVJV vortex ?»(p',p), which can be expressed through the Dime (Fi(q2)) and Paul!
(I'J(<I3)) for'" factor», reads
« f W . p ) . * f ( « f t f a i V r 1 - 5i"(p)-«],

(10)

where So{p) is the free fennion propagator. Using these ingredients leads immediately to the
standard 1Л.
The GI condition of interest
«"A/J'Uo

(11)

implies that
iq»MM = J xp(p) [C, V(P - | , А; /С) - V(p,fc+ | 5 p)Bi +
+eaV(p + | , А; Л') - V(p,fc- | ; P)c2] Xi<(k) d'kd'p = 0,

(12)

It turns out that this relation is fulfilled for some models of the interaction kernel. At
first, let us separate the isospin structure of V:
V(ptk;P) = YlnrVT(p,k;P),

(13)

TeO.l

where Пу is the projector onto the state with the total isospin T and Vr is the corresponding
component of the interaction. Choosing the ladder approximation
VT(p,k;K)avT(p-k),

(14)

one can verify that Eq.(12) is satisfied identically. This result holds regardless of the value of
the isospin of the initial (final) state though, of course, in the case of the deuteron only the
component V0 contributes to Eq.(12). Note, that the OBE interactions have the dependence
(14) and, therefore, the corresponding amplitude will be gauge independent. This conclusion
is in agreement with the statement of ref.[5].
The next example is the interaction of separable type, Many-rank separable BS kernels
are being used in calculations of the properties of few-body nuclei [6, 11]. They have the
structure
V(P,£;/0 = £AO*(P)&(*).

(15)

<•>

where <7,(p) and <jj(p) are the form factors, and Ay = Aj,- are the constants of the model. The
authors of [6] have proved the GI of the IA for the interaction (15). The proof was based on
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using the transformation properties of all the quantities in (12) with respect to the LorunU
boosts.
At Llii» point one should emphasize that the result arises from the fact that the vertex
function
p
P
Ф{Р, P) =clD/L
5,(,,(^ + v)-xs*\- - V)-Xxv{v)
(10)
for the model (16) is independent of the total momentum P. For example, in the case of the
оис-rank separable interaction one has
Ф(Р,П

= М<ЛР)>

(17)
J

2

where Af is the normalization factor calculated at P = M with M being the mass of the
bound state
-№

+fc)S(2)(~- k)g(k) dVc]

^ = [- j^)jjT^X-

(18)

Now let us consider the elastic pioa form factor in the generalized Nambu-Jona-Lasinio
model [12]. The qij interaction is chosen there in the form
Vap*,ip,k) = gf (!?)№)

[lapl*, - (7 5 r) 0/3 (7 5 ^)^] ,

(19)

where /{№) is the model form factor, g is the coupling constant, / is a diagonal matrix, and
the Greek indices are used for the Lorontz and flavor indices2. The irqq vertex function is
Ф(Р,Р)=ЛГ^ПР2)Х/,

(20)

where \j describes the pion isovector state, The corresponding pion BS amplitudes are
written as
XK(k)

= S(Hy)«M05(t-f).

XP(/0 = S ( P - £ ) % > , / № + £),

(21)
(22)

and

ф(к,К) = -Ъф(к,К)^0.
In this m o d e l t h e q u a n t i t y q"Ml'

(23)

is equal to

?"Mfl = gT, (Я2) j d'kfik^Sp [S(k - £tfS(k + £) 7 S
x [ei/ ((* - §) a ) + c2f ((fc + | ) 2 )

-gZ (P2) J d4f(k*)Sp [s(* - £tfS(k + jW
(24)
2

The irrelevant dependence on the color degrees of freedom is omitted.
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^^ЙЭД.8&5^^&,-«н ,'T.y.

S (Л") = \N\2 J НЧ-Sp [755(Л - f )7SS'(* + Л
j) П

(25)

where /x» is the pion mass, and К2 = 1Л = //J.
After calculating the traces in (24) wc find
q»Mf

+ m2 - ф / ( А 2 ) x

= АдЪ (fil) (e, + c2) Jd'k^

(26)
with m being the quark mass.
In order to see that the expression in the r.h.s. of Eq.(26) takes to zero we consider it in
the Breit frame where
«7 = ( 0 , 0 , 0 , 9 a ) ,

K = {EB,U,0,-cjB/2)

P = (^,0,0,^/2),

Ев = ^ + 9 s / 4 ,

q2 =

(27)

-q\.

On replacing к —» —к the product of the denominators in the second term in (26) reduces
to that in the first term and

/ ((* +1)2) - / (*S - <-k + f )2) = / ((* - §)') •

(28)

Therefore tpmy — 0. As the quantity in question is a scalar, the result does not depend on
the choice of reference frame.
Thus, the ladder and separable BS kernels lead to the gauge independent elastic scat
tering amplitudes. The common feature of these kernels is their independence of the total
momentum of the pair. Note that nonrelativistic potentials have this property. In the next
section we shall investigate the GI problem employing the identity [7, 8]. It will allow us to
understand the origin of the above result from more general point of view.

4. Operator analogue of t h e Ward—Takahashi identity
Here we write down the Hamiltonian
II = К + К,

(29)

for a system of interacting particles. By definition, the operator II consists of the free
(kinetic) part, K, and the interaction, V. According to [8] the 4-divergence of the EM
current operator can be written as
. fj^q)

= wp(q) - [II,p(q)] = G{zj)-'p{q)
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- p(q)G(z,)-1,

(30)

where G(z) is the propagator

ед = (*-;/)-«

(3i)

and the arbitrary parameters z,- and z/ satisfy the relation z/ — z, = и. While obtaining
Eq.(30) the continuity equation for the current has been used.
The GI condition for EM transition amplitudes between the cigenslates of II with the
energies E{ and E/ follows from (30) if one chooses z; = E{ and zj — Ej'.
q"(f\M4)\i)

= 0-

(32)

Separating the one-body contribution, ,/,, (q), i.e., assuming tiiat

4.(q) = 41](ч) + 4rl(q).

(зз)

where Jj (ц) denotes the two-body and more complex contributions, one gets
qjl , J(q) = [yv'l^1J(q)],

(34)

ЧЗ[Г]Ы) = [У,Р[1](Ч)) + [П,Р[Т]Ы,

(35).

It can be easily shown that

"

^ 4 1 ] ( q ) = Goizj)-1^)

- pM(q)Go(zi)-1,

q» jW(q) = G(z/)~1pW(q) - Р[г]Ы)0^)~х

+ [,M(q), V],

(36)
(37)

where Go(z) = {z — K)~l is the free propagator.
We have from Eq.(37)
q"(f\J[;](4)\i) = U\lp{1](4),v\\i).

(38)

Let us analyze the r.h.s. of this equation. Firstly, we employ the conservation of the
3-momentum:
9"(/l^(q)IO = (2T) 3 ^(q+ P.' " P/) x
ХИМ^ДР.-.Р^-ВАЛЛ/ДР.'.Р/)],

AM.M,(Pi,Vf) = ( P / . M / I ^ ^ V I P . - . M , ) ,
BMiM,{P» P/) = ( P / , M/l ^Ч(0)|Р,-, M ) ,

(39)

(40)

where /з'а'(0) is the density operator at the point x = (t,x), and only the total momenta and
spin projections are indicated in the states г and / .
Further, we restrict ourselves to the case of elastic transition. In laboratory frame one
has P,- = 0 and P / = q. It is convenient to choose the quantization axis (the axis OZ) along
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q. Obviously, the quantities defined by (-10) are proportional to 8м,м, and, therefore, it is
sufficient to consider the case with M,- = Mj.
Now, using the transformation properties of /WjM/(P<>P/) and
BM,M,(Pi,Pj) with respect to the time inversion, we find
Дадлл(ч) = (0, -Mi\pM(0)V\ - q, -Mi).

(41)

Finally, performing the rotation around the axis OY by 180° we obtain
ВмМч)

= (0, М,|/1(0)У |q, M{).

(42)

Generally speaking it does not equal the quantity
АМ,мЛч) = (q, Mi\^{0)V\0,

М{).

(43)

However, they may coincide in some cases.
In fact, in nonrelativistic description the dependence of the state vector on the total
momentum is separated as
|q,M<) = exp(tqR)|0,M,-),

(44)

where R is the center-of-mass coordinate operator. Since V depends only on the relative
variables due to the Galilean invariance, and operator p^(0) commutes with R, then
Вм4м,(ч) = AMiM,(-q)

= AMlMj(q).

(45)

Note, that in deriving Eq.(45) the space inversion transformation has been used as well.
The GI condition

«"(/l-tf'faW) = 0,

(46)

follows from Eqs.(32),(39), and (45).
In general case
|q,M,)=exp(iwN)|0,M,),

(47)

where w = wnq, tanhtw = |q|/\Al 2 + M2, and N is the boost operator3. In relativistic
approaches the boost operator being a many-body operator commute neither with V nor
with pM(Q). So, our previous proof for the nonrelativistic case, where N oc MR, becomes
invalid.
3

Since the boost is performed along the axis OZ the spin projection is not affected.
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5

Concluding remarks

We have analyzed the clastic c-d scattering with special emphasis on the Gl of the corre
sponding amplitude. Our consideration has been performed both within the I3S formalism
and the conventional nuclear approach. It has relied on the continuity equation for the
dcutcron (in general, two-fcrmion) EM current operator. The symmetry properties of the
N-N interaction and the current with respect to the space-time transformations have been
employed as well.
We proved that the one-body part of the conserved current gives a gauge independent
contribution to the clastic scattering amplitude. It turns out that this result holds in the
BS formalism with the two-body kernels of ladder or separable types. Common feature of
these interactions is their independence of the total momentum of interacting pair.
It also was shown how one can extend the result to the clastic electron scattering о1Г а
nonrelativistic system with arbitrary interaction.
Of course, these observations do not mean that the MEC may be neglected in such
situations. In fact, the results of papers [12, 13] for the separable qfj interaction clearly
demonstrate sizable influence of the two-body currents on the pion form factor (in particular,
at high momentum transfers). Certainly, for any N-N interaction model the two-body and
more complex EM currents should be included in a consistent way in calculations of the
elastic form factors of nuclei.
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ELECTROMAGNETIC FORM FACTORS ON F E W - B O D Y S Y S T E M S
K.Tamura, T.Niwa*, T.Sato*, S.Ishikawa** and H.Ohtsubo*
Research Center for Nuclear Physics, Osaka University, Japan
* Department of Physics, Osaka University, Japan
**Department of Physics, Tohoku University, Japan
ABSTRACT: We study the electromagnetic form factors of two- and three-body systems
by using velocity expansion. The effect of Lorentz boost is important to explain the charge
form factor of dcuteron. We find the interaction dependent term of the Lorentz boost has
large effect for the form factors of three-body systems. We extend our formalism by skipping
the velocity expansion and apply to 1 + 1 dimensional model and three dimensional model.
The Lorcntz boost and the two-body exchange current have important role to guarantee
the Lorentz invariance of the form factor.
1. Introduction
Deutcron is the simplest system of all nuclei. It has provided us with information on
fundamental interactions. The elastic electron scattering of deutcron is described by the
monopole, quadrupole and magnetic dipole form factors. Recently, tensor polarization T20
of the recoiled deuteron was measured by the electron scattering[l]. The tensor polarization
allows us to separate the charge form factor from the quadrupole form factor. By the elastic
form factors of deuteron, we study the structure of isoscalar charge and isoscalar spatial
current. The electrodisintegration of deuteron with small energy transfer but with high
momentum transfer is caused by the magnetic dipole interaction of the isovector type. For
the three-body systems, 3H and 3 IIe, the charge and magnetic form factors were measured
and the isospin separation was performed for the charge and magnetic form factors[2].
From this compilation of form factors for three-body systems, we can get the information,
on current structures for all of isospin sectors. Especially wc cannot study the isovector
charge with the deuteron.
The observed charge form factor of deuteron (fig.l) is in good agreement with the
prediction without the exchange current. However, several works [3] have reported that
the exchange current is important ingredient to explain the charge form factors of threebody systems. Such a large exchange current breaks down the charge form factor of
deuteron. Therefore, in the framework of conventional theory with the one-body and
exchange current, wc cannot understand the charge form factors of two- and three-body
systems consistently.
The reaction at the high momentum transfer is dominated by the exchange current. At
the same time, the relativistic effects on the electromagnetic currents, nuclear force and
furthermore the nuclear wave function due to the center-of-mass motion (Lorcntz boost)
are indispensably important[4-6]. In our calculation, the effect of Lorentz boost has an
opposite sign against the exchange current, and almost cancels the contribution of the
exchange current for the charge form factor of deutcron[6]. We report the relativistic effect
on the three-body systems in section 2.
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There have been proposed various types of relativistic treatment of the few-nucleon systems, in particular, of the deuteron. Tjon el al. [4] directly solved the Bethe-Salpeter(BS)
equation with the one-boson-exchange kernel. At the present the BS amplitude can be
calculated in the center-of-mass system by applying the Wick rotation. Therefore they
made a certain approximation to calculate the form factors. Besides the BS equation,
there exist many versions of the so-called
"three-dimensional reduction of BS equation" (5].
Reducing the BS equation to
three-dimensional space, some approximations arc introduced into the two-nucleon
Green function and the interaction kernel.
The other approach is to construct the relativistic Schodinger equation. Coester et
al.[7] and Grach et al.[8] have studied with
the light-front formalism. This approach
brings a similar equation of two-body system
with the nonrelativistic instant-form. They
studied the form factors of deuteron by using
the phenomenological nuclear force in the
instant-form. It may not be justified a priori
to identify the nuclear force in the light-front
formalism with instant-form. Furthermore
kjttm*)
there are some studies to overcome problems
Fig.l . Charge form factor of deuteron.
about the light-front formalism[9].
We consider the relativistic many-body Schodinger equation in the instant form. An
advantage of this approach is that it is closely related with the conventional nonrelativistic
framework so that it may suggest us how we should modify the nonrelativistic description.
So far, the relativistic effects have beea treated by expanding the relevant operators into
the power series of velocity of the constituents by the Foldy-Wouthuysen-Tani (FWT)
transformation. Besides the relativistic correction to the Hamiltonian, another important
ingredient is the effect of boost of the system. Although treatment of the relativistic effect
by the velocity expansion gives clear connection with the usual nonrelativistic framework,
the validity of this expansion becomes questionable when the momentum transfer increases
up to the same order as the nucleon mass. In section 3, we improve our model by skipping
the FWT transformation. We demonstrate the Lorentz invariance of the charge form factor
with a model in the 1+1 dimensional space. Furthermore we extend this approach to the
problem in the three dimensional space, and investigate the bound state of two nucleons
under one-pion-exchange. (section 4)
2. Relativity with velocity expansion
We start from the model Lagrangian of interacting nucleon and meson fields. We describe the nucleus as a system of nonrelativistic nucleons interacting with instantaneous
potential. Thus we eliminate anti-nucleon and meson degrees of freedom from the Hamiltonian by FWT transformation. By successive unitary transformation to eliminate pair
production terms from the Hamiltonian, we diagonalize Hamiltonian up to 0{v/c)3.
In
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the next step we eliminate meson degrees of freedom using the method of Fukuda-SawadaTaketani (FST) and Okubo[10]. We perform this transformation under the one-bosoncxchange (OBE) approximation. As a result we obtain the effective nuclear Hamiltonian
which includes nuclear potential and nuclear current. The nuclear current consists of onebody current and exchange current. Up to the order of 0(v/c)2 in the OBE model, the
nuclear currents satisfy the current conservation law including the relativistic corrections.
The property of many body system under the Lorentz transformation is characterized
by the ten generators, i.e., the Hamiltonian tf, the momentum P , the angular momentum
J and the Lorentz boost K. These generators are derived as the Noether currents from the
Lagrangian and it is possible to derive, effective generators for the positive energy nucleon
space by using the same transformations for Hamiltonian. Our effective generators satisfy
the commutation relations of Poincare group. The state vector of a nucleus \P) with the
total momentum P is related to the state vector at rest |0) as
\P)

=

SJEQ/EP

exp{iK • v0)\0)

=

[l+ix(P)]\0)exp(iP-R-iEPt).

exp(-iE0t)
(I)

The operator x is the sum of one-body part Xi and interaction dependent part Xij- The
explicit form of interaction dependent part is given by
XV(P) = AM

+

(^-^i

(2)

Here R is the center-of-mass coordinate. The interaction dependent part Xij is completely
fixed within our model. The first term of Xij depends on the nuclear force Уц and does
not contribute for the two-body system.
We took a model Lagrangian with nucleon, isobar, pi, rho, omega, sigma, eta and delta
mesons. We modified the parametrization of Bonn potential by fitting the phase shift of
scattering state and binding energy of deuteron. Figure 1 shows our results of the charge
form factor of deuteron. Dot-line is the contribution of static impulse current.
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The contribution of relativistic correction for current (dash-two-dot) and the Lorentz boost
effect (dash) tend to cancel with each other. The net result (solid) is close to the nonrelativistic calculation. For the elcctrodisintegration of deuteron, we also encounter the
cancellation of the relativistic effects for current and boost in the region of momentum
transfer k% <1 GeV. Thus it is shown a consistent treatment of relativistic correction is
important.
For the three-body system we calculated the nuclear wave function with Argonne u^
potential, and assumed the 18-channel partial waves (J < 2) for three-body systems[ll].
In figures 2 and 3 are shown respectively the isoscalar and isovector charge form factors.
The hatched regions show the experimental results. The minimum predicted with the
nonrelativistic impulse approximation (dot) appears at higher momentum transfer than
the experimental results. The contribution of exchange current (dash-dot) shifts the mini
mum toward low momentum side. For the isovector sector, the exchange current with the
psuedoscalar (PS) coupling for 7rN-interaction is very large compared to the result with
pseudovector (PV) coupling. This large contribution comes from the pair current with
anomalous magnetic term of nucleon. While we do not stress the advantage of PS-coupling,
it seems that the experimental result suggests such a large contribution of exchange current
for the isovector sector.
We calculated two-pion-exchange (TPE)
current (dash-two-dot) for the isovector sec
t o r a l ] . The TPE current has the com
parable effect and opposite sign with the
one-boson-exchange current of PV coupling.
Therefore the final result of PV coupling
model is very close to the nonrelativistic
calculation. If we accept this discrepancy
for PV coupling model seriously, we have
to search new effects. The contribution of
Lorentz boost (dash) is relatively small than
two-body case. Each part of Lorentz boost
(Xi and Xij) has the contribution of same
order of magnitude as charge form factor of
deuteron, but tend to cancel with each other.
10 15 20
In the case of magnetic form factors, the rel
ativistic effects (current and Lorentz boost)
Fig.4 . Magnetic form factor of 3 He.
are fairly large and the results explain the
experimental data. (Figure 4)
3. 1+1 dimensional model without velocity expansion
Here we extend our approach by skipping the FWT transformation and study relativis
tic effects in 1+1 dimensional model. We consider the system of the isodoublet fermions
interacting with the isoscalar boson in 1+1 dimensional space. We shall start with the
model Lagrangian

L = #7*4

М)ф + \{д»фд»ф - mV 2 ) - дФФФ-
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О).

And we introduce the electromagnetic current j)t = Tp(x)^tle7p(x). We derive the generators
of Poincare group and eliminate the boson and anti-fermion components using the FST
transformation up to OBE. The Hamiltonian and Lorentz boost generator depend on the
interaction and the generators satisfy the commutation relation of Poincare group. The
electromagnetic current in the positive-energy fermion subspace consists of the one-body
and two-body (exchange) current. These currents and Hamiltonian satisfy the current
conservation law. The relativistic Schodinger equation for the wave function ф(Р,р) is the
integral equation
[tPl + e.•П]Ф(Р,Р) + jdp'V(p,p';

Р)ф(Р,р') =

ЕРф(Р,р).

(4)

Here P and p are the total and relative momentum, respectively. For numerical results,
we take the fermion mass M=940 MeV, the boson mass m=140 MeV and the coupling
constant <72=0.1 fm - 2 . The mass MB = (Ep — P 2 ) 1 / 2 of the boundstate is invariant in an
accuracy of less than 1% up to total momentum of 10 fm - 1 . The matrix element of the
current is written with a single form factor as

(р/Ь'ЛВД> =

(Pi + P/h
*•(%)•
yf2EP,2Ep,

(5)

We can test the Lorentz invariance and the gauge invariance of our model by evaluating the
form factor in various frames and using time and space components of the current. In figure
5, we show the results with/without the exchange current. Full and short-dashed lines are
calculated by using the relativistic wave function with the time and space components of
current in the Laboratory frame, respectively. Long-dashed lines are calculated by using the
time component of current in the Breit frame. In all the cases the agreement is fairly well. It
is noticed that the exchange current and the use of wave function depending on the total
momentum play an important role to guarantee the Lorentz invariance of our model.

Ю100

150

-fcj (fm-2)
Fig.5 . Form factor of 1+1 dimensional model.
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Fig.6 . Wave function of 3-dimensional model.

4. Three-dimensional model without velocity expansion
We shall apply the relativistic О BE model to three-dimensional space. As a starting
point to complete our study of electromagnetic form factor on the few body system, we
take a simple model with the one-pion-exchange interaction and investigate the bound
state "deutcron". The Schrodinger equation for the helicity state A is given by
\АЧ

+

Р2Ф„,аз.,л(ед+ £

/'^'^ 1Л ^.а 4 (йД'';/')Фа5.«,5,л(/ , ,А') = ^Ф«г 1Л ;А, (6)
g2

\

4M4

1",/2

xu ( JL-,a 1 )5(A- 1 ) 7 5 r5(A , )u(it',^)-u(-fc,ff 2 )S(A- , )75r5(A')u(-fc',CT;)
X

(wt - Wfc.*)J ~ (k ~ «У - rn\ - Д+(А, У\ P)

+ (?

' "

p,)<

(?)

Here the momentum variable (u^,fc)is the relative momentum of two-nucleon in the center
of mass system which is obtained from the Lorentz transformation A of the tvvo-nucleon
momentum pi,, and Р2ц assuming the on-mass-shell kinematics. It should be mentioned
that the dependence on the direction of the total momentum P is included only in the
interaction potential through S and Д. The wave functions in the rest frame for ZS\ and
3
Di states are shown in figure 6. Full and dashed lines are the relativistic and nonrelativistic
wave functions. The high momentum components are much enhanced in the relativistic
model. The mass of the bound state is invariant with 1% accuracy. We are continuing the
improvement of three-dimensional model to make our model more realistic.
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T H E THREE-BODY COVARIANT A P P R O A C H T O T H E
TTNN- A N D WW-SYSTEMS T A K I N G I N T O A C C O U N T
Д-ISOBAR A N D SUBNUCLEON DEGREES OF F R E E D O M
A.N.Safronov

Institute of Nuclear Physics, Moscow State University, Moscow, 119899, Russia
The description of the coupled NN- and TCNN- channels in the framework of the three-body
approach is one of the long-standing problems of theoretical nuclear physics. It is quite possible
that the three-body intermediate states play an important role in the formation mechanism of
the dibarion resonances. In the pioneer work Aaron, Amado and Young (AAY) [1] proposed
covariant approach to the relativistic three-body problem and employed it to description of the
Nj\f~ and TrAW-channels. The physical nucleoli is considered by AAY as a bound state of pion
and "bare" nucleon. But the farther iiwertigations revealed shortcomings of the AAY approach.
One grave shortcoming is due to the AAY formulation of the relativistic three-body problem. It
was demonstrated [2] that AAY three-body equations have the spurious bound states which make
no physical sence.
The atempt to remedy this shortcoming led to violation of the claster separability which is one
of the fundamental physical principals.
The discussed problem has also the trouble connected with the description of the pion ab
sorption and emission by nucleon. Interpretation of these effects in the framework of approaches
with a finite degrees of freedom is approximate by nature. The present status of the problem is
expounded for example in ref. [3,4].
I would like to discuss in my talk the new approach to the problem under consideration which
differs from others in the following respects.
1) "We use the manifestly Poincare invariant approach to the three-body problem proposed in
ref. [5,6] which meets the requarement the claster- separability. The used equations do not lead to
the spurious bound states.
2) The method takes into account • the sub-hadronic degrees of freedom and A-isobar ones on
the same foot. The picture of the nuclcon-nucleon interactions at small distances is different as
compared with the mesonic theories of nuclear forces.
We believe that NN- and irN- interactions at low and intermediate energies are determined
(i) by the exchange processes in peripheral region and
(ii) by the.formation of the compound systems such as quark gluon bags at distances of the same
order as the confinement radius. This picture is in good agreement with avalable experimental

data [7,8].
Thus the approach combines in the region of low and intermediate energies the meson-exchange
description of strong interactions at large distances with the quark-gluon picture at small ones.
Both the mechanisms play an important role in the nucleon-nucleon interactions. But the mesonexchange mechanisms are important at large distances and the quark-gluon bag formation is
responsible for the short-range repulsion.
According to the conception of the hadron-hadron interactions being developed it is assumed
that the system of three hadrons can be characterized by the three distinctive configurations.
In configurations of the first type the hadrons keep their individualities although they could
interact with each other by the exchange processes as in usual meson theory. The configurations
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of the second type are distinguished by the very thing that two hadrons lose their individualities
turning into a compound bag-like slate, whereas the third one remains detached. Finally there are
configurations in which all hadrons arc transformed into a bag-type compound state. From this
viewpoint it is natural to suppose that the whole Milbert space of quantum states consists of the
three sub-spaces: (1) the three-particle sub-space of hadron configurations, (2) the two-particle
sub-space of hadron-bag configurations, (3) the sub-space of entirely bag-like configurations. So,
the whole state vector is determined as a superposition of the components which belong to one of
the pointed above sub-spaces.
Using the method which was elaborated in our previous work [6] one can formulate the equa
tions for the 2 —> 2, 2 — • 3 and 3 —> 3 scattering amplitudes. These equations arc manifestly
Poincarc invariant, salisfy the two-and
three-body unitarity and do'nt have unphysical singu
larities caused by spurious bound states.
We perform partial-wave decomposition using the hclicity formalism proposed by Wick [91.
The complete orthogonal set of the three-particle partial-wave states \xa, ya', aa) is characterised
by two continues invariant variables xa,ya and by descrcte quantum numbers aa. We choose
the continues variables in such a manner that xa determines invariant mass юц = m Q + xa of
the two-body sub-system {ij) in channel a = {(ij)0« where тпа = mi + "*ji i-j-l = 1,2,3 are
indexes of particles and ya determines for fixed xa the invariant mass of the three-body system
10 = m -f e{xa,ya), where m = ?«, +V« ; + ?щ, £{xa, ya) =• (xa + ya)- The set of quantum numbers
o-a specifies the angular momentum and isospin states of particles. Let us consider for simplicity
the case when all particles are scalar and isoscalar. Then aa = {J,AI;Ja,Ma},
where J is total
angular momentum, M is its projection on fixed axis, Ja is angular momentum of pair {ij) in
channel a and Ma is helicity of this pair (more detailed description of the kincmatical aspects of
the relativistic three-body problem, the normalization conditions and others subjects see in ref.
The mass operator of the system may be represented in the from
M-ml+flf>

(1)

where m = 2тл/ + m„; т « , m„-masses of nuclcon and pion respectively, /-unity operator,

H = H^ + n^y.+ n{0l) + v^ + v^ + v^ + v^ + v^,-

.
!{

o

~ У2 /
„ Jo

dx

°

/
Ju

(l

UoPo{x'o,ya)e{xa,ya)\x0,ya;aa){xa,ya;aa\
-

(2f
(3)

is the kinetic energy operator of relative motion of the hadronic configurations,
#< 2) = ^ P /
cma„

dyonpan(yan)eon{yan)\yan,aa;a,n)(yan,aa;a,n\

(-1)

Jo

is the kinetic energy operator of relative motion of the hadron-bag configurations,
•'ll01] = £ £ o m | « , m > ( a , m |
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(5)

is the шus.ч operator of the niug|i,-l)ii$ configurations,

и n'„(I „

^\x'„,v'„\<iu){-r'„,y'u\(i0\V^\x0,va\aa){x0,y0;a0\

(G)

is the interaction operator in space* %'''' caused by exchange mechanisms,
Vi3V

=

/J

/

</j

'« /

«W'oU'ml/o) /

dV„nPan(Uc,n)X

аяа„а'

x|*aiya;Oo>(3-f..2/<.i«o|V',(:Ji)|l/,„„«o;a1»>{yQn,a'0iO,ii|

(?)

is tiic interaction operator between the liadrouic and Imdron-bng configurations,
•/(Л) _ £
amnaa

/

dyanpan(ya„)\yan,ua;a,n)(ijan,aa;Q,ii\V{1,ti\a,m)(a,m\

(8)

°

is the interaction operator between the hadron-bng and single-bag configurations, 1/'"> =
[V'(32)j+) у{Щ — [•/(«)]+_ | j c r c , \yan,aa;a,n) and |a,m) are complete orthogonal sets of the state
vectors in the spaces H^ and W ' respectively, which corcspond to the hadron-bag configurations
with the masses m+e 0 „(j/ 0 „) (еап{Уап) — Хап+Уат'Па are masses of "bare" bag states in channel о
and to the single-bag configurations with the masses m + e o m . The kinematical functions pa{x0,ya)
and рап(Уап) arc given in rcf. [G].
Any state vector of the system |'I'(«)) (whore a is the set of quantum numbers of given state)
which is the cigenstatc vector of //
(Л-«.)|Ф(а)) = 0

(9)

may be represented in the form

l « = X>(°(«)>,

(10)

where the component |0 { , '( п )) belongs to the sub-space WK One may obtain the set of equations
for the components \фМ(а)). The boundary conditions which fix the solution of those equations
we choose in such a manner that the edmixtuie of the components |0'''(a)), |*/>'2'(a)) decreases
exponentially when relative distances between all particles tend to infinity. When two nucleons
are at large distances they contain the edmixture of the hadron-bag configurations from space
Л&К But mass of the "bare" nucleoli is fixed from the condition that the mass of the "dressed"
physical nucleon equils its experimental value. With allowance for the boundary conditions it
follows from eq. (9) that the hadron component |^' 3 '(")) obeyes lhc equation
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l//'3> + l><3> + \VW(C) + И / ( 3 >М - £a]|0 (a) ) = 0,

(II)

i K ^ e ) = i>< M »( e .-//« J »)- l ^ M t,

(12)

where

И/(з) (£в)

e

^J3»)(ed _ //W)-i (>«">(*, _ //<«> _ y"{£a

_ //<*>)-• i><">j-i *

xKu(^-//i2,)-,l/('"'

(13)

The effective interaction operator W^{ea) is caused by coupling of the liadion and liadron-bag
configurations, but W^(ea) is caused by coupling
of all type configurations. Оно can sec that
efFcclivc interaction operators depend on the spectral parametere a , 'Die solution of the three-body
problem for this case has been proposed in ref. [Gj.
Using the developed method one can construct the closed system of equations for the transition
amplitudes between the physical nucleon states. The dependence of the effective interaction
operators on the spectral parameter ea leads to appcarcncc of some factors in the cross sections of
/VN-scattcring.
The author acknowledges with pleasure the financial support of the Russian Fundamental
Research Foundation (Grant No. 93-02-3805).
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RELAT1VISTIC DEUTERON STRUCTURE AND POLARIZATION IN
ELASTIC ed-SCATTERING
A. F. KRUTOV
Physics Department, Samara State University, 443011, Samara, Russia
and
V. E. TROITSKY
Nuclear Physics Institute, Moscow Stale University, 119899, Moscow, Russia
ABSTRACT
This report is devoted to the description of the polarization elastic electron-dcuteron
scattering in the framework of instant relativistic quantum mechanics developed by the
authors. The foundation of rclativistic approach is considered to some extent. -The
results of calculation of deutcron tensor polarization T20 and charge form factor in the
first dip region are presented,
1.

IntrocK.tion

In recent years there has been some progress in polarization experiments in
elastic-deuteron scattering ( Ref. l'^). The measurements of the deuteron tensor po
larization T2o were performed in the transfer momenta region up to first dip of charge
deuteron form factor. Polarization Tw can be expressed by conventional deuteron
form factor:
T20(Q ) - - V 2
v
Л

2

l + 2{X2

GQ(Q2)

+ y )

GJS, (Q 2 )

2

2

"3^Gc(Q )'

~ 3 ^
2

,

Л е)

2
l + V7 )t&n
0e/2),
f(6e) = -I ++ ((\+
7 ) t a n(0e(/2),

GUQ*) '
VП = ТЩ,^

(1.1)

where Q2 = — q"2, q - momentum transfer, 9e - the electron scattering angle in the
laboratory frame, MD is the deuteron mass. Gc > GQ , GM - charge, quadrupole,
magnetic deuteron form factors.
Polarization gives the opportunity to separate the contributions of the. charge
and quadrupole form factors if one takes into account information about the spinaverage cross section of elastic eD-scattering:
da_
dQ.

= ( ^ M o u H + t a "'^>)
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A(Q 2 ) = G 2 c r (Q 2 )+|T, 2 G^(Q 2 ) + ^G' 2 M (g 2 ),iS(g 2 ) = l / / ( H - / / ) 6 ^ ( Q 2 ) ,

(1.2)

where {dcr/dSl)y[oli " c r o s s section of scattering on spinlcss and structureless particle.
It is well known that the extracting of contribution of Gc and GQ is of cru
cial importance for providing information about the deuteron wave function and is
sensitive to isoscalar meson-exchange current, relativistic effects and quark degrees of
freedom.
This report is devoted to the relativistic description of deutcron electromag
netic structure and in particularly of the deuteron polarization in eD-scattcring. The
calculation of isoscalar meson-exchange currents effects in 720 can be found, for in
stance, in work . The role of quark degrees freedom is investigated in Ref. • .
It is known that there are two main different approaches to the relativistic
many body systems. The first is the approach originated from quantum field theory,
for instance, quasipotential approach. The second is connected with the hamiltonian
relativistic dynamics of fixed number of particles, so-called relativistic quantum me
chanics ( RQM ) Ref.°' . It was based on realization of Poincare group algebra in
the Hilbert space of interacting particles.
In our paper a variant of so-called instant RQM which is developed by the
authors is used.
This work is organized as follows. The foundations of RQM arc presented
in Sec.2 to some extent. In Sec.3 two particle basis suitable for instant dynamics
is constructed. Sec.4 contains the construction of electromagnetic current operator.
Relativistic expressions for deutcron form factors are presented in Sec.5. Results of
relativistic calculation of deuteron polarization are given in Sec.6.
2.

F o r m s of relativistic dynamics

Let us discuss in considerable detail the foundation of RQM ( Ref.8, 9 ) . This
method follows the classic Dirac's paper Ref.
in which the different description
of classical systems evolution are studied. The principle of relativistic invariance
of quantum theory means that the SL(2, C) group unitary representation exists in
the space of system states ( SL(2,C) group covers of Poincare group ). That is
if two references are connected by Poincare transformation (а, А), а - 4-vector of
translations, Л - Lorentz matrix (Л° > 0, detA = 1), so vectors of states in these
references are connected by unitary transformation:
|*' > = # ( а , Л ) | Ф > •

(2.1)

The following composition law is valid for the transformation operators:
U(auAi)0{a2,A2)

= 0(\ia2

+ al,A1A2,).

By usual way it is possible to obtain the Poincare algebra commutators:

f>/"", P°) =

-i{f°Pv-gv°P»),
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(2.2)

[Mtw, Map) =-{{д»" Мир - guo M") - {a * p),

[Р",Р"] = 0 .

(2.3)

Here g^v is metric tensor of Minkovski space. M*v are generators of space-time
rotations, Рц • arc generators of translations.
The construction of the representation of SL{2,C) implies expression of the
generators Eq.(2.3) in terms of dynamical variables of system. This problem can be
easily solved for the nonintcracting particles systems. As it is well known these gen
erators make following sense in this case:
M23 , M3X , M12 = J1 , J2, J3 are components of total angular momentum,
P = ( P 1 , P 2 , P 3 ) - total momentum, P° = / / - total energy,
M0i , M02 , M03 = N1 , N2 , N3 - generators of Lorentz boosts.
These generators give the possibility to construct the relativistic center mass posi
tion operator - Ncwton-Wigncr vector A'. We do not give here the corresponding
expression for A'. The procedure of representation of Poincare generators in terms of
dynamical variables faces some problems in description of interacting particles sys
tems. These difficulties can be illustrated by considering one of commutation relations
of Poincare algebra:
[P',Nm] = i6,mH(2.4)
Let us include the interaction to the operator of total energy: H —* H + V. It is
necessary to include interaction at the least in one of left side generators to conserve
the commutator Eq.(2.4). The including of interaction in the generators Eq.(2.4)
makes it necessary to include that in other generators of Poincare algebra Eq.(2.3)
to conserve the algebraic structure. It is obvious that this procedure of including of
interaction is ambiguous. The different ways to deform generators by interaction give
different relativistic dynamics.
The including of interaction divides the Poincare generators set into two groups.
The first is the group of generators which do not contain interaction - kinematical
subgroup. The second group consists of generators which contain interaction - hamiltonians.
The different types of dynamics correspond to different ways to divide the
generators into kinematical subgroup and hamiltonians. The most popular at present
time is light front dynamics (Rcf. ). Kinematical subgroup of this dynamics consists
of the following generators:
P + = -^=(// + A ) ,

P„

P a , J 3 , N3> ё = -±={tin-[nz,J])

(2.5)§

nz is unit vector of Z-axis, Nn = (iVi, 7V2)• These generators are the stability group
of light cone: x+ = x° + x3 = 0 . There are three hamiltonians only:
Р-

= -^(Я-РЗ),

§=-j=(f!n + [nzJ}).
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(2.6)

In the instant form dynamics kinematical subgroup is the motion group of Euclidean
space: P , J. This is stability group of hyperplane x° = 0. llamillonians of instant
dynamics are: P° , N.
In light form of dynamics there are difficulties in angular momenta description. It is easy to see that two of three generators of space rotation J\ , J? contain
interaction. That is these components cannot be considered as component of total
angular momentum.
Other problem of light front dynamics which possibly is connected with angular
momentum definition, is the dependence of dcuteron form factor on reference system
rotation ( to see, for instance, Ref. ). For solving of this problem it is necessary
to insert the additional ( nonphysical ) form factors in the deuleron current operator
Ref. .The difficulties of this kind in light-front dynamics request using the others
dynamics, because the correct description of angular momentum is very important
for the calculation of systems polarization properties. Let us remark that analogous
problems are absent in instant dynamics which is used in the present work.
In our work we used the conventional method of including interaction in mass
square operator of noninteracting particle system:
M0 = \/~pl _» Mi = M0 + V .

(2.7)

Operator V must satisfy some additional conditions:
Mi = Mf,

["]-

Mi > 0 ,

(2.8)

JV

= 0.
(2.9)
OP
Condition Eq.(2.8) is spectral condition for mass operator. Eq. (2.9) yields the
conservation of Poincare algebra structure . These conditions provide with the conservation of structure of Poincare algebra. In the instant dynamics the wave function
of interacting system can be obtained by solving eigenvalue problems for following
complete set of commuting operators.
M) ,J\J3,P-

(2.10)

To diagonalize these operators in the case of two-particle system it is necessary to
construct the suitable two-particle basis.
3.

T w o - p a r t i c l e basis c o n s t r u c t i o n

The system of two 1/2 spin particle ( proton and neutron, for example ) can
be described by following vectors:
I Pi , nii; p 2 , m 2 > = | pi mi > ®| pi m 2 > ,
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< p,m\p'm'
>=2p06(p-p')6rnm.J
(3.1)
here pi, p2 are individual momenta of particles, mi, m2 are spin projections.
It is possible to describe this system in terms of the extracted center-mass
motion basis:
| P, уД, J, I, 5, mj > ,
(3.2)
here Рц = (pi + р2)ц, P2 = s, \/s is invariant mass of two-particle system, / - orbital
momentum in the center mass frame, 5 = (Si + S2)2 = S(S + 1), S - total spin in
the center mass frame, J - total angular momentum, mj - projection of total angular
momentum.
These bases are connected by Clebsh-Gordon decomposition of Poincare group
Ref.13:
in

/-

1

rr

V

4

\P, y/s, J, /, S, mj >= >

f

dpi

dp2 , _

_

/ ~—7i—\Pi,m1',p2,m2

> •

m\ mi

• < P1, mi; p2 , m2 \ P, \Д, J, I, S, mj > ,
yG, J, I, S, rnj >= >/2a[A(a, M2, M2))-1/22P0S(P

< pi,rni;p2,m2\P,
Y,-<

2

mi\DV {piP)\rhi

1/2

>< m2\D (p2P)\m2

>

-Pl

-p2)-

'

ТП] ТП2

• ^2

<l/21/2fhith2\Sms

> -V/m.O? ,¥>)• < Slm3mi

\Jmj > .

(3.3)

mims

Here
A(a, 6,c) = a2 + b2 + c2 + 2(ab + bc + ac),
M- mass of constituents (proton and neutron), Z)J - are known Wigner rotation matrices which are necessary for the relativistic invariant addition of particles spins Ref.13.
The representation of Poincare is realized on the space of state vectors Eq.(3.3). This
representation is defined by eigenvalue of operators:
Ml ,J2,J2,P.

(3.4)

Parameters /, S are invariant parameters of degeneracy. Let us remark that three of
four operators Eq.(3.4) coincide with corresponding operators Eq.(2.10). Operators
J2, Jz, P in Eq.(3.4) are diagonal in basis Eq.(3.3). The eigenvalue problem for
operator Mj in Eq.(3.4) is reduce to the form of nonrelativistic Shrodinger equation
Ref.9:
(Л2 + с > ) | Ф > = - а 2 | Ф > ,
U = (1/4XM? - M2) = (1/4)(K 2 + [Mo V]+) .
2

2

2

(3.5)

Here Jfc = EM/2, P - s = 4M + 2ME,E - relative motion energy.
So it is possible to take operator U to mean the phenomenological potential
and to use in our relativistic approach the different model deuteron wave function.
The next step is the construction of relativistic current operator in our twoparticle basis Eq.(3.3).
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4.

C o n s t r u c t i o n of c u r r e n t o p e r a t o r

Let us consider the matrix element of electromagnetic current of two noninteracting particles. For the construction of this matrix element we shall use the general
parameterization method of local operator matrix element Ref. . In basis Eq.(3.3)
with deutcron quantum numbers J = J' = 1, S = S' = 1, / , / ' = 0 , 2 this matrix
element is following:

< А Д, J, l, S, mj | j„ | P', v/7, J', /', S', m/ > =
= J2

< nu\DJ(p,

p')\m'i X

m'}\ J2 Fil'{s>Q2>*')Kis>Q2>3')\mJ

> •

(4Л)

m'J
<=1
u
Here w (p) is Lubansky-Pauli vector, vectors yij,(.s, Q 2 ,s') are defined by transfor
mation properties of current: Lorentz covariance and law of conservation:

Al = - = { wu -

( Гл.

П\

К

"

• ^

Р

+

^Р'

"•./7Г" 2Д
Л*=Я М ,

Klt=(P-P%\

Я, = - ^ r W ^ ^ ' M O •

Functions of invariant variables F-' (s,Q2,s')
two particle form factors:

F"' = /t'o + In {(iW(P'))2

(P.Mu\P'))

(4.2)

\/s'
are expressed in terms of so-called free

- (1/3) S P (i/>*(P')) 2 }
Sp(P^"(P'))2 '

if=^(V(P'))2,

f? = №-

'

(4.3)

f\o > /12 » /21 5 /30 - charge, quadrupole, magnetic quadrupole of the second kind,
magnetic form factors of noninteracting particles system, for instance, neutron-proton
system.
Let us remark that inequality of left and right invariant masses in Eq.(4.1) is
the reason of the emergence of magnetic qiiadrupole form factor of second kind. This
form factor does not give the contribution to elastic electron-deuteron scattering, but
in the deuteron electrodesintegration process, for instance, form factor /21 will give
contribution.
The current matrix element in basis Eq.(3.1) has following form:
<Purn-l;p2,m2\jll\p[,rn\;p'2,m'2>=
= < Pi,ml\p'l,m\

>< Й ^ г Ы Р г , " ^ > +(1 *-* 2)
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(4.4)

One particle current in Eq.(<1.4) can be expressed in terms of one-particle form factors
( proton and neutron form factors ):
A/, j , m' >= 5 3 < m\Dj(p, p')\m" > •

< p, M, j , m\jfi\p',

m"

•<m"|/iA'; + *7a^|m'>,

(4.5)

Charge f\ and magnetic / 2 one-])articlc form factor are connected with conventional
proton and neutron form factor:
2 A/
y/4 M 2 + Q2

1
M у/ЛМ2 + Q2

By Clebsh-Gordon decomposition in Eq.(4.1) free two*particle form factors/ю,/121/30
are expressed in terms of proton and neutron form factors. Unfortunately, corre
sponding expressions are complicated. Therefore we give here the expression for one
component of charge form factor matrix only:
{s + s' + Q2)Q*

,00
/in =
10

1

,

y/{s - 4M2)(s> - AM2) [A(a, ~Q2,s')]3/2
• [(s + s' + Q2) (GEp + GEn)9$E

Here f (3 , Q2, s') = y/ss'Q2-

,
=

;-•

y/\ + Q2/<\M2

- Ф , Q1, s') [Ch,P + GA,n)g$M]

M2\(s,-Q2,s'),

tf

s 1)2 = 2A/2 + 2л7?(2М 2 + Q 2 )(s - 2A>/2) ? —

,,,

.,

WIS — Si I — 1ДЗ — 5 2 )

,

(4.7)

- is step function,
У

Щ

^

Й

^

)

,

Сдр.п and G\fPl„ are charge and magnetic form factors of proton and neutron, func
tions </$£ and Рсд/ are defined as following:
<7c°£ = - coswi C0SW2 + - sinwi sinuj ,

</сл/ = — r cosu>i sinu>2 -f - sinwi cosw 2 .

u;i and u>2 are the Wigner rotation parameters:
u>i = arctan

M[{yfi+

v 9 ) 2 + (?2] + уДР{у/5+

v/i 7 )'

(2A/ + v / i + x / i 7 ) ^ , Q 2 , ^ )
~
^=
.
M{s + s' + Q2){2M + v / i + \ / i 7 ) + \/s7(4A/ 2 + Q 2 )
Herein after we shall use the following designations:

,
w2 .= arctan

9c = /10 ,

9Q = (2M2D/Q2) / 1 2 ,
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9м = MD /ЗО •

(4.S)
'

V

(4.9)

5.

D e u t e r o n form factors
Let us consider now the deuteron electromagnetic current without details.

< D|j„|£>'>=G„(Q 2 ),
G,{Q2) = -(£> + D %

Ci(rO-G3 (Cq)№
2МЯ

.

+ c2[ur<7)-C(£</)b (5Л)

where
GAl=G2,

GQ = Ch - C ; 2 + (1+7,)G' 3 ,

G'c = 6", + (2/3)7/GQ ,

(5.2)

£ is polarization 4-vector, (££)) = (£'D) — 0 .
By decomposition of the matrix element Eq.(5.1) with the help of basis Eq.(3.3)
it is possible to express the deuterou form factor in terms of two-particle free form
factor:
G\(Q 2 ) = ] T / v ^ v ^ , ( f c ) o ? ' ( s , Q 2 , O w ( * ' ) ,
w J

i = C,Q,M.

(5.3)

The matrices </''' are free two particle form factors Eq.(4.9), Functions pi agree with
nonrelativistic S"- and D -wave functions of deuteron up to normalize:
Vl(k)

= (M 2 + кУ/ли(к),

ц>2(к) = (M2 + k2)l/Aw(k)

.

(5A)

These wave functions are normalized by conditions Cc(0) = 1. So our relativistic
approach can be used for description of elastic eD-scattering Eqs. (1.1) and (1.2).
6.

Calculation of d e u t e r o n polarization

Relativistic calculation of functions A{Q2) and B(Q2) in Eq.(1.2) can be found
in Ref.9.
Relativistic expressions for deutcron form factors Eq.(5.3) can be used to calcu
late tensor polarization Eq.(l.l). The role of relativistic corrections is demonstrated
on figure 1. From this figure we notice that relativistic corrections are small up to
Q2 a 4(GeV/c) 2 . The magnitude of this corrections is less than that of the model
uncertainty in these calculation. This fact is seen from figure 2, where the relativistic
calculations with different wave function Eq.(5.4)(Ref. 15 " 18 ) are represented in the
region of experimental points Ref. . Calculations were performed with the dipole
fit and scaling condition for the nucleon form factors in Eq.(4.6). So we can to say
that existing experimental data can be used for choosing of the best deuteron model
and that relativistic corrections are not important in the Q2-region up to 4(GeV/c) 2 .
The relativistic corrections as we see from figure 1 grow with increasing Q2
and come into prominence in the region Q2 > 4(GeV/c) 2 .
; So one may hope
that these relativistic corrections can be detected in the future polarization electrondeuteron scattering experiments Ref.19.
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0.7

-1.7

Q 2 (GeV/c) 2
Fig.l. Deuteron tensor polarization T 20 (Q 2 ) in Paris model Ref.15 Solid line
- relativistic calculation, dashed line - nonrelativistic. Experimental points are from
Ref.1"4.

Q 2 (GeV/c) 2
Fig.2. Relativistic deuteron tensor polarization T 20 (Q 2 ) in models Ref.15"18.
Solid line - model Ref.15, short-dashed line - Ref. 16 (R), middle-dashed line Ref. 16 (E),
long-dashed line Ref. 17 (6a mm), dotted-dashed line Ref.18.
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Fig.3. Charge deuteron form factor in same models as in Fig. 1. Experimental
points are from Ref.4

As it is known the results of polarization measurements Eq.(l.l) and spinaverage measurements Eq.(1.2) allow to extract the charge form factor. In the work
the experimental charge form factor was obtained in the first dip region. The
position of this dip is sensitive to the choice of models. On figure 3 the results
of relativistic calculation of this form factor in different models (Ref. 1 5 ' 1 8 ) can be
seen. As we notice the results for charge form factor are appropriate for checking of
NN-interaction models but are not suitable to estimate the magnitude of relativistic
corrections. Let us remark that the second dip of charge form factor is shifted by
relativistic corrections significantly. So this shift can be observed by polarization
measurements in the region of large momentum transfers Ref.19.
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SNC-KhPTl, Kharkov, Ukraine

ABSTRACT
Effects due to the polarization of both colliding particles have been analysed in terms
of four independent amplitudes which in the general case define the spin structure of
the dp backward elastic scattering amplitude. The expressions for amplitudes in terms
of the S- and D- components of the deuteron wave function have been found in the
Impulse Approximation approach. The contribution of a possible P- wave component, of
the deuteron wave function to these effects is also considered. The energy dependence of
analyzing power At due to the transverse polarization of colliding particles is predicted
using standard deuteron wave functions.

1.

Introduction

(DWF)

The knowledge of the short range behaviour of the deuteron wave function
is of central importance for solving a number of problems; for example:

• to understand the role of such non-nucleonic degrees of freedom as quark and
isobar configurations and to clarify the regime of transition to these configurations
when the distance between nucleons is comparable to their size;
• to calculate static electromagnetic characteristics such as magnetic dipole and
electric quadruple momenta, and the k^ - dependence of electromagnetic and
weak deuteron formfactors;
• to obtain additional information on the off-mass shell behaviour of the nucleonnucleon amplitudes;
t to check the different approaches of description of relativistic bound states;
• to clear up the features of below threshold production of heavy particles on
deuteron target;
• to determine more accurately mechanisms of different processes involving the
deuteron in the initial and final states;
A direct reconstruction of the DWF from the measured quantities in the framework of the Impulse Approximation (I A) is possible in the reaction of the deuteron
electrodisintegration ed —* enp , and also in the reactions with nuclear probe such us
A(d,p)X at zero angle2 and p(d,p)d (at 180° in the center of masses) .
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Presently existing data both with electron and nuclear probe demonstrate inva
lidity of IA when used with standard DW F in the region of large internal momentum
of inideous in tin; deuteron. The similarity of the momentum distributions extracted
from experiments with electromagnetic and nuclear probes ^ " is a strong motivation
to look for an explanation not only considering won-1A contributions, but also new
models of the detiteron,
l*'or the reliable determination of spin structure of DW F at small distances the
knowledge of mechanism of the reaction with deutcron participation is needed, It is
not simple problem for deutcron clcetrodisintcgrafion. So, the correct mechanism of
such process must contain obligatory the following ingredients:
•
•
f
t
•

ono-nucleon exchange amplitude {IA);
meson exchange current;
isobar arid quark configurations in ground state of deuteron;
strong nucleon interaction in final states;
/VA-roscattering in NA —• NN process.

To find the behaviour of different components of DWFone needs to Study polari/.afion observable» of the mentioned reactions. At present time, only for reactions
with nuclear probe do such data exist or are in progress.
l'or the reaction A{d,p)X, apart from cross-sections, such observables as T 20 6
and polarization transfer coefficient from the deulcron to the proton, («), were investigafed 7 . Such a set of data allows one to arrive at the conclusion that no configuration
consisting only of ,s- nnd (/-waves can be compatible with t h e d a t a within
t h e framework of t h e /Л 8 .
Concerning dp backward elastic scattering, the measurement of Tw was one of
the first experiments at the SATURNE-2 machine9. The measurements of к (and also
remcasurements of T2a) at Saclay' 0 and of 'L\Q at Dubna 11 have been lately made.
The new data drastically disagree with predictions based on the IA calculations using
standard DWF.
To explain the new set of data, apart from natural assumption about additional
to IA mechanisms of these reactions, a number of questions at the level of the IA arise:

:

,
с
\
;
3
.?
f
|
!
I
§
I

1
• the number of independent components of DWF (two in nonrelativistic theory,
including s- and «/-waves, or four in relativistic theory, including s-, p- and dwaves 52 , or six in the so-called spurioti models1"5);
• what is the argument of DWF™' 14 and furthermore the number of them (one
as in standard models or two as in spurion approaches);
• off-mass effects for nucleon electromagnetic current -y'N'N with virtual nucleon

Nm.

J
|
j
5
\
\

I

To solve successfully the problems mentioned above, m e a s u r e m e n t s of new
polarization observables are needed.
New polarization observables can be obtained using a polarized proton target.
In case of the polarized initial proton the virtual nucleon is polarized, i.e. the spin
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characteristics of two vertices of the M diagram (Fig.la) should he correlated, In
this case both secondary dcutcroiis and protons are polarized, even if the primary
beam unpolarizcd, Wc, however, will restrict ourselves by consideration of elfccts
measured after first interaction, when the dculcron beam has a vector polarization.
The considered asymmetries allow one to study the mechanism of spin information
transfer between two vertices of the J Л diagram (Fig J). More exactly, the analyzing
powers of the (I + p —> p -f d reaction are sensitive to the mutual spin orientation
of the primary deutoron and proton. Such polarization observables as к and Tm do
not posses a similar sensitivity. Just therefore the quantities к and 7'2o for different,
reactions, d + p —* p -f d and A(d,p)X, arc characterized by equivalent formulas in
terms of the S- and D- components of DWF. The latter polarization observable for dp
backward elastic scattering has no analog in the reaction of deuteron fragmentation,
Using the general formulas for polarization obscrvables, which are valid for any
reaction mechanism, we lincl their form in case of IA approach. The behaviour of
asymmetries in this approach is predicted for different DWF. We consider also the
effects of /j-wavc components of DWF (Fig.lb) for the simplest polarization observables
of d + p —> p -f d process.
The measurements of these asymmetries are possible now at Dubna, Saturne
and KEK.
2.

Amplitude of d + p —» p + d (0 = 180°) process and general analysis of the
polarization effects

As known the spin structure of amplitude of the d + p —> d + p process is very
complicated in general case; there arc 12 independent complex hclicity amplitudes,
depending on total energy y/s and scattering angle 0 in the CMS of the process, This
structure can be reconstructed in a complete experiment which contains measurements
of at least 23 different polarization observablcs. The situation is much simpler in case of
backward scattering when the total hclicity of interacting particles is conserved. Indeed,
in this case we have only four independent amplitudes for the following transition
Ad, Ap —» \,i, Ap,

(++ -> ++),
(-+--+),
(-+-0-),
(0+ -> 0+),

(1)

where А,ДАР) corresponds to the deuteron (proton) spin projection to the 3-momentum
of the initial deuteron ( + 1 , - 1 , 0 for a deuteron, ± | for a proton). Other possible
amplitudes (with another Aj,Ap combinations) are connected with amplitudes (1) by
conditions of strong interaction P-invariance and identity of initial and final states.
Due to the total phase uncertainty, restoration of four amplitudes (complex in
general case) is possible after performing 7 independent polarization experiments (apart
from measurements of energy dependence of differential cross sections with unpolarized
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pallidas), Ля noted above, two experiments, namely the measurements of 7jo and «,
been aimed out.
'Inking into account P-invariiinco of strong interaction, one can obtain the fol
lowing formula» for amplitude of the d. + p —> p + d,0 = тг process:
IIIIV*'

M =

xtFXt

/•' = 0i (л) [<7.tf; - гаЦ + ^(л) [п/7,. пи;}

(2)

+ |//а(я) [*(/7, х Щ) - an • 71 (/7, х $ ) ]
+ H/, ) (.4)[<77l.;7(^xt7;)],
where 0\(0-г) - H-voetor of polarization of the initial (final) deuteron, it is 'he unit
v(!ctor along U-inomcntum of the initial deuteron, \ i ( \ j ) is a two-component spinor of
the initial (final) proton, a are the Patiii matrices and (J\{.s)-ij\{s) are the amplitudes
of the d + p —> /> + f/ reaction depending at 0 = 7Г only on one variable, namely the
total energy squared ,s,
The amplitudes <j\ - (j,\ (called scalar) are related to helicity amplitudes as
follows:
/'0+-0+

=

.92(a),

''++-++ = .<7i И + ;и(*).
/<'_+__+ = 0,(я)-0,(«),
/<()+- + _ = -\/2</ 3 (я),

(3)

i.e. only one amplitude, namely </з(я) , is responsible for proton spin flip.
Of course, all polarization ejects could be described in terms of the scalar or
helicity amplitudes.
Lei us write the formulas for the simplest polarization observable in this process.
We use the following formula for the density matrices of the initial proton and deuteron:
Pv = \{\+Zh,

('«)

where P is the 3-vcctor of proton polarization;
Pi = UuUjj = l(6ij + itijM + Qn),

(5)

where vector S arid tensor Qij characterize vector and tensor deuleron polarization,
Qij=QjuQu
= o.
Then the following formula is valid for the differential cross-section (when initial
particles are polarized)
^

= lAfSPF(l+aP)l^
=

64JrV
where the line indicates summation over final deutcron polarization.
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((>)

In case of uupolnriml target, /' - 0, the differential cross-section depends only
on tensor polarisation of initial deuterons;

ail

T
7'zo = ~v2 • ^

1
, tie = ~7zQ"i

(7)

'г = -Ы8)\9 + ы»)\2 + Ы*)\7-Ы*)\\
where ~JJJ- is the differential cross section of unpolarized particles in the initial and
final states, Tw i« the analyzing power due to tensor polarization of initial deuterons.
As is seen from (7), only modules of the amplitudes #,(.s) determine the values
of ^
and 7 V
If the proton target is polarized, then clue to P-invariancc of strong interaction,
the differential cross-section of the d + p —> p + d process should have the following
dependence on the axial S and P vectors:
da
dil

daW
I + IA((Sч
dil [
2 '

• P - ч(n • S)(n
• P)) + j U ( n • S)(n • P)
м
" 2

(8)

One can sec that the term /1ДЛ/) is responsible for the asymmetry effect when spin
orientations of both participants of the reaction are normal(longitudinal) to the initial
dcutcron 3-momcntum direction.
In terms of scalar amplitudes the expressions for Atj have the following form:

AlM

~Ж = "2 *Re{93(s)' [~°1{я)"

Л,ЛГ-1 ^

S2(s) + Ms)Yh

= - 2 • {| g3(s) | 2 -21b [91 (*) • * ( - ) ' ] }

(9)

and contain the interference contributions Re(gi-gl) in contrast to the differential cross
section and 7'2oNote that for realization of the complete experiment program it is necessary to
obtain data for the polarization observables containing the Im(gi-g£) contributions. As
such terms are nonzero only for complex amplitudes due to their T-odd nature, sjmilar
combinations_appear only for triple correlations of vector polarizations: S\ x S2 • S3,
nS\ • nS? x S3 and so on, where S{ is the polarization vector of an z-particle in the
reaction d -f p —+ p -+ d.
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3.

Polarization effects in IA
*

ЛИ above mentioned formulas for the polarization obscrvablcs arc valid for any
mechanism of d -f p —• p -f d process, Using them, let analyze the polarization effects
in framework of IA (Fig. la).
The matrix element,'which corresponds to this mechanism, takes the following
form:
M = xt [(<? • Й)«(*) + (* • n)(rt • ЩЩз)] {(a • U2)a(s) + (a • n)(n • U2)b(s)} Xl ,(10)
where a(s) and /;(s) arc tiic combination of ,s- and d- states in the deuteron

Ф) = *. + -jfi,

ЬП = -fy*.

(11)

Comparing the matrix elements (10) with the general structure (2), we obtain
the following expression for gi(s) in terms of the DWF components:
9i{s) = дл{а) = a2{s),
g2(s) = a2(s).(l + R)2 = a2(s)-x2,
g3(s) = a2(s)-(l + R) = a2(s)-x,

(12)

where R = b(s)/a(s) and x = R+1. One can see from (10-12) that all </,(s) amplitudes
are real, i.e. all T-odd polarization correlations are equal to zero in this approximation,
and, besides,

дЛаЫ*) = д&з).

(13)

Of course, these relations simplify the analysis of the polarization effects in
backward proton-deuteron scattering:
U = a\s) • (3 + 2 • R + R2) = a\s) • (x2 + 2),

Г = a\s) -R-{2 + R)-(3 + 2-R + R2) = a 4 (s) • {x2 - 1) • (x2 + 2),
therefore

Л Г " . ^ = a » - ( * ' + «)'.
r

(14)

»"^-?T5

The expression for Г20 in another but equivalent form was obtained earlier
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a)

Figure 1. IA diagrams for the p(d,p)d reaction: a) exchange by the neutron; b) ex
change by the antineutron.
0.5

Figure 2. Asymmetry At versus intrinsic
proton momentum in light cone approach.
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Substitution of (12),(13) into (9) gives:
A, = - 2
At = 2

(*2 ~ 2)
(x2 + 2)2'
(*2+2)2'

(15)

A natural combination (x2-\-2) remains in the denominators of both asymmetries
Ai, At (squared in this case), but the numerators of /If, At contain such combinations
of the Ф, and Ф^ functions which are absent in Тга and к. It is important to underline
that asymmetry At is an even function of variable x and so one can obtain the only
solution for x (and hence for R) independently of the DWF argument. A direct analog
of /1/, At is absent in the deuteron break-up reaction.
The behaviour of At asymmetry for different popular DWF is presented in
Fig.2 versus k, the intrinsic momentum nucleon momentum in light cone approach.
The connection of к with measured quantities is given, for example, in ref. ' . A
strong sensitivity of At asymmetry can be seen to choose DWF. One can also expect
not a lesser deviation of data in future experiment from the predictions than that found
in the measurements of T20 ' ' **•
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4.

/)-wavc contribution in polarization effects

Lei us first write the spin structure of n + p —» d vertex which corresponds to
tlit: p-wave component of DW F in the relativistic regime:
n • Op\(.s) -f- id • U X iipi{s),

(16)

where p\ and p2 are two independent p-wavc functions. Linearity of (1G) relative to the
components of vector n corresponds to the p-wave in the system /1 -f- d because parity
of the fennion-antiferiuion system is negative. The spin of n -f (/-system is equal to i
or ij, and so the corresponding wave functions are connected with pi,2 as follows:

Thus the contribution of the antinuclcon component to the matrix element of
elastic backward J/j-scattering can be written in the following form:
MP

= xt [(" ' #)7'i + lB • V\ x ")/ ; г] [(« • l%)Pi ~ & • U, x n)p2] л , • (18)

Then the following expressions arc valid for /ft (я) amplitudes which correspond
to two mechanisms of Fig. /:
«/«(*) = «2(."»)(1+ ''2),
2
+ rf),
ff2(.s)=«%s)(a:
2
g3(s) = a (s)(x-rx-r2),
дл(в) = a'(s)(l - i*) .

(19)

where r, = ^
and r 2 = 2 # .
Of course, inclusion of p-wavc destroys the relations (10-13) between the <7,-(s)
amplitudes. It is not difficult to show that in this case equivalence between the expres
sions for 7'ao and к for the d + p —* p + d and A(d, p)X reactions disappears.
Using general formulas for the polarization effects in terms of </,•(.s) amplitudes
let us calculate the contributions due to p-wavc keeping only the main (quadratic)
terms assuming that | r ] ) 2 |«C 1.
Then the formula for differential cross section with unpolarized particles should
be deformed as follows:

M l

~ ' ж и "d(,s) • ( ( : c 2 + 2 ) 2 + 2 : , : V ' "

8ягГ1Г2

1

(20)

Finally, the following expression emerges for above discussed asymmetries:

720*-V2- (* 2 -l)(^) + ^M-*ny,
20

V

(** + 2)' + 2 ; c V f - 8 : r r , r a
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[ 4

~

, W ^ + :r(r?-f2rf)_
(х2 + 2) 2 +2х 2 г?-8х7-,7- 2
(»а-2)-2хг,га
Л, « _ 2 .

l

'

;

,

Using (21-23) one can estimate the above polarization effects for any model of
DWF with p-wave components.
5.

Conclusion

Thus we calculated here both possible independent asymmetries in dp backward
elastic scattering due to the vector polarizations of colliding particles. Both analyzing
powers At, At have been detined in general case by another combinations of amplitudes
in comparison with such polarization observablcs as 720 and к. Of course, their mea
surements ( in addition to '/'20 and к) does not realize completely the full experiment
program even in case of col linear kinematics (backward scattering), when the process is
characterized by only four amplitudes in the general case. Nevertheless, one can assert
that the measurement of the analyzing power At{s) will be important to determine
more accurately the limits of IA validity and to clarify the role of a possible P-wave
component in the dcuteron structure. We would like to note, that the measurement
of the analyzing power At in the d + p —> p + d is one of the realizable polarization
experiments for this reaction to date.
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Abstract
We propose to do first transmission measurements of the differences

А&иСпр)

—• —•

and Аат( dp) of pure spin state total cross sections using a polarized proton target
and relativistic polarized neutron and deuteron beams at the accelerators of the Lab
oratory of High Energies (LIIE),J1NII. We plan to get Тгр data for extending up to 3.7
GeV direct determination of the NN forward scattering amplitudes and to investi
gate a detailed energy dependence of the Дст-Д dp) with a high statistical precision to
search for highly excited states of the 3iV-system. In accordance with our preliminary
agreement, for these purposes we are going to use for the first time the large enough
Saclay-Argonne polarized target which must be reconstructed into compact movable
device for providing a number of first polarized experiments at the polarized beam
facility of the Dubna Synchrophasotron-Nuclotron accelerator complex and at other
accelerator centers. The proposed experiments will be made by a large collaboration
of scientists from Russian and other scientific centers.
1.

Introduction

We propose to continue investigations of spin effects in NN, dN and dd in
teractions using polarized proton and deuteron targets and relativistic polarized par
ticle (protons, neutrons and deuterons) beams at the JINR LHE SynchrophasotronNuclotron accelerator facility/1/. Systematic investigations of NN scattering in a
several GeV energy region are fundamentally important for understanding the NNforce nature and nuclear core spin structure. In addition, it will be interesting to look
for some anomalies in energy dependence of spin observables. They can be related to
non-nucleonic degrees of freedom of nuclear matter.
The presence and progress of the JINR LHE polarized beam facility -polarized
deuteron ion source POLARIS/ 2 /, LINAC, synchrophasotron (4.5 GeV/c/N) and nuclotron (6.0 GeV/c/N) in the near future, slowly extracted deuteron beam lines/ 3 /,
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beam line deuteron polarimeter/' 1 /, secondary polarized particle beam lines - give
unique conditions to advance investigations of the lightest nuclei structure at small
distances and experiments on ./VN-scattering. Measurements of the differences of the
pure spin state total cross sections Aa^
and AajP ln either parallel or antiparallel
beam and target polarization directions for np scattering over an incident neutron
beam energy region of 1.0-3.7 GeV will be the first experiment of the planned pro
gram. The aim of such measurements is to get data for extending up to 3.7 GeV
a direct determination of the NN forward scattering amplitudes. Such
Aai,r{NN)
experiments and measurements of other NN spin obscrvables were carried out for
smaller energies at the Saturne II, PSI and LAMPF to perform "complete set" NN
measurements. A review of the existing Aa\^(NN)
data and quite a complete list
of references on the corresponding experiments were given'' 5 ''.
The other transmission measurements outlined in this paper arc the investi
gation of the energy dependence of the relative value of Асхт{ dp ) to search for some
anomalies which can be related to highly excited states of the ЗЛГ-system (see, for
example^ 6 /). Using an intense polarized deutron beam and a polarized proton tar
get of a sufficient thickness, such measurements can be made in detail with a high
counting rate and a high statistical precision.
In order to speed up the beginning of these actual polarized experiments at
the Dubna polarized beam facility, we are going for the first time to use the improved
Saclay-Argonne/ 7 / polarized proton target ( P P T ) from the FNAL £704 experiment.
There are continuous working contacts and a preliminary agreement with our French
colleagues for reconstructing this P P T into a compact movable device to use in the
planned experiments and for other experiments at polarized beam facilities.
The DELTA-SIGMA experiment/ 8 / status at J I N R is the following:
• several times the project was reported to the scientific audience;
• positive references of critics and high appreciations of experts of the LHE
Scientific-Technical Council have been given;
• it has been approved by the LHE Scientific-Technical Council and the JINR
Scientific-Coordinating Council;
• it has been included in the J I N R Problem-Subject Plan;
• the realization of this project started from the end of 1990, but the economic
problems during last years, reduced speed of the preparation of necessary equipment and carrying out the experiment.
T h e reconstructed Saclay-Argonne P P T and/or developed big own J I N R P P T / 9 /
will give unique possibilities for extending polarization investigations at the JINR
LHE polarized beam facility up to new methodical and scientific levels. As the next
stage of our planned research program, we are going to make measurements of differential cross sections for dp -elastic and deep inelastic scattering over a wide energy
region to clear up a number of intrinsic QCD problems which significance lias been
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recently understood from the "spin crisis" analysis/ 10 '. Such experiments can be per
formed at the ANOMALON set-up/ 11 /. For other steps of the planned program, it will
be also interesting to extend measurements of the angular and energy dependences of
pp ,np and dp- elastic scattering spin observables to the energy region of the L11E
accelerators. For the Saturne II energy region such data have been obtained/ 5,12 '.
2.

Formalism

As a whole, the description of the nucleon-nuclcon experiment formalism has
been given by J.Bystricky. F.Lehar and P.Winternitz/ 13 /. The total nucleon-nucleon
cross section is written clown as the sum:
<4ot = *U.U>1 + ^ . . t o t C V V ) + <?2X0i(PBl-)(W

•

(1)

where Рв and Рт are the beam and target polarization vectors, respectively, k is a
unit vector in the beam direction, and a0 ^ is the unpolarized total cross section.
The two other cross sections are related to the observables Д07. and Aa-p by
Ao-jr = cr(^) - a{^)

= -2(a,itot + a2tot)

A a r = *UT)-<7(TT) = - 2 < r a o t ,

(2)
(3)

where Д07, and Aar are the cross section differences measured with beam and target
polarization vectors parallel and autiparallel to each other and oriented longitudinally
(Д07,) or transversely [ACT?) to the beam.
The isoscalar parts of Д07, and Aar can be evaluated according to the equa
tions:
Д ^ , г ( / = 0) = 2Дст^,т( np) - AaL,r(~f,p).
(-1)
To demonstrate the values of the measured total cross section differences, we
show (see Fig.1,2) the existing Дсг^Я,. data for pp and Tip interactions from Ref./5/.
As it is seen, the values of the total cross section differences are of several millibanis.
3.

DELTA-SIGMA experiment
We are going to perform the first transmission measurements of the differences

Д ^ , т ( " р ) and A<TT[ dp) of pure spin state total cross sections in the energy region
of polarized neutron and deutron beams of the Dubna accelerators. It is not so easy
to prepare a longitudinally polarized deutron beam, and so we limit ourselves only
to the Дсгт( dp) measurement.We would like to measure a number of Aai,(7ip) and
ат{пр) values between 1.5 and '1.5 GeV/c of the polarized neutron beam momenta
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and to investigate a detailed energy dependence of the Д<7у( dp) with a high statistical
precision from 2.5 up to 9 GcV/c of polarized dcutcron beam iiioiiieiiln. The values of
upper beam momentum correspond to that of synchrophasotron upper energy, and,
as for the nuclotron, these values will be 6 and 12 GeV/c for neutron and clcuterori
beams, respectively. The arrows in Figs.l and 3 show the energy regions and steps
to measure Аа^г(щ)

and

Affridp).

The spin-dependent cross section differences До7„г(7ф) ami Acrr(dp) are
measured by attenuating of the polarized neutron and deuleron beams passing through
the polarized proton target. Fig.<l shows a scheme of the experimental set-up, The
particle flux before the PPT is measured with a beam monitor 1. and a transmis
sion detector T is used to measure the particle intensity behind the PPT. Both the
deutcroti-proton arid the neutron-proton cross section differences are measured by the
same method but using a different type of particle detectors and beam line elements.
To measure the "rip cross section differences, we are going to use the apparatus analo
gous to the one used by P.Lehar ct a l / H / . Transmission measurements of the energy
dependence of the dp (relative) cross section differences will be made with a high
rate using almost the whole of polarized dcuteron beam intensity arid integral typedetectors. Such apparatus has been used by J.D.Bowman, N.Lockyer et al/ 1 5 / for
high precision AOL, measurements to search for parity nonconservation. Some char
acteristics of the LIIE polarized deuteron and neutron beams and set-up elements to
be used and estimations of counting rates and statistics will be given below.
3.1 Polarized deteron beam. We are going to use transversal polarized
deuteron beam with an intensity of ~ 10° d /cycle at slowly extracted particle beam
lines of the LIIE accelerators. The beam momentum can be changed from ~ 1 up
to 9 GcV/c, The vector polarization of the extracted deuteron beam reversed cycle
by cycle equals a 0,5 and does not depend on beam energy. It is measured with a
cs 3% accuracy and checked continuously by a fast beam line pohvrimeter/'1/ of the
ALPHA set-up. The polarized deuteron beam intensity is monitored by a number of
gas ionization chambers.
3.2 Polarized neutron b e a m .
An intense (~ I0G n /cycle) polarized
neutron beam with well defined orientation of polarization and a small energy spread
(FWI1M ~ 6%) will be obtained by the break-up of polarized deuterous on a pro
duction target (20cm thick Be or C). The vertical direction of the neutron beam
polarization remains such as an accelerated and extracted deuteron beam one, and
the Аат(пр) can be measured. To measure the Дст/Дггр), it is necessary to have a
dipole magnet with the side-way magnetic field direction and a magnetic field inte
gral of ca 2.5 Teslameters in order to turn neutron spins from the vertical direction
to the longitudinal one. This will be obtained using a usual "warm" magnet at the
neutron beam line (see Fig.4). To form the required size (~ 2.5cm in diameter )
of a polarized neutron beam spot on the PPT and to take away charged particles
(deutcrons, protons,...) from the neutron beam direction, a beam collimator ~ 10?n
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Fig. 4

SCHEME OP THE EXPERIMENTAL SET-OP

DP - two arm deuteron polarimeter

PPT — p o l a r i s e d proton target

T

I

— Be neuteron production target

DM - d e f l e c t i n g d i p o l e magnet

— i n t e n s i t y monitoring detector

TD — transmission detector
NP - neutron polarimeter

SPK - s p i n p r e c e s s i n g magnet
CM -

cleaning magnet

Fig.4.Scheme of the experimental set-up used to measure Лох,т(пр) and Лстт(с/р).

long and a cleaning dipole magnet will be used at the neutron beam line (see Fig.4),
The neutron beam axes can be chosen either as the direction of slow extracted beam
line V P\ or \V one. The VPI direction is more preferable for a better biological
defense, and the collimator assembly is being finished at the end of the VPI beam
line in Experimental Hall 205.
The calculations of the expected values of neutron beam intensities at the
PPT placing area are given in the third column of Table 1. Starting from the end of
December 1990, a number of testing runs for tracing of the neutron beam axes and
measuring of the neutron flux were made in LIIE Experimental Hall 205. For the
conditions mentioned in Table 1, without a collimator and with the "on" cleaning
magnet, the neutron flux in the PPT placing region was found to be ~ 106 neutrons/cycle for a deuteron momentum of 9 GeV/c and the background of charged
particles Ci 5% from the neutron flux.
3.3 Polarized proton t a r g e t . Another main component of experimental
set-up, which permits one to get more extensive set of spin observables over the energy
range of the LHE accelerators is the polarized proton (and deuteron) target.This
research device would possess unique ability in raising polarization investigations at
the LITE polarized beams facility to new methodical and scientific levels.The JINR
specialists have suggested the project/ 9 / of constructing a new type of a frozen spin
mode polarized proton target with a volume of about 0.5 1, In the near future a
number of methodical researches must be carried out for this purpose.
In accordance with the ACTL.T- Project/ 8 / we planned to use a bringing PPT
from other scientific centers at the first stage of measurements in order to speed
up the beginning of these actual polarized experiments. The possibility to use the
sufficiently large (~ 140cm3) Saclay-Argonne frozen spin target/ 7 / is open now. This
PPT from the FNAL £704 experiment should be reconstructed at Saclay into a
compact movable device equipped with necessary infrastructure (pumping system,
vertical holding coil and so on), adapted and installed at the polarized neutron beam
line in Experimental Hall 205 of the Dubna accelerators.
3.4 D e t e c t i o n m e t h o d s . The apparatus to be used for the Дст(пр) mea
surements is analogous to the one used by F.Lehar et al/ 1 4 / at Saturne II and PSI.
Detectors for monitoring an incident collimated neutron beam and counting neu
trons having passed through the PPT without interaction are CHi converters and
scintillation counters. The converters are placed immediately behind large veto scintillators,and charged particles, generated by neutrons at the converters and emitted in
the forward direction, are detected by two scintillation counters in coincidence placed
behind the converters. This method is less efficient but it provides better stability of
the neutron detection efficiency as compared to the live-target one.
Transmission measurements of the dp total cross section differences will be
made with a high rate using almost the whole polarized deuteron beam intensity
and integral type detectors (ionization chambers or/and current regime scintillation
counters). In this case the insertion of the neutron beam line collimator should be
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removed to form a necessary size of a deutcron beam spot over the PPT placing
area by deuteron beam line magnetic optics. In order to separate dcuterons having
passed through the PPT without interaction from secondary protons, which arc due
to deutcron break-up in the PPT matter and emitted in the forward direction, the
second cleaning magnet CM is used between the PPT and the transmission detector
(see Fig.4). For such a method of transmission measurements the limitation on the
charged particle beam intensity and, consequently, on the rate can arise from the
reduction of the PPT relaxation time. The permissible level of the charged particle
flux through the frozen spin PPT is aproximatcly 2- 108 charged particles/burst (see
Fig.7 in ref/ I G /). This detection method allows one to measure quickly and with a
high statistical precision the energy dependence of the ~J)p, dp and dd total cross
section differences. It is important to search for highly excited states of 2N,'W and
4JV- systems/ 6 /.
3.5 Data acquisition s y s t e m . The data acquisition system of the experi
m e n t ^ AQ system) will be based on the principles, which has already been materi
alised in the ALPHA spectrometer data acquisition system/ 17,18 / in 1992-1993. The
DAQ system takes data from several sources: CAM AC electronics of the physics setup
itself, CAMAC electronics of the polarimeter and beam monitoring system of the ac
celerator. To collect the running data from the subsystems (and if it will be necessary
<Vom the PPT too) and to synchronize the processes in them the DAQ system will
have a distributed structure with the effective means of communication and real-time
OS kernel provided by transputers(32-bit microprocessor). As has been demonstrated
in this approach a reasonable performance/cost ratio and flexibility can be obtained.
During an experiment runs the system will give an opportunity to collect the data,
prcproccss and represent them in graphic form and write to a tape.
3.6 D a t a t a k i n g r a t e and statistic estimations For a given incident beam
energy, the measured total cross section difference is given by
1

, fM+-N~\

...

Here PB and Рт are the beam and target polarizations, np is the PPT thickness
(proton/cm 2 ), and N+ / M + and N~/M~ are the normalized counting rates of the
transmission detector for parallel and antiparallel spins, respectively. To calculate the
counting rate,
we put
Pr = 0.9 ± 0.03/ 16/ ,P B = 0.5 ± 0.02
and
nv =
23
2
/7
(10.2 ± 0.5) • 10 'p/cm for the 20 cm long P P T / and estimate a possible sys
tematic error for the values of Д<т as ~ 7%.
Due to relative smallness of the measured effect, high data statistics is needed.
In Table we list the expected neutron beam intensities for a number of momentum
values of the 109 d/cycle primary polarized deuteron beam, rates and corresponding
running times for the low efficiency and integral methods of measurements. Assuming
that the admissible reasonable measurement error is equal to 0.5 mb, we get that the
required statistics for one measurement should be approximately 2 • 108 events.
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Table
Polarized deuteron beam intensity

I- = 109

PPT thickness (20 cm pentanol or butanol)
Beam polarization
Target polarization
Neutron generation target length
Diameter of the collimator hole
Momentum spread of the 4.5GeV/c
polarized neutron beam
Systematic error in the values of Дст
Required statistics to obtain:
a
)*stat = 0 - 0 1 rnb

n- = 16.1 • lO^p/an2
PB = 0.5
Pr = 0.9
17 Q
/ = 20 cm
Ф == 25 rnrr7

c

)<*stat = °- 5 mb
^ s t a t = 1«0 mb
Distance from the C 12 target to the PPT
Polarized
d beam
momentum
Pd
(GeV/c)
3

Polarized
n beam
momentum
Pn
(GeV/c)
1.5

Polarized
n beam
intensity
[n/cycle)
1.7 - 10s

6

3

6.7 • 105

9

4.5

1.54 • 106

Л.

d/cycle

FWHM = 3%
*syst =

7%

Л' = 6- 10" event*
N = 6 • 10°events
N = 2.4 • 108 events
N = 6-10 7 events
L-. = 1 5 771

Дсг,»p
(low effic meth)
rate
running
(events
time
per cycle) (hours)
5-10 3
c)133
d)33
2.0 • 10'1
c)33
c/)8.3
6)361
4.6 • 10'1
c)14
d)3.6

&Vdp

(integral meth)
running
rate
time
(events
per cycle) (hours)

2- 108

a)8.3
6)0.2

Under real conditions due to background from admixtures in the polarized
proton target matter, it is necessary to use all four possible combinations of beam
and target polarization directions for the determination of сТ(_о1ДТ1) - 04 ol ( 11) and
°"tot(TT) — G'totUT) • 1 ° estimate required data statistics, we use the following sim
plified (M ~ N for transmission n'jar 1 ) formula
2\/2
1
(6)
nK Pa • Pr
which takes into account data running for two directions of target polarization. Here
N is statistics for one combination of beam and target polarization directions. The
total required statistics for one value of Дст to be measured should be obtained Inincreasing N by a factor of 4.
*stat(A<0
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To estimate the data running time, we suppose that the neutron detection
efficiencies of the monitor and transmission detectors should be 1.5%/'''/ lor the low
efficiency method. For the integral type method the charged particle detection effi
ciency is assumed to be ~ 99%.
4.

B e a m time requests

We would like to get a minimum complete set of Д а data for np and dp
scattering over the energy region of the LIIE accelerators. Namely, with a polarized
neutron beam and a polarized proton target we are going to measure both Ao"i( up)
and &<JT{ dp ) at 1.5, 2.5, 3.5 and -1.5 GeV/c neutron beam momenta with about 0.5n?ft
statistical errors. T h e running time request for this measurement is approximately
500 hours. The Аа^(пр) and Aar(np) data at 1.5 G c V / c will be as checking values
to compare with the existing'' 1 ' 1 / Saturn II data.
Using the integral type detectors for searching transmission measurements of
Ac7-r{dp), we are going to cover the 2.5 - 9 G e V / c polarized deuteron beam momentum
region with a step of about 0.1 GeV/c at a statistical level less than 0.1 mb. Based
on the estimations given in Table 1, we request 100 hours of the LI IE accelerator
operating time.
T h e qiickness of carrying out the experiments outlined in this paper depends
on the possibilities of preparing hardware (polarized target, polarized neutron beam
and so on). Some part of necessary experimental equipment is ready fully or partially
(slowly extracted polarized deuteron beam, beam line deuteron polarimeter, neutron
beam line,...) and others must be made. There are many discussions of scientists in
terested in these experiments and preliminary participants' agreements for preparing
separate parts of apparatus to be used and carrying out successive experiment stages.
New numbers of experiment community can be added at any stage of preparing and
carrying out of measurements. We expect that one part of experiment's expenses
have to do with some local needs will be provided from t h e JINIl budget and we hope
to get a grant for the other greater part .
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AT WHAT ENERGY SCALE QCD WORKS IN
THE ELASTIC e£>-SCATTERING
A.P. Kobushkin and A.I. Syamtomov
Bogolyubov Inslilute for Theoretical Physics
Kiev, Ukraine

ABSTRACT
In the framework of perturbative QCD we argue that in the analysis of a highQ2 behavior of the deuteron e.m. form factors in addition to the helicity-consciving
transition amplitude the lielicity-onc-flip amplitude must also be taken into account.
The obtained numerical results for the ratio B/A of the Rosenblutli structure functions
are in good correspondence with available experimental data. The numerical analysis
of a smooth connection to a low-Q2 behavior is provided, giving an estimation of the
energy scale, at which the quark degrees of freedom reveal itself in the deuteron.

1.

Introduction

The question of the energy scale at what the quark-gluon degrees of freedom
become defrozen in the simplest nuclear systems has been remaining the subject of
great interest during the last decade (see e.g. Ref. ). It seems that the so-called quark
counting rules applied to the elastic ej-scattering at high Q2 give the most natural
way for estimations of such a scale. However, the predicted asymptotic behavior
*7T ~ 7 T T / ( ^ / S ) (where s and I are the conventional Mandelstam variables) can be
also reproduced in the "classical" (meson-nucleon) picture 3 . On the other hand,
QCD predicts ' 5 that the individual asymptotic behavior of each Q{ the deuteron
form factors will differ significantly from that predicted by the conventional И ~ N
potential models.
In the present report, using the peculiarities of the asymptotic behavior for the
e.m. current helicity transition amplitudes, following from QCD, make the predic
tions for the deuteron form factors in an intermediate energy region. Our standpoint
here is essentially optimistic: QCD strongly affects the behavior of the polarization
observables in the elastic erf-scattering already at Q2 of the order of l(GeK/c) 2 .
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2.

Basic relations

In the lab. frame the cross section of the elastic erf-scattering (when the
particles are unpolarized) is expressed by the well-known Rosenbluth formula
A (Q 2 ) -f 13

(<? a )t.n'(|)],

(1)

Л/оН I

- the Mott cross section, 0 - the electron scattering angle; A {Q2)

where (qn)

and В (Q ) - are the dcuteron structure functions which, in turn, are expressed via
the charge Gc, magnetic GM and qudrupole GQ dciiteron form factors:
A^Gb

+ lvGlt

+^Gl,

Я = 1,(1+17)011,.

(2)

To separate the charge and qudrupolc form factors one needs, in addition to Л and
В structure functions, to measure polarization observables of the process, e.g. the
tensor analyzing power
T (П* m

W

+ bGcGQ

+ frGl, [* + (! + y ) t a n ' (f)]

(3)

The normalization of the form factors entering (2) and (3) is chosen to be the fol
lowing: Gc{0) = 1, СЛ/(0) = Ц^-Цо, GQ{0) = ^-QDS where fiD and QD are the
deuteron rnagnetic and qudrupole moments, respectively. In the infinite momentum
frame, defined according to Ref. , they could be expressed in terms of the e.m. current
transition amplitudes 7 J^,s ~< p' A'|j''|p A > , where \p A > stands for the dcuteron
state with the momentum p and lielicily A:
Gc

-

^+
(1 - \l)4o
2p+(2r, + l) [

GM

=

1
2p (2;/ + l)

GQ

№
3.

=

„J+

+ l^JU

2(2;/-1)

+

1
2p (2r/ + l)
+

4

+ |(2T, Г

\)Jt-

('О

'00

5 J & A + J f o and p + s p P + p 3 ) An a s y m p t o t i c b e h a v i o r

Recently, Brodsky and Ilillcr ' have mentioned that in the analysis of the high
energy elastic erf-cross section at least two momentum scales must be distinguished.
The first one is given by the QCD scale AQCO «2O0A/eV/ c a l K l determines the
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perturbative QCD regime. In particular, according to arguments of Ref.°, this scale
controls a high Q2 suppression of the helicity-flip transition amplitudes
/+ ~ д (AQQD\
J+
V fcfl I

J+

~b(bS££.\
I /7fl I

]+

t*\

where a and 6 - some constants, which cannot be defined without additional conjectures.
The second scale is given by the deuteron mass M and has a purely kinematical
origin. It was argued ' that in the region
Q2 > 2MAQCD

~ 0.8(G*eV/c)2

(6)

the helicity-conserving matrix element J^ dominates, so the quark content of the
deuteron must reveal itself already in the experimentally accessible region.
What follows from (4) and the QCD-motivated relations (5) is that the charge
form factor Gc should have the lowest leading fall-оГГ degree, while the form factors
GM and GQ are suppressed by a factor {Q2)~x. At the same time at high Q2 the
meson-nucleon approach (see e.g. Ref. ) predicts Gc oc GM and GQ is suppressed
by a factor (Q2)~l. Thus QCD and the classical nuclear physics give the different
predictions for high-C?2 behavior of such quantities as the ratio B/A and V20.
Some authors 7 , 8 have assumed that in (4) the helicity-flip transition ampli
tudes J+Q and J*_ could be omitted for the kincmatical region (6). In this case j£0
cancels in the expressions for 1\о and В /A. However, the calculated behavior of the
last one contradicts experimental data.
Meanwhile, it was noted 10 that the helicity-flip matrix element J+0 cannot be
neglected. Indeed, according to (4) the contribution to GM from the term containing
J+_ is suppressed by the factor I —Hj— J , while the contribution from the term
proportional to J+0 is enhanced by the kinematical factor —\hy~ when rj <C | and
by the factor y/2rj when 77 » 5. Noting that the signs coming from those limiting
contributions are different, one may expect that there may be a point Q2 = Ql where
the contribution from J+0 cancels J^0 matrix element and the magnetic form factor
changes its sign. For the deuteron it occurs approximately at 2(G'eV/c) 2 , what ex
perimental data tell us about 1 1 . In this case the coefficient a in(5) must be equal
to

and the expressions (4) may be rewritten as
Г

c

-

1

(<iM2+5Ql

" 2p+(2n + 1) \6M2 ~ Wo

_ 2 \

|+

3 V °°'
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@м =
n

1
(Ц - 1
Ql
J
p+(27, + l) V
V 2,,
2y, 2 A < / 2 ~ t f g + 1 J oo»
]

q

2р+(2т, + 1)

(У Ql _ A
W 2Af»- gg V

(8)

j 00
+

'

Ю*

Figure 1. Comparison of our \
asymptotic calculations (solid
^
line) for B/A ratio with experi
mental data 1 1 . The results
of calculations of Ref.7 arc plotted
by dashed line.

Figure 2. Asymptotic
predictions for Tw in our
approach (solid line) and
the model of Ref.7 at
0 = 0".'Experimental data
are from Refs. 12 .
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In the current approximation, the relation B/A and Tw do not depend on
JQ0, and we provide a fixed parametrization for the corresponding data description
(Figs. 1 and 2). One concludes that even at the energy scale of order of the deuteron
mass there is a considerable difference between results obtained with and without J£0
inclusion. The same, apparently, wouid be valid for any strongly-interacting particle
with spin 1, for example p-meson. In other words, if one suggests that the node of the
magnetic form factor of the spin-one particle is inside the QCD - asymptotic region
then the asymptotic ratio of e.m. form factors will be different from that for the
structureless spin-one particle. For instance, contrary to the assertion of Ref.7, the
ratios of the charge, magnetic and qudrupole W+ boson form factors calculated on a
tree level in the standard model: Gc = 1 — j*?, GM = 2, GQ = - 1 will differ from
an analogous ratios for the deuteron even when Q2 —» oo 1 ".
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Figure 3. Comparison of our fit (solid line) for the structure function A(Q2) vvitli
experimental data 1 1 . Dashed line stands for the impulse approximation with the
Paris wave function.
4.

Smooth connection to low-Q 2 region and numerical analysis

In this section we are considering how the high-Q'2 behaviors of the deuteron
form factors discussed in Sec,3. could be related to their dependence at low Q2, For
further development it would be convenient to rewrite (4) in the following way
Gc

=

GM

=

GQ

=

G4Q2)
(2? + l)

G4Q7)
(2»7 + l)

G4Q2)
(2/7 + 1)

2&+Щ^Лви - ы.
~9oo +

(9)

\Ц<Ло 4-±±9t

where G(Q2) - a dipole form factor G(Q2) = f 1 + ^L- J

, 6 - some parameter pf

order of the nucleon mass. To provide a finiteness of G\j and GQ when Q2 —* 0, the
reduced helicity-flip amplitudes must obey: дд0 ~ 0(1), g+0 ~ O(Q), </+_ ~ 0(Q7),
which justifies the following choice:
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П

I

U

(10)
with {«,•,<*,•} , {bi,@i}, {c,,7,} being filling parameters we clioose coming from what
follows. To ensure the aforementioned correct static normalization and the QCDmotivatcd high-Q2 behavior for the deuterou e.in. form factors, the parameters
{a,}, {bi} , {c,} should satisfy

^
n
i=i

(И)

t T # 2s/2M
1 - /<o - Qp
AM'1

i=i

The "masses" { a , } , {/?,•} and {7,} define a nonperturbative part of reduced
amplitudes, from what it follows that they must not surpass QCD scale (6):
an = yj2MA%]CD,

0|-

= а,- + ^ - у Ц | - 1 ) ,
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i= l

,1

(12)
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Figure 5. The same as on Fig.3 for Tw
(the same for /?,• and 7,). Results of numerical calculations (n=4) for А, В and У20
at 0 = 0° are shown on Figs.3-5. The dashed line stands for the calculations in the
impulse approximation with the Paris potential. Experimental data are taken from
Refs. 11, 12 . Parameters we used are displayed in the table.

2
1
-7.86692368
2.47329733
1
8.17185683
-37.3380698
fm-0.21964776
see (11)
Ci
1
ai = 1.84992/тпft = 19.8166 fm"1
7, = 2.23104 /г?!" 1

\i
a,- fm

k

3
-4.90474000
see (11)
see (11)

4
see (11)
see(U)
see (11)
AQCD = 0.544241 GeV/c
AQCD = 0.522725 GeV/c
&QCD = 0.357903 GeV/c

Conclusions
The above analysis shows that QCD could strongly affect the behavior of
the deuteron e.m.form factors when the transfered momentum squared Q2 is of the
order of \(GeV/c)2. QCD predicts that at Q2 « \{GeV/c)2 the behavior of the tensor
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analyzing power Т-щ will be drastically different from that calculated in the framework
of the classical (mesori-nucleon) picture. Therefore, the polarization experiments are
crucial for understanding of an energy scale at which the perturbative QCD starts
working in the deutcron.
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ON T H E OSCILLATIONS OF T H E T E N S O R S P I N
STRUCTURE FUNCTION
A.V EFREMOV, O.V.TERYAEV
Joint Institute for Nuclear Research
Dubna

The tensor polarization is known to be the specific property of the particles with spin
larger than 5. The deuteron is one of the most fundamental spin-1 particles, and the effects
of its tensor polarization are intensively studied at low and intermediate energies. Such
efforts should also be manifested for deep inelastic scattering (DIS) off deutcron target,
resulting in the new structure functions [1, "z, 3]. The DIS off longitudinally polarized
dcutcrons have recently been studied 'oy the Si-in Muon Collaboration in order to extract
the neutron spin structure function g™ [4]. The longitudinally polarized deuteron target
automatically receives the tensor polarization as well, except the very special case when the
probability of zero spin projection is just 1/3. It allows, in principle, the tensor polarization
effects to be studied by using the same data.
In this report, the simple description of the tensor polarization in DIS is presented. We
also remind and generalize a rather old result [2]; namely, the quark contribution to the
tensor spin structure function should manifest the oscillating behavior. Its experimental
study would allow one to discriminate between the deuteron components with different
spins.
The inclusive differential cross section for the DIS off spin-1 target has the form:
a = p+a+ + p.cr- + pocro,

(1)

where p's are the probabilities of the corresponding projections and cr's are the cross sections
for pure states. Usually, one uses instead of p's the (vector) polarization
P = P+-P-

(2)

and tensor polarization (alignment)
Г = р+ + р_-2ро = 1-Зро.

. (3)

Using (2), (3) one can rewrite (1) in the form
a = a{\ + PA + ^TAT)

(4)

with the (vector) asymmetry

and the tensor asymmetry
AT=

cr+ + g- - 2a 0
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. .

(6)

The expression for the spin-averaged cross section is obvious

The usually measured asymmetry for the target with polarization " u p " (parallel to the
beam direction) and "down" is
-up

—rfoi^n

i.e. has a correction due to tensor asymmetry. The latter, however, could be measured
independently by using a nonpolarized target.
<T'"' + (Tdown - 2a
AT

=

•

n

(9)

In the approximation of noninteracting proton and neutron, one easily gets

a'l = cr>; + *n+;
n

(10)

at = at + cr _;

(11)

*t = \{°l + "-) + \(°l + "-) = *" + *"•

(12)

As a result, one has
ad = ap + an;

(13)

Л- = Л Р ^ + Л « р ;

(14)

4 = 0,
n

рл

(15)

n

where a"-" = 1(CT£" + <^' ) and Л
= « ' " - o* )/2&™.
This means that the tensor
asymmetry plays a very important role: it measures the effect of deuteron boundness.
Note that the lepton beam polarization is inessential here. In fact, the correlation
between tensor and vector polarizations is related to the antisymmetric part of the density
matrix whose hcrmiticity results in a pure imaginary factor. It should be compensated by
the imaginary phase of the scattering amplitude, absent in UIS (the only relevant momentum
is spacelike).
The description of the tensor spin structure function in the parton model should naively
be very different in the case of the partons with different spins - quarks and gluons. Here
the sum rules for the first two moments are proposed, which are just the consequence of
this difference. They also discriminate between hadro'nic components of the dcuteron with a
different spin. Their validity and violation should provide the important information about
the nucleoli and deuteron spin structure.
It should be mentioned that the sum rules of interest were proposed already in 1982 [2].
Although the high-p-/- vector meson in the Jinal state was considered, the quark contribution
to the tensor spin structure function was defined just for the initial state case, bet us briefly
recall this definition. The quark contribution to the part of the cross section, proportional
to T can be expressed as

a„ = Jdizt.v{f!;il,Y){P,S\1l'(QH^i=)\l\S)lli
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(1С)

Here E is the short-distance part, //2 being its IR rogttlarizatiori parameter, the same as the
UV one for the matrix element. The Taylor expansion of the latter results in the obvious
parton formula
a , = / Ыт\\>Е#\хР)\С1Аху*
(17)
,/o
with the moments of quark tensor spin structure distribution related to the matrix elements
of the local composite operators
{r\S\i№)14y\..DVntl>{b)\P,S)ll7

= i-nM2Suv4>v>...Pvn

f CT(x)xndx.

(18)

Jo

Here S1"' is the traccless symmetric tensor providing the covariant description of the vector
meson alignment. In hard processes, the single component 5"" = s"P'1 Pu/M2 dominates,
where ^ is the Cartesian spin-tensor in the target rest frame, the latter being directly
related to T. This is quite analogous to the dominance of longitudinal vector polarization
and kinematical suppression of the transverse one. Only this dominant contribution was
considered in the paper [2]. The full analysis [3], however, also leads to the identification of
the dominant structure function.
The zero sum rule for each quark flavor i follows immediately, just because the matrix
element for n = 0 vanishes:
/ Cj'(x)dx = 0.
(19)
Jo
This "naive" derivation is quite analogous to that of the Burkhardt-Cottingham sum rule
in QCD [5, 6]. The problem of its possible violation is still discussed [8]. However, there
are solid arguments [10] against such a violation in the scaling region.
Note that the n = 1 operator is just the quark contribution to the energy-momentum
tensor. Taking into account the contributions of all flavors [7] and gluons, one should get
the 5""—and /^—independent matrix element fixed by the energy-momentum conservation:
J ] ( P , 5 | 2 V , " | P > 5 > ^ = 2PtlPv.

(20)

However, quark and gluon contributions may, in principle, depend on 5"":
.

£ < / > Ж И Л S%» = 2Я"Я"(1 - 6(fi2)) + 2M2S^6^2)
ч
(P, S\T^\P, 5)да = 2Р,1РЧ(ц2) - 2M2S^S^2).

(21)
(22)

This natural paramctrization results in the gluonic correction to the n = 1 zero sum rule:
T

I C'f(x)xdx

= 61(v2).

(23)

The gluons contribute to the n = 0 sum rule as well. There is an additional contribution
to the cross section, equal to the convolution of the gluon coefficient function with the gluon
tensor distribution. The latter may have a non-zero first moment contrary to the quark one

(PtS\0^\P,S),t=M2SUVl
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J Cj(x)dx.

(24)

Here O'Q" is the (rcnormalizcd) local gluonic operator. It may be constiucted cither from
the gauge-invariant field strength or the gluon field itself in the "physical" axial gauge. This
contribution, however, is suppressed by aa entering in the coefficient function. The gluon
contribution to the dcutcron tensor structure function, associated with the box diagram,
was calculated a few years ago [9]. It is similar to the gluon contribution to the linear po
larised photon structure function. The authors therefore claimed that the deuteron should
be aligned perpendicular to the beam. This statement naively contradicts the kincmatical
dominance of the longitudinal alignment mentioned above. However, the tensor polariza
tions in the mutually orthogonal directions are not independent because the tensor S'IV is
traceless. The sum of p'00, the zero spin projection probabilities, over three orthogonal di
rections 2 is equal to unity. If the target is aligned along the beam direction, the rotational
symmetry leads to [2]:

/ 4 + 2/&=l.

(25)

The transverse alignment is absent (PQ0 = 1/3) if and only if the longitudinal one is also
absent.
Note that zero sum appeared to be valid, provided the unobserved long-range singularity
is taken into account [9]. Such a possibility was also considered in the case of the BurkhardtCottingham sum rule [5, 8].
The sum rule (19) means, of course, that Ст should change sign somewhere. If Si is
numerically small, the oscillations of the singlet tensor distributions are even more dramatic.
It crosses zero at least at two points. It is interesting that the model calculations of the
tensor distribution [3, 11] really manifest an oscillating behavior. The parton model analysis
[12] shows that its violation is caused by the deuteron quadrupole structure.
It is possible to describe such a behavior by considering a more conservative approach
to the dcuteron. Formula (16) is still valid if the quarks and gluons are replaced by the
hadrons (nucleons and mesons). This is a straightforward generalization of the operator
product expansions using the basis consisting of hadronic local operators [13, 14]. One may
conclude that the zero sum rule is valid, as far as nucleonic operators (analogous in this
sense to the quark ones) are considered. It is also valid for the (pseudo)scalar operators
constructed from pion fields. However, it is obviously violated by the operators constructed
from vector meson fields "substituting" the gluon ones in this approach.
It is very interesting to study the zero sum rule experimentally. The tensor structure
function can be measured, as it has been mentioned above, by the Spin Muon Collabora
tion. However, as it is probably numerically small in comparison with gi, one may expect
to obtain some restrictions from above only. Nevertheless, even such a result would be
important as a check of the validity of free nucleon approximation (it is used in order to
extract the neutron spin structure function). Moreover, one should take into account the
tensor asymmetry in order to extract the vector one in the self-consistent way. One cannot
exclude the enhancement of the tensor structure function in some kinematical region, mak
ing possible its measurement by SMC. If it should happen at low x region, the first moment
of g™, entering in the Bjorken sum rule, may be affected significantly.
To study the tensor spin structure more statistics is required. This probably should be
done by the HERMES collaboration at HERA [15] and, possibly, by the European Electron
Facility [16]. It seems possible to do this also at CEBAF, simultaneously with the already
proposed [17] study of generalized Gerasimov-Drell-Hearn sum rule.
We conclude that the experimental study of the first two moments of the deuteron tensor
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spin structure function can provide some information about its constituents with different
spins.
It is a pleasure to thank M. Anselmino, L. Kaptari, K. Kazakov and E. Leader for useful
discussions.
This work was supported in part by the Russian Foundation for Fundamental Researches
Grant № 93-02-3811.
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Abstract
Л consistent theoretical approach is suggested for the description of deep inelastic
scattering of polarized leptons olf polarized deiiterons within the operator product
expansion method and an effective uieson-nucleon theory. Our approach describes
fairly well recent deuteion experimental data on the spin structure function </I(.T).
1 . I n t r o d u c t i o n . One of tlie topical problems of the present, experimental and theoret
ical investigation of deep inelastic scattering (DIS) of leptons from hadronic targets is the
determination of the electromagnetic and weak interaction characteristics of the neutron.
The proton and neutron properties together will allow one to verify sum rules of Quantum
Chroinodynamics and predictions of QCD motivated models. In previous experiments some
indications of a breakdown of the fundamental symmetries are found (e.g.. the famous spin
crisis [1], the isospin symmetry violation [2, 3]), and the validity of both the Hjorkcii and
Gottfried sum rules are called into question. The new experiments, starling now at DF.SY [-1].
SLAC [5] and by SMC [6] are aimed t o clarify this subject.
T h e SM [(>] and 121'12 [5] Collaborations have recently obtained first results on the polar
isation asymmetry of the cross sections and the spin dependent structure functions (SSF).
These d a t a together with earlier result of the EM Collaboration [1] can now be used In
consistency checks. T h e SLAG data on polarized

3

/ / r [5], after the subtraction of nuclear

structure effects [7, 8], one can extract the neutron SSF and compute the Bjorken sum rule
integral. It is found that Hjorken stun rule is slightly violated (by about three standard de
viations), whereas t h e first moment of the neutron SSF is found to be in a good agreement
with the EHis-Jalle sum rule. This result seems to be in couHirl with the conclusions drawn
from the EMC experiments [l], that, is, there is no room for the spin crisis in the SLAC
results [5]. At the same time, the SM Collaboration performs the first, measurements on po
larized deuterons [6]. From these data one; ca,u estimate the SSF of the "isoscalar" nucleoli.
'On leave from Far Eastern State University, Vladivostok, Russia
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Combining these data with lvMC proton data one finds the validity of the lijurken .sum rule.
Note the rather large errors (~ 100%) in the SMC data. It is worth stressing here that the
SLAC and SMC measurements are performed with nuclear targets, and the interpretation of
the data requires an accurate theoretical model describing the DIS ofr polarized nuclei. Only
after a correct subtraction of the nuclear structure effects, a discussion about self consistency
of data interpretations can be meaningful.
In the previous papers [У, 10] we suggest a theoretical model to analyze the DIS off
unpolarizcd targets by using the operator product expansion method within an effective
meson nucleoli theory with one-boson-cxcharige interaction. Within this approach я good
description of DIS off unpolarized nuclei is achieved in a large interval of nuclear masses and
the Bjorken scale variable x. The purpose of the present paper is to extend the proposed
model to the polarized processes of DIS olf a deuteron target. We apply our new approach
to the SSF of the deuteron and find good agreement with recent data.
2 Basic F o r m a l i s m . The SSF's are determined experimentally by measuring tlr. asym
metry in the reaction with polarized particles I + A —-> /' 4- anything. The aiitisymmetrical
part of the cross section for inelastic lepton scattering, Wlur, is proportional to the imaginary
part of the corresponding amplitude 7'^ for forward, virtual Compton scattering from the
polarized target,

= ^lmTtlv{Q\S).

l£$iu\a 4

(1)

Here G'1,2 are the spin-dependent structure functions, pM = (JV/^O) denotes the four momentum of the target, M,\ stands for the mass of the target. S is the normalized spin four vector
{ S • S — — 1, 5 • p = 0). The transferred momentum is Q"2 = — r/2, where in the laboratory
frame 9" =
[t/,0,0,-\q\).
In the Bjorken limit (—Q2 —> oo, и —» со, ж A s q^flM^v - fixed) the functions 6'i,2 are
predicted to depend only upon XA, yielding the scaling spin dependent structure functions,
9\(XA)
= vGxiviQ"1) and g-i(xA) = V2G2(I',Q2)/MA.
Our further consideration will be
performed in the Bjorken limit.
The Compton amplitude T^„ is given by a matrix element of the time-ordered product of
two electromagnetic current operators with the polarized target ground stale \p, /-/), where
// denotes the projection of target spin on the z-axis.. Since in DIS kinematics the trans
ferred momentum r/2 is large, the main contribution to the amplitude T^u conies from small
space-time intervals or, consequently, from the singularities of the product of operators with
the coinciding arguments. The most reliable method of analyzing these singularities is the
Wilson's operator product expansion (OPE) [11, 12, 13]. Within it the product of two oper
ators is expanded in sets of local operators with increasing order of their twist. The lowest
values of the twist give the leading contribution in the Wilson's series.
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In our case the O P E of the antisymmetric part of Compton amplitude in the leading
twist order reads
00

/ 9 \ "+ 1
W

/ i n =0.2,...

'

where I stands for the fundamental fields of the theory under consideration, {fiu...}

de

notes t h e symmetrization in the Lorentz indices, Cn,t are the Wilson's coefficients (being
c-tmmbcrs), and 6t'll"'"n\0)

denotes the set of twist-two operators 2 . T h e explicit form of

these operators is to be constructed from the field operators involved into the consideration.
For instance, for the nucleoli spinor fields Nt(0) these operators are
i J

: iVi(0)7<775 a" 1 . . . 3 " " Nt(0) : .

(3)

Note that in cq. (2), clue to the factorization property of the O P E , the Wilson coefficient
functions Cn arc related to short-distance physics ("subnucleonic" physics), whereas the
matrix elements of operators O"^1"''1'^ characterize the large- distance physics (or effects of
nuclear structure). We are interested in the investigation of the role of nuclear structure in
D1S, hence further the main attention will be paid to these operators

Оа^'",1п\

For our analysis the use of helicity amplitudes is convenient. T h e helicity amplitudes
A\II,\'H>

)/*л//,Л'Я' for a process 7,\ -f- iargetjj

= 7л' + targetn>, where A, A' and H, H' are

the spin components of the photon and target, respectively, along the z-axis are defined as
follows

Here е'д is the polarization vector of an helicity A photon, i.e., \ / 2 e± = ^ ( 0 , 1 , ±г, О),
r

2

(~<lz, 0,0, <J o)/\/~'7 > ^ e other notation is obvious.

бд =

The scaling structure function g\ is

completely determined by two helicity amplitudes
Oi = ~ 2 (Л++.++ ~ Л + - . + - ) = —^Im

ih++>++ ~ h+-,+-}-

(4)

The contribution of the operators 0 " ^ 1 " - , ' n ' (3) to the Compton helicity amplitude is of the
form

л+//1+// = - E cnA-q2)(^~Y+
(Ot(n))A

=

(^y(PAH\:Nt(0b+lbd.nNt(0):\pAH),

2

{6t(n))A,
(5)

Note that in eq. (2) there is no definite symmetry of the operator О relative to the index a. An
originally symmetric operator О with indices {07л ...fin) has been rearranged to exhaust the so-called
Wandzura-Wilczek term [14]. This term is relatively small and contributes to the SSF g?{x) only.
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where 7 + = 70 -f 7s and 0_ = 9 0 — 6V In deriving cq. (5) wc use that fad, that in DIS
kinematics |<f | RS q0.
Eqs. (3)-(5) show the necessity in the analysis of the SSF within OPE method to rely on
a consistent determination of both the Wilson coefficient, functions C„ |( and the matrix ele
ments of the twist-two operators ОаЬн-1'п) sandwiched between nuclear ground state vectors
\рл К)- So far there does not exist a rigorous theoretical method for computing simultane
ously both these parts. Actually only one of them can be calculated in a self-oon.sistoiit
way, the other remains to be fixed from experiment. Wc arc interested in studying 1 he nu
clear effects in DIS, i.e., in the computation of the nuclear matrix elements of the operator
Qo{in.../'..}_ p 0 r tjjjg one needs a field theory within that the nuclear ground state vectors and ,
other characteristic of a nucleus, such as binding energy, interacting potential, wa.vc function
etc., arc well described. The explicit form of the operators Q0f''i •••/<"} a r c tlJC«II determined. .
Here we apply an effective mcson-inicleon theory of N N forces to the OPE method. Kirst we
choose the interaction Lagraugian with pseudoscalar isovector coupling, that is the я N N
vertex with coupling strength gnNn, &nt. = -iffxNN^ttt,iaNi{:i:)'YsTc,4>l,(K)lVt>(-r), where '
a = x,y,z and t,i' = 1 , 2 stand for isospin indices, ф is the isovector pion field. This )
Lagrangian belongs to the rcnormalized theories, so that the application of OPE here is
justified [11, 12]. The spinor fields are the fundamental ones of the theory, i.e., the protons
and neutrons here are considered as "bare" nucleons. They appear to be point-like parti
cles, and the scattering off them has to be connected in OPE with the Wilson's coefficients
Cn<t. The physical nucleons ought to be "dressed" by the interacting mesonic clouds and,
consequently, the nuclear target has to be presented as a superposition of bare iiucleons with
mesonic cloud and mesonic exchanges. The most natural way of dressing the hadron target >
is provided by the Tamm-DancofF method, according to that the physical ground state of a j
nucleus may be represented as
>
\А)Рл,tt

= y/\ - ZAipQ\NuN7...,NA

)PA,ts + v>i\NUN2• • •,NA ,тг>1М,*,+ . . . ,

(6)

where ZA stands for the renormalization constant, s is the spin index. The functions tpi
are determined by the Ilamiltonian of the system and the condition that the wave function
(6) describes the nuclear ground state [15]. The further procedure of computing the matrix
elements of the Compton amplitude is the following one: using the llamiltonian of the
system, that is the equation of motion for the fields in the Heiscnberg representation, one
computes the explicit form of the operators (5); then by making use of the expansion (0)
the matrix elements are calculated. Obviously, the resulting matrix elements contain some
divergent integrals, related to the self-energy like corrections to the bare nucleons, i.e. the
"dressing" diagrams. The same integrals appear when computing matrix elements for the
free physical nucleons. Since we investigate the effects of nuclear structure, these divergent
parts must be subtracted from the nuclear matrix elements, so that the finite result depends
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only on characteristics of physical nuclcons and nuclear structure. The Wilsoirs coefficients
C'„, which are target independent, are the same in both cases and determine the DIS off the
hare constituents and ought to be included into the matrix elements of the physical uuclcons.
3 M o m e n t s of the SSF of the D e u t e r o n . As it has been mentioned above one
of the conditions of self-consistency of the present approach is that the Hamiltonian of the
system and the Tnmm-DancofT expansion (6) describe the main features of the target. It is
known [16] that in nonrclativistic limit the effective mcsoti-nuclcoii theory and Tamm-DancofF
method result in orie-hosou-exchangc potential that gives a good description of the deuteron.
The procedure of iioiirc';itivist,ic reduction of classical equation of motion for the interacting
mesonic and nucleonic fields is well established, and details (e.g., Zo.^i) can be found in
refs. [15]. Making use of the iioiirelativistic nucleoli fields and nonrclativistic llamiltoiiian of
the system we compute the explicit form of the operators 0"^'^'"""' a m | the corresponding
matrix elements for the physical nucleoli and deuteron. After some cumbersome algebra,
and the subtraction of the divergent parts, coming from the nucleoli matrix elements, the
moments of the dcutcron SSP may be written as

1(^)-мг и ы-«г иЬ .)/^, Д г-(Р)(. + й + ^у +
where ?i = 0 , 2 , . . . , M^., stands for the moments of the "isoscalar" physical nucleoli.
M„+i((/i) = / dxxngi[x). The definition of Af is Af = ^{f+\+\ — f-i-i). and
tf/t(P)
ФП(Р^)

=

*J?(P)+

( ^

+ Ss + | l £ />.-) Фй(р),

= *//(p)+ ^{s\ v„{k) + i;(k)s t )

ФЙ(Р +

(S)

к).

(9)

whercS is the operator of the total spin of the nucleons and Vff(k) denotes the oiu-bosonexchange potential. The first term in eq. (7) is usually referred to as the iiupul.se approxi
mation contribution, while the second one is of the pure interaction origin and rellects the
influence of boundness of the nuclcous inside the deuleron.
Applying the inverse Mellin transform to eq. (7) we reconstruct the clctiteron structure
function g® in the convolution form
Л/р/ш

\a?[*)=

f

js?(~)

(&,.*.{!/)+Mi»,.(v))<

where the distribution functions Af/.,i.(2/) and Af,„f.(//) arc given by
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(10)

A'«.w-/^ ,u «».<K'-»+^)-«('-»-^);

Ни).

KqunLions (7), (10) «ind (11) are the basic results in the determination of the dontcmn
moments and the deuteron SSF within the operator product expansion approach with onebosou-exchange, The expression for the impulse approximation contribution practically coin
cides with one used earlier [7] for estimates of the first moments of the deuteron SSF. For the
first moment it gives almost the same result as obtained in ref. [7], i.e., M{J ss (I -3/2/-'/j)M{ v ,
where Pi) is the probability of the D-wnvo admixture in the dculeron, The distribution func
tion Д/Х/1 (//) '« iiiforptx'lod as i,h»\' distribution of the constituents with spins up and down
having a kinetic energy p 2 /2m 3 inside the up-polarized doiiteron.
Formulae (10) and (11) become more compact if one substitutes in c<|. (II) the difference
of the two (5-functions by its first derivative

\<j[\*)*o[A'H~

r,?(x) +

d
xTxfj»(x) <{S,:V,})nt
2m

(12)

The second term in eq. (12) is the correction to the impulse approximation due the bouiidncss
of the nucleons. This contribution is rather small (~ (1 — 3/2Pp)( V„ )/»*) and essentially
depends on the behavior of the nucleonic structure function (j^{x) and its first derivative.
Formulae (7) - (12) have been obtained for the pscudoscalar isovector coupling. The
deiiteron wave function Ф°(р) in this case is the solution of the Schrodingcr equation with
the pion-inicleon interaction potential 14 (k). Obviously, this wave function and potential
are not yet sufficient to describe the properties of the physical deuteron. For a thorough
analysis it is necessary to take into account other mesons contributing to the onc-bosonexchatige potential, i.e., the n, u>, ft, r/, arid S mesons that describe well the denteron [16].
Our calculations with these mesons show that the form of eqs. (7) - (12) is unchanged,
except that now the wave function vI>D(p) is the solution of the Schrodinger equation with
the full onc-boson-cxchangc potential VnawpnS4 Results. For explicit numerical calculation of the deutcron SSF </P(x) one needs a suit
able parametrization of the isoscalar nucleon SSF у^[х), cf. eqs. (10) and (12). In principle,
now there exist experimental data on the proton [1] and the neutron [5] structure function
<j\(x). But they are not yet fully complete, especially at very small x. In this interval some
assumptions about the behavior of the nucleon structure function are inevitable. Moreover,
the choice of the isoscalar structure function g^{x) determines whether the Bjorken and
Ellis-Jaffe sum rules will be fulfilled or not. We chose here the parametrization of ref. [17]
which describes quite well the EMC data on proton.
Figure 1 displays the ratio ffP/iyf which illustrates the role of deutcron structure in po
larized D1S. The full curve is the result of a calculation with only the impulse approximation
contribution, while the dashed curve demonstrates the boundness effects in the deuteron.
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In the interval 0.05 < x < 0.75 the ratio is almost constant and about 7% less then unity.
This is just the effect of destructive contributions of the D-wave admixture in the polarized
doiiteron, i.e., while the deuteron is polarized along the z-dircction the nuclcons may have a
spin in the opposite direction due their orbital (L = 2) motion. In contrast to the EMC-effect
on unpolarized DIS, the effect of boundncss in the polarized case is rather small. This is an
understandable effect since in unpolarized case the structure function F2/?(a;) determines the
energy-momentum conservation law, whereas in the polarized case the SSF #P reflects the
distribution of polarization of the constituents inside a polarized nucleus. Figure 2 displays
our absolute values of the deuteron structure function and the comparison with the SMC
experimental data [6]. In spite of rather large errors of these data the comparison with our
calculation shows a good agreement, The numerical estimate of the first moment of g?{x)
within our approach, Jdxg^(x) и 0.03, is also in a good agreement with the experimental
result fdxg?{SMC\x)
= 0.023 ±0.02 ±0.015 [6].
From these results we conclude that the proposed approach describes the peculiarities of
the dcuteron spin dependent structure function. Being obtained in a rather consistent way,
the model may a be used as a nuclear model for subtractions the nuclear structure effects
in extracting the neutron (proton) SSF from combined data of SMC, EMC, SLAC groups
(cf. ref. [18] for the method).
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G Summary. In summary, we propose an extension of our theoretical method for in
vestigating the role of the dcutcron structure in DIS with polarized particles. We find good
agreement with the recent SMC data, Encouraged by this, our approach will be applied to
the extraction of the neutron SSF from the combined SMC and EMC experimental data in
subsequent work. This would allow for a consistent check of the Bjorkcn and Ellis-Jaflc sum
rule and spin crisis.
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Deuteron Spin-Dependent Structure Function
and Effect of Relativistic Fermi Motion
M.V.Tokarev
Laboratory of High Energy,
Joint Institute for Nuclear Research,
Ц1980, Dubna,
Abstract
The deep-inelastic scattering of polarized muons off vector polar
ized deuterons in the covariant approach in the light-cone variables
is considered. In the relativistic impulse approximation on the basis
of the relativistic deuteron wave function with one nucleon on mass
shell, the spin-dependent structure function (SF) </f (x, Q2) is calculated.
The results are compared with SMC experimental data. It is shown
that the effect of the relativistic Fermi motion described by the ratio
3
R£IN = gDjgN 0 f t he SF reaches ~ 9 °/0 in the range x = 10~ - 0.7
2
2
and Q = 1 - 80 (GeV/c) . The dependence of the Bjorken integral
SBJ(X,Q2)
on x and Q2 is considered . The correction for
SBJ(Z,Q2)
due to the nuclear effect is estimated to be ~ (11 — 16) "/„ and should
be taken into account to verify the Bjorken sum rule.

Introduction
Recently SMC collaboration has reported on the first measurement of
the spin-dependent deuteron structure function gf(x,Q2)
[1]. Therefore it is
important to estimate the nuclear effect in the deuteron in order to extract
correctly the neutron spin-dependent SF 5" from deuteron and proton experimental data. Such analysis is necessary to verify Bjorken sum rule (BSR) [2].
Usually the nuclear effect is described by different deuteron models [3-6] and
the estimation of this effect is model-dependent. Therefore the study of the
effect of relativistic Fermi motion in different relativistic approaches is actual
and can give important information on the nucleon and deuteron structure.
In our previous paper [7], the effect of relativistic fermi motion in deuteron
for the unpolarized deep-inelastic muon-deuteron scattering has been considered. It has been shown that in our relativisation scheme the nuclear effect in
the deuteron is more than one obtained in [4,18]. It reaches 6°/ 0 for x ~ 0.7
and should be taken into account to verify the Gottfried sum rule (GSR).
In the present paper the model of the relativistic deuteron in the lightcone variables [6] is used to consider the deep-inelastic scattering of polarized
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rnuons ofT vector polarized deuterons and estimate the nuclear effect in this
process. The covariant approach in the light-cone variables [6] is based on
the relativistic deuteron wave function (RDWF) with one nucleon on mass
shell. The RDWF is dependent on one variable - the virtuality of nucleon
^ ( i j i j . ) and can be expressed via the vertex function Ta{x,k±). The latter is
asymmetric to the replacement x <-> 1 — x. This model has been successfully
used for the descriptions of the deuteron electromagnetic form factors and some
processes involving deuteron [6]. We calculated the deuteron SF <7?(a*,Q2) and
results are compared with SMC experimental data [1]. The dependence of the
ratio Rg ' (x, Q2) = g?(x, Q 2 )/</f(x, Q 2 ) of structure functions on a; and Q2 is
investigated. This ratio characterizes the nuclear effect in the vector polarized
deuteron. It is shown that the nuclear effect is practically independent of x and
Q2 in the wide kinematical range x = 1 0 - 3 - 0.7, Q2 = 1 - 80 (GeV/c)2 and
reaches ~ 9 "/„. The BSR is verified using the Carlitz - Kaur model [8] for the
nucleon spin-dependent SF g\'n. The estimations of the nuclear effect for the
neutron SF g™ and Bjorken integral SBJ(X, Q2) are obtained. The correction
-3
2
2
USBJISBJ is more than 10 % at x > 10 and Q > 0.8 (GeV/c)
and should
be taken into account to extract gf from the deuteron and proton data and
verify the BSR.

1- Model of Relativistic Deuteron
The deuteron spin-dependent structure functions G\fl{y, Q2) are related to the
imaginary part of the forward scattering amplitude of the virtual photon on
the deuteron G^ by the standard relation
Gg, = U^fiJMG?(v,Q2)

+ [s0(qp) - /(sq)}M-lG?(^Q2)}.

(1)

Here q,p are momenta of photon and deuteron, M is the deuteron mass. The
vector s describes the deuteron spin and satisfies the following conditions:
s2 =
-l,(pS)=0.
In the relativistic impulse approximation (RIA) the forward scattering
amplitude of the polarized virtual photon 7* on the vector polarized deuteron
A%v is defined via the similar scattering amplitude on the nucleon A^„ as follows

/

d4k
jp+rSpiAZibW-Tiaukx)).

(2)

In the expression (2) T(si,k1) is the amplitude of the N + D —> N + D
process and usual notations 0} = — q2 > 0, v = (pq), Si = k2 = (p — k\)2
are used. The integration is carried out with respect to the active nucleon
momentum kt. According to [9] the integral (2) is calculated in the light-cone
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Fig. 1. The Feynman amplitude of the deep-inelastic lepton-deutcron scatter
ing in the RIA
variables (fc± = ко ± кз, k±). The peculiar points of the integrand (2) on the
plane of the complex variable k- are due to the peculiarities of the nucleon
virtualities k2 and к2. Some of the peculiarities are due to the propagators
~ (m 2 - k2)~l, (m2 — A 2 ) - 1 . The others are related with the vertex DNN and
the amplitude A*f„. The integral is not zero if the region of the integration on
k+ is restricted
0 < k+ < p+ - k+.

(3)

Taking into account only a nucleon pole in the unitary condition for the
amplitude T(s\,k\) and the relation between the RDWF and the vertex func
tion r o (fci): ф(к\) = Г а • (m + &i) - 1 , the expression (2) can be written as
^^6(гп2-к2)0(ко)0(р+-к+)Зр{С^-фа(к1).(т

+

к).ф13(к1)}.

(4)
Here 0 - function and light-cone variables are used. The vertex function
r o (fci) is defined via 4 scalar functions a,-(fc2) (i = 1 — 4) and has the form [10]
r e (fci) = fciaMk?) + aa(fc?)(m + к)] + ъЫ^)

+ a4(k2)(m + A,)].

(5)

The scalar functions a,-(&2) have been constructed in the paper [6].
The calculation of (4) in the light-cone variables gives the final expression
for the deuteron spin-dependent SF </P
g?{a,Q7)

= /

dx d2kL bP(x,k±)-g?(a/x,Q2).

(6)

The nucleon spin-dependent SF is defined as g? = (Pi+<?"). The function
Ap(x,k±) describes the helicity distribution for the active nucleon that carries
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away the fraction of the deuteron momentum x = k\+fp+ and the transverse
momentum k±. in the infinite momentum frame. It is expressed via the vertex
function r„(&i) as follows
Др(г, k±) oc Sp{$a(h)

• (m + k) • ^ ( f t , ) • q • c»v • Pvaf3 • e ^ p V } ,

(7)

where p^ is the vector part of the deuteron polarization density matrix. Note
that in the approach used the distribution function Др(х, k±) includes not only
usual S- and 2?-wave components of the deuteron but the P-wave component
too. The latter describes the contribution of the NN-pair production.

2> S p i n - D e p e n d e n t S t r u c t u r e F u n c t i o n д{*(х, Q'2)
In the RIA the deuteron SF gf is defined by (6) as a sum of the proton and
neutron SF. We calculate g^ using the RDWF [6] and the Carlitz - Kaur model
[8] for the nucleon SF g\'n . The latter ones are defined by the formulas:
g* = cos{0) • [4u„ - 3f/„]/18, g? = cos(O) • [uv - 2dv]/lS.

(8)

The structure functions are proportional to the momentum distribution of the •
valence quarks (uv, dv) in the high .r-range. Their behaviour in the low ar-range
is regulated by the "spin dilution factor" cos{0). It is a measure of transfer of
spin from valence quarks to gluons and qq pairs and is significant at low x. We
use the model [12] in which this factor has the following form
cos(0) = [l + R0xG(x,Q7)}-x.

(9)

The parameter /?0 was obtained by fitting data on g\ [13]. The parton dis
tributions (uv,dv,G) were taken from [14-16]. It should be noted that the
Q2-dependence of the g? calculated in the present paper is defined by the
behaviour of the parton distribution on Q2.
Figure 2(a) shows the results for the xg\ obtained with different parton distributions [14,15,17] and experimental data [13]. Note that the pro
ton and neutron SF in the model [17] have the negative singular asymptotic
9i'n ~ {~^)/(x^n2ix))
at ж —• 0. It is related to anomalous exchange of instanton configurations between quarks. Large experimental errors do not allow
one to choose between different proton models. It is necessary to measure «7^
with higher accuracy in the lower x-range to discriminate proton models. The
dependence of the deuteron SF xg?(x,Q'2) on x for Q2 = 1,5,80 (GeV/c)2 is
shown in Figure 2(b). The result for the deuteron SF is similar to that for the
proton one. The weak Q 2 -dependence of the xgf is observed. We compare
our results with SMC data [1]. The calculated points lie above zero. Four
left experimental points are systematically displaced in the negative region.
Taking into account large errors,the agreement between calculated results and
experimental data should be considered good.
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Fig. 2. Deep-inelastic spin-dependent proton (a) and deuteron (b) structure
functions. Experimental data: • - EMC [14], Q - SMC [1]. Theoretical results
have been obtained with parton distributions taken from:
[14],
[15],
[171.
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3 . Nuclear Effect in Deuteron
The nuclear efFect in the deuteron for the spin-dependent SF is described by
the ratio R°'N{x,Q2)
= g?(x,Q2)/g?(x,Q2).
Figure 3 (curve 1) shows the
dependence of the Rg ' on a; and Q2 = 1 — 80 (GeV/c)2. The parametrizations
of the parton distributions are taken from [14-16]. The ratio Rg ' is practically
constant and independent of parton distributions in the wide kinematical range.
It should be noted that Rg ' is independent of nucleon model [8,17] too. The
effect of relativistic Fermi motion is approximately equal to ~ 9 °/0 in the
range i = 10 - 3 — 0.7. The estimation of the nuclear effect in deuteron based
on another relativistic approach [5] has been obtained in papers [18,19]. It is
consistent with our results. The function Rg' can be approximated as follows
Ra [xi Q2) == 0.S92 ± 0.002. This parametrization can be used to extract the
neutron SF #" from experimentally known deuteron and proton ones
tf (*, Q2) = 2 • [ Я ^ ( х ) ] " 1 • $?(*, Q2) - rf(s, Q2).

(10)

Thus, the obtained results allow us to conclude that the dependence of
the ratio
on x is the universal one in the range x < 0.7 and is defined by
the structure of the RDWF. The results clearly demonstrate that the neutron
SF g" extracted from deuteron and proton data is modified by the nuclear
medium.
Figure 3 (curves 2,3,4) shows the dependence of the ratio Rg 'p = g^ jg\ on
x for Q2 — 10 (GeV/c)2. This ratio, in contrast to Rg ' , is strongly dependent
both on parton distributions [14-16] and nucleon models [8,17].
It should be noted that the nuclear structure for g^ in [1] was taken into
account as follows Tf = Г^(1 — 1.5 • WD), where Tf'N = J* gf'N(x)dx,
wD
is the probability of the £)-wave in deuteron. The nuclear correction 6g" =
(1 — Rg ' ){g\ + <?") calculated for the neutron SF is presented in Table 1. The
results were obtained for the incident muon energy Ец = 105 (GeV). It is seen
that this correction can be very large.
Table 1. The nuclear correction 5g" for the neutron SF
Q2\x
0.8
5?
4.00

9?

80.0

91

io- 3

Ю-2

-4.19e-2
7.36e-2
-2.27e-2
4.21e-2
-1.64e-2
3.01e-2

-2.25e-2
3.97e-2
-1.50e-2
3.12e-2
-1.26e-2
2.95e-2
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ю-1
-7.30e-3
2.74e-2
-3.41e-3
5.26e-4
3.42e-2

0.7
7.09e-3
4.99e-3
4.45e-3
3.05e-3
2.52e-3
1.69e-3

1.2
Е р =10 э GeV

Fig. 3. The ratio Я? /N,P = tf?/^'" of the spin-dependent structure functions
for the deep-inelastic lepton-deuteron scattering. Parton distributions are taken
from: 2 - [14], 3 - [15], 4 - [16].
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SBj{x,Q2).

>Щл^

The performed analysis of the nuclear correction for the neutcron SF enables
one also to consider the influence of the nuclear effect on the Bjorken sum rule
[2]:

Jo
°gv
Here gA,gv are axial-vector and vector coupling constant of neutron /3decay. The ratio дл/gv is determined by the experiment to be ~ 1.254. As was
shown in the previous section, the nuclear efFect is ~ 9 °/0 in the range x =
(10-3-=-0.7). We used the result on ratio Rg' and equation (10) to estimate the
nuclear effect for the Bjorken integral SBJ(X, Q2) = / [g\[y, Q2) — <7"(l/, Q2)]dy.
Figure 4 shows the results of the dependence of the Bjorken integral
2
2
2
2
SBJ{X, Q ) on x for Q = 1,4,80 (GeV/c) . The weak Q -dependence in the low
i-range is observed. It should be noted that the obtained value of Seji.x^Q'2)
at x = 10~3 is rather lower than expected from the BSR.
We estimated the correction SSBJ/SBJ
for the Bjorken integral due to
the nuclear efTect. The results obtained for the incident muon energy Etl =
10s (GeV) are presented in Table 2. It is seen that the nuclear correction
changes from l l 0 / o to 16"/ 0 in the wide kinematical range.

Table 2. The nuclear correction SSBJ/SBJ

Q2\x
0.80
4.00
80.0

10- 3
1.17e-l
l.lSe-1
1.18e-l

io- 2
1.17c-l
1.18e-l
1.18e-l

for the Bjorken integral

ю-1
1.22e-l
1.23e-l
1.24e-l

0.7
1.61e-l
1.62e-l
1.63e-l

Conclusion
We have considered the deep-inelastic muon-dcuteron scattering in the
framework of the covariant approach in the light-cone variables. The spindependent deuteron structure function <7f(.T,Q2) has been calculated and com
pared with SMC data. It has been shown that the effect of the relativistic Fermi
motion in deuteron described by the ratio R^N is ~ 9 % . It is an important
argument that the nuclear medium alters considerably the spin structure of
the free nucleon. The procedure of the extraction of the neutron SF g"(.т, Q2)
takes into account correctly the relativistic deuteron spin structure and can
be used to analyze other experimental data. The correction for the Bjorken
integral due to the nuclear effect was derived to be (11 - 1С °/0) in the range
x = 1 0 ' 3 - 0.7 and Q'2 = 1 - 80 {GeV/c)2. It should be taken into account to
verify the Bjorken sum rule.
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Abstract
The deep-inelastic deuteron structure function (SF) FP in the covariant approach in the light-cone variables is considered. The neutron SF
F£ is extracted from the deuteron and proton experimental data taking
into account the relativistic deuteron model and the parametrization of
Щ is obtained. The effect of the relativistic Fermi motion is estimated to
be 6°/o at x ~ 0.7. The extracted neutron SF is used to verify the Got
tfried sum rule. It is shown that the violation of the flavour symmetry
of the sea can be large with increasing Q 2 .

Introduction
Usually in the deep inelastic scattering, the deuteron is regarded as a loosely
bound system of proton and neutron. Deuteron structure function FP is a sum
of F% and F£, modified by Fermi motion. It is considered that the nuclear effect in deuteron is not more than (1-3)%, FP may be replaced by average
nucleon SF F% and Fermi motion does not describe EMC effect in deuteron.
The conclusion was based on the nonrelativistic description of the deuteron
[1, 2]. The same result has been obtained with taken into account a vulnerable relativisation procedure based on suggestion that the relativistic deuteron
wave function (RDWF) depends on a single argument [3]. In the general case
the RDWF should be dependent on two arguments. Such result is the direct
consequence of the unpossibility to separate the movement of the center of mass
of the relativistic system.
The neutron structure function F£ was commonly found from the difference
between the measured deuteron and proton structure functions [4, 5, 6, 7]. The
conventional procedure used to extract the neutron SF F£ includes the correction for Fermi motion with different nonrelativistic wave function (PARIS[8],
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B0NN(9| etc). Since the extraction procedure and the estimation of the nu
clear effect in deuteron are model dependent and correlate each oilier then (he
rclativistic consideration of the deuteron SF is very important and useful for
the analysis of available deutcron experimental data and for comparison with
results obtained by means of other rclativistic approaches, The extracted F$
can be used to QCJ) test like the Gottfried sum rule (GSR) [10].
Results for the dcuteron EMC efTed based on the determination of /,12"
from F2° and F\ data and the d/u ratio extracted from ncutrino-antineutrino
experiment were obtained in [ll]. The latter shows a large irregular scatter
and gives a value of the ratio between 0.9 and l.l. The former is based on
nonrelativistic kinematics and finds the ratio to be very close to unity. In
the framework of the operator product expansion method [12] the effect of the
Fermi motion and meson exchange currents (MEC) have been estimated in [13].
The nuclear effect reaches 2 % at ж с* 0.6 iind the ratio F® IF?
reproduces
the EMC behaviour. The summary contribution of the impulse approximation
and MEC leads to the ratio F?JF? > 1 at x < 0.2, The obtained result
for GSR is close to the quark-parton prediction. It has been noted that the
important factor to be included into analysis is the nuclear shadowing at low x
but it may be possible that contributions of MEC and shadowing cancel each
other at very small x. Detailed discussion of the various shadowing mechanisms
in inelastic lepton-dcuteron scattering using the double interaction formalism
given in [14]. The shadowing mechanism was related to inclusive diffraction
process. It has been found that the shadowing effect is very small, less
than 2°/0. Large, ( 3 - 5 ) % shadowing in the dcuteron SF at x < 0.01 has been
predicted in [15]. It should be noted that NMC data [6] gives no evidence of the
sizable shadowing in the deuteron for x > 0.004 but the data cannot exclude a
(2 - 3 ) % effect from shadowing at x < 0.004 as predicted in [16]. Relativistic
approach [17] for the analysis of the deuteron SF and deuteron EMC effect
was used in [18]. The function F^ in the relativistic impulse approximation
(RIA) was defined in terms of the truncated Dpn vertex function [19] which
can be expressed in the terms of the RDWF [20], It has been proposed a new
technique of paramctrazing F£ to extract the neutron SF and obtained that
the deuteron EMC effect has an oscillatory feature but the median value of the
ratio Ff/Ff
stays close to unity in the small x range and dips to 0.9 around
the point of x ~ 0.55.
We used an alternative model of the relativistic deutcron proposed in our
paper [21, 22,23]. Our approach similar to the approach [18, 20] is based on the
RDWF with one nucleon on mass shell and therefore the RDWF is automatically dependent on one variable. It can be expressed via the vertex function
Та(х,кл). The payment of this advantage is the symmetry violation between
nucleons in the deuteron, i.e. by the replacement x *-* 1 — x. This model
has been successfully used for the descriptions of the deuteron electromagnetic
form factors and some processes involving deutcron [22, 23].
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Ill the present paper the model of the relativistic dcuteron [21, 22) is used
to calculate spin-independent structure function F£ < The dependence of the
ratio li"'N{x,Q2)
= Ff(x,Q2)/F?{x,Q2)
of structure functions on x and Q7
is investigated. This ratio characterizes the nuclear effect in the detiteron. It
is shown that in our more consistent relativisation scheme the nuclear effect in
the dcutcron is noticeable and reaches G°/0 for x cs 0.7. We find the neutron
structure function F2n by comparing our calculated results for the dcuteron
SF and the ratio ll,/p with available experimental data on Ff and F*. The
extracted neutron SF F% somewhat differs from the usual one in the range of
the middle x, On the basis of the obtained SF /г2" the GSR was verified. It is
shown that the dominant contribution to GSR is due to the range of low Q2
and high a; and the nuclear effect, for the Gottfried sum rule can be more than
10% at x < 0.7 and Q2 > 0.S (GcV/c)2.

1. Structure Functions and Relativistic Wave
Function of Deuteron
The dcuteron structure functions W\,i{v,Q2) are related to the imaginary part
of the forward scattering amplitude of the virtual photon on the deutcron W„u
by the standard relation
W?„ = ~(g„, -qrfu/q2)-

W? + (p„ - ъ Ш / д ' Н р , , - ЧЛРЧ)1Ч2) • H f /A/ 2 . (l)

Here q,p arc momenta of photon and deuteron, M is the deuteron mass.
In the relativistic impulse approximation (RIA) the forward scattering am
plitude of the virtual photon 7" on dcuteron A®„ is defined via the similar
scattering amplitude on the nucleon A^v as follows

А^Я,Р) = J —^SpiA^q^^.Tisuk,)}.

(2)

In the expression (2) T(suki) is the amplitude of the N + D —• N + D
process and usual notations Q2 — -q2 > 0, v = (pq), s\ = (p — k\)2 are used.
The integration is carried out with respect to the active nuclcon momentum
k\. The calculating of the imaginary part of the amplitude A%„ gives us the
possibility to put the nucleon spectator with momentum к — p — k\ on mass
shell. Therefore the tensor Wj?u is expressed via the DNN vertex with one
nucleon on mass shell. The vertex is described by the function ro(A'i) and
depends on one variable k\. The vector index a characterizes the deuteron
spin. Considering the relation between the RDVVF and the vertex function
^(fci): фа{к\) = r o (fc l )'(m + A,i)~l, the expression for the tensor H'^f can be
written as
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И# = J ЩгМт7 - Л 8 ЖМ% + -А + )5р{<.^(Л 1 ).(т + Л 1 ).^.)}.
Неге б - function and light-cone variables (Ar± = k0 ± A,*3,fcx)are used. The
vertex function r o (fcj) is defined via 4 scalar functions o,-(Af) (t = 1 —<1) and
has the form [19]
Г„№) = * i * M * i ) + a 2 ( ^ ) ( m + A-,)] + 7«M&?) + «4(A:?)(m + A,)].

(4)

The scalar functions a,(fcf) have been constructed in the paper [21] in the
form of a sum of pole terms. Some pole positions and residues have been found
from the comparison in the nonrelativistic limit of our RDWF with the known
nonrelativistic one. For the latter the Paris wave function [8] was taken. Other
parameters were fixed from the description of the static characteristics of the
deuteron (an electric charge - Ge(0) = 1(e), magnetic - Gm(0) = /ip(e/2Mp)
and quadrupole - GQ(0) = Q p ( e / ^ | > ) moments) in the relativistic impulse
approximation.
The calculation of (3) in the light-cone variables gives the final expression
for the deuteron SF Ff = t/Wf
F?{a,Q*) = f

dx d2k± p(x,kx)

• F»(a/x,Q2).

(5)

The nucleon SF F2/v = (F.f-f F2")/2 is defined by proton and neutron ones.
The positive function p(x, kx) describes the probability that the active nucleon
carries away the fraction of the deuteron momentum x = k\+/p+ and the
transverse momentum k± in the infinite momentum frame. It is expressed via
the vertex function rQ(fci) as follows
p{x,kx)

oc Sp{0o(fc,) • (m + k) • Mh)

• Ф • P°Ph

(6)

a/3

where p is the deuteron polarization density matrix. Note that in the ap
proach used the distribution function p(x,kx) includes not only usual 5- and
£>-wave components of the deuteron, but the P-component,too. The latter
describes the contribution of the NN-ралг production. The contribution of
this mechanism is small in the low momentum range (x < 1), but it may be
considerable in the high momentum one (x > 1).

2. Neutron Structure Function
In the RIA the deuteron SF F2D is defined by (6) as a sum of the proton
and neutron SF. We calculate the F2D using the RDWF [22] and the usual
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parametrization for the neutron SF F$ = (1 — 0.75x)F%. For the proton one
the paramctrization of the NMC data [24] is used. Emphasize that the Q2depcndence of the deuteron (5) and neutron SF is defined by the behaviour of
the proton SF on Q2. Calculated results of the ratio R^lv = Ff/F% with the
neutron SF show the discrepancy with experimental data [4, 6, 7] in the range
x ci (0.08 — 0.4). Good agreement between theory and experiment (the curve
p in Fig.l) is observed when the neutron SF is parametrized as follows:
F2n(x, Q2) = (1 - 0.75x)(l - 0.15v/£(l - i ) ) • F*(x, Q2).
/N,P

(7)

p

Figure 1 shows the dependence of the ratio RF
= Ff/F"'
on x. The
D lp
ratio R F is in good agreement with data [6]. The nuclear effect in the deuteron
is described by RF {x,Q2) (the curve N in Fig.l). The Q 2 -dependence of
this magnitude is weak. With the increasing a; the effect of relativistic Fermi
motion grows and the ratio RF
reaches 6°/ 0 for x ~ 0.7. The dependence of
D N
the ratio R F' on x resembles the nuclear EMC effect and in the range x < 0.7
is practically independent of Q2. Our results differ from the estimation of the
nuclear effect obtained in [1, 2, 3, 11, 13], where the latter one is not larger
than (l-3)°/ 0 and the ratio RF
obtained in [1, 2, 3, 11] has not a typical
EMC-behaviour.
Thus, the obtained results allow us to conclude that the dependence of the
ratio RF' on x is the universal one in the range x < 0.7 and is defined by the
structure of the RDWF. The following parametrization for the ratio RF' was
obtained in this range

Я£/Лг(х) = J > z ' .

(8)

t=0

The coefficients a,- are presented in Table 1. The parametrization RF
(8)
can be used to extract the spin- independent neutron SF from known deuteron
and proton experimental data as follows
F 2 "(z, Q2) = 2 • [R^/N(x))~l

• F2D(x, Q2) - F>(x, Q2).
F2n

(9)
2

Figure 2 shows calculated results of the dependence of the
on x for Q =
2
2
4,10,80 (GeV/c) . We compare Ff(x,Q ) with experimental data [4, 6, 7] in
Figure 3(a,b). These curves are in good agreement with data both in low and
high i-range. Scaling factors for different values of x and the corresponding
curves are shown on Figure 3(a).
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Table 1. Coefficients a,- for the nuclear effect function RF'

Experimental

= Ylo(4x'

ao

a\

a2

аз

а.|

«5

«О

0.998642

-0.0512088

0.415614

-5.32661

17.59S

-23.3847

11.1059
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Gottfried Sum Rule

The neutron SF obtained in the previous section can be used to verify the
Gottfried sum rule (GSR) [10]:

In the parton model neutron and proton SF can be written via the valence
(uv,dv) and sea (u,<f,s,s) parton distributions and the sum rule (10) can be
written as follows

Sc=\+'l-

J\u{y)-d(y)]dy.

(11)

It is generally assumed that й = d which leads to So = 3. As has been
reported in [6] the value of So obtained from the measurements of F^ and
F% is considerably below the naive quark-parton model value of 1/3: SG —
0.240 ± 0.016. Usually this result is interpreted as the violation of the isospin
symmetrical sea. This value for SQ was obtained for averaged Q2 = 4 (GeV/c)2
and the extrapolation procedure for the unmeasured low (0-0.004) and high
(0.8-1.0) x-range was used.
It should be noted that the nuclear structure of a deuteron has not been
taken into account during the extraction of the neutron SF F2" at all. The
calculated results of the nuclear correction 6F?/F? = (1 - R°,N){1 + F%/F?)
for the neutron SF are presented ' in Table 2.
The ratio 5F£/F£ reaches
~ 19 °J0 at x ~ 0.7. It tends to fall with decreasing x.
Table 2. The nuclear correction 5F 2 n /F 2 n for the neutron SF
X

io- 3

io- 2

ю-1

6F?/F? 2.83e-3 3.71e-3

1.30e-2

0.5
1.24e-l

0.7
1.88e-l

Figure 4
shows the results of the dependence of the Gottfried integral
2
&b
SG(x,Q ) = $°x [Fl>{y,Q2)-F?{y,Q->))dylyonxiovQ2
= 0.8,1,2,4,10 [GeV/cf.
One can observe the noticeable Q 2 -dependence of the magnitude. With increas
ing Q2 Sc decreases and the discrepancy with predictions in the quark-parton
model grows. It could mean that the clouds of qq- pairs of valence и and
d quarks are essentially different and with increasing Q2 the violation of the
flavour symmetry of the sea becomes large. We should like to emphasise also
that it is practically impossible to measure SF in the wide x-range at the fixed
Q2. Therefore the GSR have been usually obtained as a sum of terms like
t-his Ixi [FZiViQ2) — ^2 П (У>Ф 2 )МУ/У a t the averaged Q2 [6]. Systematic error
depends on both summation procedure and the extrapolation one especially
to x = 0. We restricted ourselves only on estimation of the correction
(5SG/SG)
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for the Gottfried integral due to the nuclear effect. The nuclear correction
changes from 1 2 % to 1 9 % in the wide kinematical range: x = 10~3 H-0.7 and
Q2 = 0.8 4- 80 (GeV/c)2.

Conclusion
We have obtained in the framework of the covariant approach in the lightcone variables using the deuteron model with one nucleon on mass shell a
good description of an experimental deuteron data for deep inelastic deuteron
structure function both at low and high z-range. It has been shown that the
effect of relativistic Fermi motion in deuteron gives rise to the depletion of the
free nucleon to the deuteron SF ratio Rp/N which reaches 6 % at x ~ 0.7.
The proposed procedure of the extraction of the neutron SF F 2 n (x, Q2) takes
into account correctly the relativistic deuteron spin structure. It has been
shown that the correction due to the nuclear effect for the Gottfried integral is
(12 4-19) % in the range x = 10" 3 4- 0.7 and Q2 = 0.8 4- 80 {GeV/c)2 and this
effect must be taken into account to verify the Gottfried sum rule.
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RELATIVISTIC PROCEDURE OF CALCULATION OF FINAL-STATE
INTERACTION IN DEUTERON ELECTRODISINTEGRATION
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ABSTRACT
The final-state nucleoli interaction efTccts in e~ + d — e~ •+• н + p reaction have
been accounted using method of unitarization of multipole amplitudes in impulse ap
proximation. In addition modulus of final multipole amplitudes of 7' -f d — n + p
reaction is determined by relativistic version of impulse approximation and phase of
this amplitude coincides with corresponding NN-scattcring phase.
1.

Introduction

The investigation of deuteron photo- and elcctrodisintegration processes al
ready made it possible to draw a number of nontrivial conclusions about mechanisms
of these reactions. The onc-nucleon mechanism which is the basis of impulse approxi
mation (IA) for e~(7) + c/ —> c " + n + p must be "corrected" by accounting the effects
of nucleon strong interaction in final state (FSI). The importance of meson exchange
currents and isobar configurations has been proved [1-3] earlier. The problem of elec
tromagnetic current conservation for deuteron transition in the continuous spectrum
of two-nucleon system is being analysed in different aspects. The relativistic effect is
of great importance at large values of k2 and excitation energies of 7?7j-syslcm. This
statement is confirmed in particular by the behaviour of deuteron photodisintegration
differential cross section at zero angle and also of /01 structure function (SF) (deter
mined by the interference of longitudinal and transverse components of y" -\-d —*' ?»-) p
electromagnetic current (EC), 7" is the virtual photon) at relatively small A*2 values
in e~ + d —> e~ + n -f p.
Nevertheless,there exist at present a number of experimentally determined
peculiarities which make important the problem of their subsequent investigation.
It is a question, first of all, of the behaviour of r/(e,c')n/> reaction differential cross
section at large k2 values and threshold values of invariant mass IK of n/j-'systein"
[4];about the anomalously large value of proton polarization in 7 + d —» n 4- p at
E-y = 700MeV [5], the behaviour of the inclusive electron'spectra in d(c,c')vp near
the deuteron electrodisiutegration threshold [G].
Usually the deuteron electrodisintegfation is used as important source of infor
mation about neutron electromagnetic structure and also spin structure of deuteron
wave function (DWF) at short distances.
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In order to solve these problems the polarization experiments are of great
importance both »n the inclusive d(e, e')np (tensor polarized target), d(e, c')np (vector
polarized target) and in the exclusive cases: d(e, e'p)n,d(e, c'p)n,d(c,e'p)n and soon
In all of these processes it is necessary to account for the relativistic effects.
Therefore at present it is attempted to include these effects as corrections to nonrelativistic models which describe e~(~f) -ft/—» e" + n + p reaction. In addition one has
to solve the problem of eAMnteraction operator and specify in particular the choice
of the nucleon electromagnetic form factors [F\, Fi or GE,GM ) and thus revealing
which set is the most reasonable for the considered above operator.
Of course in addition it is neccessary to solve also the problem of EC conserva
tion in 7* + d -* n +p reaction. Therefore at large W and k2 values the employment
right from the start of the relativistic formalism is preferable.
The Feynman diagram technique is one of its version [8]. In this case the nucleons are described by 4- component spinors and the deuteron polarization properties
by 4-vector иц. Then 4 Feynman diagrams (Fig.l) correspond to IA. The deuteron
structure is described in this case by the t/np-vertex form factors with one virtual
nucleon [9].
The following may be attributed as the advantages of such an approach:
-the relativistic invariance of 7" -J- d —» n + p matrix element removes any
restrictions (on all kinematical variables) on the model validity region,
-the problem of the EC conservation for the 7" + d —> n + p process is under
control and partially solved.
Of course in addition a number of questions arise:
-the accounting of the FSI effects,
-the accounting of the off-mass-shell effects in the nucleon EC.

2.

Unitarization p r o c e d u r e

The first problem is closely connected with the fulfilment of unitary condition
for the 7* -f d •—> n + p reaction amplitude. It is known that according to FermiWatson theorem [Ю] any multipole amplitude (MA) for the 7* + d ~» n + p reaction
must have the phase coinciding with the corresponding AW-scattering phase. This
theorem must be fulfilled exactly from the deuteron electrodisintegration threshold
up to the pion production threshold, 7 + d —> N + N + n (if, of course, confine oneself
to the lowest order on the electromagnetic interaction constant).
Any relativistic IA version is not satisfied with this condition: the IA (or the
same Born approximation) amplitude is real in the whole kinematical region. The
accounting of such additional contributions as meson exchange currents, the isobar
and quark degrees of freedom does not of course solve this problem.
In principle there exists a sufficiently consistent way for the unitarization of
the 7* + d —» n -f p reaction amplitude based on the dispersion relations [11].
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Fig. 1. The Feynman diagrams correspond to the impulse approximation (IA)
for e~+ d -» e~+ n + p reaction.

Fig. 2. The graphic description of the two-particle unitarity for 7*+rf -+ n+p.
The vertical line designates that the nucleons in the intermediate state are on-massshell.
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Just one more possible method of unitarization consists in that NN- scattering
phases which are determined using the analyses of the experimental data on NNinteractions are simply "hung" on corresponding 7* + d —* n + p reaction amplitude.
Schematically this procedure is realized by the following substitution
f[A)(k\ W) -» flA](k2,W)cxp[i6[A](W)],

(1)

where f[A](k2, W) is the 7" + d ~* n + p reaction MA calculated in the IA framework
and describing the production of np- system in the state characterized by the quantum
numbers [A] = J, L,S (L is the orbital angular momentum and 5 is the total spin of
np-system, J is its total angular momentum), 8[л] is the iVA'-scattering phase shift
in the [A] state.
The substitution (1) is realized only for those MA's which correspond to the
production of np-system with nonzero phase 6[л]( W) . Owing to small NN- interac
tion radius there exists (at each W values) some value of J = Jmax restricting the
magnitude of total angular momentum J up to which it is necessary to account FSI.
The unitarizatipn (1) is not completely strict but it correctly reproduces the
unitarized relation between the real and imaginary parts of the 7*+d —» n-f-p reaction
MA's:
ImJ[A]{k\W)
= tanSlA](W)neflA](k\
W).
(2)
This relation exactly expresses the content of Fermi-Watson theorem.
Arbitrariness in the unitarization of 7" + d —* n + p reaction amplitude is
connected with a general circumstance that the unitarization condition applied to
the electromagnetic processes of the type 7 + Л^ —* N + ж,у + Л —> n-\-p (and others)
allows only to fix the corresponding MA phases. However the unitarity condition
does not allow to fix the moduli of these amplitudes.
In order to determine them it is necessary to have additional dynamic principle
such as, for example, the validity of the dispersion relations which are followed from
the definite analytical properties of the scattering amplitude.
But the relation (1) has a clear physical interpretation (Fig.2): the nucleon
system produced in 7" + (/ —> n + p in the IA framework acquires after rescattering the
corresponding phase and it is hung on the Born approximation MA. Similar procedure
was used earlier for the description of the absorption effects in the initial and final
states of such binary reactions as, for example, тг+ N —* p+ N considered in one-boson
approximation. The eikonal approximation has a similar nature.
One may make the following general remarks about the unitarization used
here:
-the entire unitarization procedure is being conducted in the relativistic ap
proach and therefore all the advantages of rclativistic invariance of Feynman approach
are preserved;
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-one can easily include in this scheme such additional contributions as meson
exchange currents, the isobar and quark configurations and their inclusion change of
only f[A](k7, W) amplitudes;
-the proposed unitarization scheme deals with physical observables. namely
NN- scattering phases.avoiding thus the intermediate cumbersome stage of work
with nonrelativistic potentials and Schroedinger equation;
-the gauge invariance of the 7* + d —> n + p matrix element attained at the IA
level is not "destroyed" by the suggested unitarization scheme;
-the unitarized (by the indicated above method) amplitude of the Y+d —» n+p
reaction satisfies the requirement of the 7'- invarinnce of the hadron electromagnetic
interactions in all kinematical region.
The last circumstance is especially important in the analysis of the polarization
effects in the c~ + d —> c~ + n + p reaction. It is a question, in particular, about the
asymmetry in the inclusive scattering of unpolarized electrons by the vector polarized
deuteron target, d(e,e')np. According to Christ and Lee theorem [12] in the Tinvariant hadron electrodynamics the similar asymmetry must equal zero at
any
k2 and W values (provided that the one-photon exchange mechanism is valid for
e~ + d —• e~ + n + p ). This means, in particular, that different contributions to the
7" + d —> 7i + p reaction amplitude must be properly controlled. If such control is
absent then the polarization effects in e~ + d —* e~ + n + p cannot be predicted with
sufficient reliability.
The relation (1) only outlines the unitarization scheme for 7* -+- d —> 7? + p
t a c t i o n amplitude. Since the spin structure of the matrix clement of this process
is exceptionally complex then the most suitable method of solving the unitarization
problem consists in using the hclicity amplitude (MA) formalism [13] for -)'+d —» n+p.
Using the P-invariance of hadron electromagnetic interactions as well the
condition of hadron EC conservation for 7" + d —> 77 + /; one may show that the
y" + d —» n + p reaction is described by the set of IS independent amplitudes
/V,A(& 2 , W, 0) ,where A' and A are the helicities of the initial (7* + d) and final (71 +p)
states. These amplitudes allow the standard multipole expansions with the help of
the ^д;д(0) functions:
/A'.\(*2,

IV, 0) = 4 = E ( 2 J + 1)/.^.\(A-2, W)dix[0),
V'l7r

(3)

j

where /jf,A are MA's determining the transitions in 7" + d —» n + p with definite values
of J an,d helicities of interacting particles.
The following expression for MA's arises as a result of the unitarization of
MA's corresponding to all J < Jmax values:
l

2

1

n

f "№,w,o) = BMk ,w,o) + -7=Yt(2j
v'

l7r

+ \)Bi,(h\\v)(cxp(i6J) - i)4 x (0)

7^
(•I)
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Него /?д/д(Л3, W,0) arc МЛ'я calculated in 1Л, SJ arc the нр-Hcattcring phases in
the state with definite values of J and hulicilies of initial arid final nuclcoris. Ac
tually somewhat other phases arc determined in ihe experiment. They describe rip
-scattering in the state [A] — J, L,S. The quantum mechanical theory of transforma
tions between various sets of stales permits to solve exactly the problem of transition
to the physical phases.
The np-scattering phases necessary for the unitariaation are taken from the
energy dependent phase-shift analysis of jVA'-scattcring performed in Saclay [1<1],
where the phases in the interval 10 - 800 MeV were found, The phases for various
states up to J = 0 were determined in [M], They arc:
So = 6(SlA)<6t = 6(P}jbh67 = б(й\л),63 = ад',„)Л = <5(6''M)A = 6(U]6i0),
6o = Wo1,!),*! = 6{?\Л),Фг = *(0j,o).& = *( О , *< = HG$fl),4>6 = *(//£,),
d = S(Sffi),aa = *(/$,), *a = S{Dlfl),a4 = W u W = 6{Gli0),a0 = 6(11^),
0o = SiPlM
= *(0 3 , o ),& = 6(Fl)J3 = 6(Glfi), ft = ВД?,,), ft = *(/3,o),
where in brackets it is used the spcctroscopical designation for the corresponding state
of AW-systcm, namely £j/f+1) (L is the orbital momentum: 5, P, D,.,.', T is the NNsystem total isotopic spin). Naturally due to isotopic invariance of iV/V-interactions
the L,T and 5 quantities are not independent because we have due to general Paul!
principle for nucleons.(-l) z,+i ' ,+r = - 1 .
Thus 24 ArA/-scattering phases modify in the considered approach MA's for
e~ + d —* e~ +n +p reaction up to J = 6. For the energies < 10 MeV we use the
data of the analysis [15]. As it is usual in these cases the dependence of phase on the
scattered nucleon momentum q (at q —* 0) is described by the effective radius formula
q2L+icotan6L(q) = - - + \r\q\ L = 0,1
The ai and r/, parameters for the scattering in the states 5 3 Q,SQ V PQ ,, Pf,,
P23,i, and P}fi are taken from the data compilation [16]*
We do not account here the effects of mixing in the triplet np- transition.
3.

Manifestation of FSI effects in d(e,e'p)n differential cross section

The calculation of the unitarized amplitude for the 7" + d —> n + p reaction is
carried out in a few stages. First of all according the Feynman rules we calculate the
relativistic IA amplitude.
The final IA amplitude for 7" + d —* n -f p is determined by the products of
the nucleon electromagnetic form factors F\ and F2 and dnp-vertex form factors. As
it is known the F\ and F2 form factors are connected by the known relations with the
GE and GM form factors. We use the standard parametrization for GE and GM '•
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GBp(k>) = GMp{k'l)l,h

= СМп(к2)/цп

= (1 - /^/OJlGcK 2 )- 2 .

At present the GE„ form factor is less known therefore we use for it various
popular paramotrizations [17]. In order to calculate the dnp- vertex form factors we
use their relation with different DWP components.
The 18 independent lIA's /?уд(&2,1У,0) are calculated on the basis of the
matrix clement of the 7* -f- d —» n •+• p reaction in IA. Of course, this stage is fulfilled
analytically. The helicity MA's /?д,л(Лг, W) may he calculated only by the numerical
integration.
Afterwards we make the transition to the physical basis suitable for the unitarization and then "hang" the mentioned above rip-scattering phases on the corre
sponding MA's in IA,
The suggested unitamation scheme docs not change the spectra of the inclu
sively scattered electrons in d(e,e')np for the real phases 6. It is natural consequences
of the orthogonality of a number of transformations between different bases of npsystem states with given value J. And only for the complex phases (the absorption
in the np- system) it may be observed the change of the spectrum shape in d(e,e')np
in comparison with the IA calculation.
This result becomes clear if we take into account the fact that the elastic
rescattering of nuclcons in the final state leads only to the redistribution of the nucleons over angle 0 not changing their total number. Really each point of the electron
spectrum in d(e,e')np is integral over all proton production angles (in the c.m.s. of
пр-pair) at fixed values of the к2 and W variables. Therefore the inclusive spectra
"count" all protons.
But the 0-dependence of different contributions to the differential cross section
of the d(e,e'p)n reaction essentially changes after accounting for the FSI effects. The
nature of this changes may be evaluated easily proceeding from the following simple
considerations. We shall approximate the 0-dependence of the differential cross sec
tion of the 7* + d —* n + p reaction in the IA framework by the following plausible
formula
— = Aexp[—6(1 — cosO)},

where 6 is some dimensionless quantity determining the nature of the cross section
decreasing at 0 < 7r/2 when in the IA framework only proton diagram works. The
exact value of b is determined by the DWF behaviour at short distances.
Then the ^-dependence of the main amplitudes determining der/dQ, may be
represented in the form: F = exp[—6(1 — cos0)/2]. Similar ^-dependence leads to
nonzero MA's for any value of total angular momentum / . Every such multipole
contribution in da/dQ. will be characterized by the polynomial dependence over cos9
and only "coherent" sum of all these MA's will lead to exponential dependence over
cosO.
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Fig. 3. The dependence of the differential cross section of d(e,e'p)n on the
energy W for the experimental conditions [18]: the kinematics I-on the left and Il-on
the right. The full line corresponds to the account of the FS1 effects and brokenwithout FSI. The calculations are done with the Paris DWF [24].

The inclusion of the FSI effects even only to 5-wave immediately destroys
this coherence. Therefore the exponential decreasing of the differential cross section
da/dQ. over cosO stops at some angle and the cross section becomes more smooth
beginning from some cos00.
Really the 5-wave amplitude must be determined by the following simple for
mula:
+i
l

S= -

I dcosOexp[-{\ - coaO)h = \(\ - exp{-b)) « -j- •
2J
2
b
b
-l

After inclusion of the 5-phase the final amplitude has the form
F —* exp[—(1 — cosO)-] + -(exp(iS) — J),
2
о
i.e. the isotropic component proportional to sin6/2 is being appearing.
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Hence it may be evaluated the angle O0 at which the exponential decreasing
changes by weak dependence over 0:
exp{-b{l -cos0o))
i.e.

=

4дт 2 («5/2)
6*

.
, 2, , 2 а т ( * / J2 ) ,L
cosOQ = \ + -ln\
\ — \-

The exact calculation of the FSI effects confirms these qualitative evaluations.
The experimental data on the d(e, e'p)n reaction differential cross section ob
tained in Bonn [18] correspond to rather large momenta of the nuclcon-spectator (up
to 800 MeV). Therefore they must be sensitive to the DVVF spin structure at short
distances, in particular to the choice of the DWF D-wave(fig.3,-I).The FSI effects
calculated by us turn out here less essential in comparison with the influence of the
DWF D-wave choice. Noticeable disagreement between theoretical predictions and
experimentally measured d{e,e'p)n reaction cross section exists also in the relativistic
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Fig. 5. The separated structure functions / 0 o and / u in the d(e,e'p)n reaction
(the experimental conditions correspond to the parallel kinematics {21]) as functions
of the missing momentum pm = q — p at following values of q (in MeV/c) and w
(MeV): 260 and 75 (a), 328 and 75 (b), 418 and 77 (c), 299 and 75 (d), 3S0 and 95
(e), 502 and 105 (f), where q(u) is the virtual photon momentum (energy) in l.s. The
full line corresponds to the FSI account and broken -without. The calculations are
done with the Paris DWF.

theory. The attempt undertaken earlier [1У] to remove such discrepc'incy by account
ing the contribution of possible dibaryon resonances is based on using a number of
the fit parameters characterizing the strength of the dibaryon resonance excitations.
The analysis of separate contributions to the differential cross section
(Ра/(1Е'(1Псс1Пр is of great importance. These terms are determined by the longitu
dinal and transverse components of the electromagnetic current of the f' + d —* n + p
transition [20]
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Fig. 6. The dependence of the fu structure function on the proton emission
angle in the 7* + d —> n + p reaction c.m.s. (for the conditions of the experiment
suggested in Ref. [23]). The upper figures correspond to the quasi-free electron kine
matics and lower - far from it (the values of the kinematical variables are given in
MeV's, where Enp = W — 2m). The designation of lines are the same as in fig.5.
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where />,* are known factors which are determined by the kinematics of the scattered
electrons, fa are the structure functions (SF's) characterizing the 7" + d —• n + p
reaction dynamics.
In the conditions of the experiment [21] the p m -dependence (p m is the "missing"
momentum) of these SF's turns out to be not enough sensitive to the FSI effects (fig.5).
The agreement between the predictions of the suggested model and measured values
of SF takes place at comparatively small k2 values where the data on SF's have been
obtained. However even at such small k7 values the rclativistic elTccts turned out to
be important for /01 SF [22].
The experiments on measuring SF's for d(e,e'p)n will be continued in Bates
[23]. Therefore we predicted the к2 - and 0 - dependence of all four SF's for the
future experiment. As was expected, the FSI effects turn out to be essential for
/ii)/oo and /i_i SF's in the region of comparatively large proton emission angles,
0 > 50°. Our analysis showed that in the conditions of quasi-free kinematics of the
scattered electrons the FSI effects turn out to be more essential than in the kinematics
far from the quasi-free scattering (fig.6,7).
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Fig. 7. As in fig.6, but for the structure function / 0 o-
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Conclusion

We have developed the unitarization scheme for the amplitude of the deuteron
elcctrodisintagration, e" + d —> e~ -f n + p. This scheme uses the iVN-scattering
phases obtained from the analysis of avalaible data on the A r A4ntcractions at rela
tively small energies. The basis of the calculation of the unitarized amplitude is the
rclativistic version of 1Л for the 7" -f d —> n -\-p reaction amplitude. The contribution
of four Feynman diagrams is determined by the nuclcon and deutcron electromag
netic form factors and form factors of the chip- vertex with one virtual nuclcon. The
suggested scheme of accounting the FSI effects is attractive due to the possibility of
exact account of the rclativistir effects in the calculation of the deuteron electrodisintegration amplitude, the electromagnetic current conservation, the fulfilment of the
requirement of T- in variance of the hadron electrodynamics.
Since in the considered procedure the FSI efTects do not change the spectra
of the inclusively scattered electrons,d(e,c')np, then when comparing the theoretical
predictions with experiment we consider the differential cross section d3a/dE'dQedQp.
In order to make such comparison more informative we also analyse the separate
contributions (corresponding to various polarization states of the virtual photon) in
such a cross section.
Of course, qualitatively the FSI effects may mostly manifest themselves in
71-odd polarization characteristics of the c.~ + d —> c~ + n + p reaction such as the
asymmetry in the scattering of the longitudinally polarized electrons by unpolarizcd
deutcron target, d(e, e'p)n; the polarization vector components of the proton produced
in the collision of unpolarized particles, d(c,c'p)n and so on. It is known that such
effects are simply vanishing when FSI is "turncd-ofT1.

The suggested unitarization scheme for the 7" + d —> n +p reaction amplitude
allows the generalization of the IA amplitude with the inclusion in it of the contributions
of mechanisms such as the meson exchange currents, isobar configurations and so on.
However, the relativization of these popular mechanisms is a rather serious problem.
The work was supported by Ukrainian State Committee on Science and Tech
nology.
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DIELECTRON PRODUCTION IN PROTON-PROTON AND
PROTON-DEUTERON COLLISIONS AT 1 + 5 GeV
E.L. BRATKOVSKAYA and A.I. TITOV
Joint Institute for Nuclear Research, 141080 Dubna, Moscow region, Russia

1.

Introduction

Available experimental data ' ' 3 on dielectron production in proton-proton
or proton-nucleus or nucleus-nucleus collisions at 1 4-5 GeV'A bombarding energies
have simulated a series of theoretical investigations л of the elementary production
process. The reasons for this interest are obvious. Dielectrons are thought to represent
one of the promising signals for probing the dense and hot nuclear matter produced
in heavy-ion collisions at intermediate energies. The reliable description of various
elementary reaction channels for dielectron production serve as an input to theoretical
models and event generators for simulating heavy-ion collisions. These simulations
are needed to unfold dielectron spectra and to get the wanted signal of the compressed
and heated nuclear matter. Also via the dielectron decay channel of vector mesons
one can probe the behavior of these mesons in the excited nuclear environment. The
second-generation precision spectrometers are devoted to these investigations.
The mentioned theoretical investigations of the elementary production mech
anisms of dielectrons in pN reactions have step-wise improved the understanding of
the relevant basis processes
. These investigations have their own right, also in
respect of new hadron facilities (e.g., COSY in Jiilich), which are devoted to deeper
insight into hadron structure, hadronic reactions and photon-hadron interactions.
Concerning the dielectron production, the models are in agreement with available ex
perimental data which are still with low statistics. New data with high statistics are
expected in the near future. Then, theoretical estimates and underlying assumptions
can be tested since they depend on certain model parameters, which are difficult to
fix without experimental data.
The aim of the present paper is to re-estimate dielectron production cross
sections in elementary nucleon-nucleon subprocesses and to apply them in pp and pd
reactions at 1, 2 and 5 GeV. We rely here on the vector dominance model (VDM)
that has proven to be a useful guiding principle for hadron-photon interactions .
Recall that at 1 to 5 GeV, the main dilepton sources for pp and pd reactions
are the following: Д, 77, w-Dalitz decays; piV-bremsstrahlung and direct vector meson
decays.
*,
*
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2.

Dalitz Delta Decay
The cross section of the delta Dalitz decay is expressed as
j

clM2

(vJ-?l<v'

Д-e+e-iV

=

J

„ Дче+е-ЛГ

гШдад(з,Мд) Д М Д ) ~ —

,

0)

(тплг+гпя)2

where
( т ох(Л/д)

167rs(s-4m^)

(2)

у
',111Т|(Л/ Д )

and Мд and Г д are the mass and total width of an intermediate delta; 7д stands
for the delta production matrix element, t denotes, as usual, the momentum transfer
squared at the NN —> AN' vertex, and ( ^ j ) ~*e
describes the differential width
of the delta decay into a dilepton with invariant mass M. The."weight function"
D(MA) is proportional to the Д-propagator squared which leads to the relativistic
Breit-Wigner form

^(Мд) = -* „( М„ д - М, д, Д) »2 ,+ ,М, a rГa
0

д

д

(3)

with the mean value of < Мд > = Мдо = 1.232 GeV/c 2 .
In the AN~/ vertex we include the electromagnetic form factor F^(m?) from
the vector dominance model :
771

with m'p = 761 MeV, Г; = 118 MeV.
The kinematic limit of the dilepton production depends on the virtual Д mass
and, in principle, the dilepton invariant mass could reach a large value M ~ Mmax =
М д т а г — TIIN with М д т а х ~ \/s. However, the appearance of too large delta masses
is unphysical, and very heavy deltas should be suppressed. In Eq.(l), this suppression
comes from the "cross section" d-(s,MA) and the "probability distribution" D{Mb)
for the virtual deltas. In the previous calculations only the second factor has been
used. In this approximation the cross section адС^Мд) would read
5д(«, Л/ д ) = aA(s, < Мд > ) = а\~л,

(5)

where сгд _л denotes the analytical representation of the Д production cross section
of Ver West and Arndt . This approximation overestimates the delta decay rate at
large M because the suppression by D(M^) alone in Eq. (1) is insufficient. To get a
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hint for a dynamical suppression of large unphysical contributions of very heavy A's
in the NN —> AN transition, we adopt the one-pion exchange model which gives the
Д production matrix element in the form
T

-

k

ffi^*'

")U>NWT2ipN3k„)
P

-

A.

— m^

\%N„ - m7„ Л ллг „ - ml
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"NNTT

-
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h

Л2
n

ANn

-

P

'

* '

K

where mr = 140 McV/c* and A-,( arc the mass and four momentum of the exchanged
pion. The constant a is found from the normalization condition
(v/s-m.v) 2

J
(mjy+m r )

<Шд*д(5,Л/д)0(Л/д)=<7д(а).

(7)

2

In the above formula <гд [s) stands for the A production cross section taken exactly the
same as the Vcr West and Arndt parametrization with the "high energy" correction
factor

where E0 = 1.3 GeV, A = 0.5 GeV - 1 , and E is the projectile kinetic energy in the
laboratory system.
3.

B r e m s s t r a h l u n g Dilepton P r o d u c t i o n

Dilepton radiation via jm-brcmsstrahlung has been extensively studied,
cf. 4> *>> "' 11, . Explicit diagrammatic calculation of the ;;rc-bremsstrahlung have
been performed on the basis of the one-boson exchange model 10, b* 1( where four
mesons (7г,сг,ш,р) are used for the description of the two body pn- T-matrix. It is
found that the result depends on the two-body T-matrix parameters which cannot
be fixed uniquely only by fitting to pn-scattering. This method is too complicated
to be used as an input in many-body kinetic calculations of dilepton productibn in
nucleus-nucleus collisions. To avoid these difficulties in Refs. "• ' > '°, a method based
on the "soft photon approximation" has been used. The comparison with the exact
diagrammatic calculation 1 "' ^ '" shows that the first two approximations change
the result not more than a few percent and really may be approved. We also use the
soft photon approximation, however, take into account exact kinematical relations.
The net result reads
Лд. af>—e+c~a'6'

Ш

л2

' i&MV*'-"H П Щ f*"*«**'W l J ' J >r~.

W
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where Рци — -^{д'шя2 ~ <?"<у") ' s a projector, and J1' is the hadron current. The
upper and lower limits of integral over dE'b are defined from the condition
\«**ч*„\

=|

^

^

(10)

|< 1.

Let us first discuss the structure of the hadron current. For the pn bremsstrahlung
in the soft photon approximation it has the usual gauge invariant form
/д

-

P1:
2

(p*q)
\T(s,t)\2=

P'a"

+

Ш)2\

10*8(3-Arn7N)—

Т(м)

(П)

da ab-'a'b'

(s,t),

where pa and p'a are the four momenta of the initial and outgoing protons; T is
the strong interaction two-body T matrix;
/ = (рь — р'ь)2 = 2771дг — 2ЕаЕ'ь +
2pap'b(cos 0(1фа cos0q, p < 4- sin 0<lPa sin 0п<р>ь c o s 9 ) , s = (pa + pb)2.

(da/dt)ab~~a

Ь

(s,i)

denotes the elastic ab —> a'b' scattering cross section, the symbol a denotes a proton
and b refers to a neutron.
The electric part of the hadron current in a pp collision within the soft photon
approximation takes the form
J

PP

~

Рь
(Pa7) 2

4

(РИ) 2

P'a"

(P'a<?)

+

P'b"

T(s,i).

Ш2

(12)

Here pa and рь are the four momenta of the projectile and target proton. It is seen
that the hadron current J£p (12) does not vanish at finite values of qo and M.
In all our calculations we use an energy dependent parametrization for elastic
pp and pn cross sections. These cross sections decrease with increasing energy, which
leads to a decrease of the bremsstrahhmg rate in the total dilepton production. In
the pel interaction the pn and pp contributions are summed coherently.
4.

Mesons Dalitz Decay
The contribution of the 77 Dalitz decay takes the form
da "- e + e "^
dM2

ч 2a
= °pi~*x(») TZ7X№
ЗтгЛ'Л

,
F (M)
2

/A(m?„M2,mg)\3/2
( A(m2,0,mg)
\,2l n I , ? ' ) , m o = 0,

(13)

where the number 0.39 is the branching ratio for the 77 —> 77 decay
, When
calculating the 77 production in the pd scattering we use a realistic deuteron wave
function (f>d obtained within the Paris potential model 2 2
'vi-nX^)

= J К [cv^r,pp(s'(k))

+ <7pn^pn(s'(k))}
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\<f>d(k)\2dk,

(14)

where k is the relative nucleoli momentum in the deuteron, and К denotes the flux
factor. The internal nucleoli motion in the deuteron is important near and below
the r/ threshold. We also include short range correlations describing a simultaneous
interaction of the proton with a correlated two-nucleon cluster in the deuteron wave
function with a 5% probability as in Ref. 2**.
Estimates of the и Dalitz decay may be performed on the basis of Eq. (13)
with the substitutions av —> <rw, m , —> rnu, m0 —» m^, 2a —> a and 0.39 —» O.08.
Using the known experimental data on the w production cross section , we find that
the contribution of the и Dalitz decay to the dilepton production is several orders of
magnitudes smaller than the contribution of other subprocesses even at 5 GeV.
5.

Direct Decay of t h e Vector Mesons

In principle, it is difficult to distinguish between the "pure" bremsstrahlung
discussed in Sect. 3 with the intermediate p meson formation and the contribution
of the direct vector meson decay to the lepton pair with the same final states. But
as has been discussed above, because of the energy dependence of the two-body Tmatrix (or nucleon-nucleon elastic scattering cross section), the contribution of the
pure bremsstrahlung decreases with increasing kinetic energy while the /j,u> produc
tion cross sections increase. To avoid a double counting problem, we use a simple
recipe that at low energy E < 2 — 3 GeV only the pure bremsstrahlung defined in
section 3 contributes while for energies larger than the p,u> production threshold the
bremsstrahlung is only a subprocess of the direct decay of vector mesons. To be
correct, this mechanism and the Dalitz delta decay channel should be summed co
herently. An exact solution of this complicated problem on the basis of microscopic
decomposition of the subprocesses is beyond the scope of the present consideration.
Instead, we put the strong interaction part in a vector meson production cross section
and consider its decay into the dielectron channel. This is the analog to handling the
delta Dalitz decay contribution in section 2 which is used by many authors.
The cross section of the vector meson decay into an electron pair may be
written in the following form:
da v ~ e + e " _ ^
1
m,r,-(m,)
dM*
~ .^шау*3)п(М2~тпП2+(гп1Т{(М))^\м)

(гпЛ*

пъ
'

[i

}

where Г,(М) is the mass-dependent total width of the ith vector meson decay, Bi is
the known electromagnetic decay branching ratio , the cross section &vi(s) is the
total vector meson production cross section. The cross section for the р,ш production
near the threshold has been studied within the Nambu-Jona-Lasinio model in Ref. .
In our calculation we use the predicted value Ср,ш(Е = 4.9C?eV) ~ 0.09 mb which is
in agreement with available experimental data .
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6.

Results
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E=4.9 OoV
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Figure 1; Dielcctron invariant mass spectra for the pN(pN
E = 1,0, 2.1, 4.9 GeV calculated without
the DLS filter.
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Figure 2.
Dielectron invariant mass spectra for
E = 1.0, 2.1, 4.9 GeV calculated with the DLS filter.
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In Figs. 1-3 we display our results. Invariant mass spectra for the pd reactions
without and with an experimental filter are displayed in Figs. 1 and 2, respectively.
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T h e acceptance Dilepton Spectrometer Collaboration (DLS) filter we use is Version
2,0. The filter suppresses dilepton yield at all invaviancc masses and resulting suppres
sion is different for different subprocesses because of different kinematic conditions
and kinematic limits in each channel. For comparison we also display in Fig. 2 the
results of the DLS collaboration •* for the p9Be interaction scaled by a factor AJg'e3,
which can be considered as dilepton production in the p-isoscalar nucleon interaction.
At 1 GcV we find the bremsstrahlung contribution nearly as strong as the Д Dalitz
decay. Near the threshold the 7/ decay gives the same or even larger contribution
than the Д Dalitz decay and bremsstrahlmig. Subthreshold effects are responsible
for larger invariant mass tails of the Д and bremsstrahlung contributions in the pd
reactions. The vector dominance effects (i.e., the form factor) are not important.
On the contrary, at 2.1 GcV this efleet is important. However, the strong
enhancement of the Д Dalitz decay at the p peak reduces the ^-dependence of the
delta production matrix element. Our net results are of the same order of magnitude
as those obtained in Rcf. c , but in Rcf. there is no shoulder behavior in the p region.
In the "intermediate" invariant mass region 0.2 < Л/ < GVI GeV the 7/ Dalitz decay
gives the main contribution.
At 4.9 GeV, available data of dicleclron production in the pd collision 2 are
shown by open circles. One can see that even a peak appears at the /?,w position
which coincides with the predictions of Refs. 8 l <J< 2 6 . Contrary to other investigations
(e.g., 9 ) we get also a prominent delta decay contribution clue to the vector dominance
form factor which determines the broad peak width, while the p,us contributions give
a sharp peak on the delta b u m p . This broad peak has been predicted also in Rcf. "
within a more simplified model for the Д Dalitz decay channel although with a too
large value for the delta production cross section. For a more detailed comparison with
the data at '1.9 GeV, one has to take into account also other sources of dielectrons:
bremsstrahlung with the multi pion final slates, pion annihilation etc. 1 3 .
Now let us consider the ratio of the cross section for the pd.io pp reactions
R = 40грцм) which is displayed in Fig. 3 for three energies. The experimental data
are taken from Ref. 2 . The difference between the pp and pd interactions consists
in (i) taking into account the internal nucleon motion in a dcuteron, (ii) different
expressions for the Д - production cross section which follow from the Ver West-Arndt
parametrization in Eq. (8), and (iii) absence of the 7/ decay contribution in the pp
case above the threshold. If the bremsstrahlung contribution in pp and pd collisions is
switched off and the eta production cross section in the pit reaction is taken equal to
the cross section in the pp collision, then the ratio would be energy-independent and
close to 2 except for the vicinity of the kinematic pp threshold. It is seen that the ratio
rises towards the kinematic limits clue to phase space limitations in the pp reactions.
One can see that in spite of qualitative agreement with data, the theoretical prediction
is twice smaller at M ~ 0.2 — 0.3 GeV than the data. Our analysis shows that for
the pp-collision at 1 GeV only the Д-Dalitz and pp bremsstrahlung contributes.
Theoretical uncertainties in the pp interaction are minimal because the total and
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R=(c1(7*7(1M)/(<lc^ydM)
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Figure 3. Ratio of the cross section for pd to pp reactions at E = 1.0, 2.1, 4.9 GeV
differential Д-production cross section at 1 GeV are well known as well as the elastic
pp cross section which operates in brcmsstrahlung. So, the calculated dielectron
production cross section for the pp-collision being multiplied by an experimentally
measured quantity R results in an estimation for dielectron yield in the prf-collision
at 1 GeV. The corresponding poinf4 are shown in Fig. 2 (open circles).
In summary, we can com • с that the dilepton production cross section is
sensitive to the details of the elementary subprocesses that have been analyzed. The
accuracy of the A,r;,a;-Dalitz and direct p,u> decays depends on the knowledge of
the unstable hadron production mechanisms, So, new precision measurements in the
Bevalac, SIS, COSY energy region are needed. Only a clear understanding of the
dilepton production in the iViV-interaction can give a real possibility to use dileptons
as a probe for a more complex nuclear collision.
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presented by T.-A. Shibata
Absti'act:The deuteron photo-disintegration at high energy is one of the promising approaches to study the internal structure of the deuteron. An experiment of
the inverse process n + p —• c/ + 7 at a few GeV neutron beam momentum at KEK
is described. A neutron beamline has been developped for this experiment with
use of the deuteron acceleration, which provides the neutron of high intensity and
high quality.
1. Introduction
The study of the deuteron at large momentum transfer is an interesting approach in order to investigate the nucleon-nucleon interaction at short distance,
and further more, to investigate the sub-nucleonic constituents in the deuteron.
One of the key points is that one can adopt in this reaction the exclusive measurement, i.e. detecting all the final particles. This helps a great deal to reduce
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ambiguities in interpretation when theoretical models are compared to the data,
Among the various experimental methods the study of deuteron with a photon
is an effective method as the photon itself does not have internal structure. In the
present study we adopt the reaction of n + p —• r/-f 7 which is the inverse deuteron
photo-disintegration.
In the following sections the physics motivation of this experiment is first de
scribed. Л short description of the KEK 12 GeV synchrotron facility is then given.
The neutron bcamline and the experimental equipment are presented, followed by
a section of summary.
2. Physics Motivation
First of all it is meaningful to compare the deuteron disintegration with the
electron elastic scattering in order to find out in which range of the momentum
transfer we are working. Fig. 1 shows the electron elastic scattering on pion and on
nucleon. Л virtual photon is absorbed by a quark and the transfered momentum
has to be shared among the quarks via gluon exchanges so that there is a pion or
n nucleon in the final stage.
For each gluon exchange the form factor gets a factor of \/Q~. Therefore, the
form factor will have a form of
F«(l/<22)"-\

(1)

in the high energy limit[l]. The number of valence quark in the hadron is n in the
equation, which is 2 for pion and 3 for the nucleon.
Fig.2 shows the elastic form factor of various particles as a function of Q~ after
multiplied with ( Q 2 ) " - 1 . The pion form factor is nearly flat above 1 GeV2 while
the proton form factor becomes flat only above 3 GeV2. When the more gluon
exchanges are involved it is expected that the asymptotic region is reached only
at higher Q2.
Fig.3 shows the diagrams which compare the electron-deuteron elastic scatter
ing and the deuteron disintegration with a real photon[2]. In the elastic scattering
the average momentum of the nucleon in the deuteron in the c m . frame changes
from Pd in the initial state to P'd in the final state. Therefore, the average momen
tum tranfer to a nucleon is (Prf/2 - P'JT) — —Q2/A. So, the momentum transfer
to a nucleon is rather small. The most part (3/<l) of the momentum transfer
squared is used to keep the deuteron as the deuteron. It is therefore expected that
we reach the asymptotic region in the deuteron form factor measuremts only at
high Q2. On the other hand in the deuteron photo-disintergration the momen
tum transfer to a nucleon reaches 1 GeV2 when the photon energy is 1 GeV and the
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nucleon

(b)

(a)

Fig.l Electron elastic scattering on (a)pion and (b)nucleon.

Pion, n=2

qb

(GeV2)

Fig.2 Form factors of elastic scattering multiplied with (Q22 )\ n - l
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disintegration takes place at 0cm = 90 deg. There is a possibility to investigate the
asymptotic region in the photo-disintegration at relatively low photon energy[2].

Pi

D Pd

Pd
(a)

.(b)

Fig.3 Comparison between (a) elastic scattering and (b) disintegration of deuteron.

3. K E K 12 GeV Synchrotron Facility
In this section a brief description of the KEK 12 GeV synchrotron facility is
given. The KEK 12 GeV synchrotron is originally a proton accelerator. Recently
the deuteron acceleration up to 11.2 GeV became possible. The acceleration of
alpha particles is also in preparation.
The experiments at KEK are categorized roughly into two groups: experiments
with the primary beams and experiments with the secondary beams such as pion,
charged and neutral kaons. The neutron beam experiment like the present experiement uses the accelerated deuteron, stripping off the proton from the deuteron
with a beryllium target as described in the next section.
The primary and secondary beamlines are housed in two experimental halls,
one of which is shown in Fig.4. Two or three experiments can run simultaneously.
4. T h e N e u t r o n Beamline
In the KEK experiment E235 the reaction n + p -+ d + у is measured. The
neutron beam is produced by stripping off a proton from the deuteron which is
accelerated with the KEK synchrotron. The extracted deuteron beam hits a 6
cm long Beryllium target and the neutron is collected at zero degrees with a 4 m
long lead collimater. The layout is shown in Fig.5. The half width of the neutron
momentum distribution at zero degree is about 4%.
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Fig.4 One of the experimental halls of the KEK 12 GeV synchrotron.

5. T h e Experiment
The experimental target is a liquid hydrogen. The deuteron formed in the
reaction is detected with a magnetic spectrometer in the forward direction. The
gamma ray is detected with two sets of lead glass counters which consist of total
100 elements. The experiment E235 was carried out this year at the neutron
beam energy between 1 and 3 GeV. The experimental data are being analysed.
The particle identification with the spectrometer is shown in Fig.6. The data from
the experiement will help us to understand the deuteron structure, in particular
to test the pictures based on quarks.
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Fig.5 The neutron beamline and the experimental setup of E235 group at KEK.
The primary target, Beryllium, and the secondary target, liquid hydrogen, are
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Fig.6 The particle identification of the pToton and the deuteron obtained by the
combination between time-of-flight and the momentum analysis in the magnetic
spectrometer.
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6. S u m m a r y
An experiment for the measurement of n + p —» d + 7 reaction at KEK is
described. The neutron beamline has been built to produce the neutron from the
accelerated deuteron beam. The neutron beam quality was rather good compared
to the design values. The data were taken at the neutron beam energy between 1
and 3 GeV. The variety of possibilities at KEK 12 GeV synchrotron will enable
us to study the hadron structure in detail and to test the models based on quarks
and gluons.

The assistance of Hirata, Ivezic, Knauer, Liu, Nakayama, Toyoda, Yamashita,
Yamada, Yuasa is greatly acknowledged.
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Abstract
The preliminary data on momentum and angular dependencies of 7r+-meson
and proton production in p — D collision at incident proton momenta 4.45, 8.9
(GeV/c) in the range 0.4 < X < 1.6 was obtained. The X, в factorization of
cross section in cumulative range (X > 1) is verified. The data are compared
with theoretical calculations using the relativistic deuteron model.

Introduction
f
I
§
|
I
I
'(.

The aim of the report is to present a new experimental data on the momentum and
angular dependencies of differential cross sections for the production of secondary pions
and protons in p — D interactions at high energies.
The experiments were performed at JINR Synchrophasotron by DISC-collaboration.
The basic goal of the experiments is the study of high momentum component of a
deuteron in the p—D interactions with the production of cumulative pions and protons.
The data can also serve as the experimental test of the predictions of various theoretical
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models in the kinematical region where manifestations of non-nuclcon and quark degrees
of freedom in nuclei could be expected.
The measurements have been performed at two initial proton beam momenta. The
first, 8.9 (GeV/c), corresponds to the maximal energy of the Synchrophasotron and
second, 4.'15 (GcV/c), corresponds to momentum per nucleoli in the experiments with
the fragmentation of incoming dcutcrons. It is evident that the proton beam with mo
mentum kp = 8.9 (GcV/c) gives the possibility to research a dcutcrou structure at more
small "internuclcon" distances than in experiments with incoming deulcron fragmenta
tion at the same momentum kj. Moreover the experiments with target fragmentation
allow us to realize the advantage using high proton beam intensity ~ \Оир/.чсс.
The measurements have been performed using the magnetic spectrometer D1SG-3.
The secondary particles (p, я-*, K±) can be registered in the momentum q — 0.15 — 1.6
(GeV/c) and angular в = 60° — 168° regions. The magnet-optical channel of the
spectrometer consists of an analyzing magnet and doublet of quadrupole lenses forming
the secondary particle beam. The momentum resolution of the spectrometer was 8.6% ,
the acceptance was varied from 4.35- I0~'(sr) to 7.S- I0~''(sr). It is 3-5 times higher than
in spectrometer DISC-2 [1]. The identification of the secondary particles was carried
out by means of two independent time of flight measurements on length 3.8 in and 1
m with resolution 260 ps. Measurements of ionization losses into scintillator counters
and intensity of Vavilov-Chcrenkov light into hard radiator were carried out for higher
separation of detected secondary particles.
Л relative intensity of accelerator particles beam was measured by two monitoring
systems of scintillator counters graduated by measuring of the characteristic activities
of " C produced in polystirol (CgHs) films exposed in the beam just upstream of the
target with accuracy ± ( 5 -j- 7)%.
The cryogenic liquid deuterium target with deuterium recondensation by liquid he
lium was used in this experiments [2]. The 96% part of target is formed from the
effective deuterium material and only 4% part is a medium of target vessel. The time
of work without adding of deuterium was more than 100 hours.
In the report a results relevant to the investigated momentum and angular depen
dencies of —+-meson and proton production will be discussed. The results of comparing
of experimental dependencies with theoretical calculations are presented,too.

Experimental data and discussion
New results of measuring of 7r+-meson production cross section on deuterium at the
angle 0V = 16S° and momentum of initial protons kv — 8.9 (GcV/c) are shown in Fig. 1.
The results of measurements [3] of cross section depending on momentum of detected'
proton at the angle 0V — 180° and kr = 8.9 (GeV/c) are shown,too.
One can see «these two sets of data are in good agreement on the whole. Л weak
dependence of 7r+-meson backward production is accounted for the fact,direct produc
tion is predominated in this region and a contribution of rescattering mechanism is
negligible. The result of calculation in the covariant approacli in light-cone variable
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with rolativistic deiiteron wave function ['I] is .shown hy solid line. Л comparison with
experimental data «hows a good agreement. This result is related with more intensive
Fermi motion in the region Л' > I due to the relativisticoir-shrll elfect {<]).
Fig, 2 shows the dependence of тг^-тсном production crosssection on A' at i.lu» angle
0n = 108° and initial proton momenta kv = 4.45,8,9 (GcV/r:). (The variahlc A' was
introduced firstly by h't/ivinsky \f)\, It means a minima) mass of target, in unit nucleoli
mass, needed for production of particle /; with the momentum q and emission angle 0/,
in according with 'l-uiomentum conservation law for the reaction p -(• I) —> // + A'.)
It is defined for detected 7r+-meson as follows

(P\Pi)~

[]>2ря) -1Щ1П2

Here р\,р2,Ря and m\ — m,v,r//j = ЛЛгНл ~ ш„ are 1-mofrieuta and masses of
proton, deuleroii and pion, respectively.
The approximation of spectra by function as exp(—X/ < X >) for two initial proton
momenta 4.45 and 8.9 (GcV/c) shows,sIopc parameters are < X > " ' = 10.2 ± 1.4 and
10,5 ±0.98, respectively.
It is the experimental fact that the slope parameter
has asymptotic value 0,1*1 for middle and heavy nuclei at momentum 8,9 (CleV/c) and
higher [6, 7, 8]. At the same time this value is about 0.19 [9] in I) - I'b interactions
at the initial momentum 4.45 (CleV/c), Later scaling hehavior of cumulative proton
production cross section on heavy nuclei target have heen discussed by Leksin [10],
So, we conclude that the slope parameter for the pion spectra has an asymptoticbehavior already at momentum 4.45 (CcV/c) for the deuteron target earlier in com
parison with middle and heavy nuclei targets where an asymptotic regime is observed
at more high energy.
Now we shall discuss an angular dependencies of T-meson inclusive cross sections.
The results of measurement» of pion momentum spectra in ; ; - D collisions at initial
proton momentum 4.45 (GeV/c) at angles 0n = 90°, 120°, 168° arc shown in Fig..'i.
The data are shown in dependence on X in Fig.4. The hard part of spectra (A" > 1)
has heen approximated by the function as ~exp(-A'/ < X >) and founded slope
parameters are < X > " ' = 9,5 ±1.9 (90°), 10.0 ± 1.(5 (120°) and 10.2 ± 1.4 (168°).
The ratios of cross sections at the same X > I for angles 0„ = 90°, 168° and
120°, 168° equal 0.084 ± 0.048 and 0.45 ± 0.14, respectively.
Note that the similar results have been obtained for the heavy nuclei based on
the mutual analysis of experimental data in cumulative range for scattering angles
0„ = 9O°, 168° [6] and 120° [11].
Thus we can conclude, based on the presented data on a deuteron and the data
on heavy nuclei [6, 11], that the cross section of the pion production in the hard part
can he factorized as follows EfPa/dff = С • /i(X) • /г(0). It should be noted that the
factorization is approximate. This fact follows from the general relativistic principles
[12].
It was shown in [13] on the basis of the hard scattering model that the shape of the
spectrum on X is an universal one at different registration angles and a dependence of
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cross section on the angle is included in the factor fi(0) ~ (н'т(0/2))H. Therefore the
cross section ratio at the same A' and different» 0 does not depend on X.
The ratios
equal ^ 0,00 and =* O,!* for 0„ = 1G8°,!)0° and 168°, 119°, respectively. The results are
quite close to the experimental values.
Fig,5 shows the shoulder in the data for the scattering angle 0„ = 90° at A' >
i, We consider that the behaviour is connected with the resonance mechanism of
Д- isobar production. Similar dependence of cross section has been founded in 7Г+meson spectrum at p — p collisions [M]. One can see that the experimental data for
p — p and /i — D collisions coincide each other in shoulder range. (The solid line in
l,,ig.»r) describes a background.) It should be stressed that the relative contribution
of resonance mechanism decreases with increasing incident proton momentum kv and
scattering angle 0n.
In Figi> the inclusive cross section 'lata for the D — p fragmentation process at
momenta kv = <1.<15,8.9 (C.'cV/c) and scattering angles l)r = 90°, l(>8° are shown. The
ALl'IJA-collaboration data [15] for the I) + p —> p{0") -f A' process at the deut.oron
momentum k,i — 8.9 (C!cV/c) are shown too. One can see that our data at ()v == 1(J8°
is in good agreement with ALPHA data in the range 0.3 < ц < 0.5 (CleV/c). The
kinematical boundary of the p -f- D —> p -f X process varies from ц,тх — 0.55 to 0,02
((JeV/c) with increasing proton momentum from kv — A A?} to 8.9 (C!eV/c) and therefore*
it is possible to study in detail the high momentum component of a doiitoron.
Note that the measurements of cross section nearby the kinematical boundary is
connected with measurements of two almost equal magnitudes - proton yield from
deuterium inside the mylar vessel of the target and mylar walls itself and proton yield
from mylar walls of the empty vessel. (The value A' = 2 is the absolute kinematical
boundary for a deutcron nuclei and far from the kinematical one for a carbon nuclei
which is the vessel materiel.) Therefore
it needs not only much experimental time
at accelerator but the high stability of monitoring system. The lack of the accelerator
time did not allow us to perform measurements near the kinematical limit with enough
statistical accuracy.
It is known that the spectator mechanism dominates for the backward Hemisphere
scattering and the experimental cross section is proportional to the square of a dcuteron
wave function

The results of calculation in the relativistic impulse approximation with RDWF [A] at
angles 0P - 90°, 168°, 180° are shown (solid lines) in Fig.6, A good agreement with
data at 0,, = 168°, 180° can he seen except the range q = 0.25 - 0.4 (GeV/e) in
which the shoulder is observed. It is related with the contribution of resonance pion
enhancement mechanism [16]. Spectator mechanism dominates at 0P = 90° and q > 0.7
(CleV/c). In the range r/ < 0.7 (C!eV/c) the mechanism of the hard rescattoring and
direct fragmentation are essential [17].
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Conclusions
1. The cross section measurements of the production of secondary pious and protons
in the interactions of protons with initial momenta 4.45 (GcV/c) and 8.9 (GeV/c) with
deutcron target at detection angels 90° and 168° arc performed.
2. The scaling asymptotic behaviour of the cross sections for the secondary pion
production on deuteron in the cumulative region (A' > 1) is achieved already at 4.45
(GeV/c) initial proton momentum, much earlier than for heavy nuclei.
3. The factorization of cross sections for pion production on deuteron target in
variables X and 0 in the hard part of spectrum is observed. The slope parameter
< X > - ' is found 9.9 ± 0 . 9
4. The shoulder in the pion cross section at 0r = 90° and kv = 4.45 (GeV/г) in the
region 0.5 < X < 1.0 is observed. It can been connected with the Д-isobar production.
5. We have measured the proton spectrum on the deuteron target at 0V = 90°. The
comparison with the calculation in the relativistic impulse approximation ( Fig.6 shows
only spectator part ) indicates on a contribution of spectator mechanism in the hard
part (q > 0.7 (GeV/c)) and non-spectator one in the soft part of spectrum (r/ < 0.7
(GeV/c)) [17].
This work has been partially supported by the Russian Foundation of Fundamental
Research under Grant No. 93-02-3961.
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PROSPECTS FOR ACCELERATION OF POLARIZED HELIUM 3
AT LABORATOIRE NATIONAL SATURNE
PY. Beauvais, PA. Chamouard, R. Ferdinand, JL. Lcmaire
Laboratoirc National Saturnc, Centre d'Etudes dc Saclay,
F-9119I Gif-sur-Yvctlc Cedcx, France
ABSTRACT. ,
.
,
, „ / _ . , ./ /. /;,,.,„ -'>
Preliminary rcsuitsx have been obtained with the HYPERION source
normaly used to produce polarized protons and dcutcrons for SATURNE 2
synchrotron accelerator. 10 uA of mctastablc helium 3 (2 3 S j ) state were
measured on a faraday cup allowing one to predict a beam intensity of
1010 nuclei of polarized Знс^+ at a maximum energy of 1.75 GcV/amu.
PRELIMINARY RESULTS OF THE ION SOURCE
According to the report published by R.J. SLOBODRIAN (1) and following
discussions with Pr. PERDRISAT, PISKUNOV, SITNIK and STROKOVSKY it
seems possible to produce atoms of helium 3 in the mctastablc 2 3 S i state
from a discharge.
The SATURNE HYPERION source is based on the ground state production of
atomic proton and deutcron jets (fig. 1) using dissociation of molecular
gas. This discharge is initiated at 17 Mhz. Preliminary tests have been
done using this device, fed with helium 3 gas. They have shown a pulsed
beam current of 1 ms duration as high as 50 p.A downstream of the ionizer.
The difference between the sextupole magnet "off" and the scxtupole
magnet "on" is 10 p.A.
We then expect
- 10 U.A in the 2 3 S i state
- 40 p-A in the fundamental

state.

The important proportion of atoms in the fundamental state.
is probably
due to relaxation caused by multiple collisions of the metastablcs on the
walls of the nozzle. We will have to modify its geometry.
Accordingly, it seems possible to produce an equivalent current of 10 uA
of polarized atoms.
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POSSIBLE ACCELERATION SCENARIO IN MIMAS AND SATURNE 2
Since the ionizer yields mostly Нсз + ions, after being accelerated with the
pre-injector their maximum kinetic energy is 400 KcV. It is not optimized
for efficient stripping. The following scheme is then proposed :
- injection at 133 KcV/amu and acceleration of Hc3+ arc carried out
in MIMAS,
- stripping between MIMAS and SATURNE 2 is performed at
5.6 Mcv/amu (at this energy the stripping efficiency is closed to
unity without cmittance increasing or affecting the polarization),
- acceleration З ц е 2 + in SATURNE 2 is then achieved at the
maximum energy : 1746 McV/amu.
DEPOLARIZATION CAUSED BY RESONANCES
The expected resonances in MIMAS and SATURNE 2 arc respectively
- in MIMAS :
7G = - 5 - vz

G

- 7.37 (He 3 +)

G

- 4.191 (Нсз 2 + )

- and the sextupolc resonances :
yG = - 3 - vx - vz, - 7 - vx + vz, - 7 + vx - vz, - 12 + vx + vz
- all of these lines are mostly static since у docs not change very much up
to 5.6 MeV/amu and can be escaped by selecting properly the wave
number (tune of the machine).
- in SATURNE 2 :
yG » - 5 , - 6 , - 7 , - 8 , - 9 , - 1 0 , - 11,- 12
•yG = - 8 + vz, - 9 + vz, - 10 + vz , - 11 + vz, - 12 + vz, - 13 + vz, - 14 + vz, - 15 + vz
•yG = - 2 - vz, - 3 - vz, - 4 - vz, - 5 - vz, - 6 -vz, - 7 - vz, - 8 - vz
a more carefull study of these line resonances shall be carried out, but
from our experience, equivalent difficulties exist for acceleration of
polarized protons and arc overcome. As an example one can mention :
- systematic resonance
7G = N
either corrected or crossed by
spin flip,
- intrinsic resonances
7G = ± N ± vz
are also all corrected or crossed
by spin flip or quick change of the machine tune.
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CONCLUSION
It seems possible from our preliminary encouraging results to accelerate
with SATURNE, polarized helium 3 at a maximum energy of 1746 MeV/amu: :
an intensity of 10 1 0 nuclei would be obtained.
A more detailed study of dissociation has to be done in order to deal with
the relaxation process of the metastables that occurs on the walls of the
nozzle, along with the design of the nuclear RF transition units.
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A b o u t a Possibility to Study t h e *He Structure in t h e
Break-up Reactions Using Polarized 3He B e a m
I.M. Sitnik, V.P. Ladygin, L. Penchev, N.M. Piskunov,
E.A. Strokovsky, Yu.A. Plis,
Joint Institute for Nuclear Researches, Dubna
M.P.Rekalo ,
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USA
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Norfolk State University, Norfolk, USA
R.Abegg,
TRIUMF, Vancouver,
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ABSTRACT
Wc discuss the importance of an investigation of the polarization observables of the
reactions ( 3 #e, d) and ( 3 #e,p) at zero angle. This experiment could be a good starting
point for an experimental program with polarized 3 # e beam in the intermediate energy
region; in particular it would be uniquely matched to the capability of SATURNE.
So far- spin observables have not been included in the analysis of the 3 Яе structure
at small distances, so the main goal of the experiments proposed here is to obtain an
empirical basis for such investigations.

1.

Brief review of t h e experimental situation

In the last few years considerable progress in the investigation of few-nucleon
systems, in particular the three- nucleon systems, have been achieved. But a number
of problems remains unsolved. For example:
• The difference between binding energy oi3ffe and 3H is still not fully explained;
it is not just due to the 3-body force.
• As in the case of the deuteron , the elastic electromagnetic form factor for both
3
H and 3He is not really explained for momentum transfer q > 4 / m _ 1 , even by
the most-refined calculations employing realistic meson-exchange models (such
as Paris and Bonn potentials); taking into account 3 — N forces does not repair
this situation.
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• The empirical momentum distributions of fragments (d and p) extracted from the
41с breakup reactions is interpreted in different ways. To make a choice between
them one needs new experimental information.
• The origin of the "hole" at small distances , obtained for point-like nucleons
distribution in 3 Я е and ' / / e nuclei, remains unexplained.
The 3 //r: break-up reactions in various channels have been investigated both
with electromagnetic and nuclear probes. Two experiments with nuclear probe arc of
particular interest here: exclusive measurements of the 3Hc(p,2p)d and 3Hc(p,pd)p
reactions at TIifUMF'% and inclusive measurements of the A(3JIe,d) and A(3He,p)
reactions at zero angle at Dubna 0 .
The data of rcf. arc presented in fig.l as a function of the fragment momentum
in the nuclear rest frame, r/. and in fig.2 the .same data are shown as function of the
light cone variable к , which is related to the fragment momentum q by the following
formulas:
y/m] + q2 + <7||

a

=

M

M2sJ =
;

o(l
1

-a)
ml — m2,

ч = (°-2>*"—kr
=

v x '

и '

where ms is the mass of the spectator, rnj is the mass of the second fragment, M is
the mass of the projectile and a is the part of the momentum carried away by the
spectator in the longitudinal direction in the infinite-momentum frame.
There arc various reasons to prefer the variable к as an inner momentum of a
fragment in the nucleus. The difference between Ац' and <?ц (Агц > г/ц) becomes apprecia
ble when <7|| > 0.2GeK/c, and increases as q\\ increases. One can see that к ~ q. when
<7|| < < qs_ (TRIUMF's kinematic). Therefore there is no need for any transformations
to present the TRIUMF data as a function of к (originally they were presented ver
sus q). The largest difference between q and к takes place when q± « <7ц (Dubna's
and Saclay's kinematic). The TRIUMF and Dubna data are presented in fig.3 versus
k. The data of the two experiments agree rather well and overestimate the impulse
approximation (IA)7 estimate. Taking into account the very different kincmatical con
ditions of these experiments, it is rather difficult to explain an enhancement of spectra
over calculations simply as a deviation from Impulse Approximation {IA). In ref. !)
it is pointed out that the SLAC 3 //e(c, a') data 8 agree well with predicted momentum
distribution , if multiplied by a factor :
1+

{k/2S5MeV/c)2.5
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C(3He,d)X
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Лн неси in fig.lj, Ми; same factor lias boon found necessary to got agreement between
Imdronk: data and I А. Л similar situation оссигя when one compares spectra extracted
from the douteron break-up reactions (fig,4). The momentum spectra extracted from
the inclusive experiment d(e,c') 10 (SLAC) and from inclusive A{d,p) at zero angle
" ' ' 2 (l)ubna, .Saclay) agree with each other, but overestimate predicted distributions
at, r/ > 200Л'/с\//с'*}. The spectrum extracted from d(c,c'p)n the Saclay cross-section
data 1 ' 1 by A.Kobushkin' 5 agrees well with the spectra mentioned above,
hi fig. 5 it is shown that the momentum spectrum extracted from the a //c(c, e'p)d
Sac.lay experiment'" and predicted distribution are in agreement at small к < 150A/cV/c,
but, disagree at higher k,
We sec the following possibilities to explain the difference between the dcuteronand л})с break-up data on the one hand, and the 1A predictions on the other hand:
• non-nuclcons degrees of freedom (multiquark states and their projections onto
the AA and N*N*... configurations),
• various methods to take into account rclativistic effects (we use one of them by
selecting the light cone variable к as wave function argument).
• intermediate and final stale interactions, as well as meson exchange currents for
the electron data;
• need to use a modified fragment momentum distribution derived from updated
iVN-poteritials (or perhaps searching for the "most realistic" NN- potential
among "realistic" ones by fitting 3-body data).
Each of these points achieves some degree of success at explaining the observed
effects in cross-sections. The measurement of spin observables proposed here would
help greatly to determine the correct explanation for the discrepancies outlined above.
2.

Review of existing investigations of 3He s t r u c t u r e

It is often claimed that the electron is the best probe to study the structure of light
nuclei; the reasons usually given to justify this position are as follows:
• electrodynamics is well known;
• the electromagnetic interaction produces only a small distortion of the investi
gated system.
Of course the nuclear distortion in the final state is usually as important in electromagnetically induced reactions as in hadron induced reactions, as it involves the strongly
interacting fragments of the targets. But even if the reaction mechanism is well known,
one needs to have good electromagnetic nucleon form factors to make reliable calcula
tions and be able to extract structure information from experimental results. Mean
while a sufficiently accurate characterization of the electric neutron form factor remains
the central problem of hadron electrodynamics. There is also the additional problem of
modelling the proton form factor far off-shell; popular off-shell prescription (de Forrest
for example), are just that, prescriptions.
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Figure 3. The momentum distribution of deulerons in 3JJe, extracted from the
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'Го interpret reliably measurements of the neutron electric form factor (7/.;„(<?)
using a polarized :4lс target,one needs to know: the reaction mechanism and the spin
.structure of''41v..
To disentangle the empirical data from both electron scattering and elcctrodisintegration of light nuclei will require using not only doutcron but also 3 / / e , Several
such experiments are being planned or are being carried out currently. For example,
an experiment with a polarized 3 / / e target is underway at Hates at Q2 = 0.2((7eV/c) 2 ,
for diirerent orientations of target spin relatively the direction of 3-vector k. Also,
the :4lc(c,(:'[i)X and a //c(c,cV/)A' reactions will be investigated in a wide kincmatical
region in experiments proposed at CEBAF. It is important to note that polarization
observables of these reactions will not be available very soon; but without polarization
measurements one hardly will be able to resolve questions such as off-shell and, or 3-N
forces eirects, KSI or consequence of using an "insufficiently realistic potential", and so
on.
The comprehensive program of investigation of •'//<; using the electron probe
might just mirror the fact many physicists prefer the electromagnetic probe; our posi
tion is that the electron probe alone will not solve all problems. In fact, we predict that
it is only after detailed comparison of electron and hadron induced reactions on the
light nuclei, that real progress in the field will occur. The comparison of various spectra
presented in the first chapter supports this contention. The task of investigating the
structure of light nuclei can only be brought to a fruitful end if nuclear reactions are
included in the data base.
The main advantage of using nuclear probes is of course a much higher cross
section for the reaction. It is well known that in the case of the dcuteron investigated
(including polarization characteristics) both at Dubna and Saclay very interesting char
acteristics of the dcutcron have been found, as discussed recently in refs. ' ' ^ *7, .
An experiment with a polarized 3 /7e target and polarized protons at TRIUMF 1 9
has recently been completed. The results indicate although the analyzing powers /lo„,
ЛГ1о and Ann are close to the IA prediction for the (p,2p) channels, they are not for
(p,]m). This discrepancy cannot be explained at the present time.
3.

Impulse Approximation for polarization effects in ( 3 //c,rf) and
reactions

(3Hc,p)

The 3 / / e —> p -f d vertex , in contradiction with the d —* n + p vertex, is not
symmetrical among the final state particles. Therefore the Allc —> p + d vertex must
be described in general by a set of two wave functions, taking into account whether it
is the proton or the neutron which is virtual. That is why the full reconstruction of the
3
7/e spin structure needs to be investigated in both ( 3 //с,г/) and ('4ic.,p) reactions.
The amplitude of the 3 / / c —> d-\- p transition can be written in general as
X? [(^/)«i + (Л1)(^п)ш.-] ЛЧ

(1)

where U is the 3-vector of the dcuteron polarization, n is the unit vector along the
fragment momentum (in t h e J / / c rest frame), xi {l"d Л'2 are the two-component spinors
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of the 41 с and the proton,», and \щ are the .ч- and (/-components of the wave function,
i is equal to 1 if the deutcron is virtual, and equal to 2 in the other case.
Based on (i) one can obtain the following formula for the proton polarization
vector P\ of the reaction A(:iIIc,p)X:
-Р0{щ
' V—

+ wtf + 2n(nP0){u* + 2щ ид)
о..2 г /„. . ... \12
2u?
+ («,+u»j)

>

1^/

where /-Q is the 3 / / e polarization vector.
In the case of transverse 3IIc polarization, (nP0) — 0, we will have

8 _

3

(Ш+ИЯ)'

,.,,

.i.e. Pp and P0 are always antiparallcl for any Ui,wi functions. The deutcron vector
polarization P,i in the A(3He,d) reaction is defined by the following formulae:
p _ P°u2
ld

+

"2W2(P0 - n(nPp))
2u2 + (и, + t«a)3

...
U

in general and

л=д. ЙГГ'Р

<5>

2uJ + (u2 + w 2 ) 2
when (r?Po) = 0.
Finally the tensor polarization />го of the deuteron in the A(3He, d) reaction
with unpolarized 3 # e is defined by following formula
r- 2u2w2 + w\
.
P2o = - V 2 2 , ,
;
« '
(6)
2u\ + (u2 + u; 2 ) 2
The latter expression has been obtained earlier by C. Wilkin. In this case the only
vector suitable as an axial symmetry axis (i.e. the quantization axis) is
the m o m e n t u m of the deuteron-fragment. In other words the deuteronfragment will be tensor polarized along the momentum direction.
The predictions for polarization transfer coefficient, к, based on calculations'
and using formulas given above are presented in figs. 6,7.
4.

W h a t will be learned from the suggested experiment

An investigation of polarization effects in the 3He break-up reaction at SATLI RNE would be very important for progress in understanding the structure of 3He.
Experimental results are essential for the full exploitation of neutron form factor mea
surements which use polarized 3 Я е as a target of "polarized neutrons". The measure
ments of к in the ( 3 //e,p) reactions in the vicinity of q = 0 will help to clear up this
question. In this case the IA is valid and the S-wave part of 3 # e dominates. Very
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different values of к arc expected, depending whether the remaining (np) part of a / / e
is in a singlet or a triplet state. Л value of к at 7 = 0 will thus determine the percentage
of singlet and triplet state in this case.
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Figure 5; The momentum distribution of deutcrons in 3IIe, extracted from the Saclay
3
IIe(e,e'p)d data and the Dubna A(3He,d) data.
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The complementarity of such polarization observables as T20 and к (for the
(3He,d) reaction) extracted from the experiment proposed here for SATURNE, will
help map an expected and progressive deviation from the Impulse Approximation; this
is the kind of data base which is needed for a detailed understanding of the reaction,
and is a prerequisite for the extraction of structure information. An analysis of these
observables in the case of the deuteron breakup reaction, recently made by Kuehn,
Perdrisat and Strokovsky 20 , has shown that
very interesting conclusions might be
reached from such an analysis.
Comparison of the expected data with the TRIUMF polarization results on
polarization observables will help to establish which argument of wave function in mo
mentum space is the correct one. As mentioned in the first part, different kinematical
conditions were used in the TRIUMF and Dubna differential cross section measure
ments, but distribution extracted from these two independent sets of data agree rather
well when the internal momentum k defined above is used.
We suggest that ultimately the comparison of 3 # e and deuteron breakup data,
including the data generated by the experiment proposed here, will lead to definite
conclusions concerning the structure of the two lightest nuclei which will surpass the
boldest forecasts.
5.

Conclusions

Assuming that the problem of accelerating polarized 3IIe in Saturnc can be
resolved, measurements of the polarization transfer coefficient, к, in the (3IIe,d) and
( 3 # e , p ) reactions will be no more difficult, technically, than the measurements of this
observable in the deuteron break-up reaction 18 which was performed at SATURNE in
1990 (experiment 202), using SPES4 + POM ME.
It is possible to measure tensor polarization of secondary deuterons using unpolarized 3 # e beam, but a liquid hydrogen target must be installed in POMME to have
sufficient tensor analyzing power of the second scattering. We would like to stress here
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that one must overcome definite difficulties to stage this experiment because azimuthal
asymmetry of second scattering is absent when secondary deuterons aligned along the
beam axis.
Of course, if a polarized 41 с beam can be produced, the list of possible experi
ments becomes much longer. Among them we would like to mention backward elastic
4lc -f p and лllv. + d scattering experiments, which might be carried out using the
same experimental set-up. These two reactions can provide useful information about
the 4lc wave function; as in the case of the results of the deuteron structure studies,
it would be interesting to compare data on cross sections, analyzing powers and spin
transfer coefficients of both the elastic and I he breakup reactions.
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T h e p r o c e s s 3 Я е -f- p —>4 He + 7r+ on t h e polarized
h y d r o g e n as a n analyzer of t h e 3 # e p o l a r i z a t i o n
V.L.Lyuboshitz,

JINR, Dubna

ABSTRACT
The cross-section dependence of the process 3He + p —И He -f jr+ on the 3 //e and
proton polarization vectors is investigated. It is shown that the reaction p(3He,4 Не)я+
on the polarized hydrogen target can be used for measuring 3Hc polarization.
In connection with the interest in experiments with polarized beams o f 3 / / e nu
clei the problem of measuring the 3 / / e polarization appears. It seems that the reaction
p ( 3 # e , 4 Не)ж+ on the polarized hydrogen target is appropriate for this purpose.
1. It follows from the conservation of the angular momentum and the space
parity that in the case of reactions of the type ~ + | —> 0 + 0, when two fermions
with spins of 5 transform into two spinless bosons, the transitions from fermion singlet
state are forbidden on condition that the internal parity products of the initial fermions
and the final bosons are opposite [1,2,3]. Therefore, in view of the fact that ж+ is the
pseudoscalar meson, the process 3 / / e + p —»4 He + 7r+ is possible only when the total
spin of the 3 # e nucleus and the proton equals unity ( the triplet state ).
Let P] and Pi be the independent polarization vectors of the 3He nucleus and
the proton, respectively. It is easy to show that the probabilities of detecting the
(3He,p)— system in the triplet states with the total spin projections (i = ± 1 , 0 to the
3
# e momentum are the following:
w£l

=

\{\±pj){\±pj),

W£]

= . j [ l + PiP2-2(Af)(P2f)],

(i)
(2)

where / is the unity vector in the direction of the 3 /7e momentum. The total probability
of detecting the triplet states is equal to

w<" =Д(з +Ай),

(3)

and the probability of detecting the singlet state

w<*> = i ( i - A A ) .
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(4)

2. Let us consider the case of the flight of the final лИе nucleus, produced in
the reaction 3 / / e + p -*'1 He -f тг+ in the forward direction. Then, in consequence
of the conservation of the projection of the total angular momentum, this process
is possible only at the zero value of the total spin projection of (3He,p) -system to
the reaction axis, and it is forbidden for projections equalling (+1) and (-1). As
a result, in accordance with formula (2) the differential cross-section of the process
3
He -\- p —>4 He 4- 7г+ at the zero angle depends simply on polarizations of the 3 tf e
beam and the proton target:

where ( ^ H ( O ) )

is the differential cross - section of the same reaction in the case

when both the beam and the target are unpolarized.
Under standard methods of the beam polarization the vector P\ is perpendicular
to the momentum {P\l = 0). Then the relation (5) gives:

^-(K^O+I*"*!—)-

(6

>

where a is the angle between the polarization directions of the 3 # e nucleus and the
proton. The relative change of the cross-section with the 3 / / e polarization reversal
( or the proton polarization one ) equals:

Thus, it is possible to determine the degree of the 3 / / e beam polarization, know
ing the asymmetry 7/, the degree of the pvoton target polarization and the angle between
the 3He and proton polarization vectors.
3. At non-zero angles of the flight of the 4He nucleus, taking into account the
parity conservation, the cross-section of the reaction 3 # e + p —+4 He + 7r+, integrated
over azimuth angles (as well as the total the cross-section of the reaction), has following
structure:

*(©)= ^M©)[l + ££-2(A0(A0] +^u(©)[l+(A0(P2f)],

(8)

where crttli(Q) is the cross-section corresponding to the triplet state of the ( 3 #e,p)
-system with the projection /.i to the direction of the 3He momentum. Here we have
taken into account that the interference between states with different projections of
the total spin disappears after the integration over azimuth angles, and, besides, in
consequence of the parity conservation the equality
a t , + i ( 0 ) = a t ,_ 1 (0)
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(9)

is satisfied. At very small angles the triplet cross-section corresponding to projections
(±1) tends to zero being proportional to the square of the angle (CT/,I ~ 0 2 ) . The
formula (8) can be rewritten in the form
a(Q) = ar(Q) + a 2 (0)(P,P 2 ) + а 3 (0)(Р,/)(Р 2 Г),

(10)

where
<ri(0) = £*.o(0) + 5^,i(0),

ff2(0)

= icr (iO (0),

^з(0) = ^ ( а ( ) , ( 0 ) - а / , о ( 0 ) ) .

(11)

It is evident that values o"i(0) and a 2 (0) are positive, and <xi(Q) > o-2(0). When the
polarization vector of a 3 # e nucleus is perpendicular to its momentum the asymmetry
at the polarization reversal is expressed as
77 = Л | Pi | | P 2 | c o s a ,

Л = — < 1.

(12)

In accordance with the relations (11) the following equality is valid:
ax = 3CT2 + o-3.

(13)

The same result takes place for the annihilation processes
pp ->тг + 7г-, Л'+Л'~, Л'°Л'° [3].
4. The process 3He(p, тг+)лНе on the helium target, as well as the time-reversal
reactions ж+ + 4 He —> p -f3 Яе, тт" +'1 He —» тг -f3 II , were studied experimentally
in a number of works ( see, for example, [4-8] ).
In accordance with experimental data, when both the beam and the target are
unpolarized, at 3 Я е laboratory kinetic energies in the range of (l-r-2) GeV the small
angle differential cross-section of process 3He + p —>4 He + n+ is of ~ lOfcb/sr in
the center-of-mass system. The cross-section maximum of about 15/i6/sr at the 3 / / e
laboratory kinetic energy T«1.25 GeV and 0Cms = 0 corresponds, apparently, to the
formation of A(33)-resonance on a bound nucleon [5] ( in the proton rest frame
* g £ ( 0 ) * 25<W*r ).
Author would like to thank N.M.Piskunov, I.M.Sitnik and E.A.Strokovsky for
their interest in this work and valuable discussions.
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THE SCATTERING OF PIONS ON POLARIZED AND UNPOLARIZED
TRITIUM AND HELIUM THREE IN THE VICINITY OF A RESONANCE
M.A. Braun and V.M. Suslov
Suint-I'etersburg University, Russia
The investigation of the structure of light nuclei requires its reliable theoretical
description. From this point of view reactions with pions in the vicinity of delta
resonance possess two big advantages.
First, in the vicinity of delta resonance, the 7rN interaction is well approximated by
P33 wave, i.e. essentially is reduced to a separable form.
Second, the pion mass is considerably smaller than the nuclcon's one. Therefore
one can hope that a reasonable approximation might be to take the limit mr/m^ —* 0,
that is the fixed nucleons approximation.
It is well-known, that it gives the accuracy about 10-20 percents for 7rd interaction
/ 1 / . Of course, the accuracy is decreasing with the increase of momentum transfer.
But, for that, in the fixed nuclcons approximation the amplitude is well defined at small
intcrnucleon distances , so that no cutoff is needed. With the recoil taken into account,
the diagrams diverge at high momenta. Thus a better accuracy is traded against the
cutoff parameter.
In the fixed nucleons approximation (mr/riii\ —» 0) the problem can be solved
exactly in principle in two steps: firstly, we need to find the amplitudes with fixed
nucleons and secondly, we average these amplitudes with the wave functions of the
nucleons. It is simple in the case of deuteron and scalar nuclcons. However the problem
complicates considerably as spins and isospins arc taken into account. In the paper the clastic reactions
+3
Heandrt -3 H were considered. Coulomb effects have been neglected. 'We take into account all rcscattcringsof the pion by summation of all diagrams of the type represented in Fig.l.
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Here the dashed line corresponds to pion, the double line - to delta resonance
and the single line - to nucleoli. The exc4ct treatment of these graphs requires the
introduction of 216 amplitudes. In fulfilled calculations the spin-tenzor interaction in
the elementary block of Fig,2 was replaced by an averaged one.

\

V
Fig.2
As a result, the number of independent amplitudes is reduced to twenty seven. The
basic Faddeev-like amplitudes are M,-* where i and к refer to the number of the initial
and final nucleons (i,k=l,2,3). Each Мц. is 3*3 matrix in both spin and isospin. The
final linear system of equations for amplitudes Мц,. is the following
Mik = Rx P{i)6ik + Я, 5 2 PiWikMtk .

(1)

Here R\(E) = (пгд — m/v + еь — к0 — гО) -1 , А;о is pion energy and £(, is the binding
energy of the ground state of 3He or 3 # . P ( , ) are projectors onto states I = J = 3 / 2 for
the system of pion plus the ith nucleon.
The "potentials" Wik describe intermediate pion propagation, they are complex:
W k[X)

'

d q

3(2*)* J
A2 = $ & ,

? + rn%~ (ко - cby - гО

{i)

m A =ff,- i62 •

"Tel

The solution of equation (1) provides us with scattering amplitudes with given total
spin and isospin and spin-isospin variables of pairs of nucleons. For 7ГA amplitudes with
a given value of the total isospin T we obtain the equation

_V~Z;Z

/2>3/2V

(ехр(г(к - к )xi)(Mu{r,S))

'J__' JL^

(3)

+ 2ехр(г{кхх - к'x2)(MU(T,S))) •

Here (M{k) a re the amplitudes averaged over spin and isospin of the He - T nuclei.
To make the integrations over x\ and ж2 possible we take radial wave function Ф of the
ground state of 3 tf or 3He as a sum of Gaussians

|Ф| 2 =£^егр(-а У £:4).

(4)

The number of Gaussians chosen was 1 and 2. o^ and a? were fitted to the observed
radius (r 2 ). In case j = 2 , a,- were chosen to give the best fit in the elastic cross - section
at large angles.
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The formulas for the cross-section and the polarisation may be represented in the
form similar to the сане of TTN interaction,
Л (Т > = a{T)(k

• Tc) + ib(T\o

-kxk)

(5)
(6)

///') = Г М ( Т ) 2 ( 5 в 1 / 2 _ Л ( Т ) 2 Я в 3 / 2 ) ,
Here
AiVi s

'

= ; 3 & Г М * . - М « * 1 ) JT * 3 ^ * / ^^|ФР(М11(Г)5)) ,

^ ' ^ . s = —•;
; / a;?^i / ^2</i'2 /
\/2ko2k0 Jo
Jo
J-i

(7)

dcosO-i\^\J{Mi\(rls))D{kx\,KXi,cos6,co30i )

(8)

cos(6) = у/Щ&,
к = Те - E •
The function D is a result of the integration over angles in the equation (3).
After that we find for cross - sections the next expression
dcr/dO = M L ( | a < T > | W 0 + \bW\*ain*0)

(8)

and for the polarization
y

~

2зт0соз0Лп(а(Щ'^)
t
T 2
2
T 2
2
|a( )| co5 0-r|b< >| sm 0 '

(10)

The calculations are rather complicated and demand much computer time. As we
neglected by Coulomb interaction, all results listed bellow may be also consider for
elastic reaction n+3IIe with another value of binding energy Q,. The results depend on
it weakly.
In Table 1 the calculated cross-sections are given with different numbers of pion
rescatterings taken into account and with single Gaussian for the wave function (j=l,
(r 2 ) 1 / 2 = 2.2, a = 0.06S8705 and N = 0.147807-02 in eq.(4)).
Table 1. Cross-section for the reaction 7Г~3Я for pion lab.energy Tn =180 MeV
co50ffc.m.
1.0
0.75
0.725
0.5
0.46
0.25
0.083
0.0

1 reseat. 2 reseat. 3 reseat.
104.2
98.5
97.6
14.63
13.2
13.2

All reseat.
100.2
13.8

1.64

1.34

1.34

1.6

0.108

0.073

0.074

0.104

0.002

0.0001

0.0002

0.002

Experim.

19.1
1.3
0.26
0.33

Experimental data are taken from paper / 2 / .
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The calculated cross-sections at large angles are considerably less than the experi
mental ones and they arc not shown in Table 1,
In Table 2 the calculated cross-sections are given with different numbers of pion
rescatterings taken into account and with two Gaussiaiis for the wave function (j=2,
(r 2 )'/ 2 = 1.87, щ = 0.07, at = 0.97 and Nx =0.111-02, N, = , 0.118+01 in eq.(4)).
Table 2. Cross-section for the reaction ir~3H for pion lab.energy Tn =180 MeV
созовет.
LO
0,75
0.725
0.62
0.5
0.46
0.25
0.083
0.0
-.11
-.25
-0.4
-0.5

1 reseat.
104.2
23,53
20.25

2 reseat. 3 reseat. All reseat.
87.0
83.6
17.7
16.5
16.2
16.08
15.1
14.08

5.14
3.91
0.80

3.42
2.57
0.48

3.1
2.32
0.45

2.92
0.58

0.04

0.04

0.07

0.03

0.427
0.92
1.33

0.24
0.49
0.67

0.242
0.44
0.59

0.31
0.66

Ex peri m.

19.1
5.3
1.3
0.26
0.33
0.43
0.4

Experimental data are taken from paper / 2 / .
In Table 3 the calculated polarizations are given with different numbers of pion
rescatterings taken into account for both cases of radial wave function Ф given above.
It is worth to note that in our formalism the polarization entirely depends on multi
ple scatterings and it vanishes if we take into account only one rescattering (impulse
approximation).
Table 3. Polarization for the reaction n~3H for pion lab.energy T„ =180 McV
cosQ„c.m.
1.0
0.75
0.5
0.25
0.0
-.25
-0.5
-0.75
-1.0

j=l
2 reseat. 3 reseat.
0.0
0.0
.345-02
.362-02
0.26-02
.353-02
.327-01
.373-01
0.0
0.0
0.613
0.643
0.556
0.657
0.295
0.223
0.0
0.0

j=2

All reseat.
0.0
.98-02
.266-01
.975-01
0.0
-.159
-.106
0.0

2 reseat.
0.0
0.055
0.17
0.5
0.0
-0.7
-0.4
-0.23
0.0

3 reseat.
0.0
0.07
0.23
.675
0.0
-.91
-.61
-.38
0.0

All reseat.
0.0
.36-011
.99-012
.21
0.0
-.225
-.141 3
0.0

In Table 3 the values labeled by figures 1,2,3 were calculated for cosO^c.m. = 0.725,
0.46 and -0.4, respectively.
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Conclusions.
1. The behaviour of the clastic cross - sections at large angles depends strongly on
the wave function Ф.
2. The relative contribution of rescattering is rather important at small angles and
it is essentially needed at large angles.
3. The polarization is very sensitive both to pion rescattcrings of high order and
to the form of the wave function Ф. For rigorous conclusions the further investigations arc
needed.
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Bohr's quantization rule in the world of resonances of
elementary particles
F.A. Gareev, Yu.L.Ratis and E.A.Strokovsky
J1NR, Dubna

ABSTRACT
Quantization based on gentnal tiuuiiluiu mechanical arguments is carried out for
asymptotic values of momenta of decay products of hadronic resonances. Mass formula
for hadronic resonances is obtained with making use of the above-mentioned quantization
conditions. Calculated spectra having a structure similar to that of the Halmer series
are compared with the experimental datp; the corresponding mass formula can be used
for predictions of new possible resomnces end their searches.

1.

Introduction

In earlier papers
° we outlined an approach to describe resonance spectra of
hadronic resonances having strong 2-particle decay modes. This approach was surprisingly successful in reproducing the known resonances. The invariant masses of unknown hadronic resonances were also predicted. Moreover, it allowed us to get rather
good estimates of widths for those resonance families (including dibaryons), where the
interaction potential between their decay products is more-or-less well known.
This approach was based on some very general key points: (1) every hadronic
resonance can be treated as a radiating system confined in the coordinate space within
a region with characteristic size r o =0.86 fm; (2) when this system has a non-negligible
2-particle decay mode, it can be considered as a corresponding binary particle system
in final stage of its life; 3) for such a system the classical resonance (eigen-frequency)
condition is valid for existence of eigenwaves in an open radiating resonator (antenna)
with the effective size ro".
/V 0 = (n + 7 ) ,
(1)
Here P is the asymptotic momentum (i.e. the momentum measured in experiment) of
decay products taken in the rest frame of the resonance, n is an integer positive number
and 0 < 7 < 1 is a number which depends on the boundary conditions for a given
degree of freedom and on the type of a dynamical equation for the resonating system.
In refs. 1 " 5 the value of 7=1/2 was chosen according to the Heisenberg uncertainty
relation in its minimal version/-Vo > 1/2 and n=0, 1, 2,... or 7 = 0 and n = l = l , 2,
3,.... The latter case can be considered as the well-known Bohr-Sommerfeld orbital
quantization
Pr0 = /.
(2)
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Note that the wavelength Л| = 2ж/P corresponding to the first resonance ( n = 1
for 7 = 0 and n = 0 for 7 = 1/2 ) must be of order of ?'o which can be seen from
dimensional considerations (see for details ref. ), but on the other hand, in deriving
the Bohr-Sommerfeld quantization rule for the bound states the wavelength Aj must
be smaller than the characteristic size of the considered system, as is well known.
d
In the papers
, in order to calculate invariant resonance masses for given pairs of
decay product (meson+meson, baryon+meson, baryon-f baryon), a mass formula which
incorporates above-mentioned key points was used with the same fixed value of the
parameter го. The question is now, is this parameter really a universal one. We have
all the time used the asymptotic values of the momenta in the resonance condition,
neglecting possible interaction between the decay products. We suspect that it is due to
considering "shape" resonances (which carry properties characteristic for the interplay
between the effective size and wavelength of the system) that our consideration must
be independent on a particular form of the interaction.
Thus the suggested mass formula should give almost the same mass of a res
onance for every of its 2-particle decay modes (and exactly the same mass within a
full coupled-channels treatment) without changing the parameter r 0 if the approach is
self-consistent. It is worthwhile to note that multiparticle decays can be considered as a
chain of binary decays: the 2-particle decay of a "primary" resonance into two clusters,
further these clusters again decay into 2-particles and so on. This is consistent with the
observation that multiparticle production processes proceed mainly through resonance
production. Therefore the multiparticle decay can be treated as a tree-like phenomena
where the intermediate resonances play an essential role. It indicates a way how to use
the suggested approach in studies of multiparticle decays of resonances. Our approach
was applied to selected resonances covering low and also high invariant masses (includ
ing bottomonium) as well with low decay momenta in the rest frame of the resonance;
some unknown resonances and decay modes were predicted.
This approach predicts more resonances than are observed hitherto. The ques
tion is: which of the predicted resonances exist in nature? It is evident that some
of them might be forbidden by selection rules. Therefore some criteria have to exist
which limits the number of resonances. Some examples of our predictions and some
comparison with recent data were given in refs.
in which very exciting correlations
between the calculated results and experimental data were obtained. The parameter
ro=0.86 fm was in refs.
associated with the first Bohr orbital or with the confine
ment radius which is nearly t h e s a m e for all h a d r o n and dibaryon resonances
w i t h i n t h e e x p e r i m e n t a l accuracy.
The quantization condition (1) of the asymptotic momenta for resonating system
was obtained in the cited papers in a heuristic way. Here we would like to derive
equation (1) from general quantum mechanical arguments starting from the well-known
R (P) -matrix theory of the resonance reactions. The aim of this article is to get some
common properties of the resonating system, having v.aves with the wavelength of
order го or Pr0 ss / + 1/2 well localized near its surface. This phenomenon is in
a full analogy (in the correspondence principle sense) with the "whispering gallery"
phenomenon in acoustics, which was first observed by Rayleigh " in 1910 year, with
the open radiating resonators in classical electrodynamics 7 , with the rainbow and glory
effects also (ref. ). The same phenomenon was observed in the consideration of the
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"stadium billiard" problem in classical mechanics (ref. l4< 1б» 2 9 ) . It is interesting to
mention, that in nuclear physics the significant non-uniformity of the distribution of
single-particle energies (gross shells, properties of magic nuclei, non-sphericity of nuclei,
gross structure of resonances in the optical model,
etc.) is a result of semiclassical
quantization of motion along many-dimensional closed orbits (see refs. 8- 9 for details
and bibliography).
The question of what are underlying reasons for such surface localization is out
of the scope of this paper; still it is worthwhile to note that it is effects of refraction
of inner waves which are responsible for emergence of the localized surface-like waves
in the examples mentioned above. Therefore we would like to exploit the wave nature of
particles at low energies when their Lui de Broglie wavelenghts are of the same order
as the radius of strong interactions. Our general physical conception of resonances is
as follows: it is the periodic motion and refraction of waves in the restricted region of
space which are responsible for the creation of resonances in any resonating system.
2.

Quantization of t h e a s y m p t o t i c m o m e n t a of resonances

The asymptotic quantization condition (1) can be obtained by applying the Fimatrix ^ or, equivalently, the P-matrix formalism to particle reactions 1 1 - 1 3 . Accord
ing these papers, one can assume that the resonating system having several two-particle
decay channels is free at relative separation г > Го in the center of mass, hence the
logarithmic radial derivative of the internal wave functions can be introduced:

(3)

£ £ > - - ' • 5-«

which should be calculated in the framework of some modern quark models.
For simplicity, let us consider only the systems with one dominating open channel. As was mentioned in the previous section, the decay of hadronic resonances can
be considered in a full analogy with open classical electrodynamic resonators and the
mathematical formalism given in this excellent monograph can be used. Therefore the
boundary conditions for the emitted waves must be written as follows (tlic conditions
of radiation):

4j"(Pr)

h

=r°

dr

J

Ш

'

where h\ (Pr) are the spherical Rikkati-IIankel functions which are equal to exp[i{ Pr —
lw/2)} at P r » l .
Rikkati-Hankel functions can be expressed via the Aery functions 2 ° at large
positive r values:
dhy'{x)
(,).
s/i277 i ,
'^
= h) > (x) = г(—^-)*и'{т),

t(i)/ \
•/ T U , ч
A} >(x) = - г ( — ) « a ; ( r ) ,

(5)

where
w(r) = u(r)-H'v(r),
U{T) = T «ез

т

u>'(r) = и'(г) + м/(т).
,

и[т) = т«ез

г

(6)

,
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*^M**mv(UfeftiaM4aKBMlM

«а

,

>

1_1

_Z r -i/2

и(г)=-г*сз

г

„

,

.

1

y'(r) = ~ 2

^r 3 / 2 = ( / + l / 2 ) ( 7 / - / / / , / ) ,

c/lJ/ =

1 _ZrV»

r < e

3

.„.

'

(')

iti/H, * = /',•(,.

(S)

Ignoring the imaginary part of the и and a»', taking into account eq.(3) and
demanding A' > 0 one obtains:

- i — = - , , „ , , , , „ , = - - _ = A,

(9)

Using cqs. (8) and (10), we find
' + 1/2

iV

(.01

Finally, we note that X=0 for the well isolated resonances by definition
eq.(10) becomes
/'?•„ = / + 1 / 2 .

, hence
(11)

This is the resonance condition for asymptotic decay momentum P which is
valid for large positive value r. Note that the quantization of asymptotic momenta is
not typical for the standard quantum mechanics but is rather common in the physics
of open resonators. The strong agreement between our calculated asymptotic decay
momenta of particle resonances and experimental data mentioned above indicates an
existence of a common base in physics of open classical eleclrodynaniical resonators
and particle resonances.
Considering the special case
Pro « / + 1 / 2 ,

|T|<I/

2

(12)

,

one obtains with use of cq.(5):

/(/(1)(.т) = - » и М т ) , /'!"V) = /("ГМ*-),

(is)

where
1

Pro = l+\/2-ur,

и=,{

Л1ИуГ\

(U)

Using eqs.(3), (4) and (13), a characteristic equation for eigenvalue P can be obtained:
u/(r) -иХц){т) = 0.

(15)

From the asymptotic expressions (6) we have
- ^

= v/F[l - 2 C

3

Hi + 2 ^ - ^

] " ' « v^[l - "->'

].

(Hi)

It follows from (15) and (16), that the solution of (15), in first approximation on //A' = у
at the condition g > 0, is equal to
ro = 9 \

т03/2=я3,
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(17)

This solution can be taken as a basic one if g » 1, then in the second approximation
т, = g2[\ + 2xe-»' 3 ].

(IS)

The imaginary part of r is exponentially small. That leads to the peculiar eigen-wave
(Рг>/+1/2)
exp

( ^

Г

" ^

1 / 2

1/2) 1 '" ,

Г ) /(Pr-l-

(19)

localized on the surface at г = Го; its cigen-frequency is:
Pro = ( / - M / 2 ) ( l - i x 2 ) ,

(20)

|гоК<ДЛ'<1.

(21)

which occurs at conditions
Such surface waves localized at 7- = TQ have exponentially small absorption in
full analogy with the waves in the "whispering gallery". This phenomenon is very
close to the phenomenon of the full refraction of the waves on the boundary separating
two media with different refraction properties. Rainbow effects *" and open resonators
7
can be considered as another examples of such kind. It means that nuclear and
hadronic resonances have the same physical origin: emergence of well-localized surface
waves with wavelengths of order TQ.
The method of R-matrix allows to estimate widths of resonances as well; it is
known that (for details see ™):
Pr0, 'or
or
Г = 77=уЛ-о,

1Г =- ^ -

7

(22)

for 1=0 and P r 0 = 1/2 according eq.(ll); or

for / > 0 and Pr0 < l1'2. Here v,{Pr0) = | h\l){Pr0) \~2 is the "penetration factor".
Strictly speaking, the condition (20) is inconsistent with Pr0 < Z1/2, still (23) is in
practice valid at list approximately. One can see that the widths of resonances having
low decaying momenta depends only upon quantities r 0 , P and M. Roughly speaking,
Г ос I and Г ос M~l.
3.

R e s o n a n c e s decaying w i t h small m o m e n t a

Let us consider a hadronic resonance as a binary system and use the results of
the previous sections. According to • , the invariant mass of the resonance at its peak
can be written as follows:

mn(R) = y/m2 + P4\Jml

+ P4Amn

= Jm] + (Z±2)i+Jml

+ (!1±2)2+дтп,
(24)
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where R labels the resonance, while the indices 1 and 2 refer to the constituents 1 and
2 observed in the 2-particle decay of the resonance R —» 1 + 2 respectively. As already
mentioned, the "main" quantum number n is equal to 0, 1, 2... while 7 is equal to
0 or 1/2, so 71 + 1/2=0, 1/2, 1, 3/2, .... The parameter r 0 = 0.86 fm is fixed in all
calculations presented below and in refs. " as well.
Formula (24) describes the gross structure of the resonance spectrum with rea
sonable accuracy because of the relation Д т „ < Г which is valid in all investigated
cases of strong decays R —* 1 + 2. The leading term of the mass formula describes
only the "center of gravity" position of the corresponding multiplets and thus the gross
structure of the hadron and dibaryon resonances. The fine structure in each multiplet is determined by residual interactions and corresponding quantum numbers which
are not contained in the approach *' . Therefore the condition Д т „ < Г is to be
considered as an empirical fact.
Neglecting the last term in (24) and subtracting mi + т г , we obtain under the
conditions m\ > [(n + 7)/ro] 2 and m 2 > [{n + 7)/''o] 2 that the "excitation energy" En
is
En{R) = */m? + ( ^ )

2

+ Jml

+( ^ )

2

- m . - m ^ J-flL+I)»,

(25)

where mu — mi?n2/(mi + гщ). This expression is completely the same as the well
known formula for the rotational energy of a diatomic molecule 19 in quasiclassical
approach. Indeed, the quantity m^r^ plays a role of a moment of inertia of a molecule
while n + 7 (if 7=1/2) is a quasiclassical analog of total angular momentum of the
molecule. This gives us an extremely useful tool for interpretation of the spectra of
heavy resonances. We will return to this point somewhere.
If m\ < [(n + 7)/r 0 ] 2 and m\ < [{n + -y)/r0]2, then
En(R) » ^ 2 ,
(26)
го
which is in full analogy with the formula for vibrational energy of nuclei within the
molecule.
Thus, the Lorenz-invariant mass formula (24) obtained from the resonance con
dition using Heisenberg uncertainty relation, contains two limiting cases: l)the rota
tional spectra and 2)the vibrational spectra.
It is well known in nuclear physics that pure elementary states (say, rotational,
vibrational,etc.) are model concepts in nuclei, and are only approximately realized for
the ground and low-lying parts of spectra in nuclei having large spectroscopic factors
(branching ratios, see for details, ref. 18 ). Such states played a decisive role in the
development of modern nuclear physics. Similar situation could take place in particle
physics.
Let us restrict ourselves by resonances with large branching ratios for decays in
two-clusters and small values of the decay momenta P in the rest frame of the decaying
resonances. These restrictions correspond to conditions of validity of the relations
obtained in section 2. In calculating the invariant masses for clusters consisting of N
physical particles, the formula (24) can be used in the following way: (i) the invariant
mass for two particles in their lowest state is to be calculated; (ii) a third particle
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mass is to be combined with the obtained value thus giving the invariant mass for the
cluster (again in the lowest state for the three particles) and so on. Some results of such
calculations are presented below. All masses and widths are given in MeV; momenta,
in MeV/c. When references to the experimental data are not quoted, they arc taken
from ref.
. We choose here only well-established (according to the compilation 17 )
resonances except the case of dipion system.
Table 1
The invariant masses of ground state resonances (n -f- 7=1/2)
(7Г+7Г-), m=388±2 MeV, Г=11±8 MeV 2 0
Decay modes Fraction Г,-/Г P(exp) P(theor) m(theor)
7Г+7Г115
361
77(547) IG(JPC) = 0 + (0-+), Г = 1.19 keV
7Г+7Г-7Г0 23.6%
115 556 1/2
Зтг°
38.9%
115 549 1/2
Ia{Jpc)
= 0+(Q- + ), Г = 0.198 MeV
тг+тг-л 44.1%
115 93S 1/2
7г°7г°77 20.6%
115 933 1/2

T/'(958)

<^(1020) Ia(Jpc)
= Q - ( 0 ~ ) , Г = 4.43 MeV
K+K49.1% 127 115 1014 1/2
K°LK°S 34.4% 110 115 1007 1/2
A'i(1270) IG{JP) = i ( l + ) , Г = 90 ± 20 MeV
Kp 42% 71 115 1286 1/2
£•(2010)* Ia{Jp) = i ( l - ) , Г < 1.1 MeV
D°ir+ 55% 40 115 2049 1/2
£>+7T° 27% 39 115 2050 1/2
D-(2010)° IG{JP) = i ( l - ) , Г < 2.1 MeV
£>Q7T° 55% 44 115 2045 1/2
£,1(2536)* 1°{JP) = 0(1 + ) , Г < 4.6 MeV
£>-(2010)+A'° seen 153 lib 2524 1/2
N(1440) Pn 1°{JP) = \ { \ \
Атг 20-30% 143 115

Г = 350 MeV
1418 1/2

N(1535) Sn IG{JP) = \{\~),
NT/ 30-50% 182 115

Г = 150 MeV
1505 1/2
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n+7
1/2

N(1720) /3,з Ia{Jr) = + ( f ) , Г = 150 MeV
N{U'\0)p
25-75% 104 115 1724 1/2
Д( 1700) Рзз I°{JP)
Np 30-50%

= *(§")» Г = 300 MeV
115 1724 1/2

Л(1116) la{Jp) = 0(± + ), r = 2.632 * 10-'°s
pn" 64.1% 102 115 1125 1/2
;IJT°

35.7%

101

115

1123

1/2

A(1405) 5QI / ^ J ' ' ) = Q(i"), Г = 50MeV
Етг 100% 152 115 1376 1/2
Л(1670) Sox / с ( ^ р ) = 0(|~Ь Г == 35McV
Л;/ 15-35% 64 115 16S1 1/2
S(1750) 5,i / ° ( ^ ) = 1(|"), Г = ЭОМеУ
£?/ 15-55% 81 115 1753 1/2
Е( 1321) / С ( 7 Я ) = i ( | + ) , г = 1.639 * 10-10s
Лтг 100% 139 115 1302 1/2
5(1530) Я, 3 / G ( J p ) = } ( | + ) , Г = 10 MeV
5тг 100% 152 115 14S0 1/2
Sc(2455) / С ; ( Л = 1 ( + + )
Л+тг 100 93 115 2468 1/2

One can see from table 1 that the calculations reproduce the experimental data
(the invariant masses of resonances and decay m o m e n t a of two clusters in the
rest frame of the resonance) with rather high accuracy which increases with increasing
invariant mass of the resonance. This means that the suggested clustering effects and
the shape resonance (in terminology of Landau and Lifshitz characteristic waves) seem
to be adequate for the physical content of the particle resonances. It is worthwhile
to note that the calculations reproduce the masses of the stable particles as well. We
expect that the most stable resonances have minimal total angular momenta (which is
equal to P r o = l / 2 ) and zero value of the orbital part. The quantization of the angular
momenta leads to the quantization of the Lorentz-invariant mass. The most stable
state (independent of the nature of the state) of the rotating system is the ground
state which has the minimal allowed angular momentum Pr0=l/2, minimal invariant
masses and also minimal decay momentum of the clusters. (Below such resonances will
be referred as the ground state resonances to.) We would like to point out that one cuts
out the low momenta of registered particles in modern high energy experiments. Thai
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means that in such cases one looses signals from the very interesting low momentum
resonances. As one can see from
table 1, the cut should be made at a rather small
value of P (say, lower than 100 MeV/c).
We used the same value of the parameter r 0 (r o =0.86 fm) for all resonances with
remarkable success in description of the existing experimental data. This indicates on
a fundamental role of the parameter To in particle physics.
Here we described a well established resonances *' having large values of the twoparticle branching ratios. Our approach gives a method for calculating and prediction
of invariant masses of resonating clusters, that may consist of N-particles of different
physical nature, as we demonstrated above. Predictions for the resonance production
of clusters slightly above threshold are important due to the scarf information about
them.
Let us consider the dipion system. Our model predicts the ground state reso
nance for dipion system at 361 McV. It is important to note that this meson cannot be
accounted for by the quark model. The search of this meson gave no well-established
results up to now, although there were several experiments in which some evidences or
indications for this object were obtained. Nevertheless the common opinion is that its
very existence cannot be considered to be finally established. Below some references
on experimental data without discussions are given. Dipion resonance was claimed in
ref. 2 0 at т(тг7г) = 388 ± 2 Me'
4h the width Г = 11 ± 8 MeV, in ref. 21 at 371
MeV. The narrow resonance stru. ' v :e with width of about 5-7 MeV in the excitation
function of pion production by protons at proton energies near 350 MeV has been
reported on cooper target in different laboratories during last years (see for references
and discussions paper 2 ). This resonance decays mainly by emitting two pions.
The way which was chosen to present the decay channels for the decaying reso
nances ' indicates a physical language for the explanation of the decomposition over
resonating clusters of different type. Therefore heavy resonating clusters again consist
of resonating clusters of smaller invariant mass and so on. This multiclustor nature
of resonances must display itself in a resonance production at lowest invariant mass
(nearly above threshold) for different clusters. Indeed such type significant enhance
ment of events has been observed 2 3-26 j u ^ i e m a s s spectrum from T(35) —> 7Г7гТ( 15)
(the invariant dipion mass is equal to 340-440 MeV).
It is interesting to note that the invariant masses of resonances decaying into
three particles (say, n —> 7г+7г~7г° and ц' —» 7Г+7г~7/, see table 1) were calculated in
the following way. First, we calculate the dipion invariant mass in the ground state
(m(7T+7r~)=361 MeV) according to the formula (24) than we exploit again this formula
using m(7r + 7r _ )=361 MeV and mass of third particle. The agreement observed between
the calculated results and experimental data indicates the way of experimental research
of the dipion (or any pair particles) invariant mass near the resonance threshold. This
can be done for example, using the followings reactions: r/ —>. 7г+7г-7г° or r\' —» тс+ж~г)
etc.'
4.

Bohr orbital quantization with 1=1

In the previous section we discussed the "radial quantization" of resonances. It
is well known in the nuclear physics, that the phenomenon of pure states is very seldom.
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Nevertheless one can speak about dominant channels having large spectroscopic factors
(see for details ref. 18 ) and these channels play a prominent role in description of
investigated states. Let us restrict ourselves with resonances which we can interpret as
candidates for Bohr's orbital quantization with 1=1.
Table 2
The invariant masses of resonances with 1=1
/i(1285) IG(JPC) = 0+(l++), Г = 24 ± 3 MeV
Decay modes Fraction -jf P(exp) P(theor) m(theor)
а0(980)тг
37%
233
229
1275

n+ 7
1

/o(1590) Ia(Jpc)
= 0 + ( 0 + + ) , Г = 175 ± 19 MeV
777/(958) dominant 241 229 1578 1
0(3770) Ia{Jpc)
= ? ? ( 1 " ) , Г = 23.6 MeV
DD dominant 242 229 3766 1
0(4040) I°{JPC) = ? ? ( 1 " ) , Г = 52 ± 10 MeV
D°D°
seen 777 803 4059 3+1/2
о
£>*(2010) 75°
seen 577 574 4040 2+1/2
o
£>'(2010) D(2010)° seen 228 229 4040
1
Д(1232) Я33 IG{JP) = f ( f + ) , Г = 120 MeV
Nn 99.3-99.5% 227 229 1234 1
Л(1520) Роз IC{JP) = 0 ( | " ) , Г = 15.6МеУ
NK
45% 244 229 1510 1
£(1385) fi3 Ia{Jp) = !(§*), Г = 40MeV
Ел- 12% 127 115 1375 1/2
Лтг 88% 208 229 1407
1
П-(1672) IG{JP) = 0 ( | + ) , r = 0.822 * 1Q- I0 s
ЛЛ'" 67.8% 211 229 1683 1
One can see from table 2 that calculations made for this section describe the
experimental data much better than in previous section. Strikingly high accuracy was
obtained for the Д-isobar and 0(3770), 0(4040) mesons in particular.
We can calculate widths in the framework of proposed approach. However such
calculations can put only upper limit of the resonance width corresponding to the
so-called "single particle" limit which ignores interactions between different channels,
phase space,etc. The A(1232)-isobar is a good candidate for the "single particle"
resonance, so our calculation gives Г=Г26 MeV while its experimental value is equal
to 120 MeV.
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In the framework of our approach the quark degrees of freedom do not appear
explicitly in the mass formula (24). This fact can be easily explained, because inverse
R-matrix vanishes at the resonance by definition. We are in need of quark models
to calculate the spectroscopic factors, reduced width, selection rules,otc. for correct
evaluation of resonances widths and Amn in the mass formula (24).
5.

Conclusion

The quantization of the asymptotic values of momenta is carried out for the
elementary particle resonances using R-matrix or equivalently P-matrix formalism of
resonance reactions. The asymptotic momenta are convenient for the comparison of
the theoretical results with experimental data because one measures the asymptotic
values of momenta in resonance decay. Physical origin of hadronic resonances is due
to the emergence of the well localized surface-like waves with wavelength of order of
the strong interaction radius. This localization results from refraction effects of inner
waves on the boundary of nuclear matter. This is the common property of the chaotic
motion, where some states have regions of high amplitude, called "scars", near certain
classical periodic orbits (see review paper ^ and references therein).
The Balmer-like mass formula obtained from the first principles in refs.
was applied for systematic analysis of gross structure of all known hadronic resonances
starting from dipion and ending with charmed hadronic resonances. The accuracy
of the mass formula is surprisingly high and unusual for this branch of physics. It
means that equation (24) could be useful at least for prediction and estimation of the
invariant masses of unknown resonances. This observation requires further systematic
investigations. We can only say that the correspondence principle between old classical
and quantum theories played an outstanding role in the interpretation of the results,
and this "correspondence" allows one to go even into fine details.
The upper "single-particle" limit of the resonance widths can be estimated in the
suggested approach. More accurate calculations have to be clone taking into account
the quark degrees of freedom of resonances say within the R or P-matrix formalism.
T h e p a r a m e t e r r 0 in t h e m a s s formula (24) is t h e same (at least we used
5
the same value) for all resonances considered here and in refs.
and plays the role
of an elementary "size" for the resonating radiating system. This parameter ?'о and the
corresponding minimal decay momentum of the resonances, determined by the minimal
allowed angular momentum PrQ=l/2, determine the minimal allowed Lorenss-irivarianl
mass of the resonances. Further the resonance condition gives the quantization of the
mass for resonating system.
Finally, all arguments given in this paper and refs. 5 bring us to the conclusion
that the gross structure and also fine details of the resonance spectra can be understood
in full analogy with the modern nuclear structure concepts..
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DYNAMICAL TREATMENT OF THE iVA-INTERACTION IN PHOTO
REACTIONS ON THE DEUTERON'
P. W1LHELM AND И. ARENHOVEL
Instilul fur Kcrnphysik, Johannes-Gutenberg-Univcrsitat
D-55099 Mainz, Germany

ABSTRACT
Coherent pion photoproduction on the deutcron and deuteron photodisintcgration
in the Д-resonance region are calculated within a model which includes a dynamical
treatment of the final state interaction. To this end a momentum space NN-NA
coupled channel approach including explicit pion degrees of freedom has been used. As
far as the electromagnetic interaction is concerned, single-nuclcon, Д-excitation and
meson exchange currents have been taken into account, where the yNД-coupling was
fixed at pion photoproduction on the nuclcon.

1.

Introduction

One of the interesting topics of medium energy physics is devoted to the ques
tion of how the Д(1232) resonance, the prototype of a nucleon isobar, behaves in
a nuclear medium, how it interacts with the medium and whether its properties resonance position and width - is changed by medium effects. The simplest system
for the study of this question is the two-nucleon system where the Д can be excited
in various electromagnetic and hadronic reactions. In this contribution , we look at
coherent pion photoprodution on the deuteron 7c/ -> n°d and photodisintegration of
the deuteron -yd —> pn in the Д-resonance region adopting a dynamical treatment of
the final state interaction within a NN-NA coupled channel model. As far as the
hadronic interaction is concerned, fd —> n°d is closely related to elastic ird scattering
through the interaction diagonal in the NA sector, whereas fd —> pn is more close
to elastic NN scattering because of the NN-NA transition interaction. However,
on the other hand, both reactions are strongly linked through the dominant electro
magnetic Д-excitation mechanism. Thus it is reasonable to study them in parallel as
we have done. Obviously two further reactions, namely Compton scattering on the
deuteron fd —> fd and pion disintegration ird —> NN fit into this scheme described
above, but we have not yet considered them.
'Supported by the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft (SFB 201)
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2.

Theoretical model

The theoretical concept of our model with respect to the hadronic part is
mainly based on the developments of the Hannover group in Ref.2' 3 and is similar
to the treatment of Lee et al. in Ref.4"8. It has been already applied independently
to photo deuteron reactions in Ref. . The model includes explicit pion, nucleon and
delta degrees of freedom. Hence its configuration space H. is build up from NN-,
NA- and 7Г N TV-sectors
H = Пмя Ф H//. 9 Клглл
(1)
Corresponding projectors are denoted as PN, PA and Q, respectively and we use
as obvious notation PNQPA = Ол/д, РдПф = Одд, . . . for any operator fi. The
hamiltonian / / = Щ + V contains the kinetic energy tfo and an interaction V. In the
following we assume VNQ = VQN — 0, i.e., there is no explicit irNN-verlex leading
to a direct coupling between NN- and 7riViV-sector. Furthermore, we switch off the
diagonal interaction inside the n N N-sector completely, i.e., VQQ = 0.
In order to calculate the fd —• pn and •yd —* ir°d reactions we need the NN and
7rd scattering waves. Restricting V as described above, their two-body components
with total energy E are expressed as
(PN

+ PA)\NNW)

= {l + G0(z)TNN(z)

+ Gd0(z)TAN(z)}

\NN)

(2)

with z = E-k it and
(PN

+ РА)Ы&)

= {1 + Gd0(z)TAA(z) + G0(z)TNA(z)}

Gd0(z)VAQ\nd),

(3)

respectively, in terms of a transition amplitude Г, which obeys a system of coupled
integral equations of Lippmann-Schwinger type
TNN(Z)

TAN(z)
TNA(z)
TAA(z)

=
=
=
=

VNN
+VNNG0(Z)TNN(Z)
V&N +VbNGo(z)TNN(*)
VNA
+ VNNG0(z)TNA(z)
f
Vl{ (z)+VANGo(z)TNA(z)

Gd(z)TAN(z),
+
V$(z)Gi(z)T&N(z),
+ VNA
Gd(z)TAA(z),
+ Vl{f(z)Gd(z)TAA(z).
+ VNA

(4)

Here, Go is the free propagator and GQ refers to the dressed propagator in the NAsector and will be explicitly given below.
The coupling between NA- and irNN-sectoi is generated by an explicit irNAvertex г»д, i.e.,
VQ&=vl(l)+vl(2).
(5)
We take the parametrization for ид from Ref. . It is fitted (together with the bare
Д mass M£) to reproduce the phase shift £33 of nN scattering in the P 33 channel
according to
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with energy dependent width Гд and mass .Мд of the Д given by its self-energy
£ д ( £ -f ie) = vAg0(E + K)I»1 = M&(E) - Л*° - ^ Г Д ( Е ) ,

(7)

with So denoting the free propagator in the jrJV-sector.
The iteration of VQA. introduces two types of effective couplings to the itNNsector into Eq. 4. First, it yields the dressed propagator in the yVA-sector

G ( E + ie)=

°

7?

м / / Л + т IF >

(8)

Дд - М д ( Л д ) + rl д(Ьд}

with energy

(9)

^ • ^ - " « - ' • ( j ^ + JHf)

available for the internal excitation of the resonant irN subsystem, where E stands for
the invariant energy of the whole system. Moreover, Мдг and ;7are nucleon mass and
relative momentum of the NA configuration in the c m . frame, respectively. Secondly,
the iteration of VQA yields a retarded and thus energy dependent potential diagonal
in NA space which together with the already present interaction \/дд defines
VlH(г) = Улд + [VbQGQ(z)VQb}l2].

(10)

The index [2] indicates the two-body operator part. For Кдд half of the static 7rexchange potential is taken, i.e., Удд = j V ^ , in order to compensate for the missing
contribution of the remaining time ordering.
Transitions between NN- and NA-secbor are mediated by a static regularized
7r-exchange potential VJVA =• V$A which reads

I

*!L ^

^(1) •M

•t F ^ f t p ^ f t

+ (i « 2 ) . ( 1 1 )

The diagonal interaction in the nucleonic space Vjwv contains a realistic NN
potential for which the OBEPR version of the Bonn potential 10 has been used. How
ever, in order to achieve the same good description of NN scattering phase shifts
of the realistic potential at low energies within the coupled channel model, a renormalization of the potential is necessary. This has been done as in Ref.3 by means of
an energy independent subtraction of a NA-hox graph since this graph is explicitly
generated in the full model via iteration of the transition potential.
The comparison with experimental NN scattering phase shifts in the l Z>2 par
tial wave has been used to fix the regulator mass in the NN-NA transition potential
to Л, = 700 MeV adopting a monopole regularisation

FWf2) = FMtf) = 4 ^ T 4

(12)
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°B"«»wa*M^«ffl^ftiite^

\

.1

at each vertex. The result is shown in Fig. 1. This channel is of crucial importance
in the Д-region because of its coupling to the 5 S 2 (jVA) partial wave with vanishing
angular momentum barrier. Thus our regulator mass is very close to A„ = 650 MeV
used in Ref.8, whereas A„ = 1000—1500 MeV was used in the coordinate space coupled
channel approach of Ref.11 but in conjunction with a static /^-exchange which tends
to cancel the short range part of 7T-cxchange in the tensor potential sector.
As far as the electromagnetic interaction is concerned, the model includes the
usual nucleonic one-body current jtvN[i] — /wO) + j/v(2) which is given by the spin
and the convection current. In case of the -)d —> pn reaction, Siegert operators
built by the nonrelativistic one-body charge density are used, and as most important
relativistic contribution the spin orbit current is taken into account.
Explicit static meson exchange currents (MEC) given by the two-body current
J[2] = JNN+JNN

(i6)

+ JbN

are included. In the nucleonic sector, ffiN and ffiN are consistent with respect to
gauge invariance to the ж- and the dominant part of /з-exchange in the OBEPR
potential as explained in detail in Ref. . Furthermore, the part of 7Г-МЕС which
links NN and NA space, i.e., j£N is constructed consistent with the potential Кдд-.
Of course, direct Д-excitation is the most important photoabsorption mech
anism in this energy region. We consider the dominant magnetic dipole excitation
only. Following Ref. the corresponding current in the one-baryon sector reads
(Р'\ШЕАМР)

=

S(p'-p-k)l-G^(EA)erANfi
г сгддг х

(д^ + д4 7 ) S -(^"-д4 7l( ' т ' + 'r, ('•о

with Мд" = 1232 MeV. Unlike Ref.14 where a constant 7./\^-coupling was taken, an
effective energy dependent and complex coupling G^N(E) — (IAN{E) C'*AN^ is used
here. For E > тп + Мм, it has been fixed to fit the experimental Л/ ]+ (3/2) multipole
of pion photoproduction on the nucleoli for total energy E according to the ansatz
W O " t„(E) - ^ -

7 ?

- ^

y

_ _

i y

,

(15)

where tbny is the nonresonant Born amplitude and E is related to к by the on-shell
condition E = \fc\ + MN + k2/2MN- Within the two-body system, £ д in Eq. 14 is
given by Eq. 9 and thus can become smaller than тп + M/y. In this case we use the
approximation G%N(Eb) и G^N{m„ + MN) which, however, is not crucial. From a
microscopic point of view, the rescattering of pions (via the Д-mechanism) initially
produced through the nonresonant mechanism is absorbed in the effective coupling
leading to its energy dependence and complex nature as required by the unitarity
constraint of Watson's theorem.
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are from the analysis of Ref. .
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3.

T h e *fd —• w°d reaction

We will first give the explicit expressions for the -yd —» w°d amplitude for our
model. A graphical representation of the amplitude is shown in Fig. 2. The direct Д
amplitude Д[1] reads
ГД1Ч = - е л • (g m' \vQAGdQ(Wyd + ie)jAm(k

)| m ) ,

(16)

where Wyd denotes the invariant energy of the reaction and J&IV[I] = JA/VO)+.74^(2).
In order to include the contribution from nonresonant pion photoproduction,
we have to introduce an explicit irNN vertex vN into the model. Time-ordered
perturbation theory leads to two types of nonresonant amplitudes, namely the nucleon
pole amplitude (NP)
^NP
T"*= -rA

qm'

^и^ + ^-ЫП-Ы^1^)

m

(")

where VQN = u]y(l) + vN(2), ?NN[I] — JW(1) + jV(2), and the crossed nucleon pole
amplitude (NC)
J

= -ел • ( qm JNN[\0)

W^d-cof-\k\-hN{\)-hN{2)

'QN

m

(18)

The nucleon motion is treated nonrelativistically, i.e., Лдг = MN + р2/2МмBoth
amplitudes consist of a one-body (NP[1], NC[1]) and a two-body part (NP[2], NC[2]).
In the latter ones photon absorption and pion emission arise on different nucleons.
They go beyond the usual embedding of elementary ^N —* irN amplitudes in a
nucleus. Moreover, our treatment of the nucleon pole amplitude goes beyond the
usual plane wave impulse approximation (PWIA) with respect to a further point. As
a consequence of the proper treatment of nucleon propagation, NP gets an imaginary
part, which, of course, has to be present to fit the unitarity requirements. The
two points just discussed above are closely related. Because only the inclusion of
NP[2] ensures that the pole in the full amplitude NP is exclusively due to physical
intermediate nucleonic states, i.e., antisymmetrized states obeying the Pauli principle.
Nonresonantly produced charged pions can contribute after getting reabsorbed
on the second nucleon only. This possibility is taken into account by the MEG, which
yields

ГДИ =,
Г"М

=

VQ&Gd0{W^ +

ie)jbN[2](k)

(19)

-e,.(qm' VQNG0(Wyd +

it)jNN[2](k)

(20)

-e,.{qm'
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7(*A)

NP[1]

NC[1]

N[2]

+

R

Figure 2: The yd -* ir°d amplitude includes direct amplitudes (Д[1], NP[1], NP[2], NC[1], NC[2])
and rescattering amplitudes (A[2], N[2], 11). Amplitudes which include both the T matrix and the
MEC belong to R and are not shown for the sake of simplicity.
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Finally, there are rescattering amplitudes due to the hadronic T matrix from
Eq. 4, namely
TR = - ? л • (qm'lVQbG&W*

+ it) [ г д д ( И ^ + ie)Gd0(Wyd +
+TMf(Wrd + ie)Go{W^i + ie)jNN(kj\

ie)j^N(k)
|m).

(21)

We start the discussion of our results for ~fd —> 7r°d with the total cross section
shown in Fig. 3. The reaction is dominated by the 2 + channel. Its crucial impor
tance can be traced back to the ^ ( Л Г Д ) partial wave. Moreover, magnetic dipole
transitions M l and p-wave pion production are the most relevant mechanisms.
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In Fig. 4 the influence of different amplitudes on the differential cross section
is analysed. Thus the Д[1] amplitude plays the most important role in the resonance
region. For energies above 260 MeV rescattering effects R generally reduce the cross
section and become stronger as soon as the pion angle grows. The nonresonant
amplitudes NP and NC are significant at 0° but less important at 90°. At ISO0 the
cross section is most sensitive to them. In particular for higher energies one observes
a strong cancellation between NP and NC which is due to their two-body parts. Both
NP[2] as well as NC[2] prefer backward pion angles. They have an identical vertex
structure but essentially opposite signs in their propagators.
In Fig. 5 we compare our results with experiment. Thus the calculation with
out rescattering, which should be comparable with a PWIA, overestimates the cross
section. This is in agreement with other PWIA approaches, e.g., with the rather
extensive study using the factorization approximation in Rcf.16 as well as with recent
results in Ref. . In the resonance region, rescattering reduces the cross section sig
nificantly and thus leads to an improved agreement with experiment at least around
90° and 120°. For extreme angles, the comparison with the available data is less
conclusive. Nevertheless, a shift in the energy dependence still remains. Because of
this shift we have looked in addition into the nd —> 7Tf/ reaction. Us amplitude within
our framework is shown in Fig. 6 and results for the differential cross section are
compared with experiment in Fig. 7. Obviously, no shift as in ~{d —> 7r°d can be seen.
On the contrary, our results tend at small angles to overestimate (underestimate) the
data for energies below (above) the resonance position around T*ab = 180 MeV.
Finally, predictions for various polarization observables are shown in Figs. 811. The photon asymmetry £ and the tensor target asymmetries Г 20 , T2i and T22
(not shown here) are dominated by the Д[1] amplitude. Again, rescattering effects
become important at larger angles only. Just as for the differential cross section and
because of the same reason one finds a strong cancellation between NP and NC at
backward angles.
However, the vector target asymmetry Гц in Fig. 11, shows a somewhat dif
ferent behaviour. This is because Гц would vanish for a real transition amplitude.
Thus NP, since it has an imaginary part as already discussed above, and rescattering
are more visible in this observable. Furthermore, the NP/NC cancellation at large
angles is suppressed in Гц, because it is of course present in the real parts of the
amplitudes only.
4.

T h e -yd —• pn reaction

The amplitude for deuteron photodisintegration is shown in Fig. 12. In the
following discussion we restrict ourself to the total cross section which is plotted
in Fig. 13. There, the impulse approximation (IA) is a perturbative solution of
Eq. 4 including VNA in first order only. In comparison with the IA, the complete
calculation leads to a strong reduction of the cross section above 260 MeV and in
addition to a shift of the maximum position towards lower energies in accordance
with the experimental energy dependence, whereas the IA peaks close to the resonance
position of the free NA. system at 320 MeV.
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However, below 3'10MeV the cross section becomes definitely too small. This
result is in agreement with the work of Tannbc and Ohta 20 , where the vJVA-coupling
was fixed in a similar way as here. Since this coupling is weaker than the effective
one used in Ref,]1, we have also considered a modified 7JVA-coupling, which was
determined from the elementary yN -» KN amplitude under the assumption of van
ishing nonresonant contributions to the Л71+(3/2) multipole. Using this coupling, we
achieved a good agreement of the total cross section with experiment as demonstrated
in Fig. 13. Because we have effectively incorporated the Born terms in the modified
coupling we are led to the conclusion that the framework of static 7r-exchangc cur
rents, which in principle contain the Born terms, gives only a poor description of
them.
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S T U D Y O F N A R R O W C O H E R E N T E F F E C T S IN
тгЛ'Л'-DYNAMICS
G.Z.OB RANT
Sf.l'clcrfiliurg

tXiiclair I'liytics Institute,Calchinn.

ISStioO Russia

Abstract
Coherent oiled production is considered in jrAW-dynnmics with
A;l;i-iesonanc4! via Faddocv oquations.lt is shown that a dip cotild be
produced in the total s-wave 7rr/-absorptioii cross-section at the energy
И' ~ '2.05GoV due to coherent ell'ects.Tlie width of a dip could be
enough small relatively to the Д:1:}-resonance width.
At the final discussion of the last symposium Kanio Ogancsjan told about
the preliminary results on the total cross-section of the piou-deuteron inter
action.They observed the indication of some narrow dip in the region (30-50)
MeV.One could found it in the old data too possessing sonic fancy (Fig. 1).The
contributed paper tries to answer the question about narrow coherent effects
in the framework of 7ryV/V-dyiiamics.The possibility of such a narrow dip will
be considered further in the mechanism of the pion's nmltiscattering.lt is
necessary to note that, the analogous calculations so far did not show such
effects (see for ех.(П).
Fig. 1.The total cross-section of
.t.
7r+f/—* wu-process.
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I he present work is the next step in a path to a real pion-deuteron in
teraction relatively to the first one [2],which has been olTcred at the last
syinposium.lt was shown in [2] solving Fnddcev's equations how the narrow
coherent effects arose in the s-wave cross-section of the pion's absorption.The
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peculiarities in the energy dependence can have a width an order of magni
tude less than Tr/V-resonance one
The following main approximations have been done: Nucleon-nucleon
interaction is neglected; ;rAr-iiitcraction is pointlike; S-wave 7rAr-resonance;
Fermi-motion is neglected in 7rAr-amplitude; Isospin (j'/nntum numbers arc
neglected.
The modification of these results for more realistic 7Tf/-scattering will be
considered now,the used approximations being discarded step by step.
The amplitude of ird —* Tr/m-proccss is described by three functions
<I\(W,</,-) (i = l,2,3) in the case of 7rAr-inleraction separability (W is the to
tal energy//,- is the momentum of "spcctator"-particle).One can try to see
coherent effects both in <y,-depHideiire and in the energy one.
Some words about the calculations.In the contributed paper the integra
tion of the system of integral equations

«tf'^O'iv/D = (i -

*»,-)Ф! 0,Ь,5,О; (И',</;)

+

with the singular nucleous

X0(1 - cosHi) £

hLiS'(Pi) < <*i\<*s > hhs>{Pi)

is carried out along the real axis [3]. In contrast to wide-spread method of
the integral path rotation it isn't necessary in this case to know the analytical structure of the amplitude Ф,-(И/,</,') in the complex plane of f/,-.At the
same time some threshold singularities will be reproduced in the numerical
integration.
The basis of relativistic helicity Wick's states has been used [3,4]. Paris
wave function was taken for calculation.The angular and the isospin depen
dencies of this problem are involved in the recoupling coefficients < Ojja,- >.
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<a < k

>=

''^^K(p^(2i+l)(2ii,
Pj'UPili

+ 1)(_ir;-.v.-4 x

v

К ^ - А ^ . - А Д Ы ^ - А ' ^ Л ^
X>/(27i-+l)(2r,+

l)(-l)" + '* + "- r '|2 / J)}* 1 )

The 7riV-formfactors hLS*(p) (2) have a standard form [5].
;,L,5,j,/ , _ /-'• / ' + 1 f,Ji»V-V,- rSi\j-\k
l,S,ji, л
"\j.\b W) - W-^—J^t.os.A.-A,..^,,\,, k -\ k ( Ji
(Pi)
J

P

(9s
(*)

\p* + 0! ? + №)

They can he characterized by the efTective pion-nucleon range r.The separable
s-wave Yamagutchi potential has been used for NN-interaction.
The pion-nuclcon amplitude was approximated by the solution of the
relativistic Lippman-Shwinger equation (Kadyshevski equation) for the sep
arable TTN-interaction [5].For the control of the modelness of 7r//-amplitude
the variant with Blankenbecler-Sugar amplitude have been considered,too.
Pade-approximant method has been used to solve integral equations with
the singular nucleous [6].The convergence was achieved in [5,5]-order.
At the first step all three Faddeev equations are considered taking into
account both formfactors and Fermi-momentum depenclence.Only P33- wave
was retained.The angular and isospin dependencies are neglected. P-wave
character of 7r/V-interaction manifests only in the centrifugal factor in the
formfactor g(p) in this case.
The results for the momentum dependence of s-wave amplitude Фз( W, q3)
at the energy near Дзз-resonance are shown in Fig.2 for two forms of the
formfactor.Coherent effects are seen here in the different shapes of solid and
dashed curves.It is seen that the oscillation retains for the base variant as
in [2] in the momentum dependence of the real part near </3 ~ (0.3 — 0.4)
GeV/c.It is small for the soft formfactor.For the hard formfactor it is more
strong due to the better separation between the nucleons of the deuteron.
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Fig.2.Tlie scattering amplitude Фз(1'К,</з) a s a function of r/3. Solid curves
are the calculations of Faddeev's equations (the base variant),clashed one —
only first and second order diagrams are considered (later on — the conven
tional variant),dot-dashed curves — NN-intcraction is neglected.
More important for the further consideration is the kinematical field of
7T+c/ —» pp process beyond the boundary of the phase space of 7T+c/ —* 7г+7лг
process f/3 ~ 0.41 GcV/c. We see the strong decrease of the imaginary part
there clue to the multiscattering.lt is stronger for the soft formfactor and
besides the imaginary part becomes negative.
There is the threshold singularity at the boundary point.lt is sharply
expressed in the behaviour of the imaginary part in the hard formfactor
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casc.Tliis peculiarity corresponds to the complicative analytical structure of
the amplitude with the branch point in this place.Such an effect has been
observed in the first work also [2] in the case of the pointlike elementary
interaction.
Let's consider the energy dependence of the amplitude Фз(11', r/3) with the
constraint '/:) = v/(ll'7'2) 2 — //i^.It corresponds to the amplitude of the pion's
absorption with the accuracy to the form of the formfactor.Tliis function is
shown in Fig..4 for four variants of the pioii-nucleon formfactor.The values of
the region of ?nV-iiitenictioii are shown,loo.One can conclude immediately
that the conventional theory shows the usual resonanceHke hehaviour.Thc
resonance moves to the right anil widens strongly due to Fermi-motion.

rIAl: 0441m
r(AII=068fm
rBb 0S8lm
rIC 1=0 47 Ir

Fig.3>The scattering amplitude Фз(ГК,(/з) ri 11 с I the cross-section as a func
tion of VV for four variants of 7rA4ormfactor.Tlie cases Л . В , 0 correspond to
the same of paper [5].The intermediate variant Л1 is fitted in the present
work.
One can observe multiscat tering effects in the base theory considering the
different "hardness" of the foniifaclor. In the case of the most hard formfactor (C) it is seen in the curve's shift, to the left analogously to results in the
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first work.It is the effect that could explain the shift of the maximum in the to
tal cross-section relatively to the free pion-nucleon scattering (Fig.1).Besides
there is no need in the extra fenomenological parameter Eshijt ~(20-30)MeV
for the nucleoli's binding [7].
The movement of the curve to the left acquires anrchcr character from
some moment (Al) The imaginary part of the amplitude crosses the abscissaaxis and then becomes negative (A).At the same time the crossing point in
the real part comes to the field of low energies where the imaginary part is
small enough in accordance with the unitarity condition (A1,A).H creates
minimum in the cross-section at \V~2.05 GeV (Al).The width of the dip is
determined by the slope of the curve and could be very small in principle.
At the next step the waves 5ц,5'з1 and P33 are taken into account in the
TrA^-amplitude.Isospin quantum numbers are also includcd.The estimation
has been done for the recoupling coefficients < cv;|a,- > (1) without an angular
dependence (i.e. all d-functions and the phase factor before them are equal to
unity) in two variants:a)j=0;b)j=.4/2. Due to the factor J(2jj -f- l)(2j; + 1)
it corresponds to the estimation of the minimum and the maximum contri
bution of /-33-wave. In such a manner the pion is absorbed by a. nucleon with
isospin T = 3 / 2 . The amplitude was symmetrised like this:

Tfi = -J=« a3\T3\Kd >-< <*?№№ »

|c£ >= П23|а3 > •

The calculation is done for the variant (A) of the formfaclor as the most
realistic one from the view point of the pion-nucleon radius. The result
is shown in Fig.4 for two discussed cases.It is seen that for the small P33admixture (a) s-wave contribution is positive in the real part.It could move
the crossing point to the right.In the case of large Я33 the result reminds the
variant (A).It looks like that taking into account the angular dependence the
answer will be between these extreme cases.
At the conclusion it is necessary to return to the Fig.l and point out that
irNTV-dynamics could give the qualitative explanation of the narrow dip in
the cross-section at W ^ 2.05GeV as a transition of the real part through
zero in the threshold region.The imaginary part shows nontrivial behaviour
and it is small.In any case the region of energies W < 2.1 GeV is very inter
esting — do the new data confirm the effect or not.One has a chance to see
there a coherent effects of the multiscattering • in the waves with small orbital
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momenta (for ex. 3S'i —>3 /^-transition).It is clear that there is a deficiency
of the experimental data in this region [S].
Re4>(W,q(N))

^(W.qCW))! 2

b

20
10

Imct>CW.q(W))

/Л ,b

21

22 W(GeV)

-10

Fig4. The scattering amplitude ФзО'К,r/3) as a function of W for two
variants of /-33-admixturc (see the text).
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CRITICAL DELAY B Y COOLING OF G L U O N GAS
S.A. Smolyansky
Saratov State University, Saratov, Russia
In the general case the critical delay is the delay of the cooling velocity of the dissipativc
environment by the approach to critical temperature Tc. This effect is explained by means
of the increase of the correlative length and, as a consequence, of the role of dissipative
processes by T —* Tc.
The effect of the critical delay by the cooling of gluon gas is accelerated in Refs.[l3] on the basis of the different level models of the relativistic phase transition at the
deconfinement temperature T c .
First of all.-now I would show these results are fairly relaible. Afterwords
it will
allow to discuss some possible experimental consequences in the physics of the collisions
of ultrarelativistic ions.
Thus with this purpose I should consider the basic model assumptions of the papers
[1-3].
1. The phenomenological model of Ref.fl] was based on the postulated temperature
change of the spectrum function e(p) and dumping constant 7(77) in non-perturbative
region T~TC

e(p) = Ау/ШТ?\[\ ~ «А^рЧ + jrfl + ' Л Ц ^ Ь

(1)

7(P) = Ср.
С is parameter to adjust the size of dissipation,
d is the region wight around crit
ical temperature T c ,
A regulates the intensity of massive phase. These numbers were
found in consequence of the agreement with the lattice QCD. Thus the Eq.(l) describes
the transition of unmassive gluon gas by T > Tc to the gas of massive glucballes by T < Tc2. The results of Ref.[l] obtained in the model with infrared momentum cut-off which
motivated by Monte-Carlo lattice gluodynamics simulations [5]. The cut-off momentum
in this model depends of the temperature so

K(T) = r p [ ~ ^ r ] '

(2)

with the number r and q specifyed by fitting Monte-Carlo lattice data. For instance, for
SU(2) gluodynamics we have г = 2.9 and q = 0.3. The effective thermal coupling constant
in this model equals
а:(Т) = 127г[1Ш1п(Л^/гГс2)]-1
with M2 as [5]
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(3)

2 _ 4 К4 + 4h'aT + \2I<7T2 + 24AT 3 + 24Г 4
~3
Л'з + 2 Л Т + 2Г 4
It is important, the effective coupling constant (3) remains still small in nonperturbative region T ~ Tc. That permits to use the perturbation theory with aJ(T)in this region.
However for SU(3) - termodynamics this momentum cut-off modell doesn't interpret why
the low-momentum modes are removed.
3. The model of massive gluon gas of Ref.[3] is more attractive [6], so far as it leads to
a perfectly detailed description of high precision gluodynamics lattice data. In this model
the temperature dependence of gluon mass adjusts as following

m(T) = m0rc(^fyy

(4)

with m 0 = 1.83 and q = 0.4 for SU(2) gluotlynamic (T > Tc).
All these models have likeness outlines. For example the model 3 of massive gluon gas
is fairly similar to the "cut-off" model 2 as the plasma properties suppress low momen
tum excitations, since for M(T) increasing c.rp{— \/m'2 + p2/T) —* exp{ — M/T) at small
momentum p —» 0.
In Refs.[l-3] the evolution of thermodynamical quantity was described in the frame
work of the scaling - type hydrodynamics, in which the dissipative efTect was taken into
account additionally

ii
(IT

+

£±i!_i = 0 .
T

(5)

T*

where e and p are the energy density and pressure respectively. The last term in Eq.(6)
breaks the scaling picture, it contains the factor x = 4;//3+£ with ?/ and £ as the transport
coefficients (TC) of shear and bulk viscosities. In order to solve
Eq.(5) we need the
temperature dependence of TC and the equation of the state in the wide temperature
interval, including the nonperturbativc critical region.
In Refs.[l-3] were picked out the following state equations:
1 and 2: the direct calculations of с and p for the ideal gas;
2: p = e/3 - AT, where A is "bag" constant.
The TC were calculated in Ref.[l] on the base of the semiphenomenological transport
theory [7] and in Refs.[2,3] within a fornialiain based on Kubo - type formula for the \фл
- theory [8]. The models 1-3 where used by their calculation. We shall not discuss these
fairly huge results. The typical temperature behavior of TC is depictid in Fig.l from
Ref.[9,10]. The high temperature asymptotic behavior of shear viscosity of gluon gas has
been investigated for a long time (the ultra - relativistic case):
7?0О = С [ ^ / » ( 1 / а л ) ] - , Г 3

(6)

(dashed line of Fig.l). However there are the great deviation of the theoretical curve i](T)
from asymptotic curve of Eq.(6) in critical region T ~ Tc.
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It is very important, the effect of the critical delay of Refs.[l-3] is fairly stable about
selection of the models 1-3 and the state equations of the gluon gas into critical region.
Besides in general case the critical delay is the typical phenomen for the dynamical phase
transition [4].
First of all the critical delay is characterized by the delay of cooling velocity of gluon gas.
Typical curve Т[т) is depicted in Fig.2 [2] ( r is the proper time). The curve (Q) corresponds
to the solution of Eq.(5) with "true" TC calculated on the base of models 1-3. Curve (b)
means the same with ц given by Eq.(6) and curve (c) means Bjorken's scaling solution of
Eq.(5) without last addent. Besides,.the entropy production happens mainly into critical
temperature region.

rfO

Fig. 1

11.4

15.2

19.0 xTc

Fig.2
It is importent. critical delay is caused by the abnormal behavior of TC in critical
region.
Maybe the critical delay leads to some intrasting consequences.
1. In Bjorken - type Eq.(5) the deviation from the scaling solution is caused by the dissipative processes completely. It is possible, this is caused by the deviation from Feinman's
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scaling which is observed in experiments on multiproduction of the particles. Of couse
the dissipation docs not occur in the single theoretical sourse of the scaling break. For example, other sourse: this deviation
consists in refuse from Bjorken's equation and the
transition to genuene hydrodynamics equations in q + 1 dimensions.
2. The critical delay leads to a increase of the time and the space region of the existence of quark - gluon plasma by ultrarelativistic collisions. Particularly the plasma
space nonhomogencitics is smoothed by its braking. As a result the hadronisation of a
quark - gluon plasma will take place both on its surface and into its vlume. Thus whole plasma
volume begins to boil at the same time by the approach T —» Tc. Maybe this peculiarity
is displayed in the angle distribution of a reaction products.
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Dispersion Relations for Helicity Amplitudes and
Low-Energy Theorems for Compton-Effect on t h e
Spin -1 Target
M.P.Cliavleislivili
Bogolubov Laboratory of Theoretical Physics
Joint Institute for Nuclear Research, Dubna1
Abstract
For the Compton-effcct on a massive spin-1 target we suggest to use dynamic
amplitudes without kinematic singularities. This formalism allows us to separate
the kinematic and dynamic properties of helicity amplitudes in a simple way. This
is convenient for the description of data. Using dynamic amplitudes we write dispersion relations for individual helicity amplitudes and prove low-energy theorems.
P A R T I. GENERAL FORMALISM. D Y N A M I C A M P L I T U D E S

1.Helicity amplitudes and kinematic singularities
When we consider the spin particle reactions, we have several amplitudes to describe
the process and the spin kinematics appears. Spin kinematics is kinematics of amplitudes.
The aim of spin kinematics is to choose a convenient set of amplitudes, express observables
in terms of these amplitudes, study their analytic structure and, if possible, to draw
definite conclusions about the behavior of observables.
It is convenient to treat the scattering of spin particles in terms of helicity amplitudes
[1] having a clear physical meaning and the same dimension; they are simply related to
observables. However, helicity amplitudes have important defects: they do not take into
account the conservation laws, and besides singularities given by the unitarity condition
(dynamic singularities), they have additional kinematic singularities caused by spin. For
this reason, the helicity amplitudes for binary reactions are parametrized with the use of
other amplitudes.
Usually sets of invariant amplitudes are used (see for example [2-5]). Invariant amplitudes are free of kinematic singularities. They are convenient for consideration of particles with small spins. As the spin grows, difficulties of determination of these amplitudes
sharply increase and the complexity of the formalism makes their use for description of
processes involving particles with spin more than 1/2 extremely inconvenient. Moreover,
invariant amplitudes have different dimensions, but they have no clear physical meaning.
Observables are expressed through invariant amplitudes in a complicated way.
1
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When the value of tlie «pin i» increased, we may have an avalanche-like growth of
difficulties in the description of the kincmatical part of information contained in the
.scattering matrix.
For binary processes in the general spin case, we have N helicity amplitudes /AJ,A4|.\I,.\I =
/„, n я 1,,.., JV and N invariant amplitudes An, N = (2л( + 1)(2я2 + l)(2* 3 + 1)(2л.| + 1)
for massive particles. If some of particles arc massless the corresponding factor will be 2.
Wo can represent the connection between helicity and invariant amplitudes in the
matrix form:

//Л^) = £>./.•(*, 0/U(*-0,
л

(l)

anu($,l) is an NxN "kinematical matrix", For a set of four hclicity indices wc sometimes
use the following definition: {Л3, Л.|; Aj, A2} = h.
This procedure is nice for low spins. It is difficult to construct such an expansion
for high spins. For all я, = .'{/2, Л' = 250 and for »t = 11/2,/V a 20000. And, the main
difficulty is not dimensions of such a matrix but the determination of a decomposition in a
way that the coefficients of invariant amplitudes would not contain "secret singularities".
As an example of such a difficulty I can give an example when in describing the Comploneffect for several years people used a decomposition suggested in (•!], but then it appeared
that the invariant amplitudes had additional singularities, so another, more complicated
decomposition [fj] was suggested.
Dispersion relations are valid for proper defined invariant amplitudes. Each invariant
amplitude, in principle, is a rather complicated combination of all helicity amplitudes
and it means that dispersion relations are valid for such combinations, not for individual
helicity amplitudes. Such dispersion relations, even if one will derive them, for higher
spins are almost useless because of their complexity and lack of physical meaning of these
combinations.
Helicity amplitudes can be connected also with the so-called Joos invariant functions
which, as Williams proved, do not have kinematic singularities. Formulae look as follows
[6]:
/лэА,.ЛьЛ,(^)=

Е
/\\A?AiAi

E
Т.^А^А^А^иШ^)^
JMimj /Mil]

(J, 51 SiS-jS.,),,, Aj Аз Ai Уд'}, \fh O/, /2 (в, 0 ,

(2 )

where D\A are finite-dimensional representations of (2s + 1) dimension of the group
SL(2,C), {J,l\l7)S,'iS'7 are the Clebsh-Gordan coefficients, (^,.s'|S2^3.4.|)/i,..i2..ij.-i< are the
connection coefficients for spins .S|,s-2,s3,.s,|, giving J when summed; Уд/ are spherical
functions and а/,/,(л,{) are invariant Joos amplitudes. These amplitudes arc free of the
kinematic singularities both in *• and /. In this case the kinematic singularities of helicity
amplitudes are contained in coefficients of Joos amplitudes. It is clear that the practi
cal use of Joos amplitudes for deriving dispersion relations for combinations of liclicity
amplitudes is also difficult in this approach.
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We use the symmetry properties connected with conservation laws of the angular
momentum in direct and annihilation channels, take into account crossing symmetry and
achieve a common formalism for description of all binary reactions. In this approach
kinematics and dynamics are separated in a simple form for reactions with particles of
any spins,
We represent hclicity amplitudes as the kinematic part multiplied by functions describ
ing the dynamics, dynamic amplitudes, Kinematic factors guarantee that conservation
laws are fulfilled in the direct channel, reflect requirements of conservation laws in the
annihilation channel, contain kincmatical singularities (connected with spins) in both
independent invariant variables and are dimensionless.
Using the crossing relations for dispersion amplitudes and properties of (/-functions
wc can determine the dynamic amplitudes [7-9]. The connection between helicity and
dynamic amplitudes for elastic processes has a form:

Here Л'д д4<л tbj(s, t) contains all kinematic singularities of helicity amplitudes in s and t
variables.
In distinction to the decomposition of helicity amplitudes via sets of invariant or Joos
amplitudes, here we have no summation over repeated indices.
Dynamic amplitudes have a clear physical meaning, observables are easily expressed
in terms of them, The dynamic amplitudes contain only dynamic singularities (and that
is the reason of their name). They have singularities determined in general by the unitary
condition. Kinematic singularities are taken out of them.
For the Compton effect on a target with an arbitrary spin J and mass m we have the
following connection between helicity and dynamic amplitudes

is t) - (s -m2
r
/A3A«,A,A2(-M)- {~^rj

y ' V y ^ Y ^ ' / У * * + ( ' - ™2)2 V % »
{

m

)

\

m2

J

(s n

^W.^lM).

(4)
The factor [{\/--1)/т]^~^ is responsible for the conservation of the projection of
angular momentum for forward scattering; whereas the factor [y/sl + {s — m 2 ) 2 ]/m 2 ]' A+,i ',
for backward scattering. The quantity [(s — m2)/m2]~2J is defined by ^-channel factors
ensuring the fulfillment of the conservation laws in the annihilation channel.
The dynamic amplitudes provide a general and simple parametrization for the helicity
amplitudes. The dynamic amplitudes have a clear physical meaning, they describe the
dynamics of scattering process with particles of definite helicities. The dynamic ampli
tudes are suitable for the description of experimental data because physical observables
can easily be expressed in terms of helicity amplitudes, and thus, in terms of dynamic
amplitudes.

2. Applications of dynamic amplitudes
The dynamic amplitude formalism is interesting for studying general characteristics
of particle reaction theory and it also suits for exploring concrete processes. This ap
proach provides an analysis where kinematics is fully taken into account and is clearly
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separated from dynamics. The observable quantities arc simply expressed via the helicity
amplitudes.
As wc have already mentioned, the helicity amplitudes have a clear physical mean
ing, and physical observablcs (polarization cross sections, asymmetries, etc.) are simply
expressed via them. As for elastic processes, the connection between the helicity and
dynamic amplitudes is one-to-one, every helicity amplitude for elastic scattering is ex
pressed in terms of one dynamic amplitude. Hence, it follows that all attractive features
of the lielicity amplitudes, a clear physical meaning, simple relations with observables,
and equal dimensions, are also inherent in the dynamic amplitudes. The formalism of
dynamic amplitudes is simple for low spins and remains such also for higher spins: the
formalism is simple for any spins.
Dynamic amplitudes in some sense-arc generalisations of form-factors: in both cases
we separate kinematics. Dynamics of the processes which contained matrix elements
of the electromagnetic current operator (three-point functions) are described by formfactors. After separation of kinematics and dynamics it is convenient to express physical
observables in terms of form-factors. Analogously, dynamics of binary reactions (fourpoint functions) is contained in dynamic amplitudes (it is the reason of their name).
After separation of kinematics and dynamics it will be convenient to express observables
in terms of dynamic amplitudes.
The differential cross section for elastic scattering, when one measures the helicity of
each particle, is expressed via hclicity, invariant and dynamic amplitudes in the following
form:
^(A 3 A.„ A,A2) ~ | /л,л1,л,л2(б>0 | Ч £ Х л < , л , л , О М М п ( М ) | 2 =
= 1 Л ' А з . А ^ А ь А Л М ^ А з . ^ А ь л Л а . О I* •

(5)

The first relation in outward appearance is simplest, but helicity amplitudes contain
kinematic singularities and the conservation laws are not fulfilled automatically - so kine
matics and dynamics are not separated. Here we have one term. In the second equation
there is the sum of all invariant amplitudes. Here we have N terms. For spins equal to
3/2 there are 256 terms, and for spins equal to 11/2, there are more than 20 000 terms. In
each term we have kinematic — dynamic separation, but there are so many such terms.
In the parametrization via dynamic amplitudes we have no summation! The differential
cross section is expressed only via one dynamic amplitude with the kinematical factors
which contain all kinematic singularities. We have only one term.
Other quantities such as Р,Апп,Ац,А33
in terms of the helicity amplitudes have the
form [10]

~T~D~F

(6)

Here m and n represent sets of helicity indices. c mn = ± 1 . The sum is taken for all values
of helicities. Obviously, the expressions will be most convenient in terms of dynamic
amplitudes.
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The dynamic amplitude formalism can be used as a basis for the derivation of many results in the S-matrix formalism, including the investigation of analytic properties, derivation of dispersion relations for individual helicity amplitudes, dual sum rules, dispersion sum rules (such as the Drcll-Hern-Gerasimov rule), low-energy theorems, modelindependent dispersion inequalities, high-energy theorems and so on.
We can write this relation for invariant amplitudes (which is less useful!) and for
dynamic amplitudes (that is more useful). Via dispersion relations for dynamic amplitudes we can also write dispersion relations for individual helicity amplitudes (for elastic
reactions) or for their binary combinations (see below).
In the dynamic amplitude approach obligatory kinematic factors arise in the expressions of obscrvablcs. These spin structures for high energies give a small parameter that
orders the contributions of helicity amplitudes to obscrvables. Such a "kinematic hierarchy " predicts, for pp elastic scattering at high energies and a large fixed angle (90°),
a simple connection between asymmetry parameters and even numerical values for them
[11,12].
The spin kinematics allows one to obtain the low-energy theorems for pholon-hadron
processes [13-16] and gravitino scattering on a spin-0 targ-t. For the latter process at
low energies the helicity amplitudes up to 0(£ 3 ) are determined by their {-channel Born
terms with the photon exchange [17,18].
The dynamic amplitudes, or more simply, the.{-channel dispersion amplitudes can be
used to prove model-independent dispersion inequalities for the Compton-cfTect on the
pion and nucleon target, including the case of the polarized photon scattering [19,20].
PART II. PHOTON-DEUTERON SCATTERING

3.Helicity and dynamic amplitudes
We consider the elastic scattering of massless particles with spin 1 (photon) by a
massive particle with spin 1 (deuteron or vector meson) with mass m.
Wc have 3C helicity amplitudes /,\3,\4 \,д 2 (^>0' Because of P and T invariance we have
only 12 independent amplitudes, 6 without photon helicity flip (we write only the helicitis
for the corresponding amplitudes):
(11,11),(11,10),(10,10),(11,1-1),(10,1-1),(1-1,1-1),

(7)

and 6 with photon helicity flip:
(11,-11),(11,-10),(11,-1-1),(10,-11),(10,-10),(1-1,-11).

(8)

The remaining amplitudes are connected with the above ones by relations:
ЯзЛ4,Л,Л3(М) = a/:A3,-A4!-A1.-A2(-M)

(9)

because of P-invariance and
/ . и л 1 л 2 ( ^ 0 = /9Л1А2,л3л4(^0
because of T invariance; a and /? are phase factors with absolute value of one.
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(10)

Connection between helicity and dynamic amplitudes are given by general formula
('!). As an example, we write for one of the amplitudes:
[,/ + ( , -

m2)2)2

(П)

In the /-channel we can choose, as independent, the amplitudes with the following
indices:
(1,1,;I,I,),(1,0;,I,1),(I.-I;I,1),(1,0;-1,-1),(1,I;-1,-1),(0,0;1,1),
( 1 . 1 : 1 , - 1 ) , 1 , 0 : 1 . - 1 ) . ( 1 . - I : l . - l ) . ( l , - l : - I . I).(1.0:-1.1),(0.0; l . - l ) .

(12)

The /-channel helicity amplitudes are connected with /-channel dynamic amplitudes by
relations of the following form:
Ло./ч;/«ь»«а(5''/

=

'Vзw'^;/м./iJ'л^'''•Л«з./^li/l|,/iЛ•s,'' ^ '^ 1>'з,1чич,1ч\6^' ^ 1'ч.тип ,nt^s^''

'''^

4.Dynamic a m p l i t u d e s and dispersion relations for helicity a m p l i t u d e s
Let us consider dispersion relations with fixed /. For obtaining such relations one
must deal with the amplitudes without kinematic singularities in the variables 5 and u.
Dynamic and invariant amplitudes are just such functions.
Dynamic amplitudes fulfill the following dispersion relations:

Dh{8,t) = D%orn(s,t) + - [Ji-[Dh(s',t)Y
7Г J

S

+- /-^-[/Л(«\0]и.

— S

IT J

(Ы)

U — U

[...]^"' denotes the absorptive part of the function in brackets in the t(u) channel. 0Born
denotes the contribution of pole terms to dynamic amplitudes, corresponding to oneparticle intermediate states in the unilarity condition. We write dispersion relations
without subtractions, assuming the corresponding dynamic amplitudes to vanish at in
finities, but there it is very simple to write dispersion relations with the corresponding
number of subtractions.
Using (3) we get the dispersion relation for individual helicity amplitudes
r 1

,\

fh{a,t) =

гВотщ , \ , / ' /
л/
fk l{s,t)+hh{s,l)<~

1

f

lis

\ h ( s J ) Y ,

/ r t ' i\
l* J s -sihh{s,t)i

Mu',t)
/ ~
I<h(u,t)l
тт J и —и
1

+

~

f

<ltt'

(15)

Using the relations:
[si + [s - in2)'*]1
ml(s — in2)2

(s - m2)2
.0
(пГ1 - sit)'1
•
cos - =
2
m*{s - in*)*
vr
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116)

we write, as an example, dispersion relation for one of the hclicity amplitudes:

/|.-1;1.-1(-.0 = / Й ^ - , ( - , 0 +
{s' ~ m 2 ) 2
( s - m ^ c o s ^ l i y - ^ l , ^ - ^ , - ^ ^ /2 , 2, 2, , , , . , ^ / )

L[s'i + (3'-m ) ] "

3

+

so

du r ( i - m 2 ) 2 ,
Л f du
•к J и —иЦтл — зи)г

,

,A*\
J J

5.Low-energy theorems in s-channel
In the center-of-mass system we have the following standard relations (E is the photon
energy, p is the magnitude of the photon three-momentum, 0 is the scattering angle, s
and / are invariant variables):
0
Us - m 2 ) 2 + si}1'2
""2,-m»
-

n,n2

. 20
^= - 2 ^ m 2 - ,

_
5-rn2
E= p= - ^ 5 - .

(18)

When £ —» 0 (0 - fixed), I —• 0 and s —• m 2 . As the electromagnetic constant is
small, contributions from unitary diagrams with massless particles in intermediate states
are neglected. The results thus obtained are exact in strong interactions, but only in the
e 2 approximation in electrodynamic interactions.
We will consider the low energy behavior of the helicity amplitudes with fixed angles,
so it will be convenient to express kinematic factors in terms of variables 5 and 0. They
can be written in a factorized form; (without summation):
Kh(s,i)=Ph(S)iph(0)=

s-m2\nh/
— T2 - )
m
/

s ^kh
[—,)2
MO)
\rn

(19)

Let us consider the low-energy behavior of helicity amplitudes at fixed angles. The
expression in the braces in ( ) and ( ) are regular functions at s = m 2 and t = 0. In the
low-energy limit unknown contributions of these functions are suppressed by the factor
(5 — m 2 )". Therefore, at low energies the helicity amplitudes with n = 2 (this is maximal
number for our s-channel helicity amplitudes) up to 0(E2) are determined by their Born
terms*
fh(s,t) = fB°™(s,t) + 0(E2).
(20)
There are the six amplitudes, three in the helicity non-flip sector
(11,1-1),(10,1-1),(1-1,1-1),

(21)

and three in the helicity flip sector:
(11, - 1 1 ) , ( 1 0 , - 1 1 ) , ( 1 - 1 , - 1 1 ) .

(22)
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6.Dispersion relations and low-energy theorems for
combinations of t-channel helicity amplitudes
In the /-channel we have the reaction:

7 + 7-» V + V.

(23)

V is a massive spin-1 particle (for example deuteron or p), V is the corresponding antiparticle. The crossing relations between the s- and /-channel helicity amplitudes look
as follows
/лзЛ„л„л 2 (М) =

E

Q

<V 1 , 1 (\'i)^, 3 (A2)<; 3 3 W (A'3)c/.V 4 , < (X'4)/: 3 , < , /il/J2 (3,0.

(24)

The angles \,- can be computed by using kinematic diagrams of processes in the ve
locity space and formulae of the Lobachevsky geometry [21-23]. d% .(xi) are the Wigner
rotation functions. When we have massless particles, the corresponding Wigner functions
turn out to be ^-functions, and the crossing relations are simplified. In our case the
crossing relations have the block-diagonal form: amplitudes without photon helicity flip
in the ^-channel with helicity indices (1, Л.»; 1, Л2) are connected only with the helicity
amplitudes in the /-channel with the indices (/13,ц+\ 1, —1). In the /-channel we will con
sider only the block of helicity amplitudes, which via crossing relations is connected with
amplitudes without helicity flip in the s-channel. Photon helicity flip amplitudes with
indices (I, A4; —1, A2) are connected with the helicity amplitudes in the /-channel with the
indices {^з,щ; 1,1).
Here we will consider only the first sector of amplitudes (corresponding to the set of
amplitudes without change of photon helicities in the s-channel. In the /-channel we have
6 amplitudes of that kind. Here we have inelastic reaction and it is not always possible
to separate kinematic singularities from each individual helicity amplitudes (as was the
case for elastic processes). The connection of our helicity and corresponding /-channel
dynamic amplitudes has the following form (we have separated a kinematic singularity at
the point / = 0:
Dt,±

(s,t)

\mj

\mj

ГW i f t l l i h W {s,t)
А\а-Ь1В\а+Ь\

J

-V3,-t4,f4,M

(s,Z)

Д\а+Ь\В\а-Ь\

(25)

Here a = p.\ — /f2, b = p.3 — /*.i, p = >// — 4 m 2 ,

A = yt{t-4m*)

-(2s

+ t - 2m 2 )] 1 / 2 ,

В = [^t{t - 4m 2 ) + {2s + t - 2m 2 )] 1 / 2 .

Dynamic amplitudes are free of kinematic singularities in both invariant variables,
therefore we can write for them dispersion relations (as in the previous case we write
this relation without subtractions). Using the connection between dynamic and helicity
amplitudes we can write dispersion relations for helicity amplitudes. In the / channel
for some helicities these will be binary combinations of helicity amplitudes. Dynamic
amplitudes do not contain kinematic singularities, consequently, we can write dispersion
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relations for them and then rewrite them in terms of simple combinations of helicity
amplitudes.
Let us consider the low energy behavior of {-channel amplitudes. In the low-energy
limit we have low-energy theorems which in this case are more fruitful (this is the reason,
we consider {-channel). It is convenient to express the kinematic factors so that terms
which go to zero in the low-energy limit (here this factor is \Д) will be separated. So,
we can rewrite kinematic factors as functions of I and 0t:
(26)

Я&ч,,,.«(«.0 = ( ^ ) ' ( S ) ^т^ЧЬР-К'-™^*^'
Here

fL^aJ^)

=(•^^ксо»!)-'-*!/;^,^,/).

(27)

For us it is important that p<, sin & and c o s ^ do not go to zero when E —> 0.
The dispersion relation for the combination 113,М4ин,м{^, 0 ± Я/13,-/ч;/«ы«г(5> 0
written in the form:
•'M./Mw*i./«» V s ' ) 3- • ' - / 1 3 . - ; M ; / ' I , « ( S ' 4 ~ Л'з,/ч;/'ь/'г( 5 ' 0 ^ J-h3.-i*4ii4.H2\si
.

.

.

•($'(£)

00

CC

(

tt/;^

can

'эе

4 "•"

t

.<-<>Г + ;/^К

>'•<>]>>

Here the kinematic singularity factor of the continuum contribution is expressed via { and
pi\ in the integrand wc keep the dynamic amplitudes (without kinematic singularities). As
in the s-channel, wc have the Born contribution plus a factor that goes to zero in the lowenergy limit multiplied by an unknown but regular function in our limit (the contribution
of continuum, the expression in brackets in (2S) and possible subtraction terms). This
unknown function has no kinematic singularities and no dynamic singularities at a = m 2
or и = m 2 - the corresponding contribution is just the Born term that is separated. So this
unknown contribution is suppressed and wc have the low-energy theorems in the form:

U,^,(M)±/i, 13 ,-,^^

(29)

For all {-channel amplitudes the "degree of suppression" к& is equal to or is larger than 2.
So, up to 0{E2) all {-channel amplitudes (in the considered sector) are defined by the Born
terms. For passing the s-channel we must use crossing relations. Each s-channel hclicity
amplitude is expressed via {-channel amplitudes with known (and finite in the low energy
limit) crossing coefficients. Thus, all s-channel amplitudes (for the considering sector)
up to 0{E2) are determined by the Born contributions. It is better than we had when
considering only s-channel amplitudes.
This result can be improved by using s — u symmetry. The dominated Born contribu
tion contains only static characteristics of the particle, such as charge, mass and magnetic
moment. If we add a small number of parameters (polarizabilities of vector particles),
wc can get more exact results (in the sense of a decomposition in small parameter of the
energy).
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RELATIVISTIC ASPECTS O F T H E QUASI-ELASTIC K N O C K - O U T
REACTION D{e,ep)N'
AND SIX QUARK S T R U C T U R E O F DEUTERON
UZIKOV Yu.N.
Department of Physics, Kazakh Stair
University.
Timiryazev Sir., 40, Alma-Ata, Kazakhstan /,80121
ABSTRACT
The differential cross section of the D{e, ep)N' reaction lias been calculated in the
framework of spectator mechanism using Light Front Dynamics (LFD). It has been
shown that the p-wave character of momentum distribution of N* isobar of negative
parity in the deuteron expected in nonrelativistic approximation does not appear in
the relativistic approacli . It has been found that in the LFD approach contribution
of deexcitation processes cN" — ep into cross section is negligible in comparison with
ep —' ep transitions.
1.

Introduction

The presence of excited six quark configurations in the deuteron establiched
by microscopic calculations in 6q-dynamics Ref.l results in the admixture of NN"
and N'N" components in the deuteron wave function Ref.2. So, the genealogical
expansion of s4p2 configuration wave function
|sV >

=

CNN\s3

+

2

CN'N\S P

> \s3 >ip2S + CN..N\sp2
3

> l-s > <fip +

> \s3 > ipos -r •
2

C/VN'\s p

(1)

2

> \s p > <pos + • • •

determines relative motion in the channels D —* N" + N" and D —> N" + N as s-wave
type and in the D —> vV* + N channel as p-vvave one. Here pns and tpip are the wave
functions of relative motion of three- quark clusters, \ss > is the nonexcitated nucleon
s t a t e , \s2p > is the negative parity nucleon state (N* isobar), \sp2 > is the positive
parity state (N**), Свв is the corresponding genealogical coefficient. It was suggested
in Ref.l to use the quasi-elastic knock-out reaction D(e,ep)N" as experimental test
of this picture by analogy with physics of excitated nucleon clusters in atomic nuclei
and corresponding spectroscopic factors S^N' were calculated .
However, there is an essential difference between the reaction under discussion
and ordinary nonrelativistic nuclear physics problems of excitated nucleon clusters
Ref.3. It is caused by large binding energy in the channnel D —* N + N" which is
comparable with nucleon mass, i.e. £=500-600 MeV. Let us discuss the well-known
identity for nonrelativistic two-body Hamiltonian

ff = -PjL + - P L + v = (PP + P * ) 2
2m p

2mN

2(mp
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+ тм)

+

jgk. + y
2(IPN

(2)
'

where pQ is the three-momentum of particle a ,ma is its mass,qp/v = (ppmjv —
Р л " п р ) / ( т р + т д ' ) , ftpN = тртпн/(гпр -f тлг)>У is the interaction operator. In
the case of mo ф тр + гпм, where т д is the (deuteron) bound state mass, the formal
separation of the variables q p # and P c . m . = p p + pw in Eq.(2) does not mean that
bound state centre-of-mass variable (P c . m .) is separated in fact from internal variable
(q p w). It is easy to see from the inequality (p p + Pw) 2 /2(m p + m#) ф Рс.т./2т£)
(where P c . m . = р р + рлг and 77J0 ф тр-\-т^), that means the (р Р + Рлг) 2 /2(т р + т ^ )
term in Exp.(2) is not an operator of kinetic energy of bound state centre -of-mass
motion. Besides at the condition mp -f- rn^ ф TUD (i) the equality P c , m . = P/v -f p P is
not invariant under Galilean transformation , (ii) because of inequality P c .m./ m D7^
(Pp-fpyv)/("i p + m / 0 4 i e centre-of-mass of bound state is not the same as that for the
(p+N)-pair. Such kind of properties \s' manifested by relativistic composite systems
in the light front dynamics Ref.4. These features being relativistic by nature obvi
ously turn out to be more important with increasing of m/j — (m/v + rnp) difference.
Applying nonrelativistic Schrodinger equation to such kind of systems gives results
depending from reference frame.
In Ref.5 an analysis of relativistic structure factors D —> N + N" for the
D[e,ep)N" reaction was performed. Two different approaches were used - the Light
Front Dynamics (LFD) without angular condition (i.e. Infinite Momentum Frame
approach) Ref.6 and Faddeev type relativistic equations for the three-body problem
Ref.7. The problem of deriving electromagnetic current for composite system in
relativistic dynamics is not solved in general case at present. Therefore these two
approaches give some estimation for relativistic effects in the desintegration reaction
£)(e, ep)N" only. In the limit of high energies y/s —> oo both approaches give the
same results, but at intermediate energies they are different. In this work we use
the LFD approach in order to calculate the differential cross section of the reaction
because in this approach in contrast to that of Ref.7 the matrix elements of ep- and
eiV- interaction potentials are direct related to corresponding differential cross section
of ep- and eiV-scatterings.
2.

E l e m e n t s of Formalism

The amplitude of e-\-D —> e+p-f N" reaction in the one photon approximation
has the following standard form
M(eD -» epN') = - e u ( p e ) 7 ^ ( p 0 ) ^ 4 ,

(3)

where u(p) is Dirac bispinor of electron, 7** is Dirac matrix, дЦ1/ is metric tensor, q is
the 4-momentum transferred by electron, e is the elementary charge (e2 = a = 1/137),
Po{Pe) is the 4-momentum of initial (final) electron, ./£ j s t n e hadronic electromagnetic
current for D —* N + N* transition. The spin averaged square of the amplitude is

\M(eD -> epN-)\* = 4 ^ " С
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(4)

where

^ = 2^тт £

Jh

(5)

*w

АдАрАдг

is the hadronic tensor, Z,£" is the well-known leptonic tensor. Here Aj is the hclicity
of the j-th particle, Jp is the deuteron angular momentum. In order to construct
the current j£ we use the one particle approximation for the six-quark model of the
deuteron in the LFD approach. The " + " component of the electromagnetic current
has a form
4

=

(27r)35<2)(oD . + q i - p

W i

- p

a

№

0

. +

? - - P ^ - p j V ^ x
P%

x ф;ч;л"(кх,02рР_ < РШ№(Р'

-> P)IP'K(P') > •

Pp

-

(6)

Here pi_ and p ; x are the "-" and transversal components of the 4-momcntum of the
i-th particle, respectively; kj_ and f = PN-/PD~ are the internal light-cone variables
of the deuteron and Ф(кх, £) is its internal wave function, j+ is the "+"-component of
nucleon electromagnetic current for the p' —> p transition. The summation on internal
states of nuclen p' (including N*,N") takes the place in Exp.(6) The deuteron wave
function Фл£ N is constructed in the LFD on the base of Melosh transformation for the
canonical wave function Фд which corresponds to nonrelativistic scheme of angular
momenta composition Ref.8

Ф&АЛГ(кх,0 =

52<*N\llii{tM,mN)\)\l><\p\Rtt(l-b-ki.,mp)\X7>x
AiA 2

x

Ф Л с (к,А„А 2 ).

(7)

In the quasi-elastic peak region p"N < 0.3 — 0.4 GeV/c, where p'N is the N' spectator
momentum in the lab. system, the hadronic tensor LhfW can be presented in the
separable form

,A -2A±±(

l

Yjtku»

(8)

where LNV is the nucleon tensor corresponding to the ep' —* ep transition,J'p is the
angular momentum of intermediate nucleon p'. The radial wave function ipni{k) \s
normalized according to
1

-V

= Ns f

/

АдАрАдг
oo
6p(fc)

d2ki.<%
+ ец (к)

Jo
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|фА"Ук, Л 1 2 , , , , , j . , _ CPN

fq\

where <:,(&) = у/к2 + mf, S$ is the dcuteron spectroscopic factor in corresponding
channel. In order to calculculatc the L^u we take the current JN(p' —* p) in Exp.(6)
in the same form as for the free processes еЛ г (1/2 + ) -* ep(\/2+) and eN~(\/2~) —»
ep(l/2 + ) Rcfs.9,10. Keeping one term in the summation on // in Exp.(6) we have the
following form for the differential cross section of the D(e.cp)A" reaction in the lab.
system
d*o
dEcdQedQp

=

(2,/;,-rQ
_$,
/ I
64(2ir)°mD |Я 0 |р р | - \R\EP cos 0 p l t | \ 1 - £

x v^(A-)|.U( q ) '-^cp)P-

"

(10)

Нстс\М(ер' —> ep)| 2 is the spin averaged amplitude square for the free reaction ep' —»
epRef.ll, 7?o = Co+ "*£>- £ c , R = P o - p c i Ep and p p are the energy and momentum
of final proton, C p , po and (/? e ,p c ) arc the same for initial (final) electron. Because
of energy nonconscrvation in the quasi free process ep' —» ep the post- and priorforms of kinematic arc different but in the LFD approach this difference goes to zero
at v/s —> со. We use the post form. In order to suppress the ./VJV-pair creation from
vacuum it is sufficiently to take the foil wing condition Ilefs.4,10
/ = 0.

(11)

According to Ref.4 we take the oz-axis direction on the surface of the cone Exp.(11)
in such a way to obtain the minimum for the k2 value. This prescription is not
consistent in the LFD approach and is used here as an approximation for the spectator
mechanism. There is not ambiguity for the z-axis direction at the point p'N = 0.
3.

Results and Discussion

Numerical calculations arc performed at initial energy range of 4 -10 GeV in
complanar kinematics with backward going vV'-isobar in the final state. The photon
absorption on virtual iV'-isobar {•yN' •—» 7Л ;- ) omitted in Exp.(6) is suppressed in
this kinematics. The relativistic bound state problem D = p -j- N* has been solved
in this work in order to find the wave functions ipni(k). Deep attractive potentials
for the NN" interaction are used according to Ref.l2. The results of numerical
calculations for transitions onto the Лг*( l/2~, 1535) slate arc shown in Fig.l. One
can see from Fig.l a that relativistic results differ from iionrelativistic ones drastically.
Namely, the p-wave character of momentum distribution in the channel D —» p -f N'
does not appear in the LFD approach. It follows from Fig.l b that in the LFD
approach the contribution of decxcitalion processes еЛ'* —> ep is smaller by 3 orders
of magnitude in comparison with that for the cp —» cp processes. According to
the nonrelativistic predictions of llef.l these contributions are comparable one with
other. Such considerable difference between relativistic and nonrehitivistic results
can be explained by the following way. It follows from the LFD conservation low
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1

г

Pj> <?ev/c
Fig.l The calculated differential cross section dbcr/dEed?Led£lp of the D(e, ep)Nm
(l/2~, 1535) reaction at the scattering angles de = 37° and tfjv = 127° as a function of
the jV"-spectator momentum p'N in the laboratory system in the LFD approach (—)
and nonrelativistic one (
): a -the contribution of the ep —> ep transition, b the contribution of deexcitation processes eiV* —у ер. The numbers near the curves
are the initial energies in GeV.
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PPi — Pfi + P/Vj, <1'"' l>P- — h- + VN- tlwLt at the point p'N =a 0 the intermediate
proton p' has non-zero z-coiiiponent of its momentum
ml-{то-ты)2
P, - ' „ ,
• -\
(12)
2(m /; - m/v)
From Exp.(13) we have p, = 1.10eV/c for the D —> ;J + JV' transition (mj, = 0,94
MeV) and p, = 3.2GeV/c for tlie D -* N' + Л" transition (wj, = гвд = 1.5C!eV). As
a result.the argument in the wave function ipni{k) ' s k=0.54 CleV/c and k=l GeV/c
for the processes v.p —> c;> and eN* —• ep, respectively-instead of nonrelativistic value
к = p'N = 0.
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Presented by Yu.A.Pancbratsev
Abstract
The physical research program for studying of polarization and color transparency phenomena at high energy pp, pA and AA collisions at RHIC is suggested.
Introduction
The aim of this report is to present an Addendum to Polarization Research Program at RHIC. This proposal was prepared by the group of physicists from Dubna, both
theoreticians and experimentalists. From our point of view one of the most perspective
trends in the development of relativistic nuclear physics and high energy physics is the
realization of the nuclear polarization program. We consider that RIIIC has excellent
possibilities to carry out not only the extended polarization proton-proton program proposed by the RHIC Spin Collaboration, but a polarization nuclear program as well. The
interest towards the spin program at the RIIIC is quite natural for the physicists of the
High Energy Laboratory from Dubna. It could be considered as a continuation of the
polarization program at the Dubna accelerator complex where the polarized beams of
relativistic deuterons with a record energy and parameters have been produced [1]. The
polarization program in the LHE is connected with studies of polarized nuclear matter,
and, in particular, of the polarized deuteron at short distances, where as expected the
nuclear quark structure predominates and the spin effects are extremely pronounced.
The opportunity of continuation of the polarization research at the RHIC together with
RSC is of great interest for us.
Deep inelastic lepton-proton scattering has historically one of main sources of information on parton distributions and polarized lepton-nucleon scattering experiments
have provided improved information on the spin structure of valence quarks [2]. Deepinelastic nuclear reactions are other important processes in which local properties1 of nuclear matter are studied [3]. The experiments with polarized relativistic nuclear beams
in the region forbidden for free nucleon kinematics deals with the study of processes
in which constituents of nuclear matter arc polarized. Such processes can be successfully
carried out at RHIC.
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One of the most useful tools in the investigation of the space-time characteris
tics of dilfercnt mechanisms are the nuclear targets. The latter serve as a filter for
hard-perturbative and sofl-nonperturbalive quark processes [4]. At present a color
transparency of nuclei caused by an existence of point-like configurations in the hadron
wave functions is discussed [5]. The color transparency effect is based on the idea that if
the small distances dominate in the process then the participating quark configurations
are not absorbed in the nuclei, which leads to the characteristic ~ Л'-dependency of
cross section of these processes. It has been noted [6], the color transparency breaking
is maximum in the same kinematical region, where the anomalous spin effects in the
elastic polarized pp-scattering were observed [7]. Due to this reason in [6] an idea of
the connection of spin anomalous mechanism and the color transparency breaking in
the exclusive processes on nuclei was assumed. The connection between mechanisms,
responsible for an appearance of the large one-spin asymmetries in the inclusive hadron
production by the polarized protons [8] and the color transparency breaking on the
nuclei are investigated in [9].

Twist-3 Quark-Gluon Correlators and Transversity
in the p + p -> 7, jet + X Process
We propose to measure one-spin asymmetry of jets and direct photons in pp collision.
For both quantities the full recovery of event (to identify the jet and subtract the
photons from the decays) is of major importance. These quantities allow to determine
the new spin-dependent distributions: quark-gluon correlators [10] and transversity [11].
Л transverse polarization.in QCD had been investigated in [10] and it was shown
that in hard processes with a single polarized particle contributions are proportional to
two-argument twist-3 distribution functions [12].This results in large single asymmetries.
These new functions are completely unknown at present. To study them at RHIC the
direct photons and jet asymmetries arc of most interest, because the additional uncer
tainty caused by the fragmentation stage is absent. The "raw" (partonic) asymmetries
of the direct photons and gluon jets produced by the gluon from the unpolarized nu
cleoli and the quark-gluon correlator from the polarized one arc calculated [12, 13].
The single asymmetries for jet (or pion) production predominate over the direct photon
asymmetries in the region of polarized particle fragmentation (xp ~ 0) and are shown
in Fig. 1.
We propose to measure another new spin-dependent distribution in the same pro
cess of jet production with single transverse polarized beam. It is the so-called transver
sity [11]. It is just the analog of the ordinary spin-dependent quark distribution for the
case of the transverse polarization. These distributions coincide for massive free quarks
[14], but are independent one if gluons are taken into account. The transversity can be
studied measuring the final parton polarization via the handedness of the produced jet
[15]. The longitudinal (Щ) and transverse (Hi) handedness are defined in terms of leftand right-handed events, and they are proportional to the longitudinal and transverse
polarization of the initial fermion, respectively.
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Figure 1. The parton asymmetries for the processes of direct 7
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One-Spin Transverse A s y m m e t r y in p + A —» Л, jet -f- X P r o c e s s
and Color T r a n s p a r e n c y B r e a k i n g
A single transverse asymmetry Ay is defined as
N+-N.
h _ l

'

where P is the average proton beam polarization, N+(N-) is the number of particles that
scatter to the left looking downstream, with the beam polarized up(down) respectively
to the normal vector to the scattering plane. Asymmetry measurements in the p + p —t
л-*'0 + X process performed at Fermilab and BNL [8] show that AN is consistent with
zero up to XF — 0.3 and then increase linearly up to the absolute value of 40% near
XF ^ 1.
One-spin asymmetry AN is naively expected to vanish in perturbative QCD but
the higher-twist effects, mentioned above, lead to a potentially large one. In nonperturbative QCD it is due to the quark interaction via nonperturbative vacuum fluctuations
of gluon field [16].
The nonperturbative polarization mechanism is shown in Fig.2. A spin of valence
quark (q) is due to the interaction with instanton flips and simultaneously 99-pair is pro
duced. Quark spins of qq-ралт is directed opposite to the spin direction of the valence
quark. The orbital momentum (double line arrow in Fig.2) of the created од-pair is
directed up in accordance with the total momentum conservation law. The parton
"cloud" of the constituent quark is strongly correlated with the spin direction of the
valence quark.
This mechanism generates the'asymmetry in the p + p —* h + X, (h = fr+, p~,K+)
inclusive process as illustrated in Fig. 3(a,b,c). It is considered that the polarization
of the incident proton is defined by the u(T)u(T)d(i) component of a wave function.
It is sufficiently the u-quark spin flip with the creation of the rfd-pair to produce w+meson (Fig. 3(a)). The orbital momentum of the сИ-pair is directed up. The final
7r+-meson is formed from the constituent u-quark with spin up and J-quark with spin
down. The sign of the asymmetry is defined by the sign of the orbital momentum of
dd-рзлт (asymmetry sign rule). Fig. 3(b,c) shows the asymmetry mechanism for the p~
and /C + -meson production.
The effect of this interaction in the Regge exchange approach is related with the
anomalous exchange of instanton configurations between quarks which is originated
from QCD axial anomaly [16]. This 'anomalon' Regge trajectory is accompanied by a
spin-flip amplitude. The one-spin asymmetry AN is defined by the interference of two
Regge exchange amplitude with opposite polarization and obtained as follows

*i - С • £ • х- • fe£ • (1 - x)— • А**"" •£•
mi
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Figure 3. Asymmetry mechanism for meson production processes:
(a)p + p -> 7T+ + X, (Ъ)р + р-> p~+X,
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(c)p+'p->K++X.

Here / д , / р are axial-vector and vector nucleon form-factors, ap,a^ are pomeron and
'anomalon' trajectories, sQ c* 1 (GeV/c) 2 , k± is a transverse momentum of produced
particle , m]_ = m2 + k\. The coefficient Ch determines the sign and normalization of
asymmetry. This expression describes the dependence of AN on x, kj., s. The sign of
asymmetry can be predicted (Tables 1-3) in the model [16] in accordance with asym
metry sign rule.
The behaviour of AN is the universal one in the range of high x and kx for dif
ferent particles. Therefore the verification of this assumption could
yield useful and
important information on possible mechanism of large spin effect.
Table 1. Asymmetry signs in the p + p —* т*' 0 + X process

AN, E-704
AN, BNL
AN, theor.

7Г+

7Г"

7TU

+
+
+

0
0

+
+
+

Table 2. Asymmetry signs in the p + p —* /J*'0 + X process
P+
AN, theor.

+

P~ P*
+

Table 3. Asymmetry signs in the p + p —* K±fi>0 + X process
K+
AN, theor.

+

I<0

Л'0

K°

+

0

We propose to research A-dependence of one-spin asymmetries for the p+ A —•
h + X process which allow us to receive new information on mechanism of anomalous
spin phenomena and to reach more understanding of the color transparency breaking
mechanism in nuclei.
The color transparency and mechanism of its breaking for inclusive processes on
nuclei were intensively discussed in [5, 17]. The parton model (see review [18]) predicts
the absence of the nuclear absorption for leading particles because their formation length
is more large than the nuclear size IF 3> RA- A concept of the formation length as the
distance on which the produced hadron interacts with the characteristic hadronic cross
section is connected with the fact that only slow partons can
interact. On the other
hand, the experiment [19] gives the evidence of nuclear enhancement of the absorption
at xp —* 1. Therefore the hypothesis of the cardinal change of the Xf-dependence of
the formation length at XF —* 1 was assumed in [17]: IJ(XF) ~ (1 — xp).
The alternative mechanism of color transparency breaking is proposed in [9]. In
the model main contribution to asymmetry in high xp,fcx is due to the nonfactorizable
asymmetric component of nucleon wave function. The component has both low and
high partons and must be absorbed with typical hadron cross section. Therefore the

formation length decreases with increasing XF- In the approach [16, 9] the significant
asymmetry will be possible only at large k± > 1 GeV/c where the high transfer momen
tum component of nucleon wave function dominates. This range of transfer momenta
is defined by the size of the constituent quark. The later is connected with the radius
of chiral symmetry breaking.
In the Figure 4(a,b) the calculation results of A-dependence asymmetries for n*
meson production on nuclei Be, At, Pb are shown. It can be concluded that the sharp Adependence may be observed if the mechanism of one-spin asymmetries is connected with
large nonperturbative effects.
The considerable nuclear effects in the perturbative mechanism are not expected
and hence the asymmetry has to differ weakly from the proton one.

H y p e r o n Polarization in pp,pA, A A Collisions
and S i g n a t u r e of Q u a r k - G l u o n P l a s m a
We propose to study systematically spin observables (asymmetry, polarization) for hy
peron production at RHIC.
We consider that the mechanism of hyperon production is direct one in the kinematical region xp > 0.3 and k±. > 2 — 3 (GeV/c). In this case large hyperon polarization
is generated by the same mechanism [16, 9]. The asymmetry of direct hyperon produc
tion (AN) in the p-\-p -* H + X process is connected with the hyperon polarization
P in the p + p —* H + X process [AN = — P). The asymmetry signs for the hyperons
H = A , E , S , fi are determined in accordance with the asymmetry sign rule (Table 4,5)
and are compared with hyperon polarization measured at Fermilab [20].

Table 4. Asymmetry and hyperon polarization signs in the p + p—* H + X and
p + p —> H + X processes

P, exp.
Лдг, theor.

Л6 A° S+
0 +

+

+

s- s°
+
+

-

+
-

Table 5. Asymmetry and hyperon polarization signs in the p -f p —• Я + X and
p + p —> H + X processes

P, exp.
AN, theor.

~b

E~

-

-

-

+

+

+

n0
0

We propose to study Л-dependence of hyperon polarization in the p-f A —* H + X
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Figure 4. A-dependence of the one-spin asymmetry AN for the reactions:
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are taken from [8].
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processes in the high XF, ks. range which yields the possibility to investigate the local
property of polarized quark matter.
In relativistic heavy ion collisions the quark-gluon plasma can be formed. One of
the possible plasma components, is connected with nonperturbative vacuum fluctuations.
Such plasma component can be observed by measuring of the transverse hyperon po
larization. The latter can be signature of nonperturbative component of quark-gluon
plasma. The hyperon polarization in pA,AA collisions is generated by the mechanism
proposed in [16, 9]. The measurements of hyperon polarization in pA collisions have
been done [20] at low Arx. The polarization value is comparable with the polarization
in pp process.

Monte-Carlo Generator for pp, pA and AA Interactions
with Polarized and Unpolarized B e a m s
The Monte-Carlo event generators based on the dual parton model have been applied
successfully to hadron-hadron, hadron-nucleus and nucleus-nucleus collisions at high
energies.
More interesting generators from our point of view are VENUS [21] and HIJING
[22] to allow simulations of pp and AA collisions up to LHC energies. The string model
VENUS was used to describe data from SPS heavy ion experiments. This model consists
of four blocks: nuclear geometry, string formation, string fragmentation and rescattering. The HIJING model includes multiple minijets production, nuclear shadowing of
parton distribution function and mechanism of jet interactions in dense nuclear matter.
The Monte-Carlo codes for simulation of pp, pA and AA interactions mentioned
above use the quark-parton language. However they don't include spin effects. So
for the first step for the estimation of these effects we apply Monte-Carlo code on
hadron language. Hadron-hadron generator is a realization of statistical cluster emis
sion (bramsstrahlung) approach [23]. According to the model multiparticle production is
carried out by emission and subsequent decay of intermediate clusters. An average
mass of clusters increases with collision energy. Characteristics of cluster decay are
parametrized by data on hadron production in e + e~-annihiIation so clusters simulate
minijets.
For reconstruction of single asymmetry in polarization experiments we apply asym
metry data approximations of pions which are produced in cluster decays of vector and
pseudoscalar mesons and Д-isobars with adjusted weights.
A modified cascade model using above generators with the concept of formation
time of secondaries has been elaborated [24] for hadron-nucleus and nucleus-nucleus
interactions. It enables one to simulate multiparticle production both with unpolarized
and polarized beams.
As the first step of the analysis of the pion asymmetry we consider that all particles,
namely ?r,/),w, Д, are produced in the 5-state. Asymmetry signs for vector mesons are
given to be the same as for pions in accordance with their charges. For Д-isobars
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they are the following: negative for Д + + , Д + and positive for Д°, Д " . (In general the
asymmetry of produced intermediate particles is defined by the asymmetry sign rule.)
The results of calibration of the model using data [8] are shown in Fig.6. Simulation
of the expected pion asymmetry in pp-collisions at RHIC energies is performed at the
same considerations (Fig.7).
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Figure 5. Asymmetry mechanism for hyperon production processes:
(a) p + p -* Л° + X , (b) p + p -> E+ + A', (c) p + p -> E - + X.
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Figure 6. Simulation results of the one-spin asymmetry for the p - f p —» я-*-0 + X
process at ptab = 200 (GeV/c). Experimental data are taken from [8].

Conclusion
Nuclear and polarized proton beams at RHIC offer the opportunity to study the
fundamental properties of proton spin structure and nuclear matter. The experiments
at RHIC will stimulate future development of perturbative and nonperturbative QCD
analysis in hadron and nuclear interactions.
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Reaction pp -•-» ppy as a Test of Narrow Dibaryon Structures
S.N. Ershov, S.B. Gerasimov and A.S. Khrykin
Joint Institute, for Nuclear Rcncair.li
Dublin, Moscow region 141980, Russia

AHSTRACT

The location of possible narrow dibaryon resonances in ppy reaction is discussed.
Contributions from the charge (convection) and magnetic (spin) currents of colliding
protons are taken into account, It is shown that measurement of the photon energy
spectrum is more suitable for observation of possible narrow dibnryon resonances than
the widely used detection of all final particles witli coplanar momenta.

1.

Introduction

In rcf/1/ the expedience was stressed of the search for dibaryon resonanscs
/ ~ / in ppy reaction.Two bremsstrahlung mechanisms discussed in lxl were there re
ferred to as the "external" and "internal" photon radiation. In the second case,when
the elastic decay mode of the dibnryon B,/? —> pp, is cither strongly suppressed
(e.g.by the isospin selection rulc.if 1(B) > 2) or strictly forbidden by the Paul! prin
ciple, when Jr'(B) = l + , 3 + ,... and I(B)=l,the resonance increase of the two-photon
yield in pp —» 7/i —> ifpp is unambiguous indication of the dibaryon resonance ex
citation with the mass M(I3) < 2mp -f 771».In a less exotic case of the "external"
radiation, when the decay 13 —» pp is allowed,the usual mechanism of photon radi
ation from the external nucleoli lines of the corresponding Fcynman diagrams will
dominate.In lxl the convection currents of charged particles were only taken into
account in a simple explicit formula for the bremsstrahlung cross-section near a res
onance .This approximation is justified only for the soft photon emission.IIo\vcver,in
this casc,according to the Low theorem / 8 / ,the brcmsstrahlung cross-section is fully
defined by the "physical" tnicleon-nticleoii scattering cross-section. So,to obtain qual
itatively new information, one should concentrate on measurements and calculations
of the hard photon production.This,in turn, requires to take account of the photon
radiation by magnetic moments of interacting protons which is becoming to domi
nate over the non-spin-dependent convection current already at comparatively low
photon energies (e.g. around 40 MeV for Тм ~ 300 MeV).Taking into account the
spin-dependent (magnetic) contributions wc are able to investigate the influence of
different spin-parities of the assumed dibaryon resonances on the observable crosssections. We hope also to obtain more pronounced effects of those resonances which
2 7
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are seen most clearly in the spin-dependent ohservables of the polarized proton-proton
scfttloring.At last,to estimate sensitivity of bremsstralilurig cross-sections, expressed
via different sets of kinematieal variables to dibaryon resonances, the calculations will
be done with the use of the so-called "Harvard set" of variables , the angles of all
final particles in the coplanar geometry, almost exclusively used in all experiments on
the ppf reaction we have known.
2.

The outline of calculations and results

In addition to usual assumptions underlying the potential model calculations
of the NN-brcmsstrahhmg / 9 - , s / wc consider a hypothetical possibility of the presence
in the nucleon-nucleon total T-matrix of such resonance contributions which arc not
described by standard NN-potentials induced by the meson exrhanges.Thc excitation
mechanism of these dibaryon resonances may be related with the rearrangement (or
rcclustcrization) of the nucleoli constituents ( mcsons,quarks,utc.) during their inter
action in a given reaction.In that case the apparently small widths \\B) —• NN of all
known candidates for dibaryon resonances with the mass M(B) < 2mp + rni ~ may
result from the bad overlap of the wave functions of two final nuclcons (i.e.two 3qclusters) and the dibaryon J3 composed of quite different quark clusters, e.g. composed
of the coloured 4-quarks and/or diquarks: В —> <y4 + <72 or 13 —> 3r/2.Thcn the effective
interaction-range responsible for the 13 —> NN - transition might be of an order of the
quark wave function extension inside the nuclcon,that is definitely smaller than the
meson potential originating from meson exchanges at the periphery of nuclcons. With
this conceivable picture in mind,wc adopt the following scheme of an estimation of the
influence of dibaryon resonances on the observed characteristics of bremsstrahlung :
a nonresonance (background) photon spectrum is calculated in the framework of the
traditional scheme based on realistic meson potentials well-describing the observed
"nonresonance" NN scattering phase shifts,whilc the excitation of the dibaryon reso
nances are taken into account by introducing a phenomcnological resonance term in
the amplitudes of NN - interaction. Thus, we represent a partial amplitude Tj of the
nucleon-nucleon scattering with a total angular momentum У as a sum of two terms
TJ = AJ + BJ

(1)

where AJ(BJ) corresponds to a nonresonance (resonance) scattering. For the reso
nance amplitude Bj,presumably related with the short-range part of the NN -interacti
on, wc keep its parametrization formally coinciding with the usual on-shell scattering ampli
tude
Bj

= e2 gj

'

)С{3)
(-e"/?
м\г*Т
1
\/s - MB + ijj <°<
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(2)

where Л/и is » mass of (lie dibaiyon resonance , Vj(\\0t) is a partial (total) width, ф
is a relative phase shift between resonance and nonrcsonance amplitudes,
6-(5) = c x p { _ V ^ } .

(8)

We keep the notation and the parametrization of the cut-off factor С{\Д) suggested
in the work^7/. The oH"-shclI nonrcsonancc amplitude Aj is determined by the solu
tion of the Lipprnami-Schwingor-type equation / М - | Б / with the use of the one-boson
exchange Bonn potential (OBISPQ) / ,0 Л Calculations were carried out in momen
tum space and the partial wave with the total momentum J < 6 were considered.
l)iagraiim>atically,the strong pp-interaction enters the /^-amplitude in the form of
a single-scattering and double-scattering (or "rcscattering") blocks.Since in our cal
culation non-resonanre pp~/ amplitudes play the role of the background amplitudes
wo neglect the rescattcring corrections for the first approximation. For illustrative
estimations of the influence of the dibaryon resonances on the observed characteristics
of the pp7-reaction we have chosen as an example the isovector dibaryon resonance
with mass MB = 1969 MeV, width Г ы ~ Г(В —> pp) = 9 McV shown up in the
experiment dealing with the 3He(p,d)X reaction^5/. The resonance was observed as
the narrow peak in a missing mass spectrum at the level of ±3<r, with the relative
accuracy of the reaction cross-section measurement of Дс/сг = ±3.5%, The inclusive
spectrum of the photons produced in the pp interaction at the kinetic energy of the
incident protons г1)„ь = 280 MeV is shown in Fig.l. The solid curve corresponds to the
nonrcsonant background cross section and the dashed,dash-dotted and dotted curves
correspond to formation of the dibaryon resonances with the spin-parities 0 + , l ~ and
2 + , respectively. In this case the relative phase ф was put equal to zero. From this
figure it is seen that with the chosen parameters of the resonance, the exceeding of
the resonance peak above the background is ranging from 40% at J p = 0 + to 100%
at Jp = 1~,2 + . The influence of the relative phase shift ф on the shape of the
resonance spectrum at Jp = \~ is shown on Fig. 2. The dashed, dash-dotted and
dotted curves correspond to the values of ф = 0°,90° and 180°, respectively. For the
same resonance (i.e., at Jp = 1") in Fig. 3 the contributions from the convection
(dashed curve) and the magnetization (dotted curve) currents to the total cross sec
tion of the resonance excitation (dashed-dotted curve) are shown. Thus,it is seen that
narrow dibaryon resonances should exhibit themselves as the conspicuous resonance
like structures over smooth background in the photon energy spectrum of the ppy
-reaction.Moreover,the positions of these resonance peaks depend on the energy of
incident protons and their calculable and noticeable shifts with the controlled chang
ing of the initial proton energy may serve as the decisive argument in favour of those
much-disputed dibaryons.Unfortunately,there are no data on the photon energy spec
tra at present. As to the popular geometry of the pjry-experiments with the coplanar
detection of all final particles (the so-called Harvard geometry),one can see that the
specially chosen proton angles should be used to face the dibaryon resonance effect
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at a given photon angle,As an example,in Fig.'l the p/r^-cross-section is shown as a
function of 0y for 7p=280 MeV and the final proton angles equal to 40° and 35° Un
der chosen kinematics one can
trace the presence of the dibaryon with mass 1969
7
MeV/ /. The solid curve corresponds to background, the dashed and the dash-dotted
curves correspond to excitation of the dibaryon resonance with spin-parity 0 + , 1" and
2 + ,respectively. From this figure one can sec that the influence of the resonance on
the cross-section shape may be noticeable but quite different from a local variation
commonly expected for a narrow resonance. The kinematic conditions of the most
extensive and precise experiments at 280 MeV/ 9,10 / were optimized on a search for the
oir-shell effects in the NN-interactions.Ncvcrtheless,they do put some restrictions on
the parameters of possible dibaryons.In the region investigated the resonances with
mass M(H) < 19-10 MeV could only be seen.With the use of available data one can
obtain a rough upper bound on Г,0, < 2McV.
3.

Concluding r e m a r k s

The calculations performed in this work arc approximate. In particular, the
rcscattering and relativistic spin corrections discussed,rcspectivcly,in refsV , ' ,,,s / are
not considered.Like all other theoretical works in this field we don't consider the
exchange current contributions, which for the /j/ry-rcaction arc connected with the
multimeson exchanges and which remain basically unexplored till now.We believe,
however, that all aforementioned factors cannot qualitatively change the picture of
the dibaryon resonance appearance, if they do exist in the considered range of masses.
It appears worthwhile to note also that our scheme of introduction of the resonance
effects into consideration has a general basis with some of the considered earlier at
tempts to go beyond the soft photon approximation based on the Low theorem l8l'.
Indeed, in / 17 /, it was shown on the base of an exactly solvable potential model that
one can reach a more accurate description of bremsstrahlung reaction, in compari
son with a model-independent soft photon approximation, if the contributions from
a peripheral,long-range part of potential arc described exactly while contributions
from the short-range part of strong potential arc taken into account according to the
Low theorem, that is by paramctrization of the corresponding amplitudes through
the on-mass-shell scattering phase shifts. In our case,we identify the peripheral part
of potential with a realistic meson NN potential and treat it as accurately as possible.
We phenomenologically parametrize the action of an unknown short-range interac
tion, which is,prcsumably,originated from the quark rearrangement in the NN system,
via the resonance NN amplitudes on mass-shell. To conclude,the more realistic calcu
lations of this work give more reliable estimation of the possible dibaryon resonance
signal over a non-resonant background,thus confirming the main conclusions of 1*1
and stressing the urgency of measuring the energy spectra of final photons. The mov
ing "7 line", i.e. the dependence of the "resonance" photon energy on the energy of
incident protons is also one of the most salient features of the existence of the narrow
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dibaryon resonance. Of course, for the further detailed investigation (determination
of the quantum numbers, etc.) different exclusive experiments (see,e,g/ 18 /) and mea
surements of the spin characteristics of the particles in the considered reaction will
be needed as well.
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A JUMP IN SPIN PRECESSION FREQUENCY AS A METHOD TO
PASS SPIN RESONANCES
N.I. Golubeva*, A.M. Kondratenko and Yu.N. Filatov
АООТ NUKE, Sovetshaya Str. 37, 630099 Novosibirsk, Russia
^Institute for Nuclear Research, Moscow, Russia

\± The most conventional method to obtain high energy polarized particles consists
in their generation by polarized ion source with subsequent acceleration. Unfortunately,
during acceleration process spin depolarizing resonances should be crossed when the spin
precession frequency is close to integer combinations of the oscillation frequencies of orbital
particle motion which results in the lost of polarization. Thus, when using this method
the important problem to conserve the polarization arises. One of the ways to solve
this problem is to provide a jump of vertical betatron tune at the moment of the spin
resonance crossing which can be done, for instance, by means of pulsed quadrupoles.
Such an approach has been realized at AGS and ZGS to accelerate high energy polarized
protons [1, 2].
In the present paper we consider another method to provide a fast cross of spin res
onances: we propose to organize the spin precession frequency jump rather than the
betatron frequency jump. It can be done by introducing magnetic fields of special con
figuration within the orbital plane. Then the spin frequency becomes dependent not only
on energy but also on the introduced magnetic fields. An appropriate change of the lat
ter will result in the required spin precession frequency jump. Thus, there appears a
possibility to organize the fast crossing not only of the intrinsic spin resonances (clue to
resonance with betatron tunes) but also integer spin resonances clue to imperfections of
magnetic structure. Such an introduction of additional magnetic fields may lead to orbit
distortions and to changes in betatron tunes. Nevertheless, with an appropriate choice
of the insertion element parameters, the orbit distortion may be localized and betatron
tunes may be set unchanged in the whole energy range.
2> To illustrate the proposed method we consider a scheme with axial and radial mag
netic fields :
4>z
-»

2

T
Ox

~Vx

~4>z

i
h

2

<—

Ог

T
0.x

Fig. 1
Here ipx and ipz are the angles of the spin rotation around the radial and axial direc
tions, respectively, and 0 is the generalized azimuth coordinate. One can easily verify
that under a linear approximation in Bx and Bs, the scheme shown in Fig.l produces
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only local orbit distortions and does- not introduce an}' coupling between vertical and
horizontal betatron oscillations.
Under the small-angle approximation (ipx, <ps <§; 1), the direction of equilibrium po
larization remains to be vertical, while the jump of the spin precession frequency Af
becomes equal to:
Ai/ =

(1)

The longitudinal magnetic field B: is expedient to be made constant (or slowly chang
ing) within the acceleration cycle and of the utmost high value, while the radial field Bx,
lias to be changed in a pulsed mode at the moment of crossing the spin resonance.

Fig.2
Under a jump-like change in the spin precession frequency by Д// near a spin resonance
v = i/k, the depolarization ratio will be: '

D = ^ | l + , V ^ r'V^tfaf,
where S = Д*//2 is half a precession frequency jump. At = 2т is a lime of a change in the
precession frequency, w^ is the spin resonance strength and y? = 5 • т is the angle of the
spin rotation during the change of the precession frequency.
To reduce the amplitude of the radial field jump Bx, more than one insertion jnay be
used.
3^ The problem of matching the insertion magnetic system with magnetic system of
the accelerator may be solved with standard methods by an additional installation of
quadrupoles thus providing the possibility to keep the betatron frequencies to be unper
turbed. To illustrate such an approach, we consider the insertion with translation and
reflection symmetry [3]. Wc assume the coupling between vertical and horizontal betatron
oscillations to be compensated, thus allowing the use of (2 x 2) transition matrices.
Under a translation symmetry the second half of the system is identical to the first
one and the transformation matrix of the whole system is:

мрп = м2м1 = м{ =

- 1 +m„SpA/,.
lll2lSj)M\

-1

This formula is valid only for a fast crossing of resonant».' (7' 3> r )
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niuSpMi
+mTiSpMt

where M\ and Л/2 arc the matrices of the first and the second halves of the system,
respectively, rnu, гп^, m2i and m22 are the elements of the matrix M\.
This means that, for SpMi = 0 to be valid, the betatron frequencies remain to be con
stant irrespective of the values of the introduced fields and energy. Thus, four quadrupoles
arc sufficient to compensate the change of betatron frequencies in the both vertical and
horizontal directions.
In reflection symmetry systems the motion in the second half is equivalent to the
reverse motion in the first half. The transformation matrix of a reflection symmetry
system is as follows:

Mgir = (

— 1 + 2mnilh22
2?HjaHi;22
2m2imn
— 1-f 2;?1ц7П22

By requiring ттгц = m22 = 0, we obtain Л-/"1' = —/ and at 7Щ2 = m2i = 0 this relation
is reduced to A/|.ep = /•
Thus, in the general case it is sufficient to install eight quadrupolcs for the reduction
of M% to the matrices / or —/.
4.

L

Let us consider a scheme with translation symmetry:

\
<7i

I

S

I

21

/

s

1
1

42

<7i 1

I

L
42

Fig.3
where q\, 172 are the strengths of tlie compensating quadrupoles and the insertion (see
Fig.l) is described by the transition matrix £'.
The parameters of the quadrupoles are defined by the condition of the traces the
transition matrices of the first half to be zero for both the • transverse directions:
Sp{Mt(-qu-q3))

Sp{Mi(qi,q2)) = 0,

= 0.

Under the thin lens approximation, we obtain for (/1 and 92:
<?i = - 9 2 ,

4\

Ll(2 + IQ) '

where Q~l is the focus distance of the solenoid in Fig.l (the contribution of the small
pulsed radial field into the transition matrix can be neglected).
There exists a region of inadmissible values of |Q/| to impose the restrictions on the
energy range, where this method can be used. This can be understood in a qualitative
manner as follows. At a higher energy for a constant axial magnetic field, the value of \Ql\
is small and the structure acts as a FODO one (solenoids are turned off). While reducing
the energy the solenoids, due to the symmetry along both transverse directions, will either
increase or decrease the focusing ability of the structure until the transverse beam size
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becomes too large to be accepted. During the further decrease in energy the solenoids will
behave as strong lenses and their effect can be compensated by the "weak" quadrupoles
under the condition of these latter being placed near focal planes of the compensating
quadrupole lenses.
By requiring, at the injection energy, the condition

to be valid, the compensation scheme will be effective within the whole energy range.
jL Let us consider a numerical example for the case of translation symmetry as applied
to the designed MKF booster [4].
The spin resonance strength Wk = 0.005 and the depolarization ratio D = 0.03 requires
the value of the spin frequency jump Дг/ = 0.12 at the jump duration At = 15 [is.
According to relation (1), to realize the same jump in the spin frequency one needs the
largest possible value of longitudinal magnetic field. For ipz = 7r/3 with one insertion the
spin frequency jump Ai//2 = 0.O6 at the energy Ek = 3 GeV can be obtained by means
of the following magnetic field integrals:
Bzlz = 4.8 T • m,

BJX = 0.32 T • m.

This technique can be spread over high energies, too, thereby instead of the longitudi
nal field it is expedient to use only transverse fields. When using partial Siberian snakes
the crossing of the spin resonances can be implemented more naturally by means of the
magnetic field jump-rather than by its gradient jump.
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EVIDENCES FOR LIGNT H° AND HEAVY # ,
# + STABLE S = - 2 DIBARYONS
B. A. Shahbazian, T. A. Volokhovskaya,
V. N. Yemelyanenko, A. S. Martynov
Joint Institute for Nuclear Research,
Ц1980, Dubna, Moscow Region, Russia
Abstract
Light neutral 11° as well as heavy neutral II and positively charged Я + stable,
5 = - 2 dibaTyons ha,ve been observed.
Presently the quark[l] and soliton Skyrme-type[2] models predict the existence of two
different sets of S = —2 dibaryon states. The lowest state of the quark model set is an
7 = 0, J* — 0 + , Мцо < 2Мдо isosinglet dibaryon, whereas that of the soliton Skyrmc-type
model set is an I = 1, J* = 0 + , Мн-,н,н+ ~ 2370MeV/c 2 isotriplet dibaryon. Both the
light and heavy dibaryons were predicted to be stable against strong decays.
We have undertaken the search for these hadrons on photographs of the JINR 2m propane
bubble chamber, exposed to 10 GeV/c proton beam. The dibaryons were identified via
multivertex kinematical analysis using the CERN program Grind, as well as all methods of
particle identification, afforded by propane bubble chamber technique.
• First, the hypotheses on weak decays of the II0, II~, II, II+, irrespective of the
mechanisms . of their formation were tried.
• If the fits of these hypotheses were successful, "background" hypoteses possibly faking
these weak decays were tried.
• If the later attemps were unsuccessful, the hypotheses on exclusive production and
weak decays of the observed stable dibaryons were tried.
1. The first candidate for the II0 emitted from two-prong star, weakly decays forming an
8 GeV/c V° (Fig.l and [3]).The weak E~ —• mr~ decay was not seen. However, the
probability of a 5.07 GeV/c S~ to survive on a 40.92 cm track length is 11.36% [3].
Besides, as it was shown earlier, we failed to fit the event by hypotheses on two- and
three-body weak decay modes of any known neutral strange particle[3].
• Only the weak decay hypothesis H° -> pT,~ fits the V° with x 2 ( l ^ - 2C) =
0.014, C.L. = 99.3%, M„o = (2172.7 ± 15.4)МеУ/с 2
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Table 1. Sequences of weak decays and strong reactions, which failed to imitate
the candidates for the neutral, S = —2, heavy Я and light H° dibaryons. Here
M°, K-, K'Q, B°, Y° stand for all S = 0, - 1 mesons, №, А0, Л0 and £° baryons,
presented in the Summary Meson and Baryon Tables in numbers 73, 24, 24, 22, 22, 18, 26
respectively[19]. ns and (2n)3 stand for one and two(as a whole) spectator neutrons
The number
No.
1.-4.
5.-8.
9.
10.
11.

Processes
n n 0 — Bop*-,

p(i3C)

ff

-* P ( I " C ) «
n

~(»c)

*** """(""с)

n

nno - K'°p£-,
p( 1 3 c ) - * p ( l 3 c ) , S - - П5Г_* p~v>—
_ ->
_^pn, Ev—
—
H{H°) v -*
E - , pn
-»^ П7Г№(S=
- 4 ) - р Г Г , p( 1 3 " c ) -+ p( 1 3 » c ), О" n

n

Л-К0

13.
14.-17.

P(i3 c)-p(l3 c), П - - 5 ^ ^ ° ( S = - 3 ) - p E - p ( 1 3 n c ) - p ( 1 3 n c ) , И" - A 0 * "
0
-> Е
£ + 2£ Г
- , £+"-*
£ + - • pir
ря-0',
. £Б _- - • пя-A° - ртг-, p ( , ? c ) - p ( 1 3 " c ) , 7Г- ( J3 " c ) - 7 r - ( , ? c )

18,19.

12.

of reaction
sequences

The results of fits

3 х 2 X 44 X 4

no(3V-3C),(3V-2C)fite *)

3 X 2 X 44 X 4
1
2
2

no(3V-3C),(3V-2C) fits •>
no (3V-3C) fits
no (3V-4C),(3V-3C) fits')

2
1
4

no(3V-4C),(3V-3C)fits •)
no (3V-5C), (3V-4C) fits •>

Л°по — p S " , р ( г ? с ) — p ( i ? c ) , S - — nir-

(3 + 1) х 2

no(3V-4C), (3V-3C) and

20.

Л°п 0 - p M ° E - , p( l 3 " c ) - p ( 1 3 n c ) , E

3 х 2 X 73 X 4

no (3V-3C),(3V-2C) fits *>

21.

tf°rt0 -

(2V'2C),(3V-1C) Rts ')
pK~,

p(x 3 n c ) - p ( 1 3 n c ) , tf
n

22.

pK-,

23.

P * " , P(x 3 n c ) - p ( » c ) . J f - n i

24.
25.
26.

JTno

p( X3 " c ) - p ( l 3

c),

12

- » П7Г

/* — j/ or K~
-У
12

0

3x2x4

no (3V-4C),(3V-3C) fits

3 X 24 Х 2

A — -> Я"»»-

44X2

*

j r + E - . jr+m - p M ° , p C - » p C , E пх - (1Е 1Л°1п1р -•* Я Е ~ , \Н — п.пр, Е ~
(1Д1А°2п1р)->* НЕ-, * Я - > (2n),np, S - - • nw"
_

ЧГ°7Г-

• гиг"

3 X 73 X 2
1
1

no (3V-5C) e >, no (3V-3C)fr) fits
no (3V-3C) fitsc)

•'The negative particle momentum was treated both as a measurable and an immeasurable parameter.
PM° p a r c e l , antiparallel topKo.
' The direction of p^jo not fixed.
c
' The momenta of the hypemudei д Я , ' Я and E ~ were alternately treated as mesurable and immeasurable parameters.

• Neither of background hypotheses (Tabic 1) fits the event,
• The hypotheses on //° creation in pp collisions failed to fit the event, Therefore it
soems that the most favourable kincmatical conditions for the formation of stable
S = —2 dibaryons arise during the collisions of the projectiles with the dilmryonic
targets, dynamically formed within the liC nucleus in the moment of the collision,
As a physical reason for this hypothesis the well known cumulative effect, first
formulated by A,M,Baldin[4] and subsequently discovered experimentally both
in the 5' = 0 and S — — 1 sectors [6, 6, 7, 8] can serve, The essence of this
effect is the particle production in the region of limiting fragmatation of nuclei,
which is kinematically forbidden for onc-iuicleon collisions. After introducing
the dibaryonic fluctuon ()+ mass as a free parameter, the sequence of processes
0
11° -> p£~ fits the event with x7(2V - 1С) = 0.014, C.L =
PD+ -* K K+pII°,
99.3%, M„° = (2172.7± 15.2)MeV/c2. The curve x 2 (M 0 +) reveals a minimum at
Mo+ — 1260^70°Л/сК/с2, sharply increases at Mo+ tending to Mp (no fit even at
Л/и+ = 1 lOOMcV/c3) arid slowly increases with the increasing A/p+, maintaining
the significance of the fit up to the largest explored value Л/д+ = 2300MeV/c 2 ,
The coincidence within the limits of errors of all corresponding inclusive and
exclusive best-fit parameters and especially the Af//o, inspires confidence in correct
physical meaning of the parameter iV//j+. The time of flight of the 11° before the
weak decay is T = 6,67 x 10 _ n .s [3]
2. The second candidate for the //° emitted from a six-prong star, weakly decays forming
a 1.10 GeV/c V°, both decay particles of which produce kinked tracks (Fig.2 and [9]).
The V° positive decay particle is a proton. Therefore of all two-body weak decay
hypotheses only V° = Л0 —* pir~, not associated with the parent star, should be
checked, The invariant mass Myo is unmeasurablc because so is the negative decay
particle momentum p£_. For the above hypothesis one has p£_ = 0.144 GeV/c which is
significantly less than the pion momentum after the kink pn- = (0.3169±0.0339) GeV/c
(Fig.2 and [9]). Thus the above hypothesis should be rejected as well.
• Only the sequence of processes H° -> pE", pl2C —• pnC, E~ —* nir~ fits the
event with x 2 (2V - 2C) = 0.73, C.L. = 69.3%, MHo = (2218.0 ± 12.0)MeV/c 2
[9],
t Neither of background hypotheses (Table 1) fits the event.
• Owing to the obscuring effect of nuclear cascade proceses no exclusive analysis was
feasible. The time of flight of the # ° before the weak decay is T = 6.77 X 10 -1о з.
The average mass of the tf° over these two events is < Мцо > = (2195.4 ±
9.7)AfeV/c2. The 7/° production effective cross section of these two events either
in puC or in pp collisions in propane at 10 GeV/c is 60 nb.
3. The first candidate for the heavy H dibaryon, emitted from a one-prong star marked
as Pr in Fig.3 weakly decays forming a 1.97GeV/c V° both decay particles of which
produce kinked tracks. Again, as in the case of the event No.2 the only hypothesis
on two-body weak decay V° = Л —> p7r~, not associated with the parent star should
be rejected because of (i) the significant inequality p£_ = 0.1510 < pv- = (0.26897 ±
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p.J/OffcV/c)
Fig.l.

Two stereoviews of associative production pD+ —» I1°K+K°p
and subsequent weak decay of light neutral stable S = — 2 dibaryon,
II 0 —• p £ ~ . Weak decay of the K° was not detected.
For D+ sec the text.
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Fig.2.

Weak decay of light neutral stable S = — 2 dibaryon, H° —*• pE~, S~ —• пп
The decay proton suffers elastic scattering p l2C —* p 12C.
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£

Fig.3.

Elastic scattering Hp —> Яр and subsequent weak decay of
heavy neutral stable S = — 2 dibaryon, Я —* p E - ,
S~ —» П7Г". The decay proton suffers elastic scattering p 1 2 C —> p
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12

C

0.01307)C7eV/c (ii) the maximum sagitta of the presumed decay pion, S = 0,86 cm is
much larger than the observed one (iii) the expected ionization of the decay pion is,
1/1° — 1.8G in contrast with the observed minimum ionization (iiii) the invariant mass
of the V° for the V° -» jnT hypothesis is (1.8285 ± 0.0972)GeV/c7 [10, 11]
• Only the sequence of processes / / —• p£~, pX2C —* p12C, E~ —• nn~ fits the
event with \2(2V - 3C) = 1.97, C.L. = 57.9%, Mlt = (2408.9 ± 11.2)McV/c 2 .
• Neither of background processes (Table 1) fits the event.
• Of a number of possible production processes we have succeeded in fitting only the
hypothesis lip —> lip at the fixed above best-fit mass Ми, with X2(1V - 1С) =
1.52, C.L. = 21.8%, the // being produced near the entrance window, unseen on
the photograph. The time of flight of the H before the weak decay in this case is
Г > 5.24 x 10- , o s [10, 11].
The second candidate for the heavy // dibaryon, emitted from a two-prong star weakly
decays forming a 2.50 GeV/c V°, both decay particles of which produce kinked tracks
(Fig.4). Again the only hypothesis on two-body weak decay V° = Л0 —> рж~, not
associated with the parent star, should be rejected because of the (i) inequality p£_ =
0.1240 < pn- = (0.2623 ± 0.0171) GeV/c, (ii) expected S = 0.82 cm against the one,
imperceptible by eye, (iii) expected 1/1° = 2.3 against the observed 1.0.
• Only the sequence of processes // —• p£~, pnC —» pnC, S~ —» nir~ fits the
event with x 2 (2V - 3(7) = 3.05, C.L. = 38.4%, MH = (2385.8 ± 31.0)MeV/c 2 .
• Neither of background hypotheses (Table 1) fits the event [11, 12].
• We have considered several hypotheses on production reactions pp —*
UKtK][{W
- 8C), HK+K+M°(W
- 5C), HK+K'°ir+(4V - 5(7), as well as
pB+ -> HI<tK}{W
- 1С), A°(S = -Z)KfK}K'°{4V
- 7C), each followed by
reaction sequences / / —* p£~, A0 —» pE", puC —> pt2C, S " —» П7Г~, E~ —»
Л°7г", Л',+ —> p.+v (this decay mode was stated beforehand; for M°, K'°, B+, B°
see Table 1 and [19]), failed to fit the event. Introducing again thefluctuon target
D+ hypothesis, possible production reactions pD+ —> HKfKfB0,
HK*K"°p
(both followed by the reaction sequences Я —> p£~, pl2C —» pnC,
S - —•
+
+
n;r~, Л', —• /i j/) were tried. The best fit resulted for the B° = n and
/v'*° = 7l'° hypotheses , with x 2 (4V - 4(7) = 4.42 and 6.97, C.L. = 34.0
and 13.8%, MH = (2384.9 ± 31.0) and (2374.9 ± 29.6)A/eV/c 2 respectively and
MD+ — M^V^%MeVf<? for both hypotheses. Again the inclusive and exclusive
best-fit parameters, and Мц among them, coincide within the limits of errors.
Again, as for the H° No.l, the curve X2(MD+) reveals a minimum, this time
at Mp+ = nOOiy^MeV/c 2 , sharply increases at Мд+ tending to Mv (no fit
even at Mp+ = 1500AfeV/c2) and slowly increases with the increasing Л/д+,
maintaining thereby the significance of the fit up to the largest explored value
MD+ = 2300MeVyc2. It is noteworthy that in both events (No.l and 4) the
nucleus leaves not the nonstrange dynamically formed target dibaryons of Y = 2
hyperch'-irge, but the # ° and II dibaryons of Y = 0 hypercharge. These facts sat
isfy well the empirical hypercharge selection rule "The hypcrcharge of free hadrons
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1,
•I
Associative production pD+ —» HK^K^n and subsequent
weak decay of heavy neutral stable S = —2 dibaryon, Я —* pE"
E~ —> П7Г". The decay proton suffers "elastic scattering p 1 2 C —) 12/
/ I + I / was detected.
Weak decay of one of the two positive kaons, K\
For D+ see the text.
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(imiltiquark and multibaryon ones including) cannot exceed unity:
Y < 1 " (sec [3] and our earlier articles cited therein). It is tempting to think that
in p l2C collisions at 10 GeV/c resulting in both light # ° and heavy II neutral sta
ble S — — 2 dibaryons, an elementary dibaryonic droplet of nonstrange QGP had
been transiently formed and instantly had suffered phase transition into a stable
dibaryon and two kaons of S = +1 strangness each, all the three hadrons leaving
the nucleus. If this were the case, the stable dibaryons could serve as unique
signatures of the transient formation of the dibaryonic droplets of the nonstrange
QGP.
The considered event does not reveal apparent break-up of the target nucleus though
the summary mass of only HKfK}
system produced amounts to 3385 MeV/c*.
Most probably this could result in a diffraction-like interaction p 1 2 C —>
HK^K^^B,
accompanied by reactions H —* pE~, pnC —> pnC, E~ —> птг~, Kf —> p.+u.
The multivertex kinematical analysis confirms this hypothesis with X2(4V—5C) =
7.41, C.L. = 19.2%, Ми = (2389.6 ± 19.9)MeV/c 2 . A stable nB nucleus (of
81.17% abundance) of a best-fit momentum (606.7 ± 13.5)MeF/c is not able to
produce a seen track in propane.
It is almost evident that at energies as low as 10 GeV and lower one can perhaps
hope for only transient formation of these droplets in nuclear targets. If one
accepts the assumed mechanism of the S = —2 stable dibaryon formation in
the E < 10 GeV energy region as a predominant one at least, the negative
result of the first experiment dedicated to the search for the H° production in
the reaction pp —• H°K+K+ at (5.1 — 5.9) GeV/c [15] becomes understandable.
The time of flight of the second candidate for the H dibaryon before the weak
decay is T = 2.18 x 10~ 10 s. The estimate of the effective cross section for the
production of these two candidates for the H amounts to 60 nb. The average mass
is < MH > = (2396.9 ± 17.0) MeV/c2. Let us finish the exposition of the analysis
of four candidates for H° and / / by an estimate. The yields of the fake events
due to reaction sequences nn —+ pnir~, T - ( I " C ) —» """(lacr)» P ( « C ) ~"* P ( « C )
and nn —> pH~K°(mir°),m = 0,1, p(i" c ) -* P ( I " C ) J S~ —• nir~ initiated by
secondary neutrons according to OPE and OB(7r,K)E models [16] amount to
2 x 1 0 - 5 and 6 x 10~7 events maximum respectively on 10s photographs. In Table
1, in reaction 1-8, 18-24, the Fermi momentum vector p„o as well as pgo in the 1-4,
PK>O in 5-8 and рмо in 20th and 24th were considered as parallel or antiparallel
to the incident particle (n, Л 0 , K°) momentum vector or pno = 0 [10, 11, 12].
Neither of the H° or H event could be fitted by the hypotheses on weak decays of
multistrange (doubly strange in this case) hypernuclei [17] (points 25,26). Besides,
we failed to fit both the Я 0 and H events by three-body weak decay modes, the
third decay particles 7,7T°,n, К0, Л°,Е°,Е 0 moving in both directions along the
straight line, connecting the production and decay vertices.
5. The candidates for the Hf dibaryons were searched for via possible two- and threebody weak decay modes H+ —» рЛ° or 7г°рЛ° both followed by Л 0 —> p7r" weak decay.
For this purpose the statistical sample of one-positive prong events with Л0 pointing
to the kink was used [10, 11, 13].
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Three-body weak decay of heavy stable, positively charged 5 = —2
stable dibaryon, # + —> 7г°рЛ°, Л° -* рж~.
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Fig.6. Two-body weak decay
of heavy stable positively charged
S = —2 dibaryon
Я+-»рЛ 0 , Л°->рт-.
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The first candidate for the / / + in Fig.5 is presented by a very slow, heavily ionizing
positively charged massive particle, suffering violent scattering in propane and forming
a kinked track. The part of the track after the kink is certainly due to a slow proton,
stopping in propane. The slow V° with stopping decay proton and negative pion, of
invariant mass Mp„~ = (1115.5 ± 1,4)MeV/c2 was fitted by the hypothesis on а Л 0 ,
emitted from the kink with x 2 ( l V - 3 C ) = 0.84, C.L. = 84.0%. The accidental spatial
Л 0 correlation with the kink, apparently critical at short distances and slow Л 0 amounts
to 4.04 x 10"*8[10]. The hypothesis on emission of the Л0 from the parent interaction
fails to fit the event with x 2 (lV — 3C) = 59.2 due to the large noncoplanarity angle
r/ = (0.38342 ± 0.03164) radians.
• The hypothesis on # + —> рЛ°, Л° —• ртг~ weak decays fails to fit the event with
X2(2V~6C) = 92.2. Instead, the hypothesis on weak decays tf+ - • 7Г°рЛ°, Л° -»
рк- fits the event with x 2 (2V - 3C) = 0.94, C.L. = 87.1%, Mm = (2375.8 ±
9.3) MeV/c2, the initial momentum рн+ = (352.1 ± 8.0)MeV/c. Assuming the
weak decay at рц+ = 0 one has Л///+ = 2377.3MeV/c 2 . The possible decay
mode # + —> S + + A0, S + —* p + 7, suggested by Prof.D.C.Peaslee leads to
MH+ = (2368.0 ± ЩМеУ/с2
with an extra probability factor 3.86 x 10 - 4 .
• Neither of hypotheses on reactions, initiated by particles of positive and negative
electric charges fits the event (The upper part of Table 2). Even digressing from
the presence of the A0 -hyperon, the measured proton momentum and its emission
angle do not fit the E + —* pw° weak decay kinematics [18].
• Owing to the obscuring efFect of nuclear cascade reactions no exclusive analysis
proved to be possible. The time of flight of the H+ before the weak decay at rest
is 2.6 x 10- 1 0 s.
6. All events from the above mentioned sample (except the event No.5) have been tried
for two- and three-body weak decay hypotheses for the # + . If either of them or both
hypotheses fitted an event, the hypotheses on possible imitating reactions (the lower
part of Table 2) have been tried. All events of this sort, excepting the event N0.6 which
is analysed below, were successfully fitted at least by one of the processes
of Table
2 (the lower part) and by this reason they were rejected. The ionization measurements
always confirmed these negative results. Indeed, the best-fit masses of several fake
dibaryons were very large (up to 5000M eV/c 2 ) at rather moderate momenta, ensuring
thereby small velocities and very large, up to I/J0 ~ 8 expected relative ionization,
contrary to the measured ones [11, 14].
Only one event,the event N0.6 (Fig.6) was successfully fitted by only one H+ weak
decay hypothesis, # + -> pA°, A0 -> рж~, with X 2 (2K - 5C) = 7.81, C.L. =
16.7%, M H + = (2409.3 ± 13.0)MeV/c 2 , p„+ = (6.84 ± 0.14)GeV/c Both threebody weak decay hypothesis H+ —• 1Г°рЛ°, Л° —У рп~ and the hypotheses from the
lower part of Table 2, as well as the hypotheses on S + —• pitQ or mr+ decays [18] (again
digressing from the presence of the A0) failed to fit the event. The relative ionization
of the H+ estimated on its short track length meets well the expected one 1.52 ± 0.14.
The vertex of the parent primary interaction is not seen on this photograph. Therefore
the genuine time of flight is Гя+ > 4.7 x 1 0 " u s . By the same reason we were deprived
of possible attemps to perform exclusive kinematical analysis. The estimated effective
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Table 2. Sequences of strong reactions and weak decays, presumedly able to imitate but
which failed to imitate the weak decays of the first and second candidates for the heavy
S ~ - 2 stable //+ dibaryon (events No.5 and 6). Here Min — 2Mn, Mtp = 2M P , M2pn —
2MP + Mn, n and p stand for the neutron and proton. For V°, B°, K*°, M' see Table 1
The number
No.

of reaction
sequences

Processes

The result
of fits

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Event No.5
S + n -> рЛ°, Л° -» ртГ
-* рж~к°, Л° —»рж~
Е+(2п) -> рпЛ°, Л° -> ря—
К~(2р) -* рМ°А°, Л° -> ртгК-(2рп) -> рВ°Л°, Л° -» ртГ
Е~(2р) -> р£°Л°, Л° -» ртг~
Event No.6

1
1
1
73
44
44

no (2V-6C) fits

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

тг+n -> Л-+К0, У0 -> М°Л°, Л° -» р ^ /С+п -> К+К'°Ь°, Л° -» ртг"
рп -4 рЛ"°Л°, Л° - • ряS+n -> рЛ°, Л° -+ рж~
-* рМ°К°, Л° -»ртгЕ+(2п) -+ рпЛ°, Л° -* ртг"

44
24
24
1
73
1

no (2V-6C) fits
no (2V-4C) fits

»

r>

n
n

no (2V-4C)fits
n

и

n

»

no (2V-6C) fits
no (2V-4C) fits
n

»

cross section for the production of these two candidates for the # + -dibaryon in p 1 2 C
or pp collision in propane at 10 GeV/c amounts to 60 nb. The average mass over these
two events is < MH+ >= (2392.6 ± 23.6)MeV/c 2 .
It was shown that the hypothesis on weak decay mode H+ —» p + H°, S° —> я-0 +
Л°, Л° —> p + 7г~ failed to fit the H+ events observed. This possible weak decay mode
was kindly suggested by Prof.D.C.Peaslee in a private communication. The search for
the H~ component using the available statistics was unsuccessful. Instead, several H~
hyperons, created in p 12 C collisions at 10 GeV/c with cross section (1300 ± 600) nb
have been found.
The problem of the existence of stable dibaryons for its successful solution first of
all needs for copious production of these hadrons. Perhaps most radically it could be
ensured in low energy E~-,fl~-nucleus interactions by sending intensive hyperon beams
of inevitably high momenta after intensive beams of relativistic ions, the adjustable
momentum per nucleon of which is kept lower than the hyperon momentum. As far
as the detection problems is concerned one can note that within the limits of errors
MH+ » 2MV + Mfc-. Therefore the H+ —* ppK~ weak decay would look out as a
rather narrow trident, the protonic prongs of which are very close to each other. It
seems that the counter technique is well suited for the detection of these topologies.
We are now designing such an experiment.
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Let's now brcefly survey other experiments devoted to the search for stable dibaryons.
The witty counter experimcnt[20] tagging the formation of S = — 2 states aiming to
detect stable dibaryons in the reactions K~p —> ЛГ+2"", sTd —> # ° n , using double
liquid hydrogen/deuterium target was approved in 1985.
At PANIC'93 (Perugia, Italy, June 25-July 3, 1993) not significant hints on candidates
for two light and two heavy dibaryons were claimed, the possible mass values were
not precised. Much efforts are devoted to the elimination of large background. In
our opinion the counter experiments are well suited for detection of objects of simple
topologies, the possible existence of which was beforehand established using visual
methods even with low statistics. The number of participants in this experiment (46)
by an order of magnitude exceeds ours(4).
Long-range seems the proposal based on fiber detector technique [21], which in fact
imitates high speed bubble chamber. This new method needs for systematic develop
ment of particle and event identification methods what inevitably is connected with
time delay and is subject to growing pains. The later is clearly demonstrated in Fig.3
of the corresponding report at Shimoda Conference [21]. The event presented there
in neither case is a weak decay S~ —> Л°тг~, Л° —»• pt~~. Indeed the maximum maximorum laboratory emission angle of the decay proton of the 0.139 GcV/c momentum
Л0 which occurs in S~-dccay at rest is 59", wheras in the event shown in Fig.3 which
certainly is not a E~-decay at rest (in Fig.3 the oppening angle(A°,7r~) is only ~ 86°,
not 180°), the decay proton emission angle is 100°! The presumed V° could result
either in K~p —• K°n charge exchange reaction or could be a trivial two-prong neutral
star (if the pronges arc due to particles of opposite charges, what is not seen in Fig.3).
This group is well declared at PANIC'93 candidates for light and heavy stable
dibaryons in twos, which are "not clean". In our opinion this new method would need
for multivertex kinematical analysis if the scrupulous analysis of all possible errors will
not rule out at all this possibility. It is worthy to note that the scintillator density is 1.01.2 gcm~z, i.e. 2.5-3.0 times larger than that of propane (0.41<7cm~3, 57°C, 8—10 aim).
This means worse momentum and angular resolutions especially for slow particles
among which one has to seek for the bulk of the sought for heavy particles produced
by a 1.6 GeV/c K~ beam.
Finally it seems more than doubtfull that in the experiment [22] it will be possible to
detect and properly analyse weak decay sequence //° ~* p S ~ , S~ —> nir~ using 1 mm
thick nuclear emulsion layers because of the quite low spatial efficiency and a rather
strict limit imposed on H° life-time, T < 10""10s- Indeed of about 100 E~ stop-events
[22] even not а ЛЛ or S°n background final state has been detected.
The authors are very much obliged to the Academician: A.M.Baldin for his support of
this work. This work has been performed with the financial support of the Russian
Foundation for the Fundamental Research(93-02-3923).
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